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Abstract 

Background: Increasingly, it is recommended that to improve access to depression 

treatment, low-intensity psychological interventions should be developed and 

investigated. To date, resource-oriented approaches, such as positive psychology, that 

focus on patients’ strengths and positive feelings have not been systematically 

developed and evaluated, despite evidence of potential effectiveness. This thesis 

aimed to systematically develop a theoretically sound online intervention using 

positive psychology and investigate its acceptability. 

Methods: The intervention’s conceptual model was based on evidence synthesised 

from a systematic review, which identified commonly applied positive psychology 

components, and a qualitative study with 18 patients and 5 clinicians on the potential 

acceptability of online positive psychology. The intervention was tested in a feasibility 

study with 103 participants with depression, to identify the feasibility of study 

procedures and the acceptability and potential outcomes of the intervention. 

Intervention acceptability was further explored qualitatively with twenty-three 

purposively selected participants. 

Results: Six positive psychology components were included in the intervention to 

promote positive affect, strengths, and social connections. Half of the sample used 

the intervention minimally, a third used it moderately, and one fifth used it regularly. 

The intervention was rated as helpful by a fifth of the overall sample. Participants 

reported improved symptoms of depression. The qualitative evidence suggested that 

intervention acceptability could be explained by the extent to which the positive 

psychology components were perceived as relevant to participants’ depression and 

how empowering they found a low-intensity website. 

Conclusions: A low-intensity online positive psychology intervention is acceptable 

and potentially beneficial to some patients with depression. Future research is needed 

to establish whether online positive psychology is attractive to a distinct population. 

If so, the developed intervention should be refined and evaluated for effectiveness. 

However, if there are people who generally prefer online treatments for depression, 

research should focus on developing the best-evidenced approach.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Overview 

This chapter sets the rationale for this thesis, which was to systematically develop a 

theoretically sound online intervention using positive psychology and investigate its 

acceptability. The chapter describes the need for low-intensity online treatments for 

depression and introduces positive psychology as a promising resource-oriented 

approach to inform such a treatment. The chapter also outlines some of the 

limitations of positive psychology that are addressed in this thesis. It describes two 

scientific frameworks of intervention development that were used to inform this 

thesis. The chapter concludes with the research questions and summarises how these 

are addressed by the studies included in this thesis. 

1.2 The need for low-intensity online treatments for depression 

1.2.1 The public health burden of depression 

Depression is a word that has come to be used to describe the despair that can 

accompany daily life. In contrast, depressive episodes are specific experiences 

characterised by a range of symptoms including low mood, decreased capacity for 

enjoyment, reduced concentration and energy, and disturbed sleep and appetite. 

According to the DSM-V, for a diagnosis of major depressive disorder to be made at 

least five symptoms, including depressed mood or loss of interest of pleasure, must 

persist for two weeks or more and affect a person’s ability to function (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2013). The ICD-10 diagnoses depression according to the 

severity of the episode; either mild, moderate, or severe depending on the number of 

symptoms present and the extent to which these affect daily functioning (World 

Health Organization, 2004).  

Depression can take numerous forms. Essentially, it is viewed as an episodic, 

recurring disorder with periods of depression varying in length (World Health 

Organization, 2001). It can also take chronic forms, where symptoms persist for two 

years or more (Scott, 1988). Furthermore, depression often occurs alongside other 

health conditions as a so-called co-morbidity. For example, many patients also meet 

the criteria for another psychiatric condition, often anxiety (Kessler et al., 2003). In 

physical health, depression is often co-morbid with chronic conditions including 

arthritis and diabetes, and can worsen patient health outcomes (Moussavi & 

Chatterji, 2007).  
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Depression affects large numbers of people and the estimates of prevalence vary 

depending on the methodology used. However, one recent study suggested that there 

were almost 300 million cases of major depressive disorder globally during 2010, a 

point prevalence of 4.4% (Ferrari, Charlson, Norman, Flaxman, et al., 2013). In the 

United Kingdom (UK), according to figures from the Psychiatric Morbidity Survey the 

prevalence was 2.3% (McManus, Meltzer, Brugha, Bebbington, & Jenkins, 2009). Rates 

of depression are reportedly higher amongst women, who are twice as likely to 

experience depression as men (Kessler, 2003).  

Consequently, the burden of depression is considerable and it is recognised as a 

leading cause of disability worldwide (Ferrari, Charlson, Norman, Patten, et al., 2013; 

World Health Organization, 2009). Not only is depression associated with great 

personal burden, there are vast economic consequences in terms of treatment and 

lost employment costs. In England in 2007 it was estimated that £1.7 billion was spent 

on services and £7.5 billion was lost in employment costs, with figures projected to 

increase dramatically by 2026 to £3 billion and £12.2 billion respectively (McCrone, 

Dhanasiri, Patel, & Knapp, 2008). As a result, effective and cost-effective treatment of 

depressive disorders is a public health priority.  

Although effective treatments have been developed, there is a ‘treatment gap’ 

whereby people in need of treatment do not have it. According to Kohn et al., (2004) 

who calculated the treatment gap for countries worldwide, based on prevalence rates, 

service use, and population size, it is estimated that over half of patients (56%) with 

depression remain untreated. In the UK, figures from the 2007 Psychiatric Morbidity 

Survey indicated that only 24% of people with depression and anxiety were receiving 

treatment (McManus et al., 2009). There have been various strategies suggested to 

improve access to treatment including addressing stigma and increasing access to 

psychosocial interventions (Patel et al., 2010). In particular, it is recognised that an 

important contributor to the treatment gap is the scarcity of resources for treatment 

that includes policy and infrastructure, mental health services, and human and 

financial resources (Saxena, Thornicroft, Knapp, & Whiteford, 2007). Consequently, 

there are calls to increase the availability of low-intensity psychological interventions. 

Low-intensity psychological interventions are defined as those that require little to no 

therapist time to facilitate, such as guided self-help and computerised cognitive 

behavioural therapy (cCBT). An obvious benefit is that such interventions can make 
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better use of scarce healthcare resources, whilst addressing patient needs. Such 

treatments are recommended for depression in the UK, by the National Institute for 

Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), as part of a stepped care model whereby 

patients are offered the least amount of therapeutic contact that is appropriate in the 

first instance and then ‘stepped up’ if needed (National Institute for Health and 

Clinical Excellence, 2009).  

A prime objective of the Increasing Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) 

initiative in England has been to increase availability of the aforementioned low-

intensity psychological interventions in a bid to address the treatment gap (Clark et 

al., 2009). Clark et al., (2009) describe that in a typical intervention, a patient with 

depression would receive a book outlining a recovery programme to independently 

work through, supplemented by phone calls from therapists to check progress. 

However, despite investment the treatment gap remains, with a recent report 

suggesting IAPT has met the need of just 15% of adults with common mental health 

conditions (Mental Health Taskforce, 2016). Concurrently, the demand for mental 

healthcare is increasing and there have been calls to increase innovation and use 

online technologies, such as websites and smartphone apps, to make low-intensity 

psychological interventions more available to help bridge the treatment gap 

(Department of Health, 2014; Mental Health Taskforce, 2016). 

1.2.2 The use of the Internet to improve access to mental health treatment  

There are several reasons for the trend towards disseminating low-intensity 

treatments online. The first relates to the digital revolution that has occurred in 

society in recent years. Greater numbers than ever before now use the Internet in 

their daily lives. The Office for National Statistics recently reported that 73% of adults 

in the UK now access the internet ‘on the go’ using a mobile phone or smartphone, a 

rate which has doubled since 2011 (Prescott, 2017). Not only is the Internet used to 

purchase goods and services, a fifth of people surveyed report using it in the last week 

to search health related information (Ofcom, 2017). As the population becomes more 

familiar and comfortable with the internet it is perhaps unsurprising that it is viewed 

as part of the solution to improve the accessibility of mental health interventions 

(Hollis et al., 2015; Mental Health Network NHS Confederation, 2014).  

A key driver in the use of online services is that the demand for mental healthcare is 

predicted to exceed NHS resources (Hollis et al., 2015). The Mental Health 
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Foundation estimates that by 2030 there will be 2 million more adults with mental 

health problems in the UK (Mental Health Foundation, 2013). However, cost 

pressures require services to find innovative ways to deliver interventions (Bennion, 

Hardy, Moore, & Millings, 2017; Hollis et al., 2015). It is hoped that offering 

information and interventions online could help to deliver services more efficiently 

(Mental Health Network NHS Confederation, 2014). This is because patients could 

more readily access appropriate information and services which could reduce the 

need for face-to-face appointments and the associated time and expense of travel, 

potentially resulting in reduced staff workloads and waiting lists. Essentially, online 

interventions can be widely disseminated without being ‘consumed’ or diminished, 

unlike interventions delivered by healthcare practitioners in which financial 

resources are consumed (e.g. staff salaries, infrastructure) (Muñoz, 2010). 

Accordingly, the UK Government and Chief Medical Officer have called for mental 

health services to use technology to improve care and access to services (Department 

of Health, 2014; HM Government & Department of Health, 2011). 

The benefits of online services and treatments go beyond efficiency. It is proposed 

that they offer greater flexibility and patient-centeredness, as patients have greater 

choice and control over their mental healthcare (Hollis et al., 2015). Patients can use 

websites and smartphone apps to access psychological interventions (Hill et al., 2017), 

track their progress or symptoms (Walsh, Golden, et al., 2016), detect changes in their 

mood and activities (Marzano et al., 2015), and to share their experiences with their 

peers (Naslund, Aschbrenner, Marsch, & Bartels, 2016), or health professionals (Hollis 

et al., 2015). Evidently, using the Internet has great potential to improve access to 

psychological interventions for the large numbers of patients with depression.  

However, it is acknowledged that this potential has yet to be realised within UK 

services (Hill et al., 2017; Hollis et al., 2015). The reasons for this will be discussed later 

in this chapter, in section 1.6.  

1.3 A resource-oriented approach: positive psychology  

1.3.1 Deficit-oriented and resource-oriented approaches 

To date the majority of interventions using online or computerised means have been 

informed by deficit-oriented treatments, which authors have conceptualised as those 

designed to target and ameliorate a presumed deficit or problem (Priebe, Omer, 

Giacco, & Slade, 2014). This was evidenced in a recent systematic review of over forty 
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open trials and RCTs of computerised psychological treatments for depression, which 

found that whilst 18 different interventions were tested, the majority of these were 

informed by CBT (Richards & Richardson, 2012). Researchers have suggested that this 

reflects a common, and relatively unchallenged, assumption within psychiatry that 

directly addressing problems can achieve therapeutic change (Priebe et al., 2014; 

Seligman, Rashid, & Parks, 2006). However, it is argued that deficit-approaches may 

strengthen patients’ negative self-image and reduce their perceived sense of control 

by focusing primarily on what is wrong (Rashid & Ostermann, 2009).  

An alternate approach is one that is resource-oriented, i.e. takes a position that a 

person has internal resources, e.g. strengths and abilities, and external resources, e.g. 

friends and family, that can be utilised to promote therapeutic change (Priebe et al., 

2014). Such an approach might be more appealing to some, particularly in a context 

where patients are independently attempting to engage with an intervention. Put 

another way, it might be more appealing to complete an inventory of strengths rather 

than an inventory of symptoms. Additionally, resource-oriented interventions are 

promising as they could indirectly affect symptoms, through improving patients’ self-

esteem and expertise (Priebe et al., 2014). Consequently, this thesis is focused on 

using a resource-oriented approach. 

1.3.2 The field of positive psychology 

The field of positive psychology can be considered resource-oriented as its research 

focuses on what makes life worth living, in order to promote wellbeing and 

flourishing in individuals, institutions, and society (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 

2000). The field was mobilised by Martin Seligman (1999) in his presidential address 

to the American Psychological Association. He argued that for too long psychology 

has focused on pathology and addressing deficits and problems, with the result that 

we know little about how individuals are fulfilled and how communities thrive 

(Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Seligman predicted that the positive psychology 

movement would generate evidence based, effective interventions to promote 

thriving individuals, families, and communities (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000).  

Since its inception positive psychology has become an umbrella term, under which a 

range of topics, in varied disciplines including public health, psychiatry, education, 

management, and sports, are investigated (Rusk & Waters, 2013) and promoted in the 

popular press (Linley et al., 2006). However, the focus of this thesis is related to 
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positive psychology’s aim to provide evidence-based interventions to promote 

individual flourishing. It is this aspect of positive psychology that is being referred to 

from this point forward in the thesis. The subsequent sections describe research into 

positive psychology components developed for the general population and for people 

with depression. The critique of this research is described in a later section. 

1.3.3 Developing effective positive psychology components 

The process of generating evidence-based interventions to promote flourishing is 

described by Seligman, Steen, Park, & Peterson (2005). Their aim was to use 

behavioural or cognitive exercises to increase positive feelings, behaviours, and 

thoughts. Initially, these interventions were aimed at a general audience and 

intended to improve the health and happiness of all citizens, rather than for a specific 

population (Seligman et al., 2005). The process began with a decision that the 

theoretical target was happiness. This was conceptualised as having three aspects; 

pleasure (characterised by positive emotion), engagement (involvement and 

absorption in work and personal relationships), and meaning (a sense of purpose and 

connection to something other than oneself) (Seligman, 2002). Seligman and 

colleagues (2005) then identified a large number of exercises (at least one hundred) 

from a range of sources, including Buddhism and the human potential movement in 

the 60s, to Michael Fordyce’s happiness interventions (Fordyce, 1977, 1983), that 

appeared to promote pleasure, engagement, and meaning. These were distilled into a 

smaller number of reproducible exercises, such as ‘three good things in life’, where 

participants documented daily positive events and their causes (Seligman et al. 2005).  

These positive interventions were taught to students and mental health professionals. 

From this, anecdotal testimonies emerged suggesting these interventions were 

powerful and in many instances “life-changing” (Seligman et al., 2006, p.775, 2005, 

p.414). On this basis Seligman and colleagues opted to empirically test the 

effectiveness of five interventions, in an RCT, against a placebo control of ‘early 

memories’, which participants wrote about each night for a week. Over 500 healthy 

participants were recruited from the Authentic Happiness website (created for 

Seligman’s book of the same name, published in 2002) and were randomly assigned 

to practice one of the exercises listed in Table 1.1, or the placebo, for one week. 

Participants completed baseline and follow-up questionnaires via the website. 

Outcome measures included the Steen Happiness Index, developed by Seligman and 
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colleagues, and the Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) 

(Radloff, 1977), measured at post-test and after one week and one, three, and six 

months. Table 1.1 outlines the findings of participants who completed all measures 

(n=411, 71% of original sample) which indicate that three interventions: ‘gratitude 

letter’, ‘three good things in life’, and ‘using signature strengths in a new way’, 

significantly improved happiness and reduced depression over time, whilst the others 

had transient effects comparable to the placebo (Seligman et al., 2005).  

Table 1.1 Description and results of first RCT of positive psychology interventions  

Intervention name Description  Results  

Gratitude letter Write and personally deliver a letter to 
someone who has never been properly 
thanked for their kindness 

Increased happiness and 
decreased depressive 
symptoms for one month  

Three good things in 
life 

For one week write three things that went 
well each day with a causal explanation 

Increased happiness and 
decreased depressive 
symptoms for six months 

You at your best Write about a time when they were at 
their best. Review the story each day for 
a week and reflect on personal strengths 

Transient effects on happiness 
and depression  

Identifying signature 
strengths 

Take online inventory of Character 
Strengths to identify top five strengths to 
use more often in the next week 

Transient effects on happiness 
and depression 

Using signature 
strengths in a new way 

Take online inventory of Character 
strengths. Receive individual feedback 
on strengths and use top strengths in a 
new and different way each day for one 
week  

Increased happiness and 
decreased depressive 
symptoms for six months 

 

In the discussion of their 2005 paper, Seligman and colleagues reported being 

encouraged by their findings of effectiveness in a general population of happiness 

seekers with mild levels of depression. They stated “we cannot resist the speculation 

that happiness exercises might prove therapeutic in depressive disorders” (Seligman 

et al., 2005, p.420). Indeed, in another publication they argued for the potential 

synergy in packaging interventions together for people with depression, as a 

multicomponent intervention, arguing that other therapies rarely administer one 

intervention in isolation (Duckworth, Steen, & Seligman, 2005). Consequently, 

Seligman and colleagues developed positive psychotherapy (Seligman et al., 2006). 
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1.4 Positive psychotherapy 

1.4.1 The conceptual model of positive psychotherapy 

Positive psychotherapy is a treatment for depression that can be considered resource-

oriented as it uses a number of components to promote positive emotions and 

thoughts, awareness and use of personal strengths, and improve interpersonal 

relationships (Seligman et al., 2006).  

The difference between the previous section on positive psychology components and 

the current one on positive psychotherapy is that the target audience for the former 

was a more general population of happiness seekers, whilst the latter is focused 

explicitly in people with depression. However, there are many similarities because the 

components for positive psychotherapy originate from positive psychology. In fact, 

Seligman explains that positive psychotherapy is based on “a core of the 12 best-

documented [positive psychology] exercises” (Seligman et al., 2006, p.776,) to be 

delivered in six week group therapy, or a fourteen week individual therapy. The group 

model was reportedly targeted towards people with mild-to-moderate depression 

with sessions focused more on the positive than on symptoms of depression. The 

individual model was described as aimed at those with a diagnosis of depression and 

Seligman introduced a balance between focusing on patients’ positives as well as on 

their depressive symptoms. Table 1.2 outlines the components of each version.  
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Table 1.2 Positive psychology components in group and individual positive psychotherapy 

Component name Brief description Group Individual Principle being 
targeted 

Positive 
introduction 

Write about a time when they were at 
their best 

 ✔ Engagement 

Obituary/ 
Biography 

Write a 1-2 page essay summarising 
what you would like to be remembered 
as having lived a satisfying life 

✔  Engagement 

Using your 
strengths 

Take online inventory of Character 
Strengths (VIA-IS) to identify top five 
strengths and plan to develop these  

✔ ✔ Engagement 

Blessings journal For one week write three things that 
went well each day with a causal 
explanation 

✔ ✔ Engagement 

Writing memories Write three bad memories and distress  ✔ Pleasure 

Forgiveness letter Write forgiveness letter to transform 
anger and bitterness to neutral or 
positive emotion 

 ✔ Pleasure 

Gratitude letter Write and personally deliver a letter to 
someone who has never been properly 
thanked for their kindness 

✔ ✔ Engagement 

Personal 
satisficing plan 

Settling for ‘good enough’ compared to 
trying to find the ‘best’ option 

 ✔ Meaning 

One door closes/ 
one door opens  

Write occasions where something 
important did not happen but other 
opportunities arose 

 ✔ Pleasure 

Active Constructive 
Responding (ACR) 

React in a visibly positive and 
enthusiastic way to others’ good news at 
least once per day 

✔ ✔ Meaning 

Family strengths 
tree 

Family members complete VIA-IS and 
discuss their common strengths 

 ✔ Meaning 

Savouring Each day take time to enjoy something 
that is usually hurried. Afterwards write 
what you did, how and what was 
different 

✔ ✔ Pleasure 

Gift of time Use strengths in service of others  ✔ Meaning 
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In the 2006 paper Seligman et al., sought to explain the theoretical rationale for the 

model and its possible mechanisms. Interventions were selected as they were 

assumed to target pleasure, engagement, or meaning, as summarised in Table 1.2. The 

following paragraphs describe how the components of the individual version of 

positive psychotherapy were designed to target particular principles, according to 

Seligman et al., (2006).  

1.4.2 Promoting pleasure 

Seligman et al., (2006) described that some positive psychology components aimed to 

promote pleasure, i.e. the experience of positive emotions in the present, past, and 

future and were designed to amplify the intensity and duration of these emotions. 

The ‘savouring’ activity was used to amplify satisfaction from immediate pleasures so 

that participants learn to savour experiences they usually rush through. The ‘writing 

memories’ and ‘forgiveness letter’ aimed to enhance the positivity associated with 

memories and to promote positive emotions about the past including satisfaction, 

fulfilment, and serenity. Finally, the ‘one door closes, one door opens’ component was 

intended to promote positive future emotions including hope, optimism, and 

confidence. 

1.4.3 Promoting engagement 

Other positive psychology components were designed to promote engagement, i.e. 

absorption and involvement in work, leisure, or relationships. Seligman et al., (2006) 

suggested it was important to encourage people to identify talents and strengths and 

use these, hence the inclusion of the component ‘using your strengths’. The 

component ‘positive introduction’ was also included as a way to promote awareness 

of personality competencies and achievements. The ‘blessings journal’ component 

was included to help participants recognise everyday positives in their day-to-day life. 

Similarly, the ‘gratitude letter’ was designed to help shift participants focus towards 

positive interpersonal relationships.  

1.4.4 Promoting meaning 

Finally, several positive psychology components aimed to promote meaning, i.e. a 

sense of purpose and connection to something beyond oneself. The ‘gift of time’ 

component was therefore designed to encourage participants to use their strengths in 

the service of a ‘positive institution’ such as religion, politics, family, or community. 

The ‘active constructive responding’ and ‘family strengths tree’ components were 
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aimed to help participants derive more meaning from interpersonal relationships, by 

encouraging active listening and the sharing and comparison of strengths. The 

‘satisficing plan’ component was designed to encourage participants to be more 

comfortable with their choices, rather than continually seeking perfection. 

1.4.5 Principles and mechanisms  

Although the above paragraphs and Table 1.2 state which components target 

particular principles, it must be acknowledged that Seligman et al., (2006) suggest 

that in reality positive psychology components might target more than one principle. 

This is evidenced in gratitude components such as ‘blessings journal’ and ‘gratitude 

letter’, which could be said to promote pleasure as well as engagement. This is 

because the ‘blessings journal’ could also improve awareness of current pleasant 

events. Similarly, the ‘gratitude letter’ might shift memories towards the good things 

that friends or family have done for them in the past. However, for the sake of clarity 

in this thesis it will be reported that the components target the particular principle 

described in the previous sections and in Table 1.2. 

The authors propose three mechanisms of change of positive psychotherapy 

intervention depicted in Figure 1.1. Firstly, it is suggested that the therapy works by 

re-educating a participant’s attention and memory away from the negative towards 

the positive. This general mechanism can be seen in components such as the 

‘blessings journal’, whereby each evening participants are instructed to write three 

things that went well and why, which can counteract the focus on anything that has 

gone wrong during the day. This may make the person more likely to remember these 

events than they otherwise would have. The second proposed mechanism involves 

explicit behavioural changes as a result of the components. It is argued that by 

changing the way a patient behaves during daily activities, there will be positive 

consequences. Thirdly, it is suggested that the emphasis and use of one’s strengths is 

likely to lead to changes in outcomes. 
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Figure 1.1 Conceptual model of positive psychotherapy 

1.4.6 Effectiveness of positive psychotherapy 

Both versions of the manual demonstrated promising results when tested by 

Seligman et al., (2006). In a small RCT, students who experienced mild-to-moderate 

depressive symptoms were allocated the group version (n=19) or a no treatment 
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control group (n=21). Significant reductions in depression and improvements in 

satisfaction with life were established, and maintained over one year (Seligman et al., 

2006). The individual version was tested, also in a small RCT, with people meeting 

the criteria for major depressive disorder (n=13) and compared to treatment as usual 

(n=15), and treatment as usual with medication (n=17). The results demonstrated that 

positive psychotherapy improved depressive symptoms, functioning, happiness, and 

satisfaction with life compared to both treatment conditions (Seligman et al., 2006). 

1.5 Critical consideration of positive psychology and positive psychotherapy 

Thus far the evidence for positive psychology components tested in the general 

population and positive psychotherapy tested with people with depression has been 

presented uncritically. This is addressed in the subsequent sections, which first 

summarises the current state of the field, followed by a critical consideration of the 

evidence. 

1.5.1 State of current evidence for positive psychology components 

Since Seligman and colleagues suggested that positive psychology should develop 

effective interventions there has been a rapid growth in research in the area (Bolier, 

Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013; Rusk & Waters, 2013; Sin & Lyubomirsky, 2009). 

RCTs have investigated the effectiveness of single component (Burton & King, 2004) 

and multicomponent (Schueller & Parks, 2012) positive psychology interventions with 

a range of populations, including students (Burton & King, 2004), the general public 

(Buchanan & Bardi, 2010), people with psychosocial problems (Kremers, Steverink, 

Albersnagel, & Slaets, 2006), and people with diagnosed depression or related 

disorders (Fava et al., 2005). These interventions have taken a range of formats, 

varying from interventions practiced independently as online self-help (Schueller & 

Parks, 2012), as individual therapy (Fava et al., 2005), and in group formats (Feldman 

& Dreher, 2012). The intensity of interventions has also varied from single sessions 

(Feldman & Dreher, 2012), to several weeks (Schueller & Parks, 2012), to those 

spanning several months (Fava et al., 2005). 

These various studies have been synthesised in two reviews. The first non-systematic 

meta-analysis was published by Sin & Lyubomirsky (2009) and included 51 studies, 

with more than 4,000 participants. It concluded that positive psychology 

interventions significantly enhanced wellbeing and decreased depressive symptoms 

with moderate effect sizes and recommended their use for patients with depression. 
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However, this review was limited as it included quasi-experimental studies, which, 

without random assignment and control of potential confounders, make it difficult to 

convincingly demonstrate a link between the treatment and outcome. Secondly, 

study quality was not assessed as a potential moderator of the treatment effect. This 

is critical, given that literature suggests that effects of psychological interventions can 

be overestimated when poor quality studies are synthesised (Cuijpers, van Straten, 

Bohlmeijer, Hollon, & Andersson, 2010). Indeed, guidelines for systematic reviews 

routinely recommend assessing and accounting for study quality (Tacconelli, 2010). 

Finally, Sin & Lyubomirsky (2009) included a range of interventions in their review, 

such as mindfulness and forgiveness therapy. Although these are conceptually related 

to positive psychology, it has been argued they are not ‘pure’ positive psychology 

interventions (Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013). To address these limitations 

Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., (2013) therefore conducted a stricter systematic 

review and meta-analysis. It included 39 studies with over 6,000 participants and 

demonstrated the benefit of positive psychology interventions for improved wellbeing 

and reduced depression, however, with a smaller effect size than the previous review. 

The review evidence suggesting that positive psychology interventions can improve 

the wellbeing of the general population and people experiencing depression has led 

to enthusiasm and further research focused on several areas. The first relevant 

research area is the focus on disseminating interventions online. This is to improve 

access for the general public as a means of promoting good mental health (Parks, 

2014). This has led to the commercialisation of products, such as the ‘Live Happy’ app, 

originally tested in a naturalistic study (Parks, Della Porta, Pierce, Zilca, & 

Lyubomirsky, 2012). It is now available as ‘Happify’ (2017), a subscription based 

product for individuals and employers to access positive psychology interventions.  

Online dissemination has also been investigated for people with symptoms, or 

diagnoses of depression (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; Roepke et al., 2015). 

The rationale is that providing positive psychology online is way to sustainably 

improve access to mental health interventions (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; 

Bolier & Abello, 2014). A key assumption of researchers is that as positive psychology 

interventions are resource-oriented, they are inherently more appealing to people 

experiencing depression than so-called problem-focused interventions (Layous, 
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Chancellor, Lyubomirsky, Wang, & Doraiswamy, 2011; Schueller & Parks, 2012; 

Seligman et al., 2006).  

Another area of research is the focus on establishing what factors affect the 

effectiveness of interventions. Researchers have developed the theory of person-

activity fit to suggest the effectiveness of a positive psychology intervention is likely 

to depend on the intervention characteristics (e.g. time-focus on present or past) and 

person characteristics (e.g. affective state), known as the positive-activity model 

(Lyubomirsky & Layous, 2013). It suggests both factors influence one another to 

determine an optimal person-activity fit. However, to date there is no conclusive 

evidence on person or intervention factors that reliably determine effectiveness.  

One reason for these many areas of research is that research on positive 

psychotherapy is encouraged. The authors of the original paper have since suggested 

and recommended it to be used flexibly; such as with other patient groups, or 

alongside other therapeutic approaches (Rashid, 2008; Rashid & Seligman, 2014). This 

has led to adaptations for different populations, including people with schizophrenia, 

that vary considerably in structure and content (Schrank, Brownell, Tylee, & Slade, 

2014). 

1.5.2 Unclear definitions and theoretical origins 

The first limitation of the field of positive psychology interventions, briefly 

mentioned in the previous section 1.5.1, is that it is not clear how to actually define 

them (Bolier, Haverman, et al., 2014; Parks & Biswas-Diener, 2013; Schueller, Kashdan, 

& Parks, 2014). Some suggest a positive psychology intervention is one which 

promotes positive emotions, behaviours, and/or thoughts, thereby increasing the 

wellbeing of an individual or group (Parks & Biswas-Diener, 2013; Schueller et al., 

2014). This is in line with the definition used by Sin & Lyubomirsky (2009) in their 

review, which resulted in the inclusion of mindfulness and life review interventions. 

It is argued that any conceptually similar interventions, such as acceptance and 

commitment therapy, should be included in and integrated within positive 

psychology, in order to advance the field and develop effective interventions 

(Schueller et al., 2014).   

Others disagree and suggest positive psychology should only be defined as training, 

exercises, or therapies developed within the theoretical tradition of positive 

psychology which are aimed at raising positive feelings, positive cognitions, or 
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positive behaviour (Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013). The argument is to 

focus on what has been developed in line with positive psychology, rather than other 

domains, such as old age psychiatry (in the case of life review) or third wave CBT (in 

the case of acceptance and commitment therapy) (Bolier, Haverman, et al., 2014). 

This could ensure that more homogenous interventions are compared, which could 

lead to greater estimations of the effectiveness of components. It could also further 

the development of theories of how interventions work, which positive psychologists 

have called for (Seligman et al., 2006). 

The debate over the definition of positive psychology centres on the theoretical 

origins of intervention components. However, there are two reasons that the 

theoretical origins are unclear. The first is that these were obscured when positive 

psychology interventions were first described. The previous section 1.3.3 summarised 

how interventions were selected from ‘Buddhism’ to the ‘human potential 

movement’, and distilled into reproducible exercises to be tested (Seligman et al., 

2005). However, Seligman and colleagues do not cite the origins of the particular 

positive psychology components. This has led to repeated criticisms that they have 

failed to sufficiently acknowledge important predecessors, such as humanistic 

counselling psychologists (Tennen & Affleck, 2003; Wood & Tarrier, 2010).  

The second reason that theoretical origins of components are unclear is that positive 

psychologists were not focused on theory, but on generating evidence for effective 

interventions (Schrank, Brownell, et al., 2014). Parks & Biswas-Diener (2013) state that 

“data showing that an activity is effective came first, with questions of “how” and 

“why” tabled for a later date” (p.144). They describe how ‘three good things’ or the 

‘blessings journal’, in which participants keep a daily record of positive events, was 

intended to make people happier without any specific underlying theory and that 

researchers only began to speculate on mechanisms after the research demonstrated 

effectiveness.  

Positive psychologists have countered these criticisms by acknowledging that whilst 

other traditions have focused on human strengths and potentials, this has not 

generated an evidence-base of effective interventions and positive psychology 

therefore aims to address this (Rashid, 2015; Seligman et al., 2006). Yet without an 

agreed definition and clear hypothesised mechanism, it is difficult to select positive 

psychology components to use in a novel online intervention for people with 
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depression. It is necessary to develop a coherent theoretical basis for this 

intervention. As there is no consensus on the definition of a positive psychology 

component, in this thesis the components of positive psychotherapy will be 

investigated (Seligman et al., 2006). These components form a comprehensive and 

well-described package that can be used to investigate taking positive psychology 

online.  

1.5.3 Unclear conceptual model of positive psychotherapy 

Despite positive psychotherapy being the best described package of positive 

psychology components, it is not without limitations. First, it is unclear how exactly 

the included components link to hypothesised mechanisms and lead to outcomes. 

Although some broad principles and mechanisms were described, as depicted in 

Figure 1.1, they are not well specified. It is unclear how the components ‘writing 

memories’ and ‘forgiveness letter’ promote pleasure, as their focus is not explicitly on 

positive emotion. It is hypothesised that these components operate by re-educating 

attention and memory. However, there are competing explanations in the literature. 

Research into therapeutic writing would suggest that writing about memories could 

be cathartic and operate by expressing strong emotions which, in turn, could provide 

psychological relief (Pennebaker & Beall, 1986). Further, Seligman et al., (2006) 

propose that one mechanism that leads to improved outcomes is the ‘use of 

strengths’, yet this is also an intervention component. The authors could have been 

more specific on how exactly using strengths leads to improvements, for example via 

a change in patients’ self-efficacy. Ideally, Seligman et al., (2006) would have included 

a conceptual model that specifies how each positive psychology component promotes 

a particular principle, the hypothesised mechanism by which each component 

operates, and how these link to a proposed outcome (Sermeus, 2015).  

A second limitation is that the processes and rationale for the group and individual 

versions are not well specified. The psychotherapeutic literature suggests that there 

are non-specific contextual factors that can facilitate outcomes in group and 

individual therapies (Wampold, 2001). These could have been acknowledged and 

included in separate conceptual models for each version of the intervention. This 

could help other researchers to decide how to apply positive psychology components 

in different contexts. Further, the two interventions were designed for different 

populations: group therapy for mild-to-moderate depression and individual therapy 
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for unipolar depression. It would have been useful if the conceptual models explained 

the rationale for how the different components included in each version were 

selected to address patient needs.  

It is not possible to construct detailed conceptual models on the basis of what is 

presented by Seligman et al., (2006). Despite the assertion that the model contains 

the “best-documented exercises” from the literature (Seligman et al., 2006, p.776), the 

authors do not provide a citation for each component. This makes it difficult to 

establish the theory or evidence base for particular components, and to hypothesise 

how components link to intervention mechanisms and outcomes.  

In an attempt to establish how much of the positive psychology components included 

in positive psychotherapy were evidence-based, Table 1.3 was created. This used 

various sources describing the positive psychotherapy model (Rashid, 2008, 2015; 

Rashid & Seligman, 2014; Seligman et al., 2006). It highlights that there is no citation 

provided in any of these sources to the theory or evidence for several components 

including ‘obituary/biography’, ‘family strengths tree’, and ‘writing memories’. This 

raises the question of the extent to which these components are based on either 

evidence or theory. Other components were based on theoretical constructs, with 

citations provided to describe these including ‘personal satisficing plan’ (Schwartz et 

al., 2002), the ‘forgiveness letter’ (McCullough, 2000), and ‘savouring’ (Bryant & 

Veroff, 2007), yet had not been tested empirically. Some components had evidence of 

their benefits based on observational studies with the general population including 

‘active constructive responding’ (Gable, Reis, Impett, & Asher, 2004) and ‘gift of time’ 

(Crist-Houran, 1996). Several components including ‘using your strengths’, ‘positive 

introduction’, ‘blessings journal’, and ‘gratitude letter’ had been tested in an RCT with 

a healthy population, reported by Seligman et al., (2005). Most of these demonstrated 

evidence of increased happiness and decreased depression, with the exception of the 

‘positive introduction’, which was no more effective than a placebo. It is unclear why 

an ineffective component was included in positive psychotherapy. Overall, the 

evidence present in Table 1.3 suggests that many positive psychology components 

included in positive psychotherapy lacked a theoretical basis or had little empirical 

evidence. 
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Table 1.3 Origins and evidence base for positive psychology components included in positive psychotherapy  

Positive psychology 
component 

Group Individual Origin of component Where origin 
referenced 

Evidence for component  

Positive introduction   Burton and King (2004) who 
used Maslow 1971 
instructions 

Seligman et al., 
(2006), Rashid 
(2008)  

No better than placebo in healthy population (Seligman et al., 2005) 

Obituary/ Biography   - - - 
Using strengths 
questionnaire 

  Peterson and Seligman 
(2004)  

Seligman et al., 
(2006) 

Theory of strengths is described (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). And 
evidence in helalthy population of increased happiness and decreased 
depressive symptoms (Seligman et al., 2005) 

Blessings journal   Emmons and McCullough 
(2003) 

Rashid (2008) Increased positive affect (healthy population) (Seligman et al., 2005) 

Writing memories   - - - 
Forgiveness letter   McCullough (2000) Seligman et al., 

(2006) 
Describes theory but no effectivenss data (McCullough, 2000) 

Gratitude letter   Seligman et al.,. (2005) Seligman et al., 
(2006) 

Increased happiness and decreased depressive symptoms in healthy 
population (Seligman et al., 2005) 

Personal satisficing 
plan 

  Schwartz et al., (2002) Rashid and 
Seligman (2014) 

Describes theory but not intervention (Schwartz et al., 2002) 

One door closes/ 
one door opens  

  Seligman (2002) Seligman et al., 
(2006) 

Describes theory but not intervention (Seligman, 2002) 

Active Constructive 
Responding 

  Gable et al.,.( 2004) Rashid (2008, 2015) Observational data from healthy population suggests associated with 
higher intimacy and marital satisfication (Gable et al., 2004) 

Family strengths tree   - - - 
Savouring   Bryant and Veroff (2007) Rashid (2015) Theory described and some anetodal data of intervention effectiveness 

(Bryant and Veroff 2007) 
Gift of time   Crist-Houran (1996) Rashid (2008) Meta-analyses suggesting volunteers from healthy population are 

happier than non-volunteers (Crist-Houran, 1996)  

- = no information 
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Seligman et al., (2006) acknowledged that further research was needed to understand 

the mechanisms of positive psychotherapy, yet still recommended it be used flexibly 

and applied to different populations. This is where the lack of a conceptual model or 

clear theory of the principles and mechanisms of the intervention becomes 

problematic. It is unclear which components are absolutely necessary to achieve the 

desired outcomes, which can be substituted, and for what, and how one might expect 

patient groups to differ in their response. The MRC guidelines for developing 

complex interventions clearly state that an understanding of causal mechanisms is 

needed in order to apply interventions appropriately across groups and settings 

(Craig et al., 2008). In order to use positive psychology components from positive 

psychotherapy to inform an online intervention there is a need for further systematic 

investigation into how principles of pleasure, engagement, and meaning are targeted 

by particular positive psychology components and the mechanisms that lead to 

outcomes. This is therefore a key objective of the present thesis and will be addressed 

in the subsequent chapters.  

1.5.4 Poor quality evidence 

As described in section 1.5.1 there is some evidence on the effectiveness of positive 

psychology components in reducing depression. However, positive psychologists have 

been criticised for exaggerating their claims of effectiveness when their evidence is of 

limited quality (Coyne & Tennen, 2010). Often, the studies have tested interventions 

on psychology students (Layous, Nelson, & Lyubomirsky, 2012; Seligman et al., 2006 

study 1). Researchers have highlighted that these samples have limited 

generalisability to real-world settings (Hone, Jarden, & Schofield, 2015). Even where 

research has occurred with patients with depression (e.g. Study 2 in the Seligman et 

al., 2006 paper), the researchers acknowledge the generalisability of findings are 

limited by the relatively small sample size, use of a highly educated sample, and 

delivery of therapy by the creators of the manual.  

Others have criticised positive psychologists for failing to use adequate control 

groups. Researchers have questioned whether an appropriate control group for 

‘blessings journal’ is to list ‘daily hassles’ (Wood, Froh, & Geraghty, 2010). Wood and 

colleagues suggest this makes for an unclear comparison, and that control groups 

should be appropriate in producing equal expectancy effects. One might expect 
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listing daily hassles to increase distress and so it could be argued that this not an 

appropriate control.  

Recent systematic reviews of positive psychology interventions have further criticised 

the quality of the evidence base. Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., (2013) reported 

that none of the 39 studies in their review met all of the Cochrane quality criteria 

(adequacy of randomisation concealment; blinding of participants; baseline 

comparability; power analysis; completeness of follow-up data; handling of missing 

data). More recently, a systematic review adopting the RE-AIM framework to test the 

‘Reach, Efficacy, Adoption, Implementation and Maintenance’ of positive psychology 

interventions in various adult populations, concluded that the field must improve 

research design and reporting (Hone et al., 2015). Specifically, the review highlighted 

that studies rarely report participation rates, thus limiting the representativeness of 

study samples. Further, the review agreed with researchers who have called for 

studies to conduct intention-to-treat analysis to reduce bias and improve 

generalisability (Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013). Finally, studies did not 

have sufficiently long follow-up periods to determine whether interventions were 

maintained and so the sustainability of the interventions remains unclear. 

This thesis does not directly challenge the poor quality evidence base by conducting a 

methodologically sound effectiveness study. Instead, the poor quality of the evidence 

base informs the thesis in the following ways. Firstly, it indicates that it is not possible 

to conduct any further systematic reviews focused on the effectiveness of positive 

psychology interventions for depression and related conditions. Such a review would 

likely reach a similar conclusion to Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., (2013) that 

positive psychology interventions have a small effect on reducing depression. 

Secondly, it indicates the need for preparatory research focusing on developing a 

thorough understanding of the theoretical processes of positive psychology 

interventions. Such information could inform the design of future effectiveness 

research, by indicating appropriate outcome measures, and process evaluations, and 

by outlining intervention mechanisms and contextual factors to be monitored (Craig 

et al., 2008). Accordingly, the aim of the present research was to systematically 

develop a theoretically sound online intervention which could be tested in future 

effectiveness studies.   
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1.5.5 Limited data on acceptability 

A further issue is that positive psychologists have little data to back up their claims 

that the resource-oriented nature of positive psychology components makes them 

particularly acceptable and attractive to people with depression (Layous et al., 2011; 

Schueller & Parks, 2012; Seligman et al., 2006). Researchers claim that patients with 

depression may be eager to feel better and therefore may put more effort into the 

positive activities (Layous et al., 2011). They also suggest that positive psychology 

exercises may have fewer barriers to entry for people lacking motivation, energy, or 

enthusiasm, when compared to accessing traditional forms of therapy (Layous et al., 

2011). However, researchers have tended to cite anecdotal data to support these 

assertions. Seligman et al., (2006) report how well patients with clinical depression 

‘took’ to positive psychology interventions, indicating an affinity for this approach. 

Others have reported that since positive psychology programmes had 

overwhelmingly positive feedback in the military and in schools, this suggests 

widespread appeal and informs the use of positive psychology online for self-help 

(Schueller & Parks, 2012). However, researcher and respondent bias may have 

influenced these views of the potential acceptability of positive psychology for 

depression. Positive psychologists might have a more favourable view of their own 

interventions and could be more likely to pay attention to positive feedback. Also, 

participants who enjoyed and perceived benefits from such interventions might be 

more likely to give feedback, or social desirability bias could have influenced their 

response.  

Critics of positive psychology have challenged its acceptability on the grounds that it 

does not allow people to explore difficult but necessary emotions. It is argued that in 

a range of mental health conditions it is healthy and understandable to feel ‘negative’ 

emotions, such as grief and sadness, in response to life events, yet a focus on feeling 

good might be exhausting and stressful (La Torre, 2007). By focusing almost 

exclusively on experiencing positive emotions, it is argued that positive psychology 

has developed a Pollyanna-ish quality (Lazarus, 2003). This refers to the book by 

Eleanor Porter, published in 1913, in which Pollyanna is robustly optimistic, 

irrespective of the situation, rendering her insensitive to others and ill-equipped to 

deal with problems. Moskowitz et al., (2012) suggest that an intervention promoting 

positive affect as a cure-all, as Pollyanna did, are unlikely to be acceptable to people 
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experiencing psychosocial problems, as it would not help them cope with the real and 

complex issues they face. 

To date, few studies have investigated the acceptability of positive psychology to 

people with depression, to see if practicing components generates positive feedback, 

or indeed is exhausting and stressful. One exception is the evaluation of Psyfit, an 

online intervention using components of positive psychology for people with mild to 

moderate depression (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013). The authors assessed 

patient satisfaction with the intervention and found the majority (almost 60%) were 

indifferent to, or dissatisfied with, the intervention. However, the authors report that 

due to the ambiguous reply categories used on their satisfaction measure, the Client 

Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ) (Attkisson & Zwick, 1982), which does not 

distinguish between ‘indifferent’ and ‘dissatisfied’, it was difficult to interpret 

participant satisfaction. Further, the study did not collect any data on why 

participants were satisfied, or not, with the intervention. Instead, researchers inferred 

that limited tailoring and interactivity of the intervention website may have 

contributed to low adherence rates (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013). This is a 

plausible explanation of poor adherence. A recent systematic review suggested that 

how ‘persuasively’ online health interventions were designed, including how much 

they used praise, social learning, and tailored content, accounted for a substantial 

amount of adherence (Kelders, Kok, Ossebaard, & Van Gemert-Pijnen, 2012). 

Nevertheless, future research must also investigate patient views on the acceptability 

of the psychological content. 

A further challenge to the idea that positive psychology exercises are widely appealing 

to people with depression comes from researchers who argue that people with higher 

levels of motivation, interest, and belief in positive psychology exercises might be 

more likely to find them beneficial (Mongrain & Anselmo-Matthews, 2012; Sin, Della 

Porta, & Lyubomirsky, 2011). If such an expectancy factor exists it would indicate that 

they are not universally acceptable, but there are some people for whom they fit 

more. This is similar to the phenomenon discussed in the literature on psychological 

therapies where patient expectations are said to influence outcomes (Wampold, 

2001). Indeed, as aforementioned in section 1.5.1, the person-intervention fit model 

suggests that interventions are more beneficial when there is a good fit (Lyubomirsky 

& Layous, 2013). The authors describe how someone with a ‘needy’ personality (e.g. 
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who has a sense of helplessness or relies on others for contentment) might not 

benefit from a ‘blessings journal’ because it does not directly promote interpersonal 

contact and so does not reinforce social bonds which are important for this 

personality style (Sergeant & Mongrain, 2011). However, it is possible that such people 

might benefit from the ‘active constructive responding’ components which is centred 

on improving communication in interpersonal relationships.  

To date, researchers have focused on how person-intervention fit can moderate the 

effectiveness of interventions (Lyubomirsky & Layous, 2013). However, it is possible 

that is also related to acceptability, as patients might not find positive psychology 

components that appealing. Kaczmarek et al., (2013) found some evidence that 

student participants who displayed depressive symptoms had lower intentions, and 

were less likely to start a ‘blessings journal’, than participants without symptoms. 

They suggest that people might not want to start an intervention designed to help 

their depression precisely because of their depression which, by its nature, is 

associated with less interest in previously enjoyable activities and deficits in 

motivation (Bylsma, Morris, & Rottenberg, 2008). Others have suggested that 

acceptability might vary amongst people with depression or related conditions, 

depending on the target or focus of the intervention. Parks, Della Porta, Pierce, Zilca, 

& Lyubomirsky (2012) suggested engagement-oriented positive psychology 

interventions, such as applying strengths which could require deep engrossment in 

an activity, might be problematic when participants are experiencing difficulty 

concentrating and experiencing joy. Parks and Biswas-Diener (2013) have also 

suggested that focusing on the future or the narrative of one’s life, such as the 

‘biography’ activity from group positive psychotherapy, might be more suitable for 

people who have been in therapy for some time or are high functioning rather than 

people who are clinically depressed. 

The final aspect related to the acceptability of positive psychology components that 

has received little attention in the literature is the potential for negative effects. It has 

been unequivocally stated that positive psychology interventions have no side-effects 

(Layous et al., 2011). If one accepts that certain components are not appealing, e.g. are 

not appropriate for certain people, this raises a question about what happens if 

people are offered interventions that are not appropriate for them. There are several 

possibilities. The first is that people do not engage and therefore there is no influence 
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of the intervention. Another possibility is that people practice and receive no benefit. 

However, a third possibility is that people practice and there is a negative outcome of 

doing so. There is some evidence that the latter is a possible outcome. As 

aforementioned, Sergeant & Mongrain (2011) found deleterious effects in the form of 

decreased self-esteem when people with a ‘needy’ personality practiced the ‘blessings 

journal’. Similarly, Sin and colleagues found that students with mild depression 

practicing the ‘gratitude letter’ experienced decreased wellbeing (Sin et al., 2011). This 

was attributed to the reflective nature of the intervention that may have been 

frustrating and difficult and led to feelings of failure, or perhaps reinforced 

participants’ perception that they had little to be grateful for. This has led to calls for 

researchers to carefully monitor the potential for harm (Parks & Biswas-Diener, 2013). 

It is important to note that the above research is far from conclusive. As with the 

other evidence for positive psychology interventions, the studies have methodological 

flaws (e.g. use of student samples, low quality design) that limit the conclusions that 

can be drawn. Further there is little consensus on how acceptable, or appropriate, 

components of positive psychology are amongst people with depression. Whilst some 

researchers argue that positive psychology is perhaps most suited to mild-to-

moderate depression, and have excluded people with severe depression and 

suicidality from studies (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013), others have 

specifically targeted this patient group (Huffman et al., 2014). However, the lack of 

acceptability data limits researchers’ ability to design appealing and engaging online 

positive psychological interventions for people with depression. The present research 

will therefore investigate how acceptable, defined as how suitable or appropriate, 

satisfying, and attractive (Bowen et al., 2009), patients with depression find positive 

psychology components online.  

1.6 Issues with designing and evaluating online interventions 

Section 1.2.2 outlined the rationale for using online means to disseminate low-

intensity psychological interventions and indicated that their potential has yet to be 

realised. This section outlines several issues that have limited the take-up of online 

interventions that are relevant to the present thesis.  

1.6.1 Commercial product development  

To date the majority of online psychological interventions available in the UK have 

been commercially developed (Hill et al., 2017). This has resulted in commercially 
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usable products that rarely have evidence to substantiate their claims (Leigh & Flatt, 

2015). As a result services are uncertain on recommending online services to their 

patients, and a recent audit reported that patients are referred to a range of different 

web and smartphone apps by NHS England, for which the evidence base is unclear 

(Bennion et al., 2017). This is problematic as, if services pay for commercial 

interventions, there may be associated opportunity costs. These can include the 

investment of time, effort, and money that individual patients or healthcare systems 

put into an ineffective resource, which renders these resources unavailable for 

effective interventions (Murray et al., 2016). There are therefore calls to develop more 

theoretically sound interventions which are properly evaluated.  

1.6.2 Evaluation methods  

There is some debate over what can be considered a ‘proper evaluation’ of an online 

psychological intervention (Murray et al., 2016). The gold standard in medicine is the 

RCT, however many argue this is unsuitable in this context. One reason is because 

the speed at which technology is developed outstrips the pace of research procedures 

(Kumar et al., 2013). The end result is that products are out-dated by the time there is 

evidence for them and are therefore unlikely to be taken up.  

Instead, it is suggested that the focus should be on testing the theoretical principles 

and concepts of an intervention, which could then be more broadly applied to a 

particular technology (e.g. an app or website) by developers, designers, or researchers 

(Mohr et al., 2015). The advantage of this approach is that it can increase knowledge 

about the underlying principles or mechanisms of action of an intervention, which 

can then be applied to the changing technological environment, thus increasing the 

value of research studies (Mohr et al., 2015). With this in mind, the present thesis will 

focus on developing the theoretical principles and mechanisms of action of an online 

intervention using positive psychology.  

1.6.3 Promoting adherence and engagement 

It is often reported that an issue with low-intensity online interventions is that 

patients drop out (Christensen, Griffiths, & Farrer, 2009; Karyotaki et al., 2015; 

Richards & Richardson, 2012). This is considered important because greater 

intervention exposure is associated with better outcomes (Hilvert-Bruce, Rossouw, 

Wong, Sunderland, & Andrews, 2012). However, it is difficult to conclusively state 

how many patients drop out because the estimates vary according to how it is 
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measured and the setting. Treatment drop out can be measured according to how 

many complete an intervention or how many receive a certain proportion of 

intervention content. Karyotaki et al., (2015) reported that in ten RCTs of low-

intensity online interventions for depression, 83% failed to complete the treatments, 

with 40% dropping out before completing one quarter of the intervention. Drop-out 

is substantially higher in open access trails, which the public can register for, as 

evidenced in a study in which 15% of public participants completed 2 modules, 

compared to over 60% in the trial (Christensen, Griffiths, Korten, Brittliffe, & Groves, 

2004). 

Research efforts into understanding drop out have focused on investigating individual 

level demographic factors that might be predictive. Recently, an individual patient 

data meta-analysis of ten RCTs reported that lower educational level, a diagnosis of 

anxiety as a co-morbidity, and male gender significantly increased the risk of drop out 

(Karyotaki et al., 2015). However, researchers have argued it is also important to 

consider how factors related to the design of online interventions affect engagement 

with and dropout from online interventions (Christensen et al., 2009). 

This is exemplified in the work of Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa (2009) who argue for 

persuasive design and suggest that technology is not simply a vehicle for intervention 

delivery, but can be persuasive in changing and shaping attitudes and behaviours. A 

systematic review and meta-analysis of a broad range of health interventions found 

that use of these persuasive design principles, including praise, social learning, and 

tailoring intervention content, accounted for a substantial amount of adherence 

(Kelders et al., 2012). Their findings suggested that mental health interventions, 

compared to other health interventions, used fewer of these persuasive principles and 

rarely used ‘self-monitoring’, i.e. tracking patient performance and status to help 

achieve goals or ‘personalisation’ i.e. allowing patients to adapt content. Further, the 

mental health interventions were much stricter in set-up and used a weekly modular 

format. The authors called for more persuasively designed mental health 

interventions to promote greater adherence (Kelders et al., 2012). 

Other researchers have argued that translating face-to-face psychotherapeutic 

techniques into online forms has restricted innovation (Mohr, Weingardt, Reddy, & 

Schueller, 2017). They suggest the reason that patients receive new content once per 

week in a modular, pre-defined order reflects how traditional psychotherapy is 
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delivered. However, it may not be reflective of how patients engage with technologies 

in the modern world (Mohr, Tomasino, et al., 2017). Increasingly, researchers are 

investigating novel ways to improve engagement, through the presentation of bite-

sized information, and using interactivity and multimedia to ensure that 

interventions are engaging (Mohr, Tomasino, et al., 2017). As a consequence, the 

present research will investigate design principles to inform the present intervention. 

It is recommended that people who will use online technologies to manage their 

health are involved in the design (De Vito Dabbs et al., 2009; Kujala, 2003). This is 

because it is assumed that designing a tool with the needs and views of potential 

users in mind is more likely to result in something people will use and benefit from. 

However, it has been suggested that patients have rarely been involved in the design 

of interventions but instead have been driven by top down process from clinical 

researchers (Mohr, Weingardt, et al., 2017). Further, where products have been 

commercially developed it is not clear if and how patients were involved in their 

design (Hollis et al., 2015). The present research will therefore elicit patient 

preferences throughout intervention development, in order to develop engaging 

intervention content.  

1.7 Intervention development frameworks  

1.7.1 MRC framework for developing and evaluating complex interventions 

The Medical Research Council (MRC) Framework for Developing and Evaluating 

Complex Interventions (from here-on referred to as the MRC framework) (Craig et 

al., 2008) is the most widely cited framework for intervention development, 

particularly those with multiple components. The framework emphasises the 

importance of developing intervention theory prior to effectiveness testing, on the 

basis that to adequately test whether an intervention works, there must be knowledge 

about how it might work. This was particularly relevant in the present project, as the 

mechanisms of positive psychology components are unclear. A second key aspect of 

the MRC framework is the importance of checking the feasibility and acceptability of 

an intervention with proposed users of the intervention. This aims to maximise the 

likelihood that an intervention can be successfully tested in a later trial, given that 

any trial with large drop out is likely to be inconclusive. To the candidates’ knowledge 

there is limited published data on the perceived acceptability of positive psychology 
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interventions amongst people with depression and related conditions and it was 

therefore critical to establish this. 

The MRC framework has four interlinked stages; 1. Development, 2. Feasibility and 

Piloting, 3. Evaluation, and 4. Implementation. The MRC outlines that the 

development phase has three stages, including identifying the existing evidence base, 

ideally via a systematic review, followed by identifying and developing the theory of 

an intervention, where necessary collecting new evidence to supplement existing 

theories. It is recommended that where the process of change is unclear, it is 

important to develop this and this may require supplementary new evidence. The 

third and final part of the developmental phase of the MRC framework involves 

modelling intervention processes and outcomes. This often requires graphical 

representations such as flowcharts or diagrams to illustrate the theoretical processes 

that are expected within an intervention and its context (Sermeus, 2015). 

The second stage of the MRC framework, feasibility and piloting, is focused on 

conducting small scale studies to identify key uncertainties that need to be resolved 

in order for a definitive randomised controlled trial to be successful. Feasibility 

studies would assess whether an intervention can be delivered as intended, and that 

research procedures are feasible. It is a prerequisite in the evaluation cycle, and forms 

part of the continuum of research. Feasibility studies are typically under-reported and 

tend to be confused with pilot studies (Arain, Campbell, Cooper, & Lancaster, 2010). 

However, the difference, as defined by the National Institute for Health Research 

(2012), is that feasibility studies aim to assess whether a study can be done. This can 

include investigating intervention procedures, such as adherence, as well as study 

procedures, such as feasibility of recruitment. In comparison, a pilot study is a smaller 

version of a full set of study procedures, usually linked to a main trial.  

The third stage is focused on evaluating the effectiveness, understanding the change 

processes, and assessing the cost effectiveness of a given intervention. Typically this 

would involve an RCT, process evaluation, and economic evaluation. The final stage 

of the MRC focuses on implementing evidence into practice, including disseminating 

findings and monitoring implementation, particularly over a longer term. This thesis 

is focused on the first two stages, development and feasibility testing and this will be 

explained in detail in section 1.8.  
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1.7.2 Person-based approach to digital health-related behaviour change interventions  

Although the MRC framework is the most comprehensive and widely used approach 

to intervention development, it merely provides a guideline of the relevant elements 

and the research questions to consider. Given the varying contexts in which 

interventions are used it cannot, and does not, aim to provide a prescriptive approach 

to the methodologies for developing interventions. For these reasons, the Person-

Based Approach to Digital Health-Related Behaviour Change Interventions (from 

here-on referred to as the person-based approach) was selected as a supplementary 

framework for developing the intervention (Yardley, Morrison, Bradbury, & Muller, 

2015). This approach recognises the specific contextual challenges related to engaging 

patients with online interventions designed for independent use. The framework 

argues that interventions must be appealing, easy-to-use, and relevant to patients’ 

needs, otherwise people simply will not use them.  

The person-based approach stems from a long line of research into the ‘usability’ of 

interventions, that is how easy they are to use, which has argued that when health 

technologies are developed without consulting end-users the products rarely meet 

user needs, are difficult to use, and are rarely taken up (Maguire, 2001). Involving 

users can improve usability, ensure there are no unnecessary features, and prevent 

wasted resources (Doherty, Coyle, & Matthews, 2010; Kujala, 2003; Maguire, 2001). 

However, the person-based approach goes beyond this usability literature to argue 

that not only is it necessary to check whether people might like the end product, it is 

critical to get a thorough understanding of people’s daily lives, the context in which 

the technology will be used, people’s preferences, and psychological and practical 

barriers and facilitators to the intervention. This approach therefore places great 

emphasis on using qualitative approaches to elicit, understand, and accommodate the 

preferences of people who will use the intervention. This was particularly relevant for 

the present project given the limited data on participant preferences. 

A secondary aspect of the person-based approach is that it suggests that the 

conceptual modelling, described in the MRC framework, should account for specific 

contextual behavioural issues and challenges that are identified in the process of 

intervention development. Further, it recommends creating guiding principles for the 

intervention that consist of two elements used to address contextual challenges; 

design objectives and key features of the intervention that operationalise the 
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objectives. Yardley et al., (2015) recommend that such guiding principles can usefully 

inform the conceptual model of an intervention.  

The final important aspect of the person-based approach is its emphasis on general 

design features that can improve the acceptability of, and engagement with, online 

health interventions. It suggests that all interventions should aim to promote a 

positive emotional experience and a strategy to achieve this is the use of autonomy-

supporting language, providing reasons for the advice, and acknowledging and 

addressing potential concerns of participants. 

1.8 Overview of research questions and methodology 

1.8.1 Summary of research questions and methodology 

The central aim of this thesis was to systematically develop a theoretically sound 

online intervention using positive psychology for depression and to investigate the 

acceptability of this. Specifically, the research questions were: 

1. Which positive psychology components can be applied to an online 

intervention for depression? 

2. What is the acceptability of this online intervention using positive psychology 

for depression? 

3. What are the potential outcomes for individuals with depression of this online 

intervention using positive psychology? 

The following section explains the terms used in the above research questions. 

Positive psychology components are defined as those outlined in positive 

psychotherapy (Seligman et al., 2006). The rationale for this, as mentioned in section 

1.5.2, is that there is not currently an agreed definition of a positive psychology 

intervention, whereas positive psychotherapy defines exactly which components it 

includes. The term online refers to the use of Internet or app-based intervention, and 

a pragmatic decision was taken during the thesis regarding which format the 

intervention would use. Acceptability was defined in the present study as whether the 

intervention was suitable, appropriate, satisfying, and attractive (Bowen et al., 2009) 

To address these research questions it was necessary to use a range of quantitative 

and qualitative methods, as recommended by the two frameworks selected to guide 

the thesis. When using mixed-methods it is necessary to define one’s epistemological 
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position (Madill, Jordan, & Shirley, 2000). In this thesis a realist approach was 

adopted, whereby data collected was assumed to reflect something that is happening 

in the real world that exists independently of the researcher and participants, whilst 

acknowledging the role of social context (McEvoy & Richards, 2003). This is in 

contrast to the other dominant epistemology of social constructionism, which argues 

that realities are shaped through one’s experiences and interactions with others 

(Schmidt, 2001). This was not deemed an appropriate framework for the thesis as it 

rejects the notion that language represents a way of knowing participants’ internal 

psychological world. As the aim of this research was to gain insight into participants’ 

views on acceptability, it was necessary to choose an epistemology which allows the 

researcher to identify and reveal these processes in a comprehensible way, which the 

realist framework allows (Madill et al., 2000). 

1.8.2 Overview of the studies  

The rationale for the methods used is described in detail in each chapter. Here a brief 

overview of the studies is provided. The first two stages of the MRC framework 

‘development’ and ‘feasibility testing’ were used as a guide for this thesis and its 

studies, as depicted in Figure 1.2.  

In the first stage of intervention development, the focus was on clarifying how 

positive psychology components, defined as those used in positive psychotherapy, 

were related to outcomes and how this might differ across contexts. A systematic 

review was therefore designed which aimed to identify the most widely used 

components and to establish the rationale for applying these in different contexts. In 

part, this review attempted to address the first research question ‘Which positive 

psychology components can be applied to an online intervention for depression?’ by 

identifying commonly applied components. 

To supplement theory development and identify challenges in applying and 

delivering components of positive psychology online, a qualitative study was designed 

to explore patient and clinicians views on the acceptability of the proposed 

intervention. The person-based approach in particular recommends eliciting patient 

views, so that their preferences can be addressed in the intervention design to ensure 

acceptability. This attempted to address the first and second research questions 

regarding which components can be applied online and how acceptable this might 

be. 
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The development of the intervention included two aspects: developing a conceptual 

model and operationalising this into an online intervention. To achieve this, evidence 

was synthesised from the systematic review, qualitative study, and a patient-advisory 

panel, to inform the selection of positive psychology components. This chapter 

addressed the first research question regarding which components can be applied, by 

selecting those which were theoretically consistent with positive psychology, based 

on some evidence, and were potentially acceptable in the context of an online low-

intensity intervention. This process also identified how the online intervention would 

be designed to address contextual challenges and maximise acceptability. The 

conceptual model of the intervention was operationalised in collaboration with a 

software design company.  

In the second stage of this thesis, the focus was on testing the feasibility of evaluating 

and delivering the developed intervention. This included a quantitative aspect aimed 

at evaluating the feasibility of recruitment and data collection procedures, exploring 

the usage of the intervention, and exploring the acceptability of and participant 

response to the intervention. It also included a qualitative aspect to explore in more 

depth intervention acceptability. The feasibility study therefore aimed to address the 

second and third research questions, regarding the acceptability and potential 

outcomes of the intervention for people with depression.  
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Figure 1.2 Research questions and methods informed by MRC framework 

MRC stage aims 
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Feasibility study -
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1. Which positive psychology components 
can be applied to an online intervention for 
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2. What is the acceptability of this online 
intervention using positive psychology for 
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Chapter 3:  
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Chapter 4: 
Qualitative study 

Chapter 5: 
Intervention 
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MRC Stage 1: Development 

MRC Stage 2: Feasibility  
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1.8.3 Overview of where studies are reported 

The systematic review of how components of positive psychotherapy are currently 

applied in mental healthcare is reported in Chapter 2. 

The qualitative study of patient and clinician views on the acceptability of the 

proposed intervention is reported in Chapter 3. 

The description of the conceptual model of the intervention and how it was 

operationalised into an online intervention is reported in Chapter 4. 

The quantitative aspect of the feasibility study is reported in Chapter 5. 

The qualitative aspect of the feasibility study is reported in Chapter 6. 

An overall discussion is reported in Chapter 7. This draws together the collective 

significance of the individual chapters in reference to the research questions and the 

existing literature. This includes clinical and research implications.  
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2 Systematic review and narrative synthesis of the application of 

positive psychotherapy in mental health care 

2.1 Rationale 

As described in section 1.5.1 of this thesis, evidence syntheses have demonstrated the 

promise of positive psychology interventions for reducing depression (Bolier, 

Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013; Hone et al., 2015; Sin & Lyubomirsky, 2009). 

However, the extent to which this evidence could inform the proposed intervention 

was limited by the lack of consensus about what constitutes a positive psychology 

intervention, as described in section 1.5.2. Without this certainty, it was difficult to 

develop a theory of intervention mechanisms and outcomes.  

To overcome the limitation of defining a positive psychology intervention, this thesis 

has focused on a well-defined and described package of interventions; the 

components described in positive psychotherapy which are potentially effective in 

reducing depression (Seligman et al., 2006). However, as discussed in section 1.5.3, 

there is a lack of adequate theory to explain the intervention mechanisms. This is 

particularly problematic since the authors have recommended positive psychotherapy 

as a flexible model that can be adapted and applied to other patient groups alongside 

other treatment approaches (Rashid, 2008; Rashid & Seligman, 2014). As a 

consequence, it remains unclear which components are required to achieve 

outcomes, which can be changed, and how this might differ across contexts. This 

limited the extent to which the components of positive psychology could be applied 

to the proposed online intervention. 

In order to address the uncertainty about applying the components of positive 

psychology, as defined in the positive psychotherapy model, this study aimed to 

systematically review the application of this model in mental health care. Specifically, 

the review aimed to assess how the model is applied and how it is modified. It is 

hoped these findings might help to understand the plausibility of the model, to 

identify any incompatible components, and to contribute to developing the theory of 

the proposed intervention. It is important to note that the review aims were related 

to assessing the application and modification of the model, rather than evidence of its 

effectiveness. The reasons for this were two-fold. Firstly, there were several recent 

reviews of trials of positive psychology, that included the evidence for positive 

psychotherapy, and indicated effectiveness (Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013; 
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Hone et al., 2015). It was therefore clear that another systematic review of 

effectiveness would not add substantially to the literature. Secondly, and more 

importantly, an effectiveness review would not address the identified gap in 

literature, i.e. how to apply positive psychology components defined in the positive 

psychotherapy model in other contexts. Consequently, the present review was not 

limited to only including trials, but considered various evidence sources.  

It is also important to note that the decision was taken to look across all mental 

health conditions, not only depression, which was the focus of this thesis. There were 

two reasons for this. Firstly, the authors of the positive psychotherapy model had 

called for it to be used in various settings (Rashid, 2008; Rashid & Seligman, 2014). A 

scoping review undertaken by the candidate, prior to the systematic review, identified 

a small number of studies that had applied positive psychotherapy in various 

psychiatric settings. Consequently, a pragmatic decision was taken to assess all 

literature, with a view to providing an insight into the model’s application and 

modification that might illuminate potential mechanisms of the model. Secondly, 

given that depression co-occurs with other conditions (Kessler et al., 2003) it was 

recognised that considering how the model was applied in other health conditions 

might assist with developing a theory of the proposed intervention.  

A version of this systematic review and narrative synthesis was published in the 

Journal of Clinical Psychology (Walsh, Cassidy, et al., 2016) and can be found in 

Appendix 1. 

2.1.1 Objectives 

The aim of this study was to systematically review how the components of positive 

psychology, specifically those used in positive psychotherapy, are applied in mental 

healthcare and the modifications to this model. This study aimed to inform the 

development of a theoretically sound intervention. Specifically, it aimed to inform the 

first research question outlined at the outset of this thesis, ‘Which positive 

psychology components can be applied to an online intervention for depression?’  
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2.2 Methods  

The systematic review methodology followed best practice guidelines and is reported 

in line with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses 

(PRISMA) (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman, & Altman, 2009). At the outset a 

protocol was developed outlining the approach to searching and identifying papers. A 

second independent researcher Megan Cassidy (MC) helped to ensure the 

consistency of paper screening, data extraction, and evidence synthesis. The search 

was conducted in April 2015. It comprised a search of electronic databases using 

MeSH and keyword terms provided in Appendix 2, which were amended for each 

database. These included terms such as ‘positive psychology’, and ‘positive 

psychotherapy’, and terms related to mental health such as ‘affective disorder’, 

‘anxiety disorder’, and ‘schizophrenia’. Key journals were used for a secondary hand 

search.  

2.2.1 Eligibility criteria 

Participants  

Studies were included if the majority (≥50%) of the participants were working age 

adults (18-65 years) and had either: a) a diagnosis of a mental health condition 

classified by the treating clinician or researcher or b) met criteria for clinical 

symptoms of a mental health condition on a recognised scale. The cut-off scores were 

≥16 on The Centre for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CED-S) (Radloff, 1977) 

and ≥45 on the Short-form Health Survey Mental Component Summary (MCS-12) 

(Gill, Butterworth, Rodgers, & Mackinnon, 2007). 

Intervention 

To ensure that included papers were sufficiently similar to positive psychotherapy, 

studies were included if they reported an intervention that used at least two of the 

positive psychology components of the individual protocol described in Seligman et 

al., (2006). This included the majority of interventions described in the group 

therapy, with the exception of the ‘obituary’. Table 2.1 briefly describes these 12 

components and their proposed target.  
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Table 2.1 Positive psychology components in individual positive psychotherapy 

Exercise name Brief description Target  

Positive introduction Write about a time when they were at their best Engagement 
Using signature 
strengths 

Take online inventory of Character Strengths (VIA-IS) 
to identify top five strengths and plan to develop 
identified strengths to use more often in the next week 

Engagement  

Blessings journal For one week write three things that went well each 
day with a causal explanation 

Engagement  

Writing memories Write three bad memories and distress Pleasure 
Forgiveness letter Write forgiveness letter to transform anger and 

bitterness to neutral or positive emotion 
Pleasure 

Gratitude letter Write and personally deliver a letter to someone who 
has never been properly thanked for their kindness 

Engagement 

Personal satisficing 
plan 

Settling for ‘good enough’ compared to trying to find the 
‘best’ option 

Meaning 

One door closes/ one 
door opens  

Write occasions where something important did not 
happen but other opportunities arose 

Pleasure 

Active Constructive 
Responding (ACR)/  

React in a visibly positive and enthusiastic way to 
others’ good news at least once per day 

Meaning 

Family strengths tree Family members complete VIA-IS and discuss their 
common strengths 

Meaning 

Savouring Each day take time to enjoy something that is usually 
hurried. Afterwards write what you did, how and what 
was different 

Pleasure 

Gift of time Use strengths in service of others Meaning 

 

Comparator, outcome, study design 

There was no limitation on comparator, outcome measurement, or study type. Papers 

reporting systematic or non-systematic reviews were excluded, although their 

reference lists were screened for relevant studies. The papers had to be in English and 

published in a peer-reviewed journal. 

2.2.2 Search strategy and screening 

The following databases were searched in April 2015: MEDLINE, Embase, PsycINFO, 

BNI, CINAHL and Cochrane registers (CENTRAL). Databases were searched from 

1998 onwards as this was the inception of the positive psychology movement 

(Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Web of Science and Google Scholar were used 

for forward citation searching of the included papers and the original positive 

psychotherapy paper (Seligman et al., 2006). The references lists of all included 

papers and any systematic reviews were also screened. Secondary hand searches were 

completed in the Journal of Positive Psychotherapy, Journal of Happiness Studies, 

Psychology of Well-being, and International Journal of Wellbeing. 
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After the removal of duplicates there was a two stage screening process. Firstly, the 

candidate screened all titles and abstracts, whilst the second reviewer (MC) screened 

a random selection of 25% of titles and abstracts to ensure the consistency of 

screening. Secondly, full texts were accessed and both researchers independently 

reviewed all papers. Any disagreements were resolved through discussion.  

In a number of cases the authors had to be contacted to provide clarification on 

whether the paper met the eligibility criteria. In some cases this confirmed inclusion 

(Cohn, Pietrucha, Saslow, Hult, & Moskowitz, 2014), whilst in others authors either 

could not provide the required information to confirm eligibility, or the information 

provided confirmed that the study was not eligible (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 

2013; Bolier, Majo, et al., 2014; Dykens, Fisher, Taylor, Lambert, & Miodrag, 2014; 

Grant, 2006; Schueller & Parks, 2012). A list of excluded studies is provided in 

Appendix 2. Where authors were contacted to clarify a particular aspect of the 

intervention, the information was included in the analysis. 

2.2.3 Data extraction 

Data from each study was extracted into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Study data 

extracted included design, recruitment procedures, comparators, methods, and 

outcomes and participant information including diagnoses, number of participants, 

and demographic details, as outlined in Appendix 2. Intervention data extracted was 

informed by the Template for Intervention Description and Replication (TIDieR) 

checklist (Hoffmann et al., 2014) and included the name, rationale, materials, 

provider, delivery mode, location, duration, and intensity. To ensure accuracy, data 

extraction was compared with the second reviewer (MC) who extracted data from 

50% of studies. 

2.2.4 Quality assessment 

Quality assessment in systematic reviews usually focuses on appraising the risk of 

bias related to the methodological aspects of the study design. In systematic reviews 

of effectiveness that synthesise evidence from RCTs, the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool 

might be used to assess the risks associated with allocation and blinding, for example 

(Higgins et al., 2011). Similarly, in a meta-synthesis of qualitative studies, quality 

could be appraised using a tool such as the Qualitative Checklist (Critical Appraisal 

Skills Programme (CASP), 2014). However, the present review was less concerned 

with the methodological rigour of included studies, as the aim was to understand 
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how studies applied the positive psychotherapy intervention. The quality assessment 

therefore focused on appraising the quality of the intervention reporting, using the 

TIDieR checklist (Hoffmann et al., 2014). This is not a traditional quality measure and 

does not provide an overall score of quality or risk of bias. Instead, it was designed to 

improve the quality of intervention reporting. Consequently, its 12 items refer to 

information that can help a reader to understand, and replicate, an intervention. This 

includes the item 2 ‘why’, which checks whether the intervention describes the 

rationale, or theory essential to the intervention, and items 3 and 4 ‘what’ checks 

whether the materials and procedures are adequately described. As recommended, 

the checklist was used in conjunction with the guide and items were rated as present, 

absent (i.e. not mentioned or insufficiently reported), or not applicable (Hoffmann et 

al., 2014).  

2.2.5 Analysis 

Narrative synthesis was used to analyse the data, which involves four elements; 

theory development, preliminary synthesis, exploring relationships within and 

between studies, and assessing robustness of synthesis (Popay et al., 2006). These 

elements were not undertaken sequentially, the process was iterative as described 

below. 

Developing a theory 

The theory of positive psychotherapy and its positive psychology components had 

been outlined by Seligman et al., (2006) and depicted in Figure 1.1 in section 1.4.5. 

Developing a preliminary synthesis  

The purpose of this initial synthesis was to organise the findings, provide an initial 

description of how positive psychology components from psychotherapy were applied 

and modified, and to begin to explore patterns in this data. Two tools were used for 

this: tabulating data and grouping similar data; the initial grouping clustered studies 

that exclusively used positive psychology components from positive psychotherapy, 

those that included components from the wider field of positive psychology, and 

those using interventions from other theoretical traditions (e.g. CBT). 

Exploring relationships between studies  

The purpose of this stage of the analysis was to move beyond the initial synthesis and 

consider factors that explain differences between interventions and how they applied 
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positive psychology components. The preliminary synthesis was firstly shared with 

the second reviewer (MC) and the candidate’s supervisors for discussion. It was clear 

that although it described the different applications of positive psychotherapy it did 

not compare how or why these were different from the protocol described by 

Seligman et al., (2006). The tool ‘idea webbing’ was used to display how modifications 

and additional interventions used in studies were conceptually similar and dissimilar 

to positive psychotherapy’s target principles of pleasure, engagement, and meaning.  

Assessing the robustness of the synthesis 

Assessing robustness involved two elements as recommended by Popay et al., (2006); 

firstly, assessing the strength of intervention reporting. Secondly, the candidate 

recorded critical reflections on the process of the synthesis to acknowledge 

assumptions made and to record uncertainties or discrepancies identified during the 

review process. A discussion of both is provided as the end of the results to allow the 

reader to assess the robustness and generalisability of the synthesis.  
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Included studies 

The selection process is depicted in Figure 2.1. First, 889 unique references were 

retrieved, 821 of which were excluded following title and abstract screening; largely 

on the basis that they were unrelated (n=504), were not peer reviewed (n=150), 

involved a non-mental health population (n=82), were not in English (n=33), did not 

meet the intervention criterion (n=31), did not meet the age criterion (n=12) or were 

commentaries or reviews (n=9). Sixty-eight full texts were examined, twelve of which 

were included. A list of excluded studies and reasons for exclusion from this 

screening stage is provided in Appendix 2. The twelve papers cover nine unique 

studies as the WELLFOCUS study was described and evaluated both quantitatively 

(Schrank et al., 2016; Schrank, Riches, et al., 2014) and qualitatively (Brownell, 

Schrank, Jakaite, Larkin, & Slade, 2015; Riches, Schrank, Rashid, & Slade, 2016). 
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Figure 2.1 PRISMA flow diagram 
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The study characteristics are outlined in Table 2.2. Study designs included RCTs 

(Asgharipoor et al., 2012; Cohn et al., 2014; Roepke et al., 2015; Schrank et al., 2016; 

Schrank, Riches, et al., 2014; Seligman et al., 2006) that reported some evidence of 

effectiveness, i.e. in improving depression (Cohn et al., 2014; Roepke et al., 2015), 

happiness (Asgharipoor et al., 2012), and  or a combination of such outcomes 

(Schrank et al., 2016; Seligman et al., 2006). There were also single arm pilot trials 

(D’raven, Moliver, & Thompson, 2014; Huffman et al., 2014; Meyer, Johnson, Parks, 

Iwanski, & Penn, 2012), qualitative evaluations (Brownell et al., 2015; Riches et al., 

2016) and one protocol paper (Carr & Finnegan, 2014). The total number of 

participants was 884, 586 in intervention arms and 298 in control arms. Studies were 

mostly located in the United States of America (USA) (Cohn et al., 2014; D’raven et 

al., 2014; Huffman et al., 2014; Meyer et al., 2012; Roepke et al., 2015; Seligman et al., 

2006) with one each from Canada (Lambert D’raven et al., 2015), Iran (Asgharipoor et 

al., 2012), Ireland (Carr & Finnegan, 2014), and the UK (Brownell et al., 2015; Riches et 

al., 2016; Schrank et al., 2016; Schrank, Riches, et al., 2014).  
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Table 2.2 Study characteristics 

First author, 
Design 

N Clinical status Conditions Amendments to PPT Additional interventions Delivery Sessions, 
duration 

Findings 

Seligman 
(2006 Study 
2)  
RCT 

45 DSM-IV Criteria for 
Major Depressive 
Disorder 

1.PPT 
2.TAU 
3.TAU + 
antidepressant  

--a --a Individual 14  
12 weeks 

Depression, 
functioning and 
happiness significantly 
improved. No 
difference in life 
satisfaction 

Asgharipoor 
(2012)  
RCT 
 

18 DSM-IV Criteria for 
Major Depressive 
Disorder 

1.Adapted PPT 
2.Group CBT 

Alternative model of 
happiness 

Activity scheduling, behavioral 
commitment to values 

Group 12, 2hours 
12 weeks 

Happiness significantly 
improved in PPT.  
Significant decrease in 
distress in CBT. No 
group differences in 
wellbeing or 
depression 

Carr (2014) 
Protocol 

--b Major Depressive 
Disorder 

1.Adapted PPT VIA character 
strengths not used but 
family are asked. Extra 
session on 
forgiveness. Gift of 
time not explicitly 
strengths based. 
Savoring is focused on 
nature 

Daily meditation, daily physical 
exercise, character strengths 
journal, goal setting, CBT 
cognitive restructuring, self-talk, 
using humor, anxiety 
management, anger 
management, self-acceptance, 
dealing with grief, strengthen 
attachments & compliments, 
assertiveness training 

Group 20, 2hours  
Unknown 

--b 

Meyer (2012) 
Single arm 
pilot study 

16 Current diagnosis 
of Schizophrenia or 
Schizoaffective 
Disorder 

1.Adapted PPT Extra sessions for 
experiential practice 
 

Mindfulness minute, positive goal  Group 10,  
1.5hours 
10 weeks 

Significant 
improvement in 
wellbeing, hope, 
savoring, self-esteem, 
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symptoms but no 
effect on social 
functioning 

Schrank 
(2016)d  
RCT and 
qualitative 
evaluation 

94 Clinical diagnosis 
of Psychosis 

1.Adapted PPT 
2. TAU 

Character strengths 
VIA replaced by 
pictures. Family 
involvement 
minimized, focus on 
significant others. 
Forgiveness across 
two sessions and focus 
on being ‘let down’. 
Blessings journal = 
good things box 
(collect mementoes). 
Savoring (focused on 
eating, drinking, 
listening). 
Celebration to practice 
positive 
communication  

Mindful music listening Group 11, 
1.5hours  
11weeks 

No significant effect on 
primary outcome 
wellbeing. Significant 
effect on psychiatric 
symptoms, depression 
and another wellbeing 
measure 

Roepke 
(2015) 
 RCT 

283 Meeting criteria for 
clinically significant 
depression (≥16 
CES-D) 

1. Adapted 
PPT  
2.General 
Superbetter  
3.Waiting list 

Used three 
componennts 

CBT, activity scheduling, 
acceptance content 

App 28, 
10minutes 
4weeks, 

Depression improved 
in conditions 1 and 2 
relative to the waiting 
list. Similar pattern in 
secondary outcomes 
life satisfaction, social 
support, self-efficacy 

Cohn 
(2014)  
RCT 

49 Target group 
people with type 2 
diabetes and 
depression (53%  

1.PP 
components 
2.Emotion 
reporting 

--e  Daily positive event scheduling, 
mindful breathing exercise, goal 
setting, positive reappraisal, 
performing acts of kindness, 

Online  5  
5 weeks 

Significant effect on 
depression. No effect 
on secondary 
outcomes perceived 
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≥16 CES-D) character strengths journal stress, positive and 
negative affect, 
diabetes specific 
psychological 
measures, health 
behavior 

Lambert 
D’raven  
(2015)  
Single arm 
pilot study 

318 Target group mild 
to moderate 
depressive 
symptoms 

1.PP 
components 
 

--e Presentation on flow, physical 
activity 
Mindfulness, time control, goal 
setting, reducing overthinking, 
self-talk and optimism, writing 
and thinking about positive 
experiences, best possible self, 
social event to conclude 

Group 6 , 2hours 
6 weeks  

Significant reduction in 
participants at risk for 
depression. Significant 
changes in secondary 
outcomes including 
physical, mental and 
general health 

Huffman 
(2014)  
Single arm 
pilot study 

61 Admission to 
inpatient 
psychiatric unit for 
passive or active 
suicidal ideation or 
suicide attempt  

1.PP 
components 
 

--e  Activity scheduling, acts of 
kindness, best possible self 
(accomplishments, relationships), 
in social relationships, best 
possible self-accomplishments, 
behavioral commitment to values  

Individual 9 9 days Optimism and 
hopelessness 
improved significantly 
for all exercises except 
forgiveness letter 

         
Abbreviations. PPT = positive psychotherapy.PP=positive psychology.TAU = treatment as usual 
a This paper describes the original intervention therefore no amendments were made 
b This paper describes the intervention therefore no data are provided on design, sample size or findings 
c additional booster session offered 6 weeks after 
d This refers to studis reported in (Brownell et al., 2015; Riches et al., 2016; Schrank et al., 2016; Schrank, Riches, et al., 2014) 
eThis paper did not amend PPT 
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The quality of intervention reporting is summarised in Table 2.3. None of the 

included studies provided sufficient description of the intervention to fulfil all criteria 

on the checklist. Many of the studies reported less than half of the recommended 

information (Asgharipoor et al., 2012; Cohn et al., 2014; D’raven et al., 2014; Huffman 

et al., 2014; Seligman et al., 2006), with others reporting half or slightly more 

information (Carr & Finnegan, 2014; Meyer et al., 2012; Roepke et al., 2015; Schrank et 

al., 2016).  Several of the checklist items were poorly reported across all studies. No 

studies provided detail on how interventions were intended to be tailored or adapted 

(item 9), or modifications that occurred during the study (item 10). It was rare for 

studies to provide detail on intervention materials (item 3), including those used in 

training or provision of the intervention, or to describe where interventions were 

delivered (item 7). Further, few studies described how well interventions were 

delivered, in terms of plans to monitor and maintain interventions and results of 

adherence or fidelity (items 11 and 12).  However, most studies did provide detail on 

the intervention name (item 1), its rationale (item 2), intervention procedures (item 

4), how it was delivered (item 6), and intervention length and dosage (item 8). 
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Table 2.3 Quality of intervention reporting in included studies 

First author,  
date 

1. Name 2.Why 3. 
Materials 

4. 
Procedures 

5. Who 6. How 7. 
Where 

8. When 
and how 
much 

9. 
Tailoring 

10.  
Modifications 

11. 
Planned 
delivery 

12. 
Actual 
delivery 

Total 

Seligman 
(2006) 

            3 

Asgharipoor 
(2012) 

            2 

Carr (2014)       n/a   n/a  n/a 6 
Meyer 
(2012) 

            7 

Schrank 
(2016)1 

            7 

Roepke 
(2015) 

    n/a    n/a    8 

Cohn 
(2014) 

    n/a        4 

Lambert 
D’raven 
(2015) 

            4 

Huffman 
(2014) 

            5 

1 This refers to data reported in in (Brownell et al., 2015; Riches et al., 2016; Schrank et al., 2016; Schrank, Riches, et al., 2014) 
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The subsequent results compare the original description of positive psychotherapy 

(Seligman et al., 2006) with the eight other studies (Asgharipoor et al., 2012; Brownell 

et al., 2015; Carr & Finnegan, 2014; Cohn et al., 2014; Huffman et al., 2014; Lambert 

D’raven et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 2012; Riches et al., 2016; Roepke et al., 2015; Schrank, 

Riches, et al., 2014; Schrank et al., 2016) 

2.3.2 How positive psychotherapy is applied in mental healthcare 

The identified studies included five studies that specifically referenced the positive 

psychotherapy model and described amending it (Asgharipoor et al., 2012; Brownell et 

al., 2015; Carr & Finnegan, 2014; Meyer et al., 2012; Riches et al., 2016; Roepke et al., 

2015; Schrank et al., 2016; Schrank, Riches, et al., 2014), whilst the remaining three 

studies did not cite the positive psychotherapy model, yet used some of its 

components (Cohn et al., 2014; Huffman et al., 2014; Lambert D’raven et al., 2015). 

Table 2.4 summarises how the included studies applied the positive psychology 

components, which are organised according to whether they targeted pleasure, 

engagement, or meaning. 

Those that cited positive psychotherapy delivered it in various different formats.  

Several studies modified the individual model to use it as a group therapy in 

community mental health settings for people with depression (Asgharipoor et al., 

2012; Carr & Finnegan, 2014) and psychosis (Brownell et al., 2015; Riches et al., 2016; 

Schrank et al., 2016; Schrank, Riches, et al., 2014). Others delivered some of the 

interventions as self-help via a smartphone app for people with symptoms of 

depression (Roepke et al., 2015). The briefer group model of positive psychotherapy 

was also modified for people with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (Meyer et 

al., 2012). Although these studies modified positive psychotherapy, they offered fewer 

interventions (mean 4.8, range 2-8). 

The remaining studies that did not specifically cite Seligman et al., (2006) 

nevertheless used several of its interventions, alongside other positive psychology 

components from the literature. The context of intervention delivery varied and 

included group delivery in primary care to people with depression (D’raven et al., 

2014). Interventions were also delivered with brief therapist support to individual 

inpatients in hospital, following recent suicidal ideation or suicide attempts 

(Huffman et al., 2014). The final study delivered interventions without therapist 

support on a website for people with depression and diabetes (Cohn et al., 2014). On 
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average, these studies offered fewer positive psychology components (mean 3.3, range 

2-4) when compared to the studies that cited Seligman et al., (2006). 

Table 2.4 indicates that across all studies some positive psychology components were 

applied more than others. In particular the ‘blessings journal’ was applied in all 

studies and many included ‘using signature strengths’. Some components were not 

applied at all, including ‘writing memories’, ‘satisficing plan’, and the ‘family strengths 

tree’. Studies included more interventions that targeted engagement (mean 2.6, range 

2-4) and pleasure (mean 1.0, range 0-3) and few that targeted meaning (mean 0.6, 

range 0-2).  
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Table 2.4 Application of positive psychology components in included studies 

Study first author Target principle of positive psychology Total 

Pleasure Engagement Meaning 

Seligman (2006) 

  W
riting M

em
ories 

F
orgiveness Letter 

O
ne door closes 

S
avouring 

G
ratitude Letter 

P
ositive Introduction 

U
sing signature strengths 

B
lessings journal 

A
C

R
 

F
am

ily S
trengths T

ree 

S
atisficing P

lan 

G
ift of T

im
e 

12 

Asgharipoor (2012)             2 

Carr (2014)             6 

Meyer (2012)             6 
Schrank (2016)             8 
Ropeke (2015)             2 

Cohn (2014)             2 

Lambert D’Raven (2015)             4 

Huffman (2014)             4 

Total 0 3 1 4 5 1 7 8 3 0 0 2  
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2.3.3 How positive psychotherapy is modified 

Modifications 

Although several studies cited the positive psychotherapy model, a rationale was not 

always provided for why changes were made, or certain components omitted. Some 

studies offered just two of the possible twelve components from positive 

psychotherapy, yet did not give any rationale for this (Asgharipoor et al., 2012; Roepke 

et al., 2015). However, other studies did explain both why they needed to make 

changes, and how these changes were decided. Some authors made amendments in 

order to make the intervention suitable for patients with psychosis (Brownell et al., 

2015; Riches et al., 2016; Schrank et al., 2016; Schrank, Riches, et al., 2014) and 

schizophrenia (Meyer et al., 2012), or to integrate positive psychotherapy with CBT 

(Carr & Finnegan, 2014). Such adaptations were informed by authors’ knowledge of 

the relevant literature, that indicated particular interventions might be suitable 

additions (Carr & Finnegan, 2014; Meyer et al., 2012). One study provided a 

comprehensive description of how it modified positive psychotherapy, in line with 

the MRC framework, based on a literature review supplemented with expert 

consultation and qualitative interviews (Riches et al., 2016). 

The modifications that were made to accommodate patients with psychosis and 

schizophrenia focused on omitting interventions that were challenging and 

potentially unsuitable for this patient group, or could cause distress (e.g. ‘satisficing 

plan’, ‘gift of time’, and ‘writing memories’) (Riches et al., 2016). Alternatively, the 

focus of interventions was amended to address psychosis specific challenges. As 

patients might have a history of trauma the ‘forgiveness letter’ and ‘one door opens’ 

exercises were modified to focus on day-to-day disappointments, rather than serious 

transgressions, in a bid to minimise potential distress (Riches et al., 2016). Similarly, 

to accommodate cognitive impairments, interventions were amended from literacy-

based exercises, to experiential, interactive activities. The ‘blessings journal’ was 

modified to a ‘good things box’ for storing mementoes and images were used to elicit 

signature strengths, rather than a written assessment (Riches et al., 2016).  

Interventions were also modified to maintain patients’ motivation, e.g. by offering 

‘easier’ activities such as ‘savouring’ prior to more difficult exercises like ‘forgiveness 

letter’ (Riches et al., 2016).  Similarly, researchers modified the ‘active constructive 

responding’ exercise, into activities involving smaller steps, which were demonstrated 
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and role-played in sessions (Meyer et al., 2012), or at an end-of-therapy celebration 

(Riches et al., 2016). 

When positive psychotherapy was integrated with CBT, modifications included the 

‘savouring’ activity focusing on reconnecting with nature, and ‘gift of time’ focusing 

on increasing social networks (Carr & Finnegan, 2014). However, the authors were not 

explicit about how these modifications were decided, or why other positive 

psychology components were not included. 

In the studies that did not specifically cite positive psychotherapy, yet used some of 

its components, the choice of interventions was guided by literature reviews (Cohn et 

al., 2014; Huffman et al., 2014; Lambert D’raven et al., 2015), supplemented by expert 

views (Huffman et al., 2014). However, only one study (Cohn et al., 2014) provided a 

citation to a comprehensive description of how the intervention was developed (e.g. 

Moskowitz et al., 2012). 

Additions  

All studies provided interventions that were not part of the positive psychotherapy 

model.  The majority of these interventions were conceptualised as promoting similar 

targets to those described by Seligman et al., (2006); pleasure, engagement, and 

meaning.  

Pleasure 

Positive emotions were promoted through the use of positive reappraisal, i.e. 

changing interpretations of daily stressors (Cohn et al., 2014) and using humour daily 

(Carr & Finnegan, 2014). Some interventions focused on promoting positive emotions 

in the future, e.g. the ‘best possible selves’ exercise in which participants wrote their 

vision and goals for the future and how their character strengths may help to achieve 

this (D’raven et al. 2014; Huffman et al. 2014); or through an undefined optimism 

exercise (Lambert D’raven et al., 2015). Positive emotions about the past were also 

promoted through the use of positive writing tasks (Lambert D’raven et al., 2015), or 

reflecting on grieving following loss (Carr & Finnegan, 2014). 

Engagement 

Various interventions were used to promote engagement, involvement, or absorption 

in work, leisure, or relationships. Some focused on increasing awareness of character 

strengths, by keeping a daily strengths journal (Carr & Finnegan, 2014; Cohn et al., 
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2014). Others involved goal setting to increase personal relevance of the treatment 

(Carr & Finnegan, 2014; Cohn et al., 2014; Lambert D’raven et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 

2012). The behavioural activation technique of scheduling of important, enjoyable, or 

meaningful activities was also encouraged (Asgharipoor et al., 2012; Cohn et al., 2014; 

Huffman et al., 2014; Roepke et al., 2015). Practising time-control, i.e. attending to 

one’s experience of the passing of time was also used to promote understanding of 

the concept of flow, i.e. being fully immersed in an activity (Lambert D’raven et al., 

2015).  

Meaning 

Participants were encouraged to connect with something greater than themselves 

through kindness interventions, termed as ‘acts of kindness’ (Cohn et al., 2014; 

Huffman et al., 2014), or ‘good deeds’ (Lambert D’raven et al., 2015). These included 

pro-social actions such as donating blood, or helping a person in difficulty, 

sometimes recorded in a reflective journal (Cohn et al., 2014; Huffman et al., 2014). 

The behavioral commitment to value-based activity, in which participants selected a 

guiding principle for their life, e.g. creating beauty, and documented how to achieve 

this (Asgharipoor et al., 2012; Huffman et al., 2014), was also used. Positive 

relationships were promoted through activities which involved identifying (Carr & 

Finnegan, 2014) or envisaging (Huffman et al., 2014) their best possible social and 

interpersonal relationships and planning how to achieve these. 

Other interventions 

Studies sometimes offered interventions that were not conceptually aligned with the 

positive psychotherapy model. These included aspects of traditional cognitive 

behavioral therapy (CBT), such as reducing overthinking (Lambert D’raven et al., 

2015), challenging negative core beliefs and self-statements, and managing 

catastrophising, or anger (Carr & Finnegan, 2014). Some interventions were from the 

field of coaching e.g. ‘self-talk’ (Lambert D’raven et al., 2015). Physical activity was 

also included (Carr & Finnegan, 2014; Lambert D’raven et al., 2015). Other 

interventions offered could be conceptualized as ‘third wave’ CBT approaches (Hunot 

et al., 2013), as they included forms of acceptance and commitment therapy (Roepke 

et al., 2015) and mindfulness (Brownell et al., 2015; Carr & Finnegan, 2014; Cohn et al., 

2014; Lambert D’raven et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 2012). Mindfulness was viewed as 

useful for the management of psychotic symptoms (Meyer et al., 2012), chronic stress 
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(Cohn et al., 2014) and depression (Carr & Finnegan, 2014). It was also thought to 

facilitate intervention practice as it may allow participants to more easily recognize 

and appreciate positive events (Cohn et al., 2014), and more easily participate in the 

savoring activity (Meyer et al., 2012).  

2.3.4 Robustness of synthesis 

Attempts were made to maximise the robustness of the information used in the 

synthesis. The TIDieR checklist (Hoffmann et al., 2014) was used to inform the 

extraction of data from papers and two reviewers were used to ensure that the process 

of sifting was concordant, to confirm inclusion of papers, and to extract data. Further, 

critical reflections were kept during the synthesis to highlight uncertainties and 

discrepancies. This process identified that studies did not adequately describe the 

materials they used to deliver the intervention. It was therefore often difficult to 

synthesise the interventions, as it was unclear how interventions differed from 

positive psychotherapy. Also, whilst studies did provide a brief rationale of their 

theory, it was rare for studies to explicitly describe how they modified positive 

psychotherapy and so the synthesis of this data was very limited. Incomplete 

reporting of interventions is, however, a common issue in healthcare research, hence 

the introduction of the TIDieR checklist (Hoffmann et al., 2014). Nevertheless, this 

limits the robustness of the synthesis, and it is therefore considered to be moderately 

robust.  
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2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Main findings 

This systematic review aimed to identify how positive psychotherapy is applied in 

mental health care and how it is modified. The main finding is that although positive 

psychotherapy was applied in various settings, some components were applied 

frequently (e.g. ‘blessings journal’ and ‘using strengths’) whilst others were not 

applied at all (e.g. ‘satisficing plan’ or ‘family strengths tree’). It was more common for 

studies to apply components targeting engagement and pleasure, than meaning. 

These findings may indicate that some components are more acceptable and feasible 

than other interventions. The most applied interventions constitute those from the 

shorter group therapy positive psychotherapy, suggesting that this model may be 

more promising than the individual version. The chapter had limited findings with 

regard to how positive psychotherapy was modified, as papers rarely reported reasons 

for this. However, there was some evidence to suggest modifications were made to 

accommodate diagnosis-related challenges and to improve engagement. These may 

be useful factors to consider in the proposed intervention. A secondary finding is that 

a number of conceptually similar interventions have been offered alongside positive 

psychotherapy, and that it has been integrated with different treatments. Such 

interventions may be useful substitutes, or complements to the positive 

psychotherapy model. However, this does call into question the uniqueness of the 

principles of positive psychology. 

2.4.2 Strengths and limitations 

This paper is the first to systematically explore how positive psychotherapy is applied 

in clinically relevant populations. It has the advantages of being replicable and 

reproducible, and provides a critical consideration of the quality of the intervention 

reporting. However, the synthesis is only moderately robust. 

The main limitation relates to the poor quality of intervention reporting which 

provided little data on the rationale for using, omitting, or modifying positive 

psychology components. Indeed only two studies, Cohn et al., (2014) and Schrank et 

al., (2016), referenced separate papers describing intervention development, i.e. their 

methodology and decision-making process. Similarly, only two studies explained how 

and why interventions were modified, limiting the extent to which one can draw 

conclusions about the factors that affect how positive psychotherapy is applied 
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(Meyer et al., 2012; Riches et al., 2016). Additionally, studies did not explain the 

rationale for offering additional interventions. One cannot therefore conclude the 

extent to which these substitutions are purposely similar to positive psychotherapy. 

The limitations negatively affect the extent to which the review findings can inform 

the development of the proposed intervention. 

A further limitation relates to how the intervention and population was defined and 

the influence this had on the studies identified. By defining the intervention as 

offering at least two components from the original model, this review identified 

papers that were explicitly modifying positive psychotherapy and those which 

happened to be offering some of its components. Such papers obviously do not 

describe how they differ from the model, thus contributing to the moderate strength 

of the robustness. In addition, the review identified studies on actual psychotherapy 

delivered interpersonally, and those delivered as self-help, in a range of conditions, 

making it somewhat difficult to identify commonalities amongst these different 

contexts, or to make specific recommendations about the proposed online, low-

intensity intervention for depression. Further, the review excluded several studies 

that did not meet the criterion, as the population of interest was not clinical, but 

perhaps included people with depression (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; 

Schueller & Parks, 2012). However, this was justified on the grounds that such studies 

were unlikely to have made adaptations on the basis of these mental health 

conditions, and therefore would not have contributed to identifying principles that 

could inform the theory of the intervention. Despite these limitations the study still 

has some use as it identifies, in a broad range of contexts, how positive psychotherapy 

has been applied, thus contributing to researchers’ knowledge about its potential 

uses. 

2.4.3 Comparison with the literature 

The findings of the present study support the idea that positive psychotherapy is a 

flexible model that can be applied with other diagnoses and alongside other 

treatments, as intended (Rashid, 2008; Rashid & Seligman, 2014). In particular, the 

review identified some evidence of the factors affecting how positive psychotherapy is 

applied, including omitting exercises that might be particularly challenging or cause 

the patients distress (Riches et al., 2016). The review also identified that modifications 

to positive psychotherapy can be made on the basis of accommodating particular 
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symptoms of a mental health condition, or for promoting engagement by breaking 

down skills and providing opportunities to practice (Brownell et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 

2012). However, the majority of papers did not describe the rationale for their 

application or modification of positive psychotherapy, nor their expectations about 

how the modifications affected the principles or proposed mechanisms of the 

intervention. It should be acknowledged that the limited description of interventions 

reflects the literature on health interventions, in which intervention development 

papers are under-reported (Hoddinott, 2015), and guidelines have been introduced to 

improve the quality of reporting (Hoffmann et al., 2014). Nevertheless, this finding 

supports the need to systematically identify the principles that positive 

psychotherapy is targeting and the mechanisms by which it operates (Rashid, 2015; 

Seligman et al., 2006).  

The following uncertainties about the principles and mechanisms of the intervention 

ought to be addressed. Firstly, the lack of specificity about how interventions link 

with outcomes must be made clear. At present, it is proposed that promoting 

engagement, pleasure, and meaning are equally important (Seligman et al., 2006). 

Yet, this review identified a greater number of studies applied components focusing 

on engagement, whilst fewer focused on pleasure, and even fewer focused on 

meaning. This finding calls into question how important each of these principles are 

in achieving the proposed outcomes. This deserves further attention in the literature. 

More specifically, the review identified that several positive psychology components 

from positive psychotherapy were rarely or never applied. In terms of components 

promoting pleasure, this included interventions such as ‘writing memories’ and ‘one 

door closes, one door opens’. These interventions are said to change the focus of 

negative emotions and transform them into more positive emotions (Seligman et al., 

2006). However, the finding that they are rarely applied suggests they might be less 

acceptable, and perhaps less relevant to promoting the intervention outcomes than 

other interventions promoting pleasure, such as ‘savouring’ that was more frequently 

applied. It is also possible that researchers have chosen not to include intervention 

components like writing memories’ and ‘one door closes, one door opens’ because 

they are associated with the tradition of therapeutic writing (Pennebaker & Beall, 

1986).  
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The effectiveness of therapeutic writing for long-term health conditions has recently 

been called into question by a systematic review and narrative synthesis, which 

reported that the literature on such interventions is largely atheoretical and there is 

little evidence of effectiveness (Nyssen et al., 2016). However, this would not explain 

why the forgiveness letter was included in several studies, as it too is aligned with the 

therapeutic writing tradition. One possibility is that forgiveness is currently a popular 

topic, which has received increasing attention in the therapeutic literature, with some 

arguing that it is an important process and outcome for patients with a range of 

mental health concerns (Wade, Johnson, & Meyer, 2008). However, there has also 

been scepticism about the potential harm to clients who may have experienced abuse 

or trauma (Wade et al., 2008). There was some evidence from studies included in this 

review that caution is warranted as patients reported negative experiences with the 

forgiveness letter when it was delivered with minimal guidance (Huffman et al., 2014) 

and in a group setting (Brownell et al., 2015). Further investigation is warranted into 

how these components promote pleasure and whether they are necessary to include 

in a positive psychology intervention. 

In terms of positive psychology components promoting engagement, there was one, 

‘positive introduction’, that was rarely applied. It is possible that this intervention is 

less suitable for people with mental health conditions as research has indicated that 

some people with depression feel worse having done it, perhaps because it highlights 

the incongruence between the past that was positive, and a present difficult time 

(Joormann, Siemer, & Gotlib, 2007). However, the included studies did not cite this as 

a reason, and so it is not possible to convincingly state the acceptability of this 

particular intervention.  

Finally, of the components promoting meaning, ‘family strengths’, ‘satisficing plan’, 

and ‘gift of time’ were never or rarely applied. It is possible that these interventions 

focus on components that are too difficult or complex for patients to address at a 

time when they are experiencing symptoms. Indeed, Riches et al., (2015) reported that 

the ‘satisficing plan’ was excluded for this reason. However, it is also possible that 

researchers could not find sufficient information in the research literature about 

these particular components, as Seligman et al., (2006) did not provide citations for 

them, described in section 1.5.3. The finding that half of the interventions from the 
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Seligman et al., (2006) model of positive psychotherapy are not put into place calls 

into question their importance and their relevance in achieving outcomes. 

A second uncertainty to address is that, once it is clear how positive psychology 

components link to mechanisms, it is essential to identify whether it is only those 

interventions that can be used, or whether other conceptually similar interventions 

that appear to target similar principles are appropriate. One of the lesser used 

meaning-focused interventions ‘gift of time’, was rarely used, however other studies 

included similar ‘kindness’ interventions (Cohn et al., 2014; Huffman et al., 2014; 

Lambert D’raven et al., 2015). It is plausible that interventions where patients practice 

less time consuming pro-social tasks might operate by the same mechanism and still 

provide a connection with something greater than the self (Otake, Shimai, Tanaka-

Matsumi, Otsui, & Fredrickson, 2006). However, future research needs to establish 

this.  

Thirdly, there needs to be greater clarity around what constitutes a positive 

psychology intervention. As discussed in section 1.5.2 there remains much debate 

about the extent to which positive psychology includes conceptually similar 

approaches like mindfulness and acceptance therapy (Schueller et al., 2014), or 

whether positive psychology interventions are in fact distinct (Bolier, Haverman, et 

al., 2014). The included studies on this review highlight the issue with a lack of 

definition. The lack of clarity allows researchers to ‘pick and mix’ interventions with 

the result that studies included a range of components from a range of sources. Many 

of these could be conceptualised as promoting similar principles of pleasure, 

engagement, and meaning. However, the issue is then that interventions from 

positive psychology become somewhat indistinguishable from other approaches. This 

has implications for evaluation, as trials cannot be sure which intervention they are 

testing the effectiveness of. In future, researchers must consider designing studies 

that can isolate the effect of offering positive psychology, in comparison to other 

approaches.  

The final uncertainty relates to the delivery of the intervention and how this affects 

the mechanisms. One could argue that the group positive psychotherapy model 

shows promise given that the most applied interventions constitute that. This is 

plausible and requires further investigation. It is possible that it is simply easier to 

apply a smaller number of interventions. However, a further issue is that the protocol 
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was adopted for varying contexts, including group therapy (Carr & Finnegan, 2014; 

Riches et al., 2016), and low-intensity app based intervention (Roepke et al., 2015). By 

definition without interpersonal contact the latter is not psychotherapy. Yet, one 

might expect that it has different mechanisms or moderating actors than individual, 

or group therapy. As such, any process model must account for the context in which 

the intervention will be delivered.  

2.4.4 Implications for research and practice 

The main implication and general recommendation for researchers is the need to 

map the process and outcomes of positive psychotherapy for varying modes of 

delivery. Such models must explain clearly the relationship between interventions 

and outcomes, as well as indicate how these can be substituted or integrated with 

other therapies. Following this process modelling, systematic research needs to 

explore how person features, intervention features, and person-intervention fit can 

affect applying positive psychotherapy. This may help to establish whether certain 

positive psychotherapy components are more feasible and acceptable for certain 

people in certain settings. Once an appropriate and acceptable model of positive 

psychotherapy is established, with a clear logic model, it can be rigorously tested in 

effectiveness trials. This will ensure good adherence during a trial and allow for the 

collection of rigorous, high quality evidence on its effectiveness. This 

recommendation is in line with the guidance for developing complex interventions 

(Craig et al., 2008). The main implication for practice is that positive psychotherapy, 

or positive interventions from it, can be used alongside existing therapeutic 

approaches such as behavioural activation, CBT, and third wave CBT. However, as the 

evidence does not yet firmly indicate effectiveness, the clinically utility remains 

uncertain.  

2.4.5 Implications for thesis 

This review suggests that in the proposed intervention it might be necessary to omit 

positive psychology components that could cause distress, or modify those that might 

be challenging. However, the review reported little data that could inform which 

components might be unsuitable in the context of a low-intensity online intervention 

for depression. This lack of data makes it difficult to select suitable components and 

develop the theory of the proposed intervention. The guiding frameworks for this 

thesis, as outlined in section 1.7, recommend eliciting stakeholder perspectives on 
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acceptability and potential challenges in delivering interventions to supplement 

theory development. Specifically, qualitative methods are recommended as a useful 

way to gather rich data on preferences. A qualitative study will therefore be used to 

elicit patient views on the suitability of and challenges associated with delivering 

positive psychology online. 
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3 Qualitative study on patient and clinician views of a proposed 

online positive psychology intervention  

3.1 Rationale 

In the previous chapters positive psychology components described in positive 

psychotherapy were introduced as potentially useful for the proposed online 

intervention. However, the limitations of this model were also highlighted, including 

the lack of a well-specified theory of the intervention, or subsequent variations of it. 

More specifically, the previous chapter suggested that it might be necessary to omit 

or modify components that could cause distress, or to accommodate challenges 

related to depression. However, the conclusion highlighted that there was little data 

available to inform how to apply and modify components of positive psychotherapy 

in the context of an online intervention for depression. The present study will 

therefore address what to include and what to change in order to inform the 

proposed intervention. 

A second issue identified in previous chapters, was the limited data on the 

acceptability of components of positive psychology for people with depression, 

described in section 1.5.5. Some suggest that positive psychology interventions are 

particularly acceptable (Layous et al., 2011; Seligman et al., 2006). Others argue that 

the nature of depression might negatively influence this acceptability and suggest 

that people actually might find such interventions less appropriate and attractive 

(Kaczmarek et al., 2013; La Torre, 2007). However, there is little data available on 

acceptability that can conclusively inform the proposed intervention. Therefore, the 

present study will assess what patients and professionals consider acceptable, in 

terms of which positive psychology components are appropriate in order to design an 

attractive and satisfying online intervention using such components.   

The notion of eliciting and addressing stakeholder perspectives on the content and 

design of an intervention is a key aspect of both of the guiding frameworks for 

developing interventions used in this thesis, as mentioned in section 1.7. Firstly, the 

MRC framework recommends collecting new evidence to supplement existing 

theories of how an intervention might operate in practice (Craig et al., 2008). 

Secondly, the person-based approach highlights that it is critical to elicit patient 

views on technology-based interventions, which are to be used independently, to 
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ensure they are designed to fit with patients’ lives (Yardley et al., 2015). Consequently, 

the aim of the present chapter was to explore patient and clinician views on the 

acceptability of a proposed online intervention using components of positive 

psychology. The findings will be used to supplement the existing theories of positive 

psychology and to inform the development of a theoretically sound intervention.  

3.1.1 Objectives 

The aim of the study was to explore patient and clinician views on the acceptability of 

delivering positive psychology components from positive psychotherapy as an online 

intervention for depression. Specifically, the study aimed to address the second 

research question outlined at the outset of this thesis in section 1.8.1, ‘What is the 

acceptability of this online intervention using positive psychology for depression?’ 
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3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Design 

The present study aimed to explore personal attitudes to a proposed intervention, 

therefore in-depth semi-structured interviews were deemed most appropriate. This 

method enables the discussion of particular areas, outlined in a topic guide, whilst 

enabling the interviewee to explore their thoughts and feelings (Yeo et al., 2014). This 

was particularly important given the lack of empirical evidence into patients’ opinions 

and motivations for engaging with a positive psychological intervention. To ensure 

methodological rigour and transparency the present study is reported according to 

established guidelines, the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Studies 

(COREQ), developed by Tong and colleagues (2007). The study team included a 

second independent researcher Justina Kaselionyte (JK) and the candidates’ 

supervisors (SP & ST) who assisted with the analysis. The possible influences of these 

researchers on the study conduct and analysis is provided in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1 Description of study team and influence on research  

 Candidate SW JK SP ST 

Professional role 
and credentials 

Health services 
researcher, BSc 
 

Health services 
researcher, 
MSc 

Psychiatrist, 
psychotherapist, 
researcher 

Health services 
researcher and 
GP 

Role in the 
research 

Interviewer, 
lead analyst 

Supported data 
analysis 

PhD supervisor PhD supervisor 

Potential 
influence on 
interview conduct 
or analysis  

Established 
relationships with 
interviewees 
 
Led on project 
developing an 
online positive 
psychological 
intervention  
 
Familiarity with 
positive psychology 
and eHealth 
literature 

Familiarity with 
mental health 
services 
research 
literature 

Familiarity with 
resource-oriented 
treatments and 
existing mental 
health service 
practice and 
literature  

Familiarity with 
eHealth literature 
 

3.2.2 Recruitment and sampling  

Participants were recruited via adverts inviting them to discuss the design of a 

proposed online positive psychology intervention. These were placed in NHS and 

community treatment settings across East London, including in six General Practices, 

one university counselling service, and in two charity counselling services provided by 
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Mind. The adverts were also promoted via online social media including Twitter and 

Facebook. Patients could take part if they were aged 18-65, reported accessing 

treatment for depression and/or anxiety within the previous 12 months, and had 

capacity to consent. The exclusion criteria included patients having insufficient 

command of English to participate. This was necessary because the present project 

did not have sufficient resources to provide translation which would be required to 

avoid misinterpretation and maintain data quality (Temple, 1997). A secondary 

exclusion criterion was the diagnosis of bipolar disorder as there is a lack of evidence 

of the suitability of positive psychology in this patient group and a possibility that 

inducing positive mood might be problematic in the context of hypomania and/or 

mania (Wright, Lam, & Newsom-Davis, 2005). 

Clinicians were recruited from the same General Practices as the patients and from 

adverts promoted online via social media including Twitter and Facebook. Clinicians 

were eligible to participate if they had experience of treating depression and/or 

anxiety of working age adults for at least 12 months. 

To ensure that the data incorporated a range of experiences a primarily purposive 

sampling strategy was employed, whereby participants were selected according to 

their age, gender, and treatment setting (Ritchie, Lewis, Elam, Tennant, & Rahim, 

2014). This was supplemented by snowballing techniques, as occasionally participants 

volunteered their contacts that met the eligibility criteria (Ritchie et al., 2014). As 

qualitative enquiry is flexible and pragmatic by nature it is typical for sampling 

strategies to overlap in this way (Marshall, 1996). Participants were selected and 

interviewed until data saturation was achieved, i.e. the candidate felt that additional 

interviews did not provide new ideas. This was achieved as transcription and 

familiarisation (described in section 3.2.4) was concurrent with data collection. 

However, it is acknowledged that the concept of saturation is contentious and 

therefore it is not possible to say with certainty that it was achieved (O’Reilly & 

Parker, 2013). 

3.2.3 Study setting 

In line with ethical research practice participants provided written informed consent 

following a full discussion of the information sheet. Participants then completed a 

brief demographic questionnaire detailing age, gender, first language, and personal 
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experience of website and app use, both in daily life and to manage their health, 

which is provided in Appendix 3. 

A topic guide was developed in collaboration with the study team and was iteratively 

refined following piloting and early interviews (provided in Appendix 3). It was semi-

structured and contained key questions and suggested probes. The areas to cover 

included: 

• General views on the principles of positive psychology (e.g. focus on 

pleasure, engagement, and meaning)  

• Specific views on positive psychology components used in positive 

psychotherapy summarised in Table 3.2 

• General views of online interventions in mental health 

• Specific views on the structure, features, and design of the proposed 

intervention 

The same topics were explored for patients and clinicians, with the exception that 

clinician views on specific positive psychology exercises were not explored in depth to 

minimise the impact on professionals’ time. The candidate conducted each interview 

in a private office or in the participants’ home with only the interviewer and 

interviewee present and audio recorded each interview. Interview duration was on 

average one hour but ranged between 34 and 130 minutes. Patients received £20 

remuneration for their participation.  

 

Table 3.2 Positive psychology component descriptions provided to participants 

Exercise name Brief description 

Positive introduction Write about a time when they were at their best 
Using signature strengths Take online inventory of Character Strengths (VIA-IS) to identify top 

five strengths and plan to develop identified strengths to use more 
often in the next week 

Blessings journal For one week write three things that went well each day with a causal 
explanation 

Writing memories Write three bad memories and distress 
Forgiveness letter Write forgiveness letter to transform anger and bitterness to neutral or 

positive emotion 
Gratitude letter Write and personally deliver a letter to someone who has never been 

properly thanked for their kindness 
Personal satisficing plan Settling for ‘good enough’ compared to trying to find the ‘best’ option 
One door closes/ one door 
opens  

Write occasions where something important did not happen but other 
opportunities arose 

Active Constructive 
Responding (ACR) 

React in a visibly positive and enthusiastic way to others’ good news 
at least once per day 

Family strengths tree Family members complete VIA-IS and discuss their common 
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strengths 
Savouring Each day take time to enjoy something that is usually hurried. 

Afterwards write what you did, how and what was different 
Gift of time Use strengths in service of others 

Research governance and ethics 

Local research governance and national ethics approvals were received for the study 

(North West - Preston National Research Ethics Committee 15/NW/0349) and can be 

found in Appendix 3. Originally, approval was sought for focus groups with some 

individual interviews intended as supplementary, in the event that patients or 

clinicians could not practically attend focus groups. The rationale for using focus 

group methodology was to generate ideas, opinions, and strategies to inform the 

intervention design (Krueger & Casey, 2014). However, the study instead used 

individual interviews as a way to explore in detail personal views on preferences and 

contextual factors that might affect intervention delivery.  

3.2.4 Analysis 

Thematic analysis, as outlined by Virginia Braun and Victoria Clarke (2006), was 

selected for the analysis, as it is a flexible tool that can provide complex accounts of 

data. It enables researchers to integrate such data into higher-order themes in order 

to address research questions and theorise on broader meanings (Braun & Clarke, 

2006). This was particularly suited to address the study aims of exploring perceived 

usefulness and acceptability of an online positive psychology intervention for 

depression, which has yet not been investigated, but could be used to inform the 

development of the proposed intervention.  

A specific form of thematic analysis was used, following the guidelines of Braun and 

Clarke (2006, 2013) who advise a six-stage process. They also recommend that because 

thematic analysis can be used in both realist and constructionist paradigms 

researchers should be explicit about which theoretical approach is taken. In this 

study, as with the rest of the thesis, the analysis was conducted in a realist framework, 

that assumes experiences and meanings reflect participants’ realities, and can be used 

to theorise motivations, rather than considering how participants’ experiences are 

affected by and constructed within discourses in society. This was appropriate for the 

context in which the aim was to investigate motivations and interest in the 

acceptability of using positive psychology online. 
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Braun and Clarke (2006) also recommend that researchers state whether patterns 

within the data were identified in an inductive or deductive way. Inductive is a 

‘bottom up’ approach in which the identified themes are strongly linked to the data, 

rather than the researchers pre-existing idea or coding frame. In contrast deductive is 

a ‘top down’ approach driven by a researcher’s interest or based on a pre-existing 

theory or hypothesis, which analysts then use to interpret the data. Although these 

approaches sound distinct, in reality an entirely inductive approach is not possible as 

researchers bring their own ideas, thoughts about data collection, and knowledge of 

the literature to an analysis. Similarly, within a deductive approach where a 

researcher has a particular analytic interest, there is scope for identifying themes on 

the basis of the data. Braun and Clarke (2013) therefore acknowledge that inductive 

and deductive approaches can be combined within one analysis. The present study 

was driven by the candidate’s analytic interest in the perceived usefulness and 

acceptability of an online positive psychology intervention for depression. A data-led, 

semantic approach was taken to identify, analyse, and report candidate themes.  

The process of analysis followed Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-stage process 

including: familiarisation, coding, searching themes, reviewing themes, defining and 

naming themes, and writing up. However, the nature of the process was recursive, i.e. 

non-linear as described below. To achieve familiarisation the candidate reviewed the 

verbatim transcripts created by an external company alongside the audio file, whilst 

also checking for accuracy. The candidate then read and re-read the transcripts to 

become immersed in the data set and develop notes of things of interest in the data, 

also known as ‘noticings’, to inform the subsequent coding (Braun & Clarke, 2013). 

The process of familiarisation was conducted alongside ongoing data collection.  

Following initial familiarisation complete coding was then conducted using NVivo 

software version 10 (QSR International Pty Ltd., 2012). This involved manually coding 

all data that were potentially relevant to the research questions, using words or brief 

phrases intended to capture the essence of a particular part of data. Codes were 

primarily data-derived, or semantic and summarised the explicit content of the data. 

The principle of inclusivity was used when coding, so that anything that the 

candidate was unsure about was coded. The coding was done systematically and 

chunks of data were coded with as many codes as were needed. Examples of codes 

can be found in Appendix 4. To ensure the consistency and credibility of coding, a 
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second researcher (JK) conducted credibility checks on 20% of coded interviews. The 

aim of this was not to calculate inter-rater reliability, as this would assume that 

coding can and should be objective, which is not the case in qualitative research 

(Braun & Clarke, 2013). Instead JK focused on verifying credibility and consistency in 

the application of codes (Morse, Barrett, Mayan, Olson, & Spiers, 2002).  

As the assumption of pattern-based analysis such as thematic analysis is that ideas 

that recur across a dataset capture something psychologically or socially meaningful 

(Braun & Clarke, 2013) the next step involved identifying what was meaningful in the 

data and how this related to the research questions. This required an active process, 

in which the candidate examined the codes and made choices about how they related 

to one another. In some cases data were recoded to ensure consistency, thus 

demonstrating the recursive nature of the process. The candidate remained aware 

that whilst the frequency with which ideas appear can indicate importance, 

infrequent ideas can also meaningfully answer a research question. Codes were 

conceptually organised into broader subthemes and then clustered into overall 

candidate themes, which were initially named and summarised, and shared with the 

other study team members (JK, SP, and ST), and discussed with a patient advisory 

panel. An example of a candidate theme can be found in Appendix 4. The study team 

checked the coherence, distinctness, and credibility of themes and advised the 

candidate about refinements (Morse et al., 2002). The candidate then began a process 

of iterating and refining the themes, their names, and their definitions. This process 

ensured themes did not have too much variety, or too little data to support them, and 

involved collapsing some themes that were conceptually similar. The subsequent 

results section presents the narrative of the finalised themes, alongside interview 

excerpts. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Sample characteristics  

The final sample had 23 participants; eighteen patients and five clinicians. The 

patients had an average age of 38 years (range 20-65), were predominantly female 

(78%), and spoke English as their first language (89%). The majority of patients had 

received treatment for their depression (61%), although some had received treatment 

for depression and anxiety (22%), and others primarily for anxiety (17%). The 

clinicians included General Practitioners (n=2), low-intensity psychological therapists 

(n=2), and a clinical psychologist. On average, the clinicians were 37 years of age 

(range 30-49), were predominantly male (60%) and mostly reported English as their 

first language (60%). Across the whole sample, almost all participants owned a 

smartphone (96%), and most people reported using apps on a daily basis (87%). 

However, fewer reported using apps (30%) or websites (43%) for managing their 

health. 

3.3.2 Overall framework 

The candidate identified four themes that encapsulate patient and clinician views on 

the acceptability of the proposed intervention and factors affecting this. The themes 

and subthemes are provided in Table 3.3 and are summarised briefly here. The first 

theme focuses on the fit between the principles of positivity and the extent to which 

this fits the proposed context of a low-intensity online intervention. A further two 

themes consider the social aspects of the proposed intervention, in terms of ensuring 

the content of the intervention is balanced with respect to the digital and ‘real’ world, 

but also that professional support is considered alongside provision of the online 

intervention. The final theme identifies potential design features that might positively 

influence the acceptability of the proposed intervention.  
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Table 3.3 Overview of themes and subthemes 

Theme The fit positivity 
and context  

Balancing the 
social  

The role of 
support  

Persuasive design 

Subtheme Value of a 
positive focus 
Ability to identify 
positives  
Feeling 
misunderstood 
A 
complementary 
approach  
Cultural fit  

Connecting to 
overcome self-
absorption 
Complexities in 
social 
relationships 
Technology: 
promoting isolation 
or connection? 

Managing 
emotions 
Promoting 
independence 
vs. motivation 
Service capacity  
 

Appeal and 
accessibility 
How much is 
expected  
Credibility 
Tailoring and 
targeting 

3.3.3 The fit between positivity and context  

A key theme was the perceived fit between positivity and context, which included a 

number of subthemes related to how participants valued a positive focus, their ability 

to identify positives, the extent to which they felt misunderstood by the approach, 

and its fit with their culture.  

Value of a positive focus 

This subtheme encompasses the notion that there is value in having a positive focus 

within the context of depression and anxiety. Participants discussed how such an 

approach might be helpful.  

‘I think it could be really good because people are used to people focusing on 
their negatives so in terms of their lack of motivation or lack of energy but 
you’re kind of doing the opposite in a way […] so I think actually it comes at it 
from a different angle which I think is really useful; 'cos it’s not talking about 
what’s rubbish, it’s saying well, you know, you want…we want there to be 
good things that are positive for you and will pull you out of the depression 
so… I think it kind of works really.’(1402, IAPT therapist) 

It is possible that a positive approach is valuable because it is different to what 

patients expect and it might redress a patients’ focus. Indeed patients described how 

a positive focus had helped them to overcome depression, by allowing them space to 

become more aware of positives, even when experiencing symptoms. 

‘so I think what really helped me is to recognise the positives and have 
positive therapy to make me as I say identify and focus on those good things – 
not dispel all of this stuff that I was feeling and you know not ignore it and 
pretend it didn’t happen, but to look at the positive things’ (Patient, 0503) 
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Participants discussed how they felt exercises might work. When discussing the 

‘blessings journal’ a participant identified the potential for a focus on positivity to 

counteract negativity: 

 ‘I think it’s really easy to get in a negative spiral and just focus on that […]. 
Like okay maybe one bad thing happened, but how many good things 
happened?’ (Patient, 0201).  

Similarly, when discussing ‘using your strengths’ participants felt it could address the 

common symptom of depression whereby patients stop doing things they enjoy, that 

make them feel good, and that they are good at. 

‘I think that, personally that [‘using your strengths’] could be useful ‘cos it’s 
easy to forget those obvious points like yeah, what can I contribute, who am I 
and why and like what makes me feel good, sort of connect with… I like the 
idea of yeah, getting out of that insular sort of state of mind, and re-engaging. 
Re-engaging yeah, with positives. Yeah, that sounds good.’ (Patient, 0501) 

This subtheme encompasses the idea that although a positive focus might seem in 

contrast to how a patient is feeling, it may have value in addressing some common 

symptoms of depression and anxiety. 

Ability to identify positives 

Participants reported that an ability to identify positives might influence how 

acceptable they found the proposed intervention. There were several factors that 

participants felt influenced this ability. Firstly, participants recognised that 

personality might be important. How well positivity fits with a person’s disposition or 

outlook on life might affect how acceptable they find the intervention.  

‘This sounds really awful but people that are negative in general, even when 
they are well, tend to have quite a negative outlook on things – those are the 
people that are at more of a risk I think of not responding well to this 
treatment because their general…some people’s personality is negative.’ 
(Patient, 0504). 

Although personality was thought to affect one’s overall attitude towards a positive 

psychology approach, participants acknowledged this was nuanced. They identified 

someone might enjoy certain exercises, whilst finding others challenging. When 

discussing ‘active constructive responding’ a participant commented: 

‘I guess […] like certain ones for certain people obviously would be more 
difficult because of potentially how they interact with people and in their 
environment.  And so for me that would be quite a difficult one to kind of do, 
if I wasn’t feeling particularly good.’ (Patient, 0506) 
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A second factor participants mentioned was the nature of depression itself, where the 

default negative thinking mode could limit one’s ability to identify positives. Patients 

described not wanting to think about the positives and feeling that they were 

irrelevant and incongruent to their current context. 

 ‘When you’re down automatically everything comes out negative. You’re 
never gonna say alright, I’m negative and I want to think about positive things 
because the mind won’t let it.’ (Patient, 0401) 

The final factor participants mentioned was that patients’ circumstances were not 

always positive, thus limiting their ability to find positive moments.  

‘That probably was the lowest point in my life, I think I probably would have 
found it really hard, ‘cos actually things weren’t going well at that time – 
actually […] I hadn’t found a job, relationship was in pieces, like things were 
pretty strained with my parents […] so I think it would be really hard 
[laughter] to like, like drawing blood out of stone…’ (Patient, 0502). 
 

This subtheme highlights the complex factors that can affect a patient’s ability to 

identify positives in the context of depression and anxiety. 

Feeling misunderstood  

Another aspect of the fit between positivity and context was that participants 

described the potential for feeling misunderstood by a positive approach. Participants 

suggested that being offered a positive psychology intervention might result in 

patients feeling dismissed, belittled, and misunderstood and therefore unwilling to 

engage. Participants felt the approach was trite and compared it to common 

unhelpful responses to depression such as ‘be happy’, or ‘what have you got to feel 

depressed about?’ 

‘I know people that go, ‘Oh there are people that just tell me to smile more’ or 
you know, become more positive, so if somebody has got that kind of feeling 
about how they are feeling and they want some kind of you know, 
understanding of the way they are feeling then that might not be the, might 
not be good for them I suppose.’ (IAPT therapist, 1404)  

Participants described the feelings that could arise if they felt the approach was 

reframing their problems as less serious, or not worth exploring. 

‘I think the biggest kick in the teeth when you're feeling particularly 
depressed is when it almost feels like people are putting your feelings to one 
side and saying oh, shh, you know just stop it, whatever, feel good’, (Patient, 
0503). 
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 ‘I mean that’s…I think when you're suffering through a dark time, even the 
phrase positive thinking is enough to make you sick; it seems like you know a 
phrase with which people are refusing to understand you,’ (Patient, 0901). 

The figurative expressions ‘kick in the teeth’ and ‘make you sick’ exemplify the 

frustration that might occur at a time when patients are seeking, and expecting, 

support and validation. Participants considered whether there was potential for harm 

with the intervention. Opinions were divided. One view was that there was little 

potential for harm. 

‘I can’t imagine that there is like a rebound or like um…what do you call it? 
That they react to it – there’s a special word for it – when you get the opposite 
reaction to what you want to achieve in a way; I can’t imagine that this is 
possible or is a problem. I would imagine that people maybe get annoyed and 
just switch it off.’ (GP, 1501) 

In contrast, another view was that there was a potential for harm if patients felt 

unable to complete the intervention. 

 ‘…what happens if you don’t meet, you know your target? You know your 
target of, well let’s say you know you have to come up with something positive 
every day, at the end of the day, what…what…you know it’s gonna make > 
partly more depressed…/’ (GP, 1401) 
 

Another view was that there is potential for patients to feel worse after any 

therapeutic intervention and that a positive psychology approach might be less 

problematic than others. 

‘I don’t think it would do as much damage as the reverse if that makes sense. 
Calling something positive is not gonna do as much as saying you know […] 
this is a thinking error or a thinking bias or, you know you're behaving 
unhelpfully or these kind of things which is the terminology that’s used at the 
moment. So I don’t think it would have that adverse an effect.’ (IAPT 
therapist, 1404) 

The lack of consensus over whether there is potential for harm to arise, either as a 

result of feeling misunderstood, or of being unable to complete the intervention, 

indicates that people are likely to differ in their views on acceptability. 

A complementary approach 

Participants discussed that the proposed intervention might be most acceptable and 

useful if the patient’s treatment context includes approaches that address their 

symptoms and problems. Participants discussed that the intervention might not be 

suitable as a sole approach, but that to meaningfully engage and benefit they might 
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need their symptoms to be addressed too. Partly, this related to the idea that a 

positive approach might not be suitable in the initial stages of depression when a 

person has yet to understand their depression and come to terms with what it means. 

Another aspect was related to the ability to engage psychologically when symptoms 

are present. 

‘So I think it’s a good thing to start after they have gone through that first 
course because it takes like about 6 weeks for the antidepressants to actually 
kick in, and then they’re at the most [f.s.] they’ve got through the worst bit 
and they can start focusing on their minds then’ (Patient, 0504) 

This quote illustrates the view that it might be most useful to begin the proposed 

intervention after other treatments have begun to take effect. However, it was 

acknowledged that this could create issues with getting the timing right.  

 ‘You would have to be in a place where you are struggling enough to need it, 
but not struggling too much not to care, so that’s the difficulty’ (Patient, 0902) 

It was therefore suggested that the proposed intervention could be introduced at the 

outset, when other treatments are prescribed. This could allow patients to think 

about working towards this, even if they do not currently feel capable of it. However, 

participants discussed what would happen if the intervention was accessible online 

without a healthcare professional referral. 

‘Yeh so like links to depression because sometimes you need links to the 
illness as well because sometimes people might come here first’ (Patient, 
0507) 
 

Participants discussed that the intervention must manage patients’ expectations that 

it was a complementary treatment, and therefore include additional information 

about other treatments. Others felt that the proposed intervention itself should have 

a way to explore ‘negative feelings’, using mood-monitoring tools, or having a space 

to record behaviours they wished to avoid, such as self-harming. 

Overall, this subtheme discussed how conceptualising the intervention as a 

complementary approach might facilitate its acceptability. It also covered several 

options for how to achieve this. 

Cultural fit 

The final aspect of the fit between positivity and context related to how well an 

approach developed in North America fits in the UK context. Although the pursuit of 
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happiness is enshrined in the constitution, in the United States Declaration of 

Independence, participants discussed how it is not the British ‘way’ and thus doubted 

the acceptability of this approach. 

‘A lot of the American terminology is […] I could be wrong, but is construed 
by British people to be a bit over the top,’ (Psychologist, 1403) 

There was a sense that positivity might not be taken seriously in the UK. Further, 

participants felt that several terms including ‘forgiveness letter’, ‘blessings journal’, 

and ‘gratitude letter’ had religious connotations which may not be suitable for 

everyone.  

‘You just need to word it differently and yeah. ‘Cos it sounds a bit kind of 
churchy and yeah, like happy-clappy yeah[laughs]. […] you don’t want to go 
down that route, it needs to be a completely non-religious thing that you're 
gonna do […] you want people of all different faiths and people that haven’t 
got faiths to be able to do it,’ (Patient, 0504)  

Participants also mentioned that whilst gratitude is celebrated in North America’s 

national holiday, Thanksgiving, it was not perceived in the same way in the UK.   

 ‘I don’t even like the word grateful because I’m like, well I am very grateful 
but I don’t really need to be told to be grateful unless you’re being like a spoilt 
brat – that’s different. So I’m just a bit like wary of that word because […] [its] 
very like ‘this is the way’ like gratitude, like that’s what you should be feeling’ 
(Patient, 0903) 

This subtheme identified how language can differ between cultures and this might 

affect the acceptability and perceived usefulness of a positive psychology 

intervention.  

3.3.4 Balancing the social 

This theme indicated the importance of balancing the social aspects of an online 

positive psychology intervention to ensure the intervention is acceptable. It covers 

how participants felt the social aspects could help and hinder, and the role of 

technology in addressing these issues.  

Connecting to overcome self-absorption 

Participants recognised that self-absorption, i.e. thinking only of their own 

difficulties, was common in depression and anxiety and often led to isolation. They 

discussed how some of the positive psychology exercises, including ‘gratitude letter’ 

and ‘active constructive responding’ could help to address this. Participants described 

such activities could help to identify people who supported them, spread positive 
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news amongst their social network, and could strengthen their social relationships. 

As described by this participant when asked about the ‘gratitude letter’: 

 ‘If we do do it I think that makes the bonds stronger […], the friendship 
becomes stronger and relationship becomes strong. You know because they 
know that you appreciate, you know,’ (Patient, 0703) 

Similarly, participants described the benefits of connecting with others in the ‘gift of 

time’ activity including improved mood, raising awareness of others’ needs, 

developing a sense of purpose, and helping to get out of the house.  

‘I think that would be one of the best things that you can do, because I get 
such a buzz, I get such a buzz doing things for other people’ (Patient, 0702) 

These perceived benefits appeared to facilitate the acceptability of the proposed 

intervention. 

Complexities in social relationships 

Despite recognising potential benefits, participants discussed that complexities in 

social relationships and interactions could be a barrier, particularly when depressed 

or anxious. When asked about ‘active constructive responding’ participants described 

how difficult it can be to communicate when unwell. 

‘I might be thinking very positive myself, I may not come out like that. You 
know so if it comes out like you know very sort of [pause] blurry and[…], slow 
or it doesn’t come out – my facial actions, my eye contact, stuff like that – if 
it’s not connecting then maybe words doesn’t make no difference.’(Patient, 
0703) 
 

Participants also identified that it might be problematic to take on the needs of others 

when unwell. This was particularly in the context of the ‘gift of time’ activity.  

‘The only thing that I am a bit hesitant or sceptical about is about the 
voluntary side of stuff – especially if you can’t give too much time or effort 
because actually maybe you're actually in need of things yourself’ (Patient, 
0902). 

Participants discussed which social relationships were most acceptable to focus on, 

and felt that activities involving family members (e.g. ‘family strengths tree’) were less 

likely to be started. This was due to complex dynamics and potential for conflict, 

which may even be linked with a patient’s’ depression. Instead, participants 

recommended promoting exercises with a broader social network. 
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‘Something that’s…that encourages an open, alternative form of relationship – 
it’s about fostering relationships. So …and family is just one of those. And now 
you can have a family of friends, you know?’ (GP, 1401) 

Another suggestion from participants was to avoid activities that could lead to a 

direct discussion of mental state (e.g. ‘family strengths tree’). Participants felt their 

mental health is a private matter, often misunderstood by others and so such 

discussions might prove too difficult.  

This subtheme illustrates how important it is to balance the benefits of social 

activities with their potential demands. 

Technology: promoting isolation or connection? 

Participants view on whether technology promotes social isolation or social 

connection was identified as an important factor affecting acceptability and perceived 

usefulness of the proposed intervention. One view was that technology is inherently 

isolating, as it is separate from the social world, thus making it potentially unsuited to 

people already isolated due to depression.  

‘Where depression may relate to isolation, I think technology is inherently 
isolating, so I think you’d probably meet some resistance on that front’ 
(Patient, 0901)’ 

Although it was recognised that technology might enable people to access treatment 

without leaving the house, this was also viewed as reducing opportunities to meet 

others, to discuss feelings, and to take advantage of encounters in the social world.  

Counter to this view, there was an opinion that technology can complement real-life 

social interaction and might promote awareness of one’s social networks and sense of 

connectedness. 

‘We’re not saying it’s the be-all and end-all, but [it] definitely has a place to 
get people understanding information or you know ideas. And it…one of the 
ideas could be this outside-in approach that’s on the app, so they know that 
it’s not just about the phone, it’s about doing things for friends and family’ 
(Psychological therapist, 1402) 

Participants discussed that although online social networking features could be 

incorporated into the intervention, it might be better to promote real-world 

connections. This could include recommending speaking to family or friends and 

including a directory of local services. This was due to the complexity with patients 

being able to contact each other and share resources. 
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‘If you want to speak to other people that are going through something 
similar, it’d be good to have that option but then I suppose on the negative 
side of that do you really want lots of negative people talking to other negative 
people, because it could end up putting you in a downward spiral.’ (Patient, 
0704) 

Participants’ comments indicated that despite potential benefits of online support 

networks, there are potential risks that could undermine the intervention aim. 

However, participants felt social connectedness could be fostered through indirect 

contact with other users, e.g. sharing positive resources or progress updates. 

This subtheme suggests various ways to leverage social connections within the 

proposed intervention to overcome potential isolation and balance social aspects of 

the intervention. 

3.3.5 The role of support   

Although the proposed intervention was described as low-intensity, an important 

theme identified in the data was in relation to the role of support. Participants 

suggested that therapeutic support could be necessary to manage emotions and 

promote motivation. However, patients acknowledged that an unsupported 

intervention could promote independence. Further, there might not be service 

capacity to provide support. These subthemes are discussed in more detail below.  

Managing emotions  

Participants identified that a key function of therapeutic support would be to help 

manage emotions and difficulties arising from depression or anxiety, by allowing 

these to be explored in a safe space. Such empathy and respect was described as 

validating, whereas an intervention that failed to provide that personal support was 

viewed as potentially dismissive.  

‘Yeah I mean I think the word app is also almost incompatible with depression 
– I think it’s another thing…it’s another word that’s kind of revolting in the 
context of depression; depression plus app. Anything that feels impersonal 
can be harmful. So for example when I was in a very dark time some years ago 
I called the Samaritans and I ended up wishing I hadn’t, because their 
responses were so formulaic and came off a, you know, I think a sheet of 
phrases, that I might as well have been talking to voicemail. And it felt so 
impersonal, it was just kind of insulting and degrading’. (Patient, 0901) 

A second aspect that participants were concerned about was how to manage 

emotions that might arise as a result of certain exercises. This included ‘writing 
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memories’, ‘forgiveness letter’, and ‘one door closes, one door opens’, as participants 

felt that exploring past occasions could provoke difficult emotions.  

 ‘when all these emotions come out who’s gonna help me deal with ‘em? The 
app cannot give you the answers can it? […]How would the app say to you oh 
this is that, oh it wasn’t your fault or this shouldn’t have happened, or it’s not 
that bad or like it has happened but you've gotta put it in the past – an app 
can’t tell you that. That could be quite, that could be good and it could be 
very bad; that could trigger something off couldn’t it?’ (Patient, 0101) 

This subtheme identifies that participants had concerns about the potentially 

negative effects of not including supportive interactions within the proposed 

intervention. 

Promoting motivation vs. independence   

Participants identified that therapeutic support could promote motivation to engage 

with the intervention. This was because the supporter could explain how to use it, 

check progress, and provide encouragement.  

‘Yeah, ‘cos I’m a terrible sort of procrastinator or whatever – I can put 
anything off, unless other people are involved and then, if you’re accountable 
then you do it.’ (Patient, 0501) 

Participants discussed that a supporter could be formal, e.g. a healthcare professional 

or informal, e.g. a family member or friend. However, participants acknowledged that 

patient privacy and the burden on the supporter would need to be balanced.  

A further issue with the notion of a supporter was the view that it could limit 

patients’ autonomy and development of self-management strategies. It was felt that 

some patients might come to rely on the supporter, and develop the belief that they 

need this support to get better. It would also change the proposed nature of the 

intervention considerably. 

‘You know what if they give up then that’s their choice isn’t it? But I think if 
you say…and I check this [taps the table repeatedly] and you’d better do it 
because I will check it, then it’s not self-help anymore’ (GP, 1501) 

Evidently, although it may help to provide support, and may increase the chances 

that the intervention will be used, this must be balanced with the aim of the 

intervention which is to promote autonomy and personal development of positive 

strategies.   
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Service capacity 

Although participants recognised that therapeutic support may promote engagement 

and serve patients’ emotional needs, they questioned service capacity to provide this. 

Participants described a current lack of resources across a range of services that limits 

their ability to provide follow-ups.  

‘And I think it needs support and I think this is where…. this is what is lacking 
in GP surgeries and all over the country, is the support. The support network, 
befriending network – like people like Mind who, you know do a fantastic job.’ 
(Patient, 0505) 

This recognises that often non-statutory services are called upon to provide support, 

where this is lacking in the NHS. Participants did indicate willingness to receive 

remote support, e.g. via phone or email. However, they recognised that this still 

comes with implications for services. This issue of providing support requires careful 

consideration to address patient concerns, whilst ensuring the intervention is not 

under-resourced. 

3.3.6 Persuasive design  

The final theme describes how the proposed intervention could be persuasively 

designed to optimise take up and adherence. Participants described various factors 

that would be important; including appeal and accessibility, managing expectations 

of patient input, ensuring credibility, and tailoring and targeting. Each factor is 

addressed in turn. 

Appeal and accessibility 

Participants described that appeal and accessibility could be achieved if the 

information was presented in an engaging way.  

‘Presented in a […] way where it’s softer round the edges […] so it looks a bit 
more like an app that you’d wanna kind of play with, but it’s actually helping 
as well, rather than being something that’s like medical and psychologically 
necessarily termed.’ (Psychological therapist, 1404) 

This indicates how language, layout, and interactivity could facilitate engagement. In 

terms of language, participants wanted it to be accessible and recommended clear, 

simple explanations rather than complicated terms.  

‘And I think it needs to be in a language which is very understandable, so I’m 
not one of these down on East End people, I’m an East Ender myself, and I 
had no education at school. A lot of people won’t always understand big long 
words; I’m not a big word person. You know seven or eight letters, that’s 
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about enough for me; it’s like if you have all these big, long fancy words – 
you’ve lost me you’d lose a lot of people. So it needs to be in words people can 
understand, in laymen’s terms’ (Patient, 0505) 

Participants also hoped the tool would be interactive and make use of digital features, 

e.g. touch screen technology and multimedia videos or audios. They suggested that 

the tool should not simply present text and ask them to input text. Yet, it should be 

simple to use. 

‘Maybe not necessarily how it looks but how you actually use it would be quite 
important to me. I often notice things in apps that like are a bit ‘buggy’ or 
actually that’s a bit of a pain to do.’ (Patient, 0201) 

Good design therefore includes careful consideration of how patients navigate 

through the interface and exercises. It also includes the visual elements of the 

intervention, which participants felt should avoid a contrived, traditional ‘self-help’ 

feel that uses out-dated imagery and graphics. Instead, they wanted the intervention 

to give a positive appealing impression, to facilitate their engagement with the 

intervention.  

How much is expected  

Participants discussed that an important factor affecting whether the proposed 

intervention seemed acceptable and useful was how effortful and time consuming it 

seemed. There was a preference for positive psychology exercises that needed lower 

input as participants did not feel that a website was suited to writing a lot of 

information. Further, participants seemed to feel a low-intensity digital intervention 

was less suited to exercises requiring more emotional effort.   

‘I guess if you're doing it [forgiveness letter] in the sense of an app I 
wouldn’t…like things which is like questionnaires and you know write three 
things positive about yourself and all that, like I think that sounds all good, 
because it’s like much more surface level, whereas a letter is much more, you 
know it’s getting to the nitty-gritty. So I probably wouldn’t…yeah I’d probably 
just skip over.’ (Patient, 0903) 

An important aspect related to expected effort was ensuring that the exercises were 

designed to be as easy as possible to complete. Rather than writing a ‘gratitude letter’, 

patients described the possibility of sending a thank you text. Similarly, patients 

described how ‘blessings journal’ could be completed mentally, i.e. thinking of the 

good things, rather than keeping notes. When discussing potential options for 

adapting ‘using your strengths’ it was felt the questionnaire should be as short as 

possible and easy to rate. 
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‘I prefer clicking on five it’s just I think it takes up more energy to go through 
each one and rate it. If I think there were maybe ten and we could rate it 
that’d be fine but to do 24 and rate it would feel like a long quiz’ (Patient, 
0102) 

The final aspect related to perceived expectation of effort related to the overall 

presentation of the exercises within the intervention. Participants discussed the 

relative benefits of presenting all content from the outset, versus presenting minimal 

content and sequentially releasing new content on a fixed schedule.  

‘I think you should have more than one because I think people lose interest 
quickly if it’s just one thing I think.’ (Patient, 0101) 

‘I wouldn’t wanna be bombarded, because one a day is quite good, one at a 
time, and then you go on to a next level. Whereas if it’s all at once you don’t 
know what’s hitting you and you can get bored with that, and you give up, 'cos 
it’s too much – overwhelming.’ (Patient, 0701). 

The preferences for this differed, yet this subtheme illustrates the importance of 

ensuring patients do not feel that too much is expected of them.  

Credibility 

The credibility of an intervention, i.e. how trustworthy and reliable it seems, was 

deemed important in affecting acceptability. Participants had varying suggestions of 

how credibility could be achieved, including use of NHS branding.  

‘It makes sense [to have the NHS logo] because then I think people trust this 
app more than when it’s just a commercial thing. Yeah, it’s like you know 
when they look on the Internet for advice, they always trust ‘NHS Choices’ or 
the NHS website more than any other website.’ (GP, 1501).  

Another view was that credibility could be achieved based on recommendations from 

a trusted source. 

‘So somebody’s opinion that you trust whether that’s a person in position of 
authority or a person that you know has been through similar things.’ 
(Patient, 0506).  

Participants also discussed that an impression of credibility can be facilitated if 

intervention content includes appropriate advice, reflects patient perspectives, and if 

the technology works reliably.   

Tailoring and targeting 

Participants recommended that the intervention could be tailored and targeted to 

make it more acceptable and useful. Although patients felt that general reminders 
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could be sent to address the fact that people might forget about the intervention, it 

was felt that these might have more impact if they were tailored.  

‘I think it’s gonna be hard to rely on somebody to log back in and look at the 
good things that they’ve said about themselves that day […] so it’d be good to 
have something to come up and say look, this is what you've said about 
yourself in the week – just to make you feel good.’ (Patient, 0704) 

This exemplifies the view that tailored reminders could provide positive 

reinforcement for patients to continue, with the potential to make an intervention 

self-propelling, rather than reliant on a third-party for encouragement.  

Another possibility participants recommended for tailoring the content was progress 

tracking as it allows people to quickly visually check their personal progress, e.g. in 

the intervention itself, or towards a particular goal, and may promote motivation to 

continue.  

Participants suggested that targeted examples of how to apply the intervention 

content were more likely to have impact than generic tips.  

‘Cos that was something about 'Beating the Blues', that some of the examples 
are quite specific and they were quite difficult to relate to if you weren’t 
whatever, 44, you were an old man or whatever it was.’ (Clinical Psychologist, 
1403) 

This hints that intervention content could be tailored according to patient 

demographics (e.g. age, gender, and living situation) and depression symptoms.  

Tailoring could also be utilised to provide patients with new content relevant to their 

interest and needs.  

‘You know there’s an algorithm that goes right they’re thinking about that 
thing so that kind of unlocks a different element about it […] you know if they 
are engaged in doing this exercise then having loads more unlock levels of 
that thing I suppose.’ (Psychological therapist, 1404) 

This subtheme illustrates the many ways to use tailoring and targeting to facilitate 

acceptability and helpfulness of the proposed intervention.  
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Main findings 

The present study findings indicate that an online intervention using positive 

psychology for depression might be acceptable and useful for some, yet numerous 

factors affect this. A critical factor is the perceived fit between the positive 

psychological approach and the context, which is multifaceted. It includes the extent 

to which patients value a positive focus, their ability to identify positives, the extent 

to which they feel misunderstood by the approach, whether it complements other 

treatments, and how well it culturally fits. Other important factors identified include 

balancing the social aspects of the intervention to encourage use, whilst being flexible 

to allow patient choice and promote connections in the real world. The role of 

support was considered as a way to make the intervention more helpful. However, it 

was acknowledged that this might limit a person’s capacity to autonomously develop 

these strategies, and further was impractical given limited service capacity. The final 

finding related to persuasively designing the intervention to promote its acceptability 

and usefulness, which included ensuring appeal and accessibility, limiting the 

amount of effort required, ensuring credibility, and tailoring and targeting content to 

patient interests. 

3.4.2 Strengths and limitations 

A key strength of this study is that, to the candidate’s knowledge, it is the first to 

qualitatively explore patient and clinician views on the acceptability and helpfulness 

of an online intervention using positive psychology for depression and anxiety. The 

fact the study used a qualitative approach enabled the generation of nuanced findings 

that can help, not only to design the proposed intervention, but in the wider 

understanding of potentially relevant factors affecting acceptability of positive 

psychology in the treatment of common mental health conditions. This is critical 

given the wide interest in using positive psychology online for clinical and related 

populations (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; Bolier & Abello, 2014; Roepke et 

al., 2015). Despite this strength, the study nevertheless has some limitations.  

The first relates to the sample. Although attempts were made to maximise the 

diversity of participants using purposive sampling, it was not possible to construct a 

sampling frame from which to select participants as recommended (Ritchie et al., 

2014). Instead participants were recruited via adverts and were self-selected. This self-
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selection means that participants might not represent the views of those less 

interested in an online positive psychology intervention. It was not possible to create 

a sampling frame, for instance based on GP surgery records, because the candidate 

did not ethically have the permission to access patient records without consent. 

Further, it was not possible to negotiate this with recruitment sites, as it created an 

administrative burden that the present study did not have the resources to mitigate. 

This is not a critical limitation because, in practice, low-intensity interventions are 

likely to be accessed by self-selected help seekers. However, it is important to be 

aware the study might not have identified all relevant factors affecting the 

acceptability and perceived helpfulness in a sample of motivated participants.  

A second limitation is the possible influence of the candidate, who was the 

interviewer and lead analyst. All participants were aware of the candidates’ intention 

to use the data to inform the development of an online positive psychology 

intervention. Consequently, social desirability bias may have resulted in an under-

reporting of issues around acceptability, or of possible barriers to the helpfulness of 

the intervention. To redress the influence of the candidate, the analysis was 

conducted within a multidisciplinary team, whose contributions and possible 

influences are made explicit in Table 3.1. Further, excerpts have been provided to 

support the analysis. 

The final limitation of the study is that participants were discussing a proposed 

design and therefore the results present what people imagine will be important and 

relevant. It is possible this might differ from what is important in practice. However, 

this limitation is relevant to all investigations of proposed interventions for digital 

health, yet the method is still deemed critical to investigate prior to designing digital 

tools (Yardley et al., 2015). This limitation should be considered in context, as the 

method sits within the wider evaluation and iteration of interventions prior to 

effectiveness studies. Consequently, the present study has gained useful information 

at this stage, as will later evaluations of the intervention. 

3.4.3 Comparison with the literature 

The present results could be considered in light of the positive-activity model, 

proposed by Lyubomirsky and Layous (2013) that suggests the success of a positive 

psychology intervention is likely to depend on the fit between person and 

intervention characteristics. As mentioned in section 1.5.1, this model generally 
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focuses on the factors that determine effectiveness. However, researchers have also 

considered the role of motivation and expectancy amongst people with depression in 

initiating positive psychology interventions (Kaczmarek et al., 2013; Mongrain & 

Anselmo-Matthews, 2012; Sin et al., 2011). They have also considered how the focus or 

target of an intervention might affect whether people with depression engage with it 

(Parks & Biswas-Diener, 2013; Parks et al., 2012). To date, such research has not been 

conclusive and the present findings could inform further avenues for exploration. 

Firstly, the current findings contradict researchers who have argued that expectancy 

and motivation for positive psychology intervention might be higher amongst people 

with depression, and that these interventions have fewer barriers to access than 

traditional deficit-oriented interventions (Layous et al., 2011). Whilst the current 

study did find evidence that people with depression might value a positive approach, 

it also suggested that there are specific barriers for people with depression, including 

their ability to identify positives and the potential for feeling misunderstood by the 

approach. This supports research which suggests a focus on positives might be 

unhelpful for those who want to explore difficult emotions (La Torre, 2007; 

Moskowitz et al., 2012). However, positive psychologists have been sensitive to the 

criticism that a ‘positive’ approach fails to account for other, ‘negative’ emotions and 

have argued that they do validate and explore negative feelings (Parks, Schueller, & 

Tasimi, 2013; Rashid & Seligman, 2014). Yet, it must be acknowledged that the context 

is likely to be different in a low-intensity online intervention compared with 

supported therapies. Unlike in a therapeutic environment, where a therapist can 

validate patient emotions and prioritise the positive, this might be more difficult to 

achieve online without therapist interaction. This was particularly highlighted by the 

present findings, as some interventions were deemed unsuitable without facilitation 

(e.g. ‘writing memories’, ‘forgiveness letter’). These findings supports research by 

Huffman et al., (2014) who found that the ‘forgiveness letter’ was difficult for patients 

with severe depression to complete and generated negative feelings as they recalled a 

past event. Further research is required to investigate how to present positive 

psychology online so that it does not appear dismissive of patients’ symptoms and has 

minimal potential to cause harm.  

The current study supports research which suggests that the target and focus of 

positive psychology components might affect their acceptability amongst people with 
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depression (Parks & Biswas-Diener, 2013; Parks et al., 2012). Researchers previously 

suggested that where activities require deep engrossment, such as ‘using your 

strengths’, this might be difficult for people with depression (Parks et al., 2012). The 

current findings support this notion as patients reported that activities that were 

effortful or time consuming were less acceptable. However, this did not seem to be 

related to ‘using your strengths’ per se, rather components such as ‘the forgiveness 

letter’ were felt to be emotionally effortful. Other writing based components, such as 

‘gratitude letter’ or ‘blessings journal’ were seen as requiring practical effort. 

Previously researchers have suggested that exercises that focus on the narratives of a 

person’s life might be more suitable with people who are high functioning rather than 

currently depressed (Parks & Biswas-Diener, 2013). This might explain why these 

activities appeared less acceptable to the participants in this study. However, the 

perceived acceptability of such components could also be related to their experiences 

of technology. Evidence suggests that people are used to accessing the Internet ‘on 

the go’ using a mobile phone or smartphone (Prescott, 2017), which would be a less 

suitable context for engaging in a reflective, written positive psychology component.  

The authors of the positive activity model have suggested that activities that are 

socially oriented might be more suitable for people who are isolated, whilst reflective 

cognitive activities, e.g. ‘blessings journal’, might suit those experiencing stress 

(Lyubomirsky & Layous, 2013). However, this has yet to be investigated in the context 

of depression. The present research does however support the notion that socially-

oriented activities are likely to be acceptable to people who are isolated, as patients 

identified that the ‘gratitude letter ’and ‘active constructive responding’ could help to 

address the isolation common in depression. Nevertheless, the present findings 

suggest that there are complexities with involving social networks, including the 

difficulty in being asked to give the ‘gift of time’ when unwell, or to engage with 

family members for the ‘family strengths tree’, as there may be complex dynamics. 

Previous research has mentioned that another challenge with using socially oriented 

interventions is to ensure participants feel supported, without being overwhelmed, 

and whilst maintaining their sense of autonomy (Layous & Lyubomirsky, 2014).  

This notion of balancing being connected to others whilst maintaining autonomy has 

also been discussed in the literature on patient experiences of online psychological 

interventions for depression (Knowles et al., 2014). Researchers have mentioned the 
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importance of using technological features that allow participants to feel connected 

to each other and so less alone in a low-intensity intervention, whilst maintaining 

their privacy. Future research should investigate whether it is possible to balance 

both the social aspects of the positive psychology components and of technology to 

enable patients to benefit whilst maintaining their autonomy and choice. The 

following paragraphs compare the current findings to broader literature on positive 

psychology.  

Previous research has suggested that a positive psychology intervention might be 

most useful for people who are not benefitting from, or accessing, traditional 

treatments (Layous et al., 2011). Indeed, the premise of the present thesis is that novel 

interventions are required to address the treatment gap, i.e. those who are without 

access to appropriate treatments. However, the present findings in fact indicate that 

positive psychology might be more acceptable to people with depression if delivered 

alongside another treatment that is addressing symptoms. This has implications for 

future research. Firstly, in terms of theory there must be further research to clarify 

conceptually how the models operate and the value of integration. Some research on 

integrating CBT and positive psychotherapy has begun (e.g. Bannink 2014, Carr and 

Finnegan 2014). However, this must explicitly address the hypothesised mechanisms 

of the intervention. Secondly, the implication is that future trials must compare this 

new combination of complementary therapies with a suitable comparator that 

controls for the effect of any additional time and attention received. This is in 

contrast to existing trials, which have focused on positive psychotherapy compared to 

CBT (Asgharipoor et al., 2012). 

To date researchers have suggested that a benefit of delivering positive psychology 

interventions online to address the treatment gap is that it does not require therapist 

time or resources to deliver (Bolier & Abello, 2014). However, the present findings in 

fact suggest that the use of support might facilitate the acceptability of positive 

psychology online. The literature does suggest that online interventions including 

some form of therapeutic support have greater adherence and effectiveness than 

entirely unsupported interventions (Richards & Richardson, 2012). Yet, it is currently 

unclear what type or level of support can be employed to maximise engagement and 

outcomes, and new models are being developed to guide researchers (Schueller, 

Tomasino, & Mohr, 2017). However, this thesis aims to use positive psychology as a 
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low-intensity intervention given the resource issues outlined at the outset of the 

thesis, in section 1.2, that were also highlighted in the present findings. 

The current study identified that intervention acceptability might be affected by the 

cultural context. This supports previous researchers who found that when Asian-

American students delivered gratitude letters to their parents, this was sometimes 

perceived by the recipients as suspicious or insulting (Parks & Biswas-Diener, 2013). 

Researchers theorised that where cultural norms are based on avoiding attracting 

attention, such activities might be uncomfortable for participants (Parks & Biswas-

Diener, 2013). However, to date most research has focused on comparing the efficacy 

of interventions in different cultures, rather than on tailoring and adapting 

interventions to the cultural context (Layous & Lyubomirsky, 2014). In future, 

researchers could clarify acceptability of interventions in order to inform tailoring. 

For instance, the present findings highlight that it is likely to be necessary to adopt 

non-religious names to facilitate acceptability of the proposed intervention in the 

present context. It is possible that in other contexts different adaptations will be 

necessary and these should be documented in the literature. 

In terms of the design of the intervention, the current findings support literature 

which suggests that using persuasive design is likely to facilitate its acceptability and 

perceived helpfulness (Kelders et al., 2012; Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009). 

Participants suggested similar strategies that would support and persuade them to 

use the intervention that other researchers have recommended, including creating an 

intervention that was accessible, used plain English, and was easy and appealing to 

use (Yardley et al., 2015). Participants discussed the importance of credibility, which 

has previously been identified as important in convincing people to make use of 

technology (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009). It was suggested this might be 

achieved via the use of the NHS branding. However, there has recently been some 

controversy over a library of apps that was collated by the NHS due to limited 

security settings of the apps recommended which put patient data at risk (Huckvale, 

Prieto, Tilney, Benghozi, & Car, 2015). It is therefore not only important to consider 

the branding, but that the intervention itself is credible and addresses such issues.  

The current study did not have conclusive findings on how to present the content of 

the intervention. On the one hand, participants supported the idea that tunnelling, in 

which people are lead sequentially through intervention content, usually, in a defined 
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order, can promote engagement (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009). This is often 

the reason why it is used in mental health interventions (Kelders et al., 2012) and 

positive psychology interventions delivered online (Schueller & Parks, 2012). 

However, the findings also indicated that participants could perceive this as too 

restrictive and could lead to disengagement. This supports researchers who have 

allowed people to choose their positive psychology components more flexibly (Bolier, 

Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; Parks et al., 2012). Future research ought to 

investigate the relative advantages and perhaps compare the acceptability of each 

approach to presenting intervention content.  

3.5 Implications for research and practice 

This study produced novel insights into potential factors affecting the acceptability 

and usefulness of an online positive psychology intervention for depression and 

anxiety. The findings indicate several potential areas for future research; including 

how best to present positive psychology exercises online so that they do not appear 

dismissive of patients symptoms, how to adapt interventions to different cultural 

contexts, how best to use positive psychology interventions to complement other 

treatments, and how to use principles of persuasive design to inform the design of 

online interventions. In practice, the current findings have indicated the potential for 

online positive psychology to complement current treatments. However, how this will 

be integrated with existing interventions and how it might complement their 

effectiveness is yet to be explored.  

3.6 Implications for thesis 

This study suggests that it will be important to develop an intervention that promotes 

a good fit between positivity and depression. This is likely to involve omitting positive 

psychology components that could cause distress in the context of an unsupported 

intervention. The intervention will need to be explicit about how included 

components are relevant to patients’ depression and help patients to identify 

positives, whilst minimising the potential for harm. Intervention components may 

also need to be modified to be culturally appropriate to the UK rather than the USA, 

as well as suited to the context of online delivery. The intervention, and its 

components, should promote a sense of social connectedness, whilst maintaining 

patient choice and autonomy. It will also be important that the intervention is 

designed in a way that is appealing and credible. The guiding frameworks for this 
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thesis, outlined in section 1.7, recommend that once there is a clear idea of potentially 

acceptable intervention components and contextual factors influencing intervention 

mechanisms and delivery, these should be conceptually mapped. This allows the 

intervention to then be operationalised. The process of intervention development will 

therefore focus on developing the conceptual model of the intervention to be 

operationalised.  
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4 Intervention development 

4.1 Rationale 

This chapter describes the process of developing a theoretically sound intervention 

using principles of positive psychology. It addresses the widespread problem that 

intervention development is a critical but elusive stage in the research process, in 

which it is rarely clear how decisions are made, or how relevant stakeholders have 

been involved (Hoddinott, 2015). It also addresses the specific problem in positive 

psychology research, discussed in sections 1.5.3 and 2.4.4, that the developers of 

positive psychology interventions, and those who have subsequently investigated 

them, have not adequately specified how selected intervention components influence 

hypothesised mechanisms and outcomes. 

The process of developing the intervention involved two aspects: development of the 

conceptual model and its operationalisation online. The methods and results of each 

of these stages are reported separately in this chapter. Firstly, the development of the 

conceptual model followed the recommendations of the two guiding frameworks for 

this thesis, the MRC framework and the person-based approach, which were outlined 

in detail in section 1.7. Both frameworks specify the importance of illustrating the 

theoretical processes that are expected within an intervention and its context. 

Secondly, the online operationalisation involved experts and methods, such as think-

aloud usability testing, to optimise the intervention procedures and materials. Figure 

4.1 briefly illustrates the methods involved in the two stages of intervention 

development. 

4.1.1 Objectives 

The aim of this chapter was to develop the conceptual model of the proposed 

intervention and to operationalise this into an online intervention. 
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Literature review of 
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(Chapter 1) 

Systematic review 
(Chapter 2) 

Qualitative study 
(Chapter 3) 

Patient and study 
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(Chapter 4) 
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principles (Chapter 4) 

Operationalised online 
intervention 

Patient advisory 
panel (Chapter 4) 
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(Chapter 4) 

Think aloud usability 
testing (Chapter 4) 

Figure 4.1 Methods informing development of conceptual model and operationalised intervention 
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4.2 Methods informing the conceptual model  

This methods section first describes how suitable positive psychology components 

were selected and then how the guiding principles of the intervention were created. 

Guiding principles consist of two elements; intervention design objectives and key 

features that operationalise these objectives. The selected positive psychology 

components and guiding principles inform the conceptual model of the intervention. 

These were based on a synthesis of evidence derived from various sources, including 

literature reviews, a systematic review, a qualitative study, and patient and study 

advisory panels. Table 4.1 outlines how the MRC framework and the person-based 

approach informed the methods.  

The processes include methods that have been previously reported in this thesis, 

therefore a brief summary is provided and the reader is directed to the corresponding 

thesis section. Further, the processes are described as linear, in which each method 

and its findings contributed to the subsequent one. However, in practice, as is typical, 

some methods occurred concurrently and there were iterations within the process. As 

far as possible these are described where they occurred. 
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Table 4.1 Methods and activities used to develop conceptual model of intervention informed by MRC and person-based frameworks  

Aim MRC recommendations Person-based approach 
recommendations 

Methods and activities used and 
where reported in detail 

Identify the evidence base  Examine relevant evidence from previous trials preferably 
via systematic review 

 Literature review of positive 
psychology (Chapter 1), Systematic 
review (Chapter 2) 

Identify and develop theory 
of intervention 

Examine relevant theory   Systematic review (Chapter 2) 

 Supplement with primary research with stakeholders (those 
targeted by or delivering intervention) 

 Qualitative study (Chapter 3) 

Identify key behavioural 
issues, needs, and 
challenges 

Consult with experts and stakeholders  Patient and study advisory panels 
(Chapter 4) 

  Conduct primary qualitative research to 
elicit user views on planned behaviour 
changes including previous experiences, 
barriers, and facilitators 

Qualitative study (Chapter 3) 

Create guiding principles   Create guiding principles comprising 
design objectives to address behavioural 
challenges and distinctive features to 
address objectives 

Literature review of digital design 
principles (Chapter 4) 
Evidence synthesis (Chapter 4) 

Model process and 
outcomes 

Graphically represent, e.g. flowchart or diagram illustrating 
hypothesised mechanisms of action and context 

 Evidence synthesis (Chapter 4) 
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4.2.1 Process of selecting suitable positive psychology components 

The following section describes how each method contributed to the process of 

selecting suitable positive psychology components for the conceptual model.  

Literature review (Chapter 1) 

In the background chapter of this thesis, in section 1.5.2, the literature describing 

positive psychology components used in positive psychotherapy was checked to 

identify the extent to which components were based on existing theory and/or 

empirical evidence. The results were used to select intervention components that had 

some theoretical basis or evidence base. 

Systematic review (Chapter 2) 

To further examine relevant evidence and theory for the proposed intervention, a 

systematic review was used to identify which components of positive psychology, 

specifically those used in positive psychotherapy, have been applied in mental 

healthcare and how these have been modified. The full methodology of this was 

reported in section 2.2. The results were used to indicate which components might be 

usefully applied in the current intervention. 

Qualitative study (Chapter 3) 

In order to develop the theory of the intervention and identify key issues and 

challenges with delivering it, a qualitative study was conducted. The full methodology 

of this was reported in section 3.2. The results were used to indicate which 

components would be appropriate to deliver online and used to inform how these 

would be modified. 

Patient advisory panel  

A patient advisory panel was established to supplement the identification of key 

behavioural issues and challenges with delivering the proposed intervention. The 

panel consisted of four people with lived experience of anxiety and depression and 

related mental health conditions that applied for the role, which was advertised 

within local services and patient participation networks. Patients were selected on the 

basis of demonstrating interest in the project and having relevant experience. The 

panel was conducted in line with good practice guidelines (National Institute for 

Health Research, 2009). The panel met six times between June 2015 and February 2016 

for meetings lasting between one hour and one hour and a half, chaired by the 
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candidate. The meeting agendas are provided in Appendix 5. Meetings involved 

discussions based on written materials or presentations. Patient advisors were 

reimbursed for their time in line with the local Trust policy. In the initial stages, 

meetings one and two, the panel advised on the suitability of positive psychology 

components described in positive psychotherapy and identified factors that might 

help or hinder their use in patients with depression. This helped informed the choice 

of suitable components for the intervention. The focus of later meetings is discussed 

in sections 4.2.2 and 4.4.1. 

Study advisory panel 

Weekly meetings with the primary supervisor (SP) and monthly meetings with the 

secondary supervisor (ST) were used to discuss the process of intervention 

development and selection of suitable positive psychology components. The progress 

of intervention development was also discussed with the wider multidisciplinary team 

at the Unit for Social and Community Psychiatry, including PhD students, research 

psychologists, therapists, and psychiatrists. Such discussions rarely raised 

controversies about how the intervention should progress and the components it 

should include.  

Evidence synthesis to decide intervention components 

The findings of the aforementioned methods were synthesised to identify the most 

suitable components for inclusion in the intervention. Selection was on the basis of 

interventions that were based on theory and/or evidence, were consistent with the 

principles of pleasure, engagement, and meaning, were previously applied in studies 

included in the systematic review, and were potentially acceptable in the context of a 

low-intensity online intervention (e.g. had few barriers, or could be modified). 

Conversely, positive psychology components that were excluded were those that were 

based on limited theory or evidence, were rarely applied in studies included in the 

systematic review, and were likely to be unacceptable, or even harmful, in the 

proposed context.  

4.2.2 Process of developing guiding principles 

The following section describes the methods that informed the development of the 

guiding principles of the intervention. As explained in section 1.7.2, and summarised 

in Table 4.1, guiding principles aim to address the contextual challenges likely to 
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affect intervention delivery. They consist of two aspects; the design objectives and the 

key features of the intervention used to operationalise these. 

Qualitative study (Chapter 3) 

As mentioned in the previous section, an important finding of the qualitative study, 

reported in detail in section 3.3.6, was that the intervention should be persuasively 

designed, which included being appealing, credible, and tailored to patient needs. 

This data was used to inform the development of the guiding principles to ensure that 

the intervention met patient expectations.  

Literature review of digital design principles 

As both the qualitative findings, previous studies (as mentioned in section 1.6.3), and 

the person-based approach suggested that good design could facilitate intervention 

acceptability, a literature review was conducted to identify key papers and theories of 

digital design. The paper describing the person-based approach was used as a starting 

point to identify relevant papers (Yardley et al., 2015). Those identified included 

Michie and colleagues’ (2013) behaviour change taxonomy (BCT) and the persuasive 

design framework described by Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa (2009). These were 

used to inform the design objectives and associated key features of the intervention. 

Patient advisory panel  

The theories and design principles identified in aforementioned publications were 

discussed with the patient advisory panel, described in the previous section 4.2.1, in 

meetings 3 and 4. The discussions focused on how to present instructions (e.g. 

written, audio) and make the intervention attractive to participants (e.g. visually, 

retaining motivation, and using interactive exercises). These discussions were further 

informed by the emergent data from the qualitative study (Chapter 3) on patient 

preferences for a persuasively designed intervention.  

Evidence synthesis to inform the guiding principles 

The findings of the aforementioned methods were synthesised in an iterative process 

to inform the design objectives and key features of the intervention. These were 

created on the basis that they addressed the identified challenges, were acceptable to 

patients, were informed by theory, and could pragmatically be achieved within the 

allocated time and budget. Conversely, design principles and key features that were 

excluded were those that were not consistent with the design objectives and overall 
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theory of the intervention, and /or could not pragmatically be achieved with the 

allocated resources.  

4.2.3 Depiction of model processes and outcomes 

A graphical representation of the conceptual model of the intervention was iteratively 

refined alongside the processes described in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The model 

depicts the components of positive psychology, linked to the hypothesised 

mechanisms and outcomes. It also depicts the design objectives articulated to address 

the context-specific challenges with the intervention.  
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4.3 Results: conceptual model 

This section describes the conceptual model of the intervention. This is followed by 

an explanation of why particular components of positive psychology were included 

(section 4.3.4) and excluded (section 4.3.5). The subsequent section explains the 

rationale for why particular design objectives were incorporated into the intervention 

(section 4.3.6) and those that could not be addressed (section 4.3.7). 

4.3.1 Overall intervention objectives and context 

The objective of the online positive psychology intervention was to get people with 

depression to practice components of positive psychology, as described in positive 

psychotherapy (Seligman et al., 2006) in order to reduce their depression and 

improve their subjective quality of life. The context for delivery was low-intensity, i.e. 

as an unsupported online intervention, to be accessed independently by adult 

patients experiencing symptoms of depression. It was decided that the intervention 

would be available for six weeks, as systematic review evidence suggested that 

positive psychology interventions of longer duration (>four weeks) were more 

effective than those with shorter durations (Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 

2013). 

4.3.2 Conceptual model  

Figure 4.2 depicts the conceptual model of the intervention. It includes the particular 

positive psychology components that were selected, the positive psychology 

principles these promote, their hypothesised mechanisms of change, and how these 

link to outcomes.  

The figure illustrates that six positive psychology components were included. Firstly, 

to promote pleasure and re-educate patients’ attention and memory towards 

pleasurable moments and sensations a modified version of the ‘savouring’ component 

was used. Secondly, to increase ‘engagement’ with day-to-day life several components 

were used including the ‘using your strengths’, ‘blessings journal’, and ‘gratitude 

letter’. It was hypothesised that these would increase patients’ self-efficacy, activity, 

and social engagement. Finally, to promote meaning, the ‘gift of time’ and ‘active 

constructive responding’ components were included. It was hypothesised these would 

also increase patients’ activity and social engagement. The expected outcomes 

include reduced depression and increased subjective quality of life.   
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Figure 4.2 Conceptual model of the developed intervention 
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Figure 4.3 Guiding principles of the developed intervention 

 

4.3.3 Guiding principles 

The guiding principles of the intervention communicate how the design objectives 

and key features of the intervention addressed the particular contextual challenges 

identified in the process of intervention development. These are outlined in detail in 

Table 4.2.  

Figure 4.3 summarises the three design objectives intended to address contextual 

challenges affecting intervention acceptability. This included the objective to 

persuade participants of the relevance of the intervention content, in order to address 

how well the intervention fit patients’ depression and their cultural context. A second 

design objective was to encourage patients to select suitable strategies linked to their 

social world. This was to ensure that the intervention provided meaningful social 

contact without overwhelming patients. The final design objective was to create a 

supportive emotional experience of the intervention, to address the issue that a more 

acceptable intervention is one that is appealing, credible, and relevant.   

Context-specific challenges Design objectives 

Fit between positivity and depression, 

cultural context 

Increasing meaningful social contact 

without overwhelming 

Appearance of intervention is appealing, 

credible, and relevant  

Persuade participants of relevance of the 

intervention to depression 

Encourage participants to select suitable 

strategies linked to social world 

Create supportive emotional experience to 

promote engagement 
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Table 4.2 Guiding principles of the intervention 

Context-specific challenges affecting intervention delivery Design objectives Key features 

 Participants might feel an inability to identify positives 
and might feel misunderstood by a positive approach  

 Participants felt as a low-intensity unsupported 
intervention it should promote development of 
autonomous strategies whilst minimising eliciting 
potentially difficult emotions 

 Participants might not engage with activities that are 
not culturally appropriate  

 Participants felt that the intervention would 
complement, not replace other treatments for 
depression 

Persuade participants of the relevance of 
the intervention content to depression 
and cultural context 

Each section includes rationale for why advice is relevant to 
depression 
Intervention names and descriptions adapted to suit UK context 
Intervention is described as complementary and links are provided to 
other treatments 

 Participants wanted to overcome social isolation 
associated with depression and increase meaningful 
social contacts, without being overwhelmed 

 Participants wanted choice 

 Participants identified the intervention should engage 
them with the social world beyond the website  

Encourage participants to select 
components that suited them and linking 
intervention to social world 

Emphasising autonomous choice of intervention components in a 
non-prescriptive, flexible way 
Minimising effort and lifestyle disruption 
Linking intervention strategies to real-life context through relevant 
examples for daily life 

 Participants more likely to adhere to an intervention 
that uses persuasive design features e.g. appealing, 
credible, tailored 

Create a supportive positive emotional 
experience of the intervention to promote 
engagement and motivation to return 

Reminders for participants to use the intervention  
Using positive language that supports autonomy throughout  
Inclusion of interactive activities providing information in novel ways 
Visually attractive, ‘professional looking’ system 
Presenting credible sourced information  
Tailoring and targeting information 
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4.3.4 Rationale for included positive psychology components 

As described in section 4.2.1, a range of data sources were synthesised to inform the 

selection of positive psychology components. These are summarised in Table 4.3.  
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Table 4.3 Sources of evidence synthesised to inform selection of positive psychology components 

Positive 
psychology 
component 

Brief description Literature review 
(Chapter 1) 

Systematic review (Chapter 2) Qualitative interviews 
(Chapter 3) 

Patient advisory 
panel 

Decision 

Positive 
introduction 

Write about a time 
‘at your best’ 

No better than placebo 
in healthy population 
(Seligman et al., 2005) 

Included in 1 study, 
comparison to literature 
suggested could worsen 
depression (Joormann et al., 
2007) 

Difficulty spontaneously 
generating and articulating 
positives. Preferable as 
bullet points rather than 
prose. Could create negative 
self-feelings 

Not easy but 
something to come 
back to reflect on. 
Useful if discussed 
with others (e.g. 
therapist, family) 

Exclude 

Using your 
strengths 

Take online 
inventory of 
Character Strengths 
(VIA-IS) to identify 
top five strengths 
and plan to develop 
them 

Cross-culturally 
validated questionnaire 
(Peterson & Seligman, 
2004). Increased 
happiness and 
decreased depression in 
healthy population 
(Seligman et al., 2005) 

Included in 7 studies  Useful to select statements 
not self-generate but how 
valid is questionnaire and is 
it affected by depression. 
Planning is helpful if practical 
and based on smaller goals 
and but not easy to execute 
may need support 

Long questionnaire 
too overwhelming, 
reduce number of 
items. Useful activity 
if can provide 
suggestions 

Include a short 
version as a 
‘quiz’ with 
example of how 
to apply 
strengths 

Blessings 
journal 

For one week write 
three things that 
went well each day 
with a causal 
explanation 

Increased positive affect 
in healthy population 
(Emmons & 
McCullough, 2003; 
Seligman et al., 2005) 

Included in 8 studies Intuitive appeal but religious 
connotations so rename, 
provide example of a 
positive, three may be too 
many 

Familiar activity that 
could be practiced 
with pictures, audios 
not written  

Include rename 
as ‘good things’ 
with flexibility on 
number to add  

Writing 
memories 

Write three bad 
memories and 

No theory or evidence 
cited 

Included in 0 studies, 
comparison to literature 

Could be cathartic but 
possibly harmful, may create 

Possibly difficult and 
validate ‘excuses’ for 

Exclude 
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distress indicated no clear benefit of 
therapeutic writing (Nyssen et 
al., 2016) 

negative feelings and need 
support 

depression but could 
help some ‘move on’ 

Forgiveness 
letter 

Write a forgiveness 
letter to transform 
anger and bitterness 
to neutral or positive 
emotion 

Theory is described but 
no effectiveness data 
(McCullough, 2000) 

Included in 3 studies, 
comparison to literature 
indicated it is popular but 
should be used with caution 
(Wade et al., 2008). Patients 
reported negative experiences 
when delivered with minimal 
guidance (Huffman et al., 2014) 
and within group therapy 
(Brownell et al., 2015) 

Religious connotations, 
unsuited to complexity, can 
depend on event and 
depression 

Too ‘deep’ and may 
cause people to stop 
the intervention  

Exclude 

Gratitude 
letter 

Write and personally 
deliver a letter to 
someone who has 
never been properly 
thanked for their 
kindness 

Increased happiness 
and decreased 
depression in healthy 
population (Seligman et 
al., 2005) 

Included in 5 studies Benefits within and beyond 
relationships but may be too 
self-absorbed, useful in other 
modes (e.g. SMS) 

Gratitude sounds big 
and heavy, can be 
grateful to self, 
religion 

Include but 
rename ‘saying 
thanks’ and 
option to email, 
text, or write 

Personal 
satisficing 
plan 

Settling for ‘good 
enough’ compared 
to trying to find the 
‘best’ option 

Theory is described but 
no effectiveness data 
(Schwartz et al., 2002)  

Included in 0 studies, too 
difficult and complex for 
patients experiencing 
psychosis symptoms (Riches et 
al., 2016) 

Uncertainty around concept 
and benefits of written plan, 
needs support 

Could be relevant if 
monitoring effort 
needed to achieve 
goals to become 
more realistic 

Exclude 

One door 
closes/ one 
door opens  

Write occasions 
where something 
important did not 
happen but other 
opportunities arose 

Theory is described but 
no effectiveness data 
(Seligman, 2002)  

Included in 1 study, 
comparison to literature 
indicated no clear benefit of 
therapeutic writing (Nyssen et 
al., 2016) 

Empowering, hopeful but 
requires self-reflection and 
positivity 

Good to spin 
negatives into 
positives but hard in 
the moment of 
depression 

Exclude 
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Active 
Constructive 
Responding 

React in a visibly 
positive and 
enthusiastic way to 
others’ good news 

Observational data in 
healthy population 
(Gable et al., 2004) 

Included in 3 studies Useful to make people 
aware but needs to be 
natural 

Apply to ‘people 
around you’ not just 
‘significant other’ as 
may not have 

Include but 
rename 
‘connect’ 

Family 
strengths tree 

Family members 
complete VIA-IS and 
discuss their 
common strengths 

No theory or evidence 
cited 

Included in 0 studies Potentially useful but 
unrealistic for some and 
highly dependent on family 
dynamic 

Too difficult to use 
questionnaires given 
variety of family 
structures  

Exclude 

Savouring Each day take time 
to enjoy something 
that is usually 
hurried. Afterwards 
write what you did, 
how and what was 
different 

Theory is described but 
no effectiveness data 
(Bryant & Veroff, 2007)  

Included in 4 studies Appealing, comforting 
activity needs practical 
instructions and range of 
tasks 

Nice to ‘enjoy the 
moment’ but needs 
to be well explained 

Include 
renamed as 
‘enjoy’ including 
audio 
instructions 

Gift of time Use strengths in 
service of others 

Meta-analyses on 
volunteering in healthy 
population (Crist-
Houran, 1996) 

Included in 2 studies Appealing for self and others 
but when feeling better, 
barriers to volunteering 

Include options for 
lower levels of 
commitment than 
traditional 
volunteering 

Include 
renamed as 
‘sharing 
strengths’ 
providing 
suggestions 
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All included c0mponents were proposed to theoretically promote pleasure, 

engagement, or meaning. The subsequent sections highlight the strength of theory, 

evidence, and acceptability data that guided the decision to include, and, where 

necessary, modify each component. The modifications and operationalisation of 

included components is described in detail in section 4.5.2. 

Promoting pleasure 

‘Savouring’ was included as it was based on theory and the systematic review 

suggested that it had been used in several studies. Data from the qualitative study 

suggested it had the potential to generate positive affect. Patient advisors also felt it 

was a nice way to enjoy moments throughout one’s day. The component therefore 

appeared to be well aligned with the principle of pleasure. However, participants felt 

it might need specific instructions to explain its application. The savouring 

component therefore focused on providing instructions for participants on how to 

use their five senses (taste, touch, smell, sound, sight) to appreciate the pleasure that 

can be derived from routine activities, including having something to eat, taking a 

shower, and going outside.  

Promoting engagement  

‘Using strengths’ was viewed as a theoretically sound (Peterson & Seligman, 2004) 

and had an evidence based component (Seligman et al., 2005), that had been applied 

in most of the studies included in the systematic review. The qualitative study 

findings indicated that identifying strengths was an important step in enabling 

positive actions, although participants were uncertain how much their depression 

would influence their responses. Similarly, participants felt that enacting strength 

plans might be affected by depression, but it might be possible to put small, practical 

plans into action, especially if there were examples of how to do this. The patient 

advisory panel felt the strengths questionnaire should be modified to a shorter 

version, as it might be overwhelming. The included component therefore split the 

component into two exercises; finding strengths, via a shorter quiz, and planning how 

to use these, by providing participants with examples they could apply.  

The ‘blessings journal’ was included in all studies in the systematic review and 

appeared to have evidence of effectiveness in the general population (Emmons & 

McCullough, 2003; Seligman et al., 2005). It held intuitive appeal to participants in 

the qualitative study, and was a familiar concept to the patient advisors. There was a 
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sense that the ‘blessings journal’ was useful way to recognise positive aspects of one’s 

day-to-day life; although it would not necessarily be something that was written three 

times daily, it could perhaps be practiced more flexibly in differing formats. The 

included component therefore invited participants to record at least one positive 

event but they could add more.  

The evidence synthesis suggested that the ‘gratitude letter’ was potentially effective 

(Seligman et al., 2005) and had been applied in many studies in the systematic review. 

In the qualitative study, participants felt it could be beneficial for promoting positive 

relationships, but might be useful in other formats (e.g. SMS based). The advisory 

panel felt it might sound ‘heavy’ if the term gratitude was used. The included 

component therefore suggested people could send SMS, emails, or letters to their 

chosen recipient.  

Promoting meaning 

The ‘active constructive responding’ was based on observational data indicating it was 

a healthy form of communication in interpersonal relationships (Gable et al., 2004). It 

had been applied in several studies included in the systematic review. Participants in 

the qualitative study reported the tendency not to communicate positively and felt 

that this should be encouraged, although in a natural, not forced, manner. The 

patient advisors recommended that not all patients would have a ‘significant other’ 

and so instructions should not include this phrase.  

The ‘gift of time’ component had some data to suggest it could positively influence 

patients (Crist-Houran, 1996). It was included in a couple of studies in the systematic 

review. The qualitative study findings and patient advisors suggested that 

volunteering is often helpful, but that there should be options for lower levels of time 

commitment to account for people’s depression and the fact that traditional 

volunteering schemes can involve burdensome application processes. The included 

component therefore provided some examples of how participants could use their 

strengths in day-to-day ways to help others.  

4.3.5 Rationale for excluded positive psychology components  

As described in the methods section 4.2.1, positive psychology components were 

excluded if they were not based on theory or evidence, did not appear to be aligned 

with the theoretical principles of pleasure, engagement, or meaning, were rarely 
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applied, and were likely to be unacceptable, or even harmful, in the proposed context. 

Consequently, the following interventions were excluded; ‘positive introduction’, 

‘writing memories’, ‘forgiveness letter’, ‘one door closes’, ‘satisficing plan’, and ‘family 

strengths tree’. Further detail on the rationale for exclusion is provided below. 

Possibility of generating negative feelings 

The evidence synthesis indicated that several components had the potential to 

generate negative feelings in participants. These included activities that were based 

on eliciting difficult experiences, i.e. the ‘writing memories’ and the ‘forgiveness 

letter’, as well as positive experiences, i.e. ‘positive introduction’.  

The ‘writing memories’ component did not appear to be based on theory or evidence, 

and was not used in any of the studies included in the systematic review. The 

qualitative study findings suggested that while it was potentially cathartic, it could 

create and evoke negative feelings. Rather than promoting pleasure, as Seligman et 

al., (2006) suggested, it appeared more aligned with therapeutic writing (Pennebaker 

& Beall, 1986) which has little evidence of effectiveness (Nyssen et al., 2016). Similarly, 

the ‘forgiveness letter’ appeared to be informed by theories of therapeutic writing. 

Though it had been applied by studies included in the systematic review, there was 

evidence that participants had negative experiences both when minimally supported 

(Huffman et al., 2014) and in a group setting (Brownell et al., 2015). As these 

interventions appeared to be aligned with a different theoretical approach, had little 

evidence of effectiveness, and might elicit difficult emotions, it was concluded that 

they would not successfully promote the intended outcomes.  

It is proposed that the ‘positive introduction’ elicits positive memories and thus 

makes participants more hopeful (Seligman et al., 2005). However, it was rarely 

applied in studies included in the systematic review and evidence suggested it might 

counter-intuitively make someone with depression more aware of their current 

difficult circumstances and reinforce a sense of hopelessness (Joormann et al., 2007). 

The qualitative study findings supported this. There was no evidence to suggest it was 

more effective than a placebo (Seligman et al., 2005).  Consequently, it was decided 

that this component would not contribute significantly to the process of the 

intervention and was therefore not included.  
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Requiring self-reflection and therapeutic support 

The ‘satisficing plan’ had been described in theory (Schwartz et al., 2002) yet had no 

evidence of effectiveness and was not included in any studies in the systematic 

review. Riches et al., (2015) omitted it from their intervention, as it was too complex 

for participants with psychosis. However, qualitative study findings suggested it 

might also be too complex for patients with depression. Participants reported that 

overcoming a tendency to try and ‘maximise’ (e.g. pick the best option) rather than 

‘satisfice’ (e.g. settle for a good enough option) was more complicated than making a 

plan and may in fact require in-depth conversations with a supportive other, in order 

to generate any meaningful insights. The level of self-reflection required was too 

burdensome to include in the present intervention. Further, as there was little 

theoretical and empirical support for this intervention it was not included. 

The ‘one door closes’ component had been described in theory (Seligman, 2002), yet 

had been used little in practice. The qualitative study and patient advisors suggested 

that in order to see an event in a positive light one required sufficient time and 

perhaps guidance to self-reflect.  It was felt this might be too difficult in the context 

of depression and a low-intensity intervention. The component also appeared to be 

aligned with the therapeutic writing movement, for which there is little evidence 

(Nyssen et al., 2016; Pennebaker & Beall, 1986). Thus, it was excluded from the 

present intervention. 

Complexity in involving others 

The evidence synthesis indicated that the ‘family strengths tree’ involved 

interpersonal disclosure and discussion that was unrealistic and highly dependent on 

family dynamics. The synthesis also identified no theoretical or empirical basis for the 

intervention, which had never been applied in the studies include in the systematic 

review. Together, these findings suggested it was a not a useful component and so it 

was not included.  

This section has described the rationale for the inclusion and exclusion of particular 

positive psychology exercises. The subsequent section provides a rationale for the 

inclusion and exclusion of design objectives in the present intervention. 
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4.3.6 Rationale for design objectives 

As described in Table 4.2 a series of design objectives were created to address the 

issues identified in the evidence synthesis that could affect how acceptable and useful 

patients found the intervention. The theory, evidence, and literature supporting these 

decisions are described in this section. The operationalisation of these objectives into 

key features of the intervention is described in section 4.5.2.  

Persuade participants of the relevance of the intervention content to depression and 

cultural context 

The first design objective related to ensuring the intervention persuaded participants 

of its relevance, both to their depression and cultural context. The rationale for this 

objective was that both the qualitative study findings, specifically those reported in 

section 3.3.3, and the patient advisory panel indicated there might be a limited fit 

between positivity and the patients’ context. It was a key challenge for the 

intervention to address this and to persuade participants that it was relevant.  

Encouraging participants to select components that suited them and linking intervention 

to social world 

The second design objective to allow participants to select components that suited 

them was based on several findings from the evidence synthesis. Firstly, the person-

based approach recommends that in general digital interventions should aim to 

promote user autonomy and offer choice where possible (Yardley et al., 2015). 

Secondly, the qualitative study findings indicated that people varied in their 

preferences for intervention components. These findings indicated that a ‘tunnelled’ 

approach (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009) in which participants are lead 

sequentially, usually in a predefined order, or based on a needs assessment, through 

intervention content, might not be suitable. Although researchers suggest that 

tunnelling is less overwhelming than allowing patients free choice (Oinas-Kukkonen 

& Harjumaa, 2009), and it is often used in mental health interventions (Kelders et al., 

2012), the candidate felt it was a priority to allow patients to choose. The candidate 

did consider tunnelling patients towards intervention content based on a preference 

questionnaire for positive psychology components. However, the only known 

questionnaire is an unpublished and unvalidated Person-Activity Fit Diagnostic (PAF-

D) (Lyubomirsky & Sheldon, 2014). When this has been used elsewhere, patients had 

trouble understanding it (Müller et al., 2016). Further, the advisory panel suggested 
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that such a questionnaire might be a barrier to using the intervention. A second issue 

is that to point participants towards their preferred interventions would require 

costly programming. As a result, a pragmatic decision was taken to provide 

participants with access to all intervention components that they could choose from. 

The second aspect of this design principle was focused on ensuring the intervention 

was linked to the social world. This was based on the qualitative study finding that 

participants wanted the intervention to overcome isolation by connecting them to 

their existing social contacts, or local services.  

Create a supportive positive emotional experience of the intervention to promote 

engagement and motivation to return 

The final design objective was to ensure that the intervention created a positive 

emotional experience for participants, in order to promote engagement and 

motivation to return. This was largely informed by one of the principles of the 

person-based approach, which recommends that all digital interventions should 

provide users with a positive, enjoyable, and interesting experience of the 

intervention in order to motivate users (Yardley et al., 2015). This includes using 

autonomy supportive language that is non-directive, rather than using language that 

is explicit, directional, and provides instructions. 

An enjoyable experience can also be promoted by presenting information well, both 

ensuring that it is maximally accessible to people with lower literacy, or cognitive 

impairments, and thus includes short sentences, lists, and audio-visual formats 

(Yardley et al., 2015). Further, the authors of the persuasive design framework, Oinas-

Kukkonen and Harjumaa (2009) suggest that people are more persuaded by systems 

that are visually attractive. It was also important, both to participants in the 

qualitative study (3.3.6) and in the persuasive design framework (Oinas-Kukkonen & 

Harjumaa, 2009), that the intervention was credible. According to the framework this 

includes appearing trustworthy, i.e. providing fair, unbiased information, and having 

surface credibility, which includes appearing to be a competent system. Further, 

Yardley et al., (2015) recommend reminding participants how their data is being used 

to reassure them of the intervention credibility. As these aspects about visual appeal 

and credibility were mentioned by several sources of data, they were prioritised in the 

operationalisation of the current intervention. 
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Another important aspect identified in the evidence synthesis, was that reminders 

could enhance participants’ motivation to return to the intervention. This was 

mentioned both by participants in the qualitative study, reported in section 3.3.6, and 

in the persuasive design framework, which indicated that reminders are an important 

form of ‘dialogue support’, i.e. a way of keeping users moving towards a target 

behaviour (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009). Specifically, patients in the 

qualitative study wanted tailored reminders, linked to their use of the intervention. 

The idea of tailored content was also deemed an important aspect of creating 

persuasive system (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009). However, although evidence 

suggests reminders in general can improve engagement with digital interventions 

compared to not using a reminder strategy, there is as yet insufficient data to indicate 

what types of message are most likely to promote adherence (Alkhaldi et al., 2016; Fry 

& Neff, 2009; Webb, Joseph, Yardley, & Michie, 2010; Whitton et al., 2015). Further, 

although reminders can be designed to include tailored behavioural change strategies 

(Michie et al., 2013), it remains unclear how people will respond to these so-called 

motivational messages. What one person sees as encouraging might de-motivate 

another (Hsu & Blandford, 2014; Walsh, Golden, et al., 2016). Further, there is 

evidence that creating a database of tailored messages can be an extensive project in 

and of itself, and to do it well can require many stages of research and multiple 

stakeholders (see Fletcher et al., 2016; Redfern et al., 2014). This process was felt to be 

beyond the scope of the present doctoral research study. Instead, the 

recommendations from Yardley et al., (2015) were considered and the candidate opted 

to give users control over receiving reminders, as evidence suggests people are 

therefore more likely to engage with these reminders (Dennison, Morrison, Conway, 

& Yardley, 2013).  

4.3.7 Rationale for design objectives that were not included 

This section outlines why several important design objectives identified within the 

evidence synthesis, including social elements and rewards, could not be addressed 

within the developed intervention.  

Social support within the technology 

The Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa (2009) framework suggest a series of principles 

related to ‘social support’ that involve some form of connecting with others within 

the technology. These principles were similar to what participants in the qualitative 
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study had requested (as described in section 3.3.4). However, these could not be 

implemented in the current intervention, as they required some way of sharing 

patient data. For example, the principles of social learning and social comparison 

require the function to access what other people are doing and their progress. This 

was deemed inappropriate for the current intervention as the patient advisory panel 

suggested that participants might be unwilling to share their data. Further, the 

research was subject to ethical requirements in which participants are promised 

anonymity. One possible solution would be to set up a fake account that participants 

could use for comparison, but the candidate did not deem this an ethical way to 

proceed. Other social principles in the Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa (2009) 

framework include an element of competitiveness that was deemed inappropriate in a 

self-help intervention for depression. The aim was not to create competition amongst 

users or see who uses it the most, or to compare recovery rates, but instead to find 

principles and solutions that are perceived personally useful.  

Another way of achieving social support would have been to use a peer-support 

forum, although it was clear from the qualitative data that this could raise other 

problems (again, see section 3.3.4 for details). Not only would there be a requirement 

to monitor the site, which then raises obvious questions about the scalability, there 

are issues with how this affects the proposed mechanisms of the intervention. Peer 

support is a theoretical intervention in and of itself and has been used in online 

psychological interventions to promote co-operation, expertise, and reduce loneliness 

(Naslund et al., 2016). However, the current intervention aimed to promote 

engagement and meaning through pre-existing and real-life relationships, rather than 

new online relationships. For these reasons, it was decided that the present 

intervention should not include specific social principles as outlined by Oinas-

Kukkonen and Harjumaa (2009).   

Rewards and praise  

It is argued that an intervention should offer praise in the form of words, images, and 

symbols, as a way to feedback to users on their behaviour. Similarly rewards or 

‘credits’ should be given for performing target behaviours. These are part of the 

Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa (2009) framework of dialogue support. They also 

form the key basis of ‘gamification’; the idea that things will be more enjoyable and 

more likely to be used if they have a game element such as goal setting, comparing 
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progress, or reinforcement. These ideas are receiving increasing attention in the 

literature on digital health interventions (Cugelman, 2013), although a recent 

systematic review  of health apps found that gamification techniques are 

implemented in a very small proportion (Edwards et al., 2016). The review reported 

that feedback and monitoring are often used, in particular self-monitoring and non-

specific rewards and incentives. However, the review reported no relationship 

between the use of gamification strategy and user ratings of the apps, indicating that 

it is unclear how people respond to these techniques. It is unlikely that rewards or 

praise will suit every person, indeed it has been suggested that people can perceive 

praise as inauthentic when it comes from a computer (Walsh, Golden, et al., 2016). 

Consequently, in the absence of solid evidence for the usefulness, and in the presence 

of data suggesting that praise might be negatively received, praise and rewards were 

not included in the present intervention.  

This section of the results has focused on describing the conceptual model of the 

intervention, providing a rationale for included and excluded positive psychology 

components, and a rationale for included and excluded design objectives. The 

subsequent section will provide a description of the methods and results related to 

operationalising this model into an online intervention.  
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4.4 Methods informing operationalising the intervention  

In order to operationalise the conceptual model into an online intervention, several 

methods were used, including the patient advisory panel, consulting experts, and 

think-aloud usability testing. Table 4.4 outlines how the two guiding frameworks, the 

MRC framework and the person-based approach, informed these methods. Where 

methods have previously been described, the reader is directed to the relevant 

section. The process of operationalising the intervention involved the development of 

the intervention and its optimisation. 

Table 4.4 Methods and activities use to operationalise intervention informed by MRC and 
person-based frameworks 

Intervention 
stage 

Aim MRC 
recommendations 

Person-based 
approach 
recommendations 

Methods and 
activities used 
and where 
reported in detail 

Operationalising 
the intervention  

Optimise 
intervention 
procedures 
and materials 

Provide full 
description that 
can be replicated 

 Intervention 
description 
(Chapter 4) 

  Consult with 
experts and 
stakeholders 

 Expert 
consultation and 
collaboration 
(Chapter 4), 
Patient advisory 
panel (Chapter 4) 

   Elicit user reactions to 
intervention and 
iteratively modify e.g. 
using think aloud 
methods 

Think aloud 
usability testing 
(Chapter 4) 

4.4.1 Development process 

Patient advisory panel 

Based on the guiding principles a paper-based prototype of the intervention content 

and wording was created and discussed in the fifth and sixth meetings of the patient 

advisory panel (described in section 4.2.1). Patient views were elicited on the specific 

wording of the content, which was then refined. 

Expert advisors 

Once finalised, the paper-based prototype of the content and wording and the 

intervention specification outlining the practical software functionality, were shared 

with software companies to estimate the development costs. These documents can be 

found in Appendix 6. It was established that an app would be far more costly to 
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develop than a website. A pragmatic decision was taken therefore to develop a 

website. This was done in collaboration with a software design company, Winona 

esolutions, a preferred provider of the NHS Trust funding the project. The team at 

Winona worked collaboratively and iteratively to translate and refine intervention 

specification and paper-based prototype into a working website. The study advisory 

panel, described in section 4.2.1, helped to refine the emerging design. Specifically, a 

design specialist, Dr Nikolina Jovanovic, provided expert advice on appropriate colour 

palette, layout, and imagery that was incorporated into the design. Other colleagues 

from the panel repeatedly tested and provided feedback on versions of the website. 

4.4.2 Process of website optimisation 

Think aloud usability testing 

Once developed the website was subject to think aloud usability testing. The aim of 

this method was to practically assess the extent to which people found the website 

easy to use and effective for a series of tasks. Usability testing involves observing 

people using software whilst they narrate their actions, in order to uncover potential 

problems (Bastien, 2010). It is a crucial stage in developing digital interventions. 

Usually, it is conducted with the intended users of the intervention, in an iterative 

process, whereby once problems are identified and addressed, further testing is 

completed until no further issues are identified (Bradbury, Watts, Arden-Close, 

Yardley, & Lewith, 2014). In the present study, due to time and resource pressures a 

pragmatic approach was taken to identify any obvious navigational issues that might 

affect the acceptability and usage of the intervention in the subsequent feasibility 

study. One round of usability testing was conducted with three colleagues, a sample 

chosen as it is accepted that using 3 to 5 participants can uncover the most severe 

issues (Virizi, 1992). The candidate developed a protocol and script with key functions 

of the website for users to test, which is provided Appendix 5. An independent 

researcher, Eoin Golden, moderated sessions by providing participants with key tasks 

and prompting them to narrate their experiences. The candidate acted as an observer 

and note taker and subsequently prioritised the identified issues for discussion and 

resolution with the team at Winona esolutions.   
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4.5 Results: the operationalised intervention  

This section provides an overview of the intervention, which is detailed in full in 

Appendix 7. The first section describes how the think aloud usability testing informed 

the intervention refinement.  

4.5.1 Think aloud usability testing results 

Understanding instructions 

The intervention instructions were provided in a carousel (e.g. 3 pages that moved 

like a slideshow) that switched pages approximately every 6 seconds. Participants 

struggled to read the instructions in this time and so an edit was made to slow the 

speed of the carousel so that the pages switched after fifteen seconds. Navigation 

buttons were also added so that the user could more easily control the carousel 

screens.  

Completing ‘using your strengths’ 

Participants struggled to successfully complete the strengths quiz and often selected 

more items than required. The error message that appeared to inform users was not 

easily visible (it was at the bottom of the screen and participants had to scroll to see 

it). This was addressed by editing the layout of the strengths items, the instructions, 

and changes to the location of the text to improve the visibility of the error message.  

Added entries not always immediately visible 

When users completed the tasks, their entries did not consistently appear to have 

been recorded by the site and sometimes a page refresh was required. In practice this 

meant users repeated a task and then had duplicate items and this was frustrating. 

Further testing with the design company was conducted to uncover when this 

occurred and a series of fixes were employed to eliminate this issue. 
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4.5.2 Summary of operationalised intervention  

In summary the website contained six positive psychology components, adapted from 

positive psychotherapy. As summarised in Table 4.5, components were organised into 

four sections of the website. The strengths section included the ‘using your strengths’ 

component, in which participants could complete the strengths quiz and then plan 

how to use these based on examples that were provided. The good things section 

included the ‘blessings journal’ component and participants had space to record and 

revisit their good things. The enjoy section included the ‘savouring’ component and 

provided audio instructions on how to ‘savour’ and a space to record participant 

reflections on this. The ‘connect’ section included the social components, including 

‘active constructive responding’, ‘gratitude letter’, and ‘gift of time’.  Participants were 

provided with instructions for each activity and a space to record how they had 

performed it. The ‘gift of time’ activity included personalised suggestions depending 

on participants’ responses to the strengths quiz. The website also included links to 

resources about depression and FAQs about the intervention.  

Table 4.5 Uplift website interventions 

Website 
section 

Exercise 
name 

Description Intervention adapted 
from Seligman et al., 
(2006) 

Strengths Strengths 
quiz  

Participants select five character 
strengths from 24 statements  

Using Strengths: 
Values in Action 
Inventory of Strengths 
(VIA-IS) 

 Strengths 
plan  

Based on selected strengths the website 
provides a tailored suggestion of how to 
use a selected strength and provides a 
space to record a plan 

Using strengths: 
Cultivation of 
signature strengths 

Good 
things 

Good 
things 

The website gives space for participants 
to record good things that happen and 
why 

Blessings journal 

Enjoy Enjoy Audio instructions guide participants on 
using their five senses to enjoy physical 
sensations and give a space to record 
enjoyable moments  

Savouring 

Connect Connect Tips are provided on having positive 
conversations with others and space is 
given to record these connections 

Active constructive 
responding 

Saying 
thanks 

The participant is encouraged to say, text 
or email thanks to someone who has 
helped him or her and record it on Uplift 

Gratitude letter  

Sharing 
strengths 

Based on selected strengths the website 
provides a tailored suggestion of how to 
share their strength to help others and 
provides a space to record a plan 

Gift of time  
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Participants received a guideline to practice one exercise on the website per week for 

six weeks and weekly reminders were sent to this effect. The intervention was 

delivered as flexible and low-intensity whereby patients could determine which 

exercises to practice over the course of six weeks, i.e. participants could choose to 

repeatedly practice one exercise, or try a different one each week. Participants were 

advised that the website was flexible and if they wished to use it more frequently they 

could. 

4.5.3 Key features of the intervention website based on design objectives  

This section is organised by ‘design objectives’ with screenshots to illustrate how the 

particular key features of the intervention were operationalised, along with 

supporting text to explain these. The full screenshots of the intervention are provided 

in Appendix 7. 

Persuade participants of the relevance of the intervention content to depression and 

cultural context 

Intervention names and descriptions adapted to suit UK context. Table 4.5 

summarises how the positive psychology components were renamed to be more 

suitable for the context, i.e. less American and religious. The overall intervention was 

named Uplift, with a tag line ‘lift up your mood’.  
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Figure 4.4 Illustrative screenshot of intervention homepage (screen 1 of 3) 

Each section includes rationale for why interventions are relevant to depression. 

Within each of the four sections of the website there was supportive text to explain 

which aspect of depression the particular intervention components are intending to 

address. This text is summarised in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 Explanations of why interventions are relevant to depression 

Website 
section 

Supportive text explaining rationale 

Strengths  Everyone is good at something. We all have strengths. But we don’t always find it easy 
to think about how our strengths can help us. What are your strengths? You might like to 
try this quiz to find out.See your top five strengths and plan ways to use these in your 
day-to-day life. 

Good 
things 

If you are depressed it is natural to think about things that may be going badly, rather 
than things that are going well. It might feel like no good things happen. But by listing 
even one good thing once a day you may start to feel better. 

Enjoy When you are depressed it might seem like there is nothing to enjoy. But you might still 
find there are moments in the day when you can enjoy sensations and physical 
comforts. You might like to try and apppreciate and take pleasure in every day things 
you usually rush through. Try and slow things down and use all your five senses. 

Connect  Here you will find different ways to connect with others. These activities may help as it is 
easy to lose touch with others when you are depressed. 
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Intervention is described as complementary and links provided to other treatments. 

On the intervention homepage Uplift is explicitly described as being for use alongside 

other support, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. Further, a section of the website included 

links to existing sources of depression support. 

 

Figure 4.5 Illustrative screenshot of intervention homepage (screen 3 of 3) 
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Encourage participants to select components that suit them and link intervention to social 

world  

Emphasising autonomous choice of intervention strategies in a non-prescriptive, 

flexible way. On the homepage it is clearly explained that participants can choose 

how to use Uplift (see Figure 4.6). 

  

Figure 4.6 Illustrative screenshot of intervention homepage (screen 2 of 3) 
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Minimising effort and lifestyle disruption. One example of how the intervention was 

designed to minimise participant effort was that the ‘Using your strengths’ 

component was adapted to use a questionnaire that had fewer items. The original 

strengths inventory is available in several formats with varying numbers of items (72, 

120 and 240). To minimise patient effort the candidate searched for and gained 

permission to use an adapted version that was 24 statements and participants 

selected five (see Appendix 6).  

Linking intervention strategies to real-life context through relevant examples for daily 

life. The examples used within the website were based on self-help tips provided on 

the NHS Choices website on coping with depression (Choices, n.d.), or adapted from 

a programme designed to improve use of strengths (Scarborough, n.d.). These were 

shared and refined in discussion with the patient advisory panel, who suggested 

alternatives based on local contexts and resources. For example, if a tip was to ‘take a 

picture of the sunset on a beach’, this was adapted to appreciate nature in the local 

park. Similarly, the ideas presented for sharing strengths were refined to provide a 

mixture of things that provided participants with ideas for actions that were lower in 

time commitment than traditional volunteering, such as helping a neighbour or 

relative. A full list of strengths and suggestions for the plan and sharing section are 

provided in Appendix 6. 

For the ‘savouring’ activity, instructions were developed to apply the activity to three 

everyday situations: eating, taking a shower, and being outside. These were intended 

to be mindful of the context of people with depression who might be so depressed 

that they rarely leave the house and so the instructions mentioned ‘stepping on the 

doorstep’ so that people felt they could still apply the activity, even if they were less 

able to take a long walk. The audio descriptions can be found in Appendix 6. 

Another way to link the strategies to daily life was to ensure that the ways of 

practicing the exercises accounted for what people realistically do. Whilst the 

‘gratitude letter’ is intended to be a letter, the panel and qualitative study indicated 

that this was a less practiced aspect in modern life. Accordingly, the instructions were 

adapted to mention SMS, email, and phone. Similarly, it was felt that people might 

take pictures of things to add to their ‘blessings journal’ and so the instructions 

mention taking photos. However, it was not deemed necessary to provide the option 

to upload these to the intervention website; in part due to practical issues with server 
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space, but also because the advisors felt it might be off-putting for users who were 

less technically literate.  

Create a supportive positive emotional experience of the intervention to promote 

engagement and motivation to return  

Reminders for participants to use the intervention. Participants were offered the 

choice of reminder mode (SMS, email, both) and time for this to arrive on weekdays 

between 9-5 (within the doctoral candidate’s office hours as reminders were sent 

manually). A second important aspect was to create a positive experience by 

providing new, potentially useful or relevant information to the users. For this 

purpose the BCT model was chosen in order to simply reminder users of the website, 

give invitations to use the site, and advertise and describe content. Table 4.7 provides 

an overview of the message content, when this was sent, and how this linked to 

particular BCT strategies. Although the candidate did not tailor message content, 

personalisation was approximated through the use of participant first names, as has 

been recommended (Redfern et al., 2014). One important aspect of the reminders was 

the ability for participants to opt out of receiving them. This is an ethical 

requirement, as it is suggested that they technically meet the definition for ‘spam’ 

(Murray et al., 2009). To address this all SMS included the instruction to reply ‘STOP’ 

to stop texts and emails included an ‘unsubscribe’ link.  
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Table 4.7 Reminder messages for intervention participants informed by behavioural change 
techniques 

Message timing and aim Content  BCT accordoing to Michie 
et al., (2013) 

Week 2:Reminding / 
inviting to complete 
sessions 

[username], Did you know 
uplift.elft.nhs.uk has tips to enjoy daily 
sensations? Find ways to enjoy being 
outside, eating or showering. Reply 
STOP to stop texts 

1.4 Action planning – 
prompt detailed planning 
of behaviour performance 
including detail of context/ 
duration / intensity 

Week 3:Advertising / 
describing content 
 

[username], with uplift.elft.nhs.uk you 
can find tips on connecting with your 
friends, family, or local community & 
using your strengths. Reply STOP to 
stop texts  

3.1 Social support 
(unspecified) – advise on 
social support for 
performance of behaviour 
 
 13.4 Valued self-identity 
– advise person to write 
about personal strength 

Week 4: Advertising / 
describing content 
 

[username], Did you know 
uplift.elft.nhs.uk has space for you to 
record the good things that happened, 
things you enjoyed and people you 
connected with? Reply STOP to stop 
texts 

2.3 Self monitoring – 
establish method for 
person to record 
behaviour as part of 
strategy 

Week 5: Reminding / 
inviting to complete 
sessions 

[username], you might like to try adding 
1 good thing, 1 enjoyable sensation or 
1 connection each night before bed at 
uplift.elft.nhs.uk Reply STOP to stop 
texts 

8.1 Behavioural practice / 
rehearsal – prompts 
practice and rehearsal  
 
8.3 Habit formation – 
prompt rehearsal and 
repetition of behaviour in 
same context  
 

Week 6: Advertising / 
describing content 
 

[username] this week is your last week 
to use uplift.elft.nhs.uk You might like 
to record how it feels to use your 
strengths. Reply STOP to stop texts 

5.4 Monitoring of 
emotional consequences 
– prompt assessment of 
feelings after performing 
the behaviour  

 

Using positive (autonomy supportive) language throughout. The instructions in the 

website contained phrases such as ‘you might like to’, ‘you can visit’, ‘you might find’. 

This is also illustrated in the intervention reminders listed in Table 4.7.  

Inclusion of interactive activities providing information in novel ways (e.g. audio). 

The instructions for the ‘savouring’ activity, ‘enjoy’ were provided as audio files. In 

order to support users’ progress with the intervention their progress was visible on 

each activity. See Figure 4.7, which illustrates this for the intervention component 

‘good things’. For each of the intervention components participants could review 

http://www.uplift.elft.nhs.uk/
http://www.uplift.elft.nhs.uk/
http://www.uplift.elft.nhs.uk/
http://www.uplift.elft.nhs.uk/
http://www.uplift.elft.nhs.uk/
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their entries at any time to support them and positively remind them of their 

progress with the intervention. 

 

Figure 4.7 Illustrative screenshot of 'good things' intervention component 

 

Visually attractive system. In collaboration with an expert designer, it was decided 

that the colour green would be the primary hue, as it is a neutral colour that it is not 

associated with a particular gender or mood. A warm colour (like red) or a cool colour 

(like blue) could influence emotions and moods that may not be consistent with the 

aims of the intervention. An often cited paper supports the notion that green is a 

pleasant colour, not associated with eliciting dominant emotions such as anger or 

hostility (Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994). 

Another important aspect was the use of attractive and relevant imagery. Where 

possible images were used that were representative of multiple ethnicities, genders, 

and ages so that a range of people could identify with the intervention. This 

approximates the principle of similarity mentioned by Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa 

(2009). It was also important to avoid out-dated imagery or use so called ‘head 

clutcher’ images that present depression in a stereotypical and inaccurate manner 

(Hulatt, 2016). Instead, positive imagery was selected that depicted people going 

about their daily lives, in line with the principles of the intervention, as depicted in 

Figure 4.4. See Appendix 7 for screenshots of the intervention and imagery used.  
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Presenting credible sourced information. This was achieved through the use of the 

NHS logo, the design services offered by Winona esolutions, and by the consistency 

of webpages. Authority is an important aspect; again through branding using East 

London NHS trust logo this was achieved.  Where possible, the candidate attempted 

to generate a real world feel by highlighting the role of the researcher in the website. 

In addition, a set of frequently asked questions (FAQs) was provided that reiterated 

how participants’ data was being used as this is deemed necessary for reassuring 

participants of the intervention credibility (Yardley et al., 2015). 

Tailoring and targeting information. The most obvious place to achieve this was in 

the ‘strengths’ section. The strengths planning and strengths sharing examples were 

personalised, based on the strengths selected, i.e. participants saw only five 

suggestions for each activity based on what they had chosen in the quiz, rather than 

the full set of 24. This was to encourage people that the content was for them and 

based on their abilities. A full list of strengths and suggestions for the plan and 

sharing section are provided in Appendix 6.  
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4.6 Discussion 

This section briefly summarises the main findings and strengths and limitations of 

the study. It briefly outlines the implications of intervention development. To avoid 

repetition of Chapters 2 and 3 it does not include a comparison to literature section, 

e.g. comparing the intervention to the Seligman et al, (2006) model, or the studies 

included in the systematic review. 

4.6.1 Summary of main findings 

This chapter reported the conceptual model of the online positive psychology 

intervention. In summary, the model contained six components of positive 

psychology (‘savouring’, ‘using your strengths’, ‘blessings journal’, ‘gratitude letter’, 

‘active constructive responding’, and ‘gift of time). These components were chosen as 

they were evidence-based, were consistent with the principles of positive psychology 

(of pleasure, engagement, and meaning), were previously applied in other studies, 

and were potentially acceptable in the context of a low-intensity intervention. The 

model hypothesised several mechanisms of change linked to each principle of 

positive psychology. The components targeting pleasure were thought to re-educate 

attention and memory and increase positive affect. Engagement focused components 

were thought to increase self-efficacy, activity, and improve social engagement. 

Meaning focused components were similarly thought to increase activity and improve 

social engagement. In turn, the model hypothesised that these mechanisms might 

lead to reduced depression and increased subjective quality of life.  

The conceptual model also included three design objectives, selected to address 

contextual challenges that would likely affect the intervention’s acceptability. The 

first was to persuade participants of the relevance of the advice, given the potential 

lack of fit between positivity and the patients’ context. The second was to encourage 

participants to select suitable strategies, linked to their social world; this was in order 

to promote patient autonomy and increase meaningful social contact without being 

too prescriptive. The final design objective was to create a supportive emotional 

experience to promote engagement, as appealing and credible interventions were 

thought to be more engaging.  

In the final section of this chapter, the operationalised intervention was presented. 

This demonstrated how particular key features of the intervention were realised to 

address the design objectives. For instance, it described the renamed components 
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that were more suited to the context (e.g. ‘blessings journal’ became ‘good things’). It 

also illustrated how the interventions were adapted to be suited to participants’ lives, 

through use of relevant examples. Further, the website used autonomy supportive 

language throughout to promote a positive and enjoyable experience for patients.   

4.6.2 Strengths and limitations 

A key strength of the intervention design was the systematic approach taken to 

intervention development, which was informed by relevant frameworks, the MRC 

framework (Craig et al., 2008) and the person-based approach (Yardley et al., 2015). 

Both are clear that intervention development should be conducted with rigour and 

recommend the use of both quantitative and qualitative approaches. This enabled the 

candidate to use the best evidence and most appropriate methods to inform the 

intervention development. Further, it ensured that the process was transparent and 

well-documented. This is particularly important given the lack of systematic 

development of positive psychology interventions reported thus far in the literature, 

as highlighted by the findings of the systematic review reported in Chapter 2. A 

second benefit of this approach is that the intervention development involved patient 

perspectives throughout, both as advisors to the research process, and as participants 

shaping the developing intervention. This is important given that the literature 

indicates this is critical to ensuring the success of digital interventions (De Vito 

Dabbs et al., 2009; Kujala, 2003) which has often been absent from the development 

of low-intensity psychological interventions (Hollis et al., 2015; Mohr, Weingardt, et 

al., 2017). Related to this point, both frameworks also emphasise the importance of 

collaborating with experts and stakeholders. It is also recommended that researchers 

make clear how this involvement influenced the development process (Hoddinott, 

2015). Again, this chapter clearly demonstrates how stakeholders informed both the 

conceptual model and how it was operationalised into a website.   

Although the approach taken has clear strengths, there are nevertheless limitations. 

The first relates to the conceptual model, which, for clarity, depicts the main 

hypothesised pathways between positive psychology components, principles, 

mechanisms, and outcomes. In reality, as acknowledged in section 1.4.5, it is likely 

that intervention components operate on multiple principles, and therefore 

mechanisms. It is plausible that the ‘blessings journal’ also targets the principle of 

pleasure, by improving awareness of current pleasant events, which could promote 
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positive affect. However, the candidate felt that depicting all of the potential links 

would result in an unreadable model, and instead the main hypothesised mechanisms 

are presented.  

The second limitation of the conceptual model relates to the fact that components 

were limited to those from positive psychotherapy. This was because there is little 

clarity in the definition of a positive psychology component, as discussed in section 

1.5.2, leading to positive psychotherapy being investigated within this thesis. 

However, the intervention could reasonably have included alternative positive 

psychology components such as ‘funny things’ as a variation of the ‘good things’ 

component (Gander, Proyer, Ruch, & Wyss, 2012). However, the developed 

intervention is nevertheless a useful starting point as it is the first positive psychology 

intervention to be systematically developed. 

Another limitation is that in the process of intervention development, many of the 

more challenging components of positive psychotherapy (e.g. ‘forgiveness letter’, 

‘writing memories’) were rejected. This might have resulted in the removal of 

potentially effective components, or have created an imbalance in which the 

intervention focuses more on positive emotions and less on difficult ones. As 

previously discussed, in section 3.4.3, positive psychologists have often been criticised 

for failing to explore more difficult emotions. However, the decision to remove these 

components was based on the context in which it would be delivered, in a low-

intensity intervention. In this context there is little evidence that therapeutic writing 

is effective (Nyssen et al., 2016) yet it may be useful in supported interventions, either 

face-to-face therapy, or online with therapeutic support.  

The final limitation relates to the relatively static process of intervention 

development in which one process fed into the next (e.g. the conceptual model was 

informed by a series of studies, which in turn informed the operationalised 

intervention). This approach is advocated by the person-based approach (Yardley et 

al., 2015) and other approaches to developing health technologies (Van Velsen, 

Wentzel, & Van Gemert-Pijnen, 2013). However, it is in contrast to agile software 

development, which prioritises quickly and iteratively adapting software in response 

to user feedback, known as an ‘agile’ approach (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008). The key 

differences between the two approaches are that, in the ‘static’ approach design 

objectives and key features are based on what patients hypothesised would be 
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important. In contrast, in an agile approach, a paper-based prototype, or ‘mock up’ of 

the operationalised website would have been presented to participants in the 

qualitative study to interact with and feedback on, and this would have been 

repeatedly and iteratively refined. This could have led to a prioritisation of different 

guiding principles and associated key features, as participants’ feedback would be 

based on response to a stimulus, rather than a hypothetical concept. Researchers 

suggest that the ‘agile’ approach and process of rapid development can result in 

products that work better for users, as it limits the development of unnecessary 

features and functions, and prioritises those that meet peoples' needs (Boardwell & 

Roberson, 2014).  

The reason the candidate did not adopt an agile approach is because it is recognised 

that this is less suited to, and less widely adopted in healthcare settings as it can be 

too time consuming and emotionally demanding for patients and healthcare 

professionals to engage with (Van Velsen et al., 2013). Further, the candidate had 

concerns about how to practically facilitate an agile process with NHS patients. In 

this context ethical committees generally require a defined intervention prior to 

giving a favourable opinion, rather than one that is subject to change and repeated 

refinements. It is unclear whether an agile approach would have received approval for 

testing in this context. Secondly, it would have also required collaboration with the 

software developers at an earlier stage, which is again something that could not 

practically be achieved within the allocated budget.  

Although it might not have been possible to adopt a wholly agile approach, it is 

acknowledged that in reality it can complement traditional methods (Boardwell & 

Roberson, 2014). The person-based approach suggests that think-aloud techniques 

can be used to iteratively modify and optimise an intervention (Yardley et al., 2015). 

In this study, think aloud testing was conducted pragmatically, due to budget and 

time constraints, and was limited to checking the most obvious design flaws with a 

small number of colleagues and might not have identified issues that would affect 

patients. However, despite the largely static process of intervention development that 

involved little iteration, this chapter documents, to candidate’s knowledge, the most 

systematic process of developing a positive psychology intervention to date. It is 

therefore a useful starting point for investigating the acceptability of positive 

psychology online for people with depression.  
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4.6.3 Implications for research and practice 

The findings of this study could inform future research as it provides a clear map of 

processes and outcomes of an intervention using components of positive psychology. 

This study has provided a useful starting point for other researchers who wish to use 

such interventions in varying contexts. The model developed here accounts for the 

particular contextual issues present in a low-intensity intervention and could provide 

future researchers with a platform for amending this to account for other settings 

(e.g. individual, group therapy). 

4.6.4 Implications for thesis 

The second implication relates to testing. The guiding frameworks for this thesis 

recommend that once a conceptual model of an intervention has been developed and 

operationalised, it is necessary to test this in a feasibility study. This can help to 

establish whether it can be delivered, whether patients use it, whether they find it 

acceptable, and to find out what the potential outcomes are. This information can 

then inform a decision on whether it is worth continuing to develop and evaluate the 

intervention for further testing in an RCT.  
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5 Feasibility study: quantitative evaluation 

5.1 Rationale 

As the MRC framework describes, feasibility testing is an essential step in the process 

of evaluating complex interventions (Craig et al., 2008). Feasibility studies aim to 

establish whether an intervention can be delivered and whether studies can be 

conducted. In turn, this allows for an intervention to be refined prior to being tested 

in a full-scale effectiveness trial. Feasibility is critical to establish because if an 

intervention cannot be delivered, or is not delivered as intended, then an 

effectiveness trial would at best be inconclusive, or at worst impossible to complete. 

Similarly, if research procedures are infeasible a study might not have sufficient data 

to establish effectiveness. Thus, establishing feasibility is a prerequisite in the 

evaluation cycle. 

Feasibility studies have received increased attention in recent years (Arain et al., 2010; 

Orsmond & Cohn, 2015). They are typically under-reported and often confused with 

pilot studies (Arain et al., 2010). The National Institute for Health Research (2012) 

provide a clear definition of the distinction between the two; feasibility studies aim to 

assess whether an intervention can be delivered, and/ or a study can be done. This 

can include investigating intervention procedures, such as adherence, as well as study 

procedures, such as feasibility of recruitment. In comparison, the NIHR define a pilot 

study as a smaller version of a full set of study procedures, usually linked to a main 

trial. Feasibility studies are therefore conducted first, as part of a continuum of 

research and often the focus is on testing an intervention and preliminary 

examination of participants’ response to this (Orsmond & Cohn, 2015).  
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5.1.1 Objectives 

The aim of the study was to address a number of uncertainties regarding the 

feasibility of the study procedures and the intervention. In particular, the research 

aimed to address the following research questions outlined at the outset of this thesis 

in section 1.8.1, 2) What is the acceptability of this online intervention using positive 

psychology for depression? and 3) What are the potential outcomes for individuals 

with depression of this online intervention using positive psychology? The specific 

research objectives and sub-objectives are as follows:    

 Evaluate feasibility of recruitment and data collection procedures 

o Feasibility of eligibility criteria 

o Feasibility of recruitment including time to recruit 

o Study retention and follow-up rates 

o Feasibility of measures  

 Explore usage of intervention 

o Establish adherence to the intervention guidelines 

o Explore patterns of intervention use 

 Explore the acceptability of, and participant response to, the intervention 

o Participant views on exercises and overall intervention 

o Explore change in outcome data 

o Explore if participant characteristics are associated with intervention 

use 
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5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Design  

A pre-post design was chosen as the most appropriate method for addressing the 

study objectives. It is typical for feasibility studies to use more flexible methodology, 

such as an observational design, given the aims focus on evaluating acceptability and 

feasibility of intervention and study procedures (Arain et al., 2010). It is therefore 

unnecessary to use control groups and randomise participants at this early stage in 

the intervention development process, although this may be necessary in a later pilot 

study (Arain et al., 2010). This study was designed and reported in line with recent 

guidance that was developed to assist researchers in determining objectives and 

research questions when assessing the feasibility of health interventions (Orsmond & 

Cohn, 2015). The study was registered with the ISRCTN database (ISRCTN96366571). 

When evaluating an online intervention, it is recommended that online methods are 

used to collect data in order to enhance the external validity of the study and reduce 

participant burden (Murray et al., 2009). Consequently, all participants provided 

consent and completed pre and post measures online, facilitated by Bristol Online 

Surveys software (University of Bristol, 2016). 

5.2.2 Recruitment and sampling  

Due to the nature of the intervention, online self-help, which in practice will be taken 

up by people who self-select, it was most appropriate to use a self-selected sample. 

The aim was to recruit people currently experiencing symptoms of depression and 

recruitment occurred in clinical and non-clinical settings. Adverts were designed in 

collaboration with feedback from SUGAR (Service user and carer group advising 

research) and included brief details of the study, along with a link to the intervention 

website through which participants could request to be contacted by the researcher. 

These adverts were placed in clinical settings including seven GP practices, two 

counselling services, and in the waiting areas of six community mental health teams 

(CMHTs). One counselling service mailed out adverts with patient appointment 

letters.  

In addition, healthcare professionals were invited to refer patients to the study during 

routine clinical meetings in GPs and counselling services. Clinical study officers met 

with patients in CMHTs and referred interested patients to the study. The clinicians 
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and clinical study officers could pass on patient details to the lead researcher, or 

could encourage patients to self-refer. Adverts were placed in community venues (e.g. 

local libraries, charities, community centres) in East London. Advertisements were 

also distributed online via social media including Twitter and Facebook, advertising 

sites like Gumtree, and via mailing lists or newsletters of existing organisations.  

Inclusion criteria  

Participants were eligible to participate if they: 

 Were over 18 

 Had regular access to the internet 

 Had sufficient command of English to complete the study measures  

 Endorsed one of the two Whooley screening items (Whooley, Avins, Miranda, 

& Browner, 1997), derived from the PRIME-MD (Spitzer et al., 1994) 1) During 

the past month, have you often been bothered by feeling down, depressed, or 

hopeless? 2) During the past month, have you often been bothered by little 

interest or pleasure in doing things? 

 

There were no exclusion criteria used in the study (e.g. suicidal ideation, duration of 

depressive episode) because a recent review of depression research suggests that 

using such criteria can exclude between 75-85% of potential participants, thus 

making study findings difficult to generalise into clinical practice (Halvorson & 

Humphreys, 2015). Instead, the present study used wide inclusion criteria in line with 

one of the study aims to assess how acceptable the intervention was in the real-world 

context.  

The decision to use the Whooley screening items to assess depression was pragmatic. 

The tool is highly sensitive and moderately specific, thus is likely to include people 

who experience some depressive symptoms but may not meet full criteria, yet is 

unlikely to include people who are not depressed (Bosanquet et al., 2015). This was 

appropriate, given that the study aimed to assess the acceptability of the intervention 

in a broad sample where depressive symptoms varied. Secondly, the screening tool is 

routinely used in primary care practice as an initial depression screen and is quick to 

administer, thus reducing participant burden and making telephone screening more 

feasible.  
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Sample size 

There is little available guidance on sample sizes for feasibility studies (Billingham, 

Whitehead, & Julious, 2013). However, if a study aims to investigate a rate it is 

recommended that researchers should construct confidence intervals around the 

anticipated value (Hertzog, 2008). As one aim of the present study was to assess the 

participation rate in the intervention, which previous studies have suggested is 

around 50% (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; Schueller & Parks, 2012), a sample 

size of 100 allows this rate to be estimated to within a 95% confidence interval of +/- 

10%. 

5.2.3 Intervention 

The intervention was outlined in full in the previous chapter and full details are 

located in Appendix 7. Briefly, the intervention website consisted of six positive 

psychology components, adapted from positive psychotherapy, including ‘using your 

strengths’ which was split into two exercises, ‘strengths quiz’ and ‘strengths plan’, 

‘blessings journal’, ‘savouring’, ‘active constructive responding’, ‘gratitude letter’, and 

‘gift of time’. Participants were advised to use the website for six weeks and log in 

once per week to complete one component. However, participants could choose 

which component to practice, and could practice more often if desired.  

5.2.4 Measures  

Table 5.1 outlines the measures used in the study, which are provided in full in 

Appendix 8. All outcome measures were selected on the basis that they presented 

minimal burden to participants to complete independently. This was to maximise the 

follow-up rate in the study.  

Demographics and treatment history 

At baseline, participants reported their demographics and psychiatric treatment. The 

demographic measure asked about age, gender, first language, highest educational 

qualification, region, and employment status. Participants were asked about their 

first experience of depression, whether they had ever received treatment for this and, 

if so, which treatments they were currently receiving. They were also asked to report 

whether they had ever received treatment for another mental health condition, and, if 

so which treatments they were currently receiving.  
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Table 5.1 Measures used at baseline and follow-up 

Measure Item (n) Baseline Follow-up 

Demographics  6 x  

Treatment history 7 x  
Depression symptoms:PHQ-9 (Kroenke, Spitzer, & 
Williams, 2001) 

9 x x 

Subjective quality of life: life domains from DIALOG 
scale (Priebe et al., 2007) 

8 x x 

Intervention acceptability 6  x 
 Total n 29 23 

Intervention usage data 

In order to assess patterns of intervention use the website was programmed to 

automatically collect participant level data of the date and time of participant actions. 

This included when they logged in. It also included exercise completion, defined as 

when a participant entered information onto the website, e.g. they completed the 

‘strengths quiz’ or added a ‘good thing’. This allowed the calculation of the types of 

components participants completed from the seven available: ‘strengths quiz’, 

‘strengths plan’, ‘good things’, ‘enjoy’, ‘connect’, ‘saying thanks’, and ‘sharing 

strengths’. A Microsoft Excel 2010 database was used to organise participants’ login 

and exercise completion data according to the week the event occurred. It was not 

possible for the website to collect individual level data of time spent on the website.  

Intervention acceptability 

The acceptability of the intervention content was measured at follow-up by three 

items asking participants to rate the extent to which the exercises on the Uplift 

website felt ‘natural’, ‘enjoyable’, and ‘difficult’ on a seven point Likert scale from 

‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. The acceptability of the website was assessed by 

three items rating the ‘helpfulness’, ‘negative effects’ and ‘satisfaction’, again on seven 

point Likert scales ranging from ‘not at all helpful’ to ‘extremely helpful’, ‘extreme 

negative effects’ to ‘no negative effects’, and ‘totally dissatisfied’ to ‘totally satisfied’. 

For each of these three items participants could provide brief open-ended comments. 

These items were adapted from previous scales used to measure the acceptability of 

positive psychology interventions. The items regarding the extent to which exercises 

were ‘enjoyable’ and ‘difficult’ were previously used by Schueller (2010). The items on 

‘helpfulness’, ‘negative effects’, and ‘satisfaction’, with the option to provide open-

ended comments, were previously used by Müller et al., (2014). However, in the 
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present study these items were adapted from a 5-point Likert scale to 7-points for 

consistency. Müller et al., (2014) used the Person-exercise fit diagnostic (PAF-D) to 

assess the extent to which participants found the interventions ‘natural’, or fitting 

with their preferences, but participants struggled to understand this questionnaire. 

Consequently, the present study used a single item to assess the extent to which 

participants felt the exercises were ‘natural’.  

Outcome measures 

As the conceptual model of the intervention, described in section 4.3, indicated that 

the intervention may affect depression and subjective quality of life, appropriate 

outcome measures were selected.  

Symptoms of depression were measured by the Patient Health Questionnaire 9 

(PHQ-9), a widely validated and well-used measure (Kroenke et al., 2001). This 9-item 

scale asks participants to rate their extent of agreement, based on the last two weeks, 

to items such as ‘little interest or pleasure in doing things’. There are four available 

response categories ranging from ‘not at all’ (0) to ‘nearly every day’ (3) and scores are 

totalled and correspond to the severity of depression.  

Subjective quality of life was measured by the 8-item version of the DIALOG scale, a 

well-validated measure, based on the Manchester Short Assessment of Quality of Life 

(Priebe, Huxley, Knight, & Evans, 1999), which asks participants to rate their 

satisfaction with 8 life domains on a on a seven point Likert scale from ‘Totally 

dissatisfied’ to ‘Totally satisfied’ (Priebe et al., 2007; Priebe, Golden, McCabe, & 

Reininghaus, 2012). Mean scores can be reported for the total scale or for individual 

items. 

5.2.5 Study procedures 

A screening log was maintained, using Microsoft Excel 2010, throughout the study to 

monitor participant progress and the feasibility of study procedures.   

Screening and consent 

Where online methods are used to evaluate interventions, particularly where 

financial reimbursements are provided, it is recommended that checks are put in 

place to minimise the risk of participants repeatedly registering (Murray et al., 2009). 

Whilst it is possible to automate this process, it requires programming expertise to do 

so, or to manually check requires considerable researcher time (Kramer et al., 2014). 
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Consequently, it was decided that each participant should have a brief screening 

telephone, or in-person conversation with the researcher to attempt to minimise 

issues with repeat registration. A second benefit was that this initial phonecall met 

the ethical obligation of providing an opportunity to discuss the research and address 

any questions. If participants were eligible they were sent a survey link where they 

could independently read the full participant information sheet, consent statement, 

and then complete the initial assessment. 

As consent was taken electronically, it was possible that participants may experience 

technical difficulties with this process (e.g. not receiving the email, not being able to 

access the survey website). In order to minimise the potential for this to impede 

participants wishing to participate, if participants had not completed the consent and 

baseline questionnaire within a week of it being sent, they were telephoned to resolve 

potential technical issues.  

As the initial assessment included the PHQ-9, which has one item measuring suicidal 

ideation, i.e. ‘have you thought that you might be better off dead or of hurting 

yourself in some way?’ participants were followed-up with a telephone call or an 

email (depending on their preference) if they endorsed this item. In the phonecall 

participants were advised to contact a health professional immediately if they were 

feeling suicidal. This was in line with recommendations for when suicidal ideation is 

expressed (Lakeman & FitzGerald, 2009). 

Intervention allocation 

Once the initial assessment was completed the candidate then assigned participant 

access to the intervention for six weeks and set up their weekly reminders, as 

described in section 4.5.3.  

Follow-up 

At the end of the six weeks participants were emailed with a link to the follow-up 

survey and asked to complete this within a week. If no data were returned 

participants were sent a second email inviting them to respond. If, after this second 

request, no data were returned participants were telephoned or sent an SMS inviting 

them to complete the study measures. 

In order to maximise follow-up rates to the study, participants received a £10 Amazon 

voucher for completion of each questionnaire, at baseline and follow-up, in line with 
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research suggesting this level of compensation can increase follow-up rates in online 

trials (Khadjesari et al., 2011).  

Research governance and ethics 

The study received a favourable ethical opinion prior to commencement (Manchester 

National Research Ethics Committee 16/NW/0447), along with regulatory approvals 

from the Health Research Authority and local Governance office of East London NHS 

Foundation Trust (see Appendix 8).  

5.2.6 Analysis 

Analysis was completed in Microsoft Excel 2010 or in SPSS version 24.0. 

Descriptive statistics 

Descriptive statistics including mean, median, and standard deviation were used to 

summarise the sample characteristics and treatment history, data on intervention 

usage, and acceptability and outcome measures. 

Percentages were used to calculate the intervention acceptability, based on the 

proportion of participants who indicated agreement with each statement (e.g. those 

who selected ‘slightly agree’, ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’). Percentages are also used to 

assess the feasibility of study procedures. 

To assess change in outcome measures, the recovery rates were calculated in line with 

recommendations from IAPT, who use both PHQ-9 and the General Anxiety Disorder 

7 scale (GAD-7) to measure recovery (Community and Mental Health Team, 2016). As 

only PHQ-9 data were collected, recovery was defined as the number of participants 

that moved from caseness (PHQ-9 score ≥10) to not caseness (PHQ-9 score ≤9). This 

is based on data from participants who completed the follow-up questionnaire and 

does not include participants who were not at caseness at the outset of the 

intervention.  

T-tests and regression analysis 

T-tests were also used to explore the potential change in outcome measures. In order 

to explore the association between participants’ characteristics and intervention 

usage, negative binomial regression was used. This is a version of Poisson regression 

used to model count data (in this case the count data being number of logins and 

number of exercises completed in the Uplift intervention) that accounts for the fact 

that the variance of the count is higher than the mean (Lawless, 1987). The 
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exponential Beta is reported in the results, as this is an interpretable representation of 

the expected mean difference.  

Content analysis of open ended survey responses  

Participants’ open-ended responses were analysed using qualitative content analysis 

in which categories were inductively developed and then applied to the data (Hsieh & 

Shannon, 2005; Mayring, 2000). The codes were applied, and are reported, at a case 

level, rather than question level. This is because the answers included repeat data or 

data that linked to more than one question. The qualitative analysis is reported in 

this chapter, rather than the subsequent chapter, as the data collected were brief 

open-ended responses collected from all study participants in response to fixed 

questions. In contrast, the qualitative study reported in Chapter 6, is based on in-

depth qualitative data from semi structured interviews with purposively selected 

participants.  
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Screening 

Figure 5.1 displays the recruitment and enrolment flow for the study; of the 160 

participants screened 103 were enrolled in the study, 93 accessed the intervention 

website and 89 completed the follow-up questionnaire.  

  
Assessed for eligibility 

(n=160) 

Excluded (n= 57) 
 Unable to contact (n=29) 
 Eligible but did not consent (n=11) 
 Ineligible - no Internet access (n=8) 
 Ineligible - no to both Whooley 
items (n=4) 
 Ineligible - under 18 (n=1) 
 Verbally declined to participate and 
not sent questionnaire (n=4) 
 

Completed follow-up (n=89) 
 Lost to follow-up (n=14) 

 Discontinued intervention (n=1) 

Allocated to intervention (n=103) 
 Accessed allocated intervention (n=93) 
 Did not access allocated intervention - 
never logged in (n=10) 

Analysed (n=89) 
 

Allocation 

Analysis 

Follow-Up 

Consented (n=103) 

Enrolment 

Figure 5.1 Participant flow diagram 
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5.3.2 Sample 

Participant characteristics are displayed in Table 5.2. Participants were on average 37 

years old and were mainly women (72%) who spoke English as their first language 

(82%). Overall the sample was highly educated as two thirds (64%) had a degree or 

postgraduate qualification. Most participants reported living in East London (49%) or 

other areas of London (29%). 

Half of participants were employed, either in full time-employment (33%), self-

employed (7%), or part-time employment (12%). A third reported being unemployed 

(31%), with the remainder studying (10%), in voluntary employment (4%), or retired 

(3%). 

Participants reported their duration of depressive illness was, on average, almost 16 

years, although the range was very wide (0-52 years). On average, participants scored 

16.8 on the PHQ-9 scale, in the range of moderate to severe depression. The majority 

of participants were moderately severe (38%) or severely depressed (30%).  

Almost all participants had previously been treated for depression (93%) whilst a 

minority had never received treatment for any mental health concern (6%). Most 

participants were currently receiving treatment for depression (75%) and many were 

also receiving treatment for another mental health concern (45%).  

Current treatments for depression were mainly medication (74%) or therapy (58%). A 

third reported seeing a psychiatrist (33%), with a minority receiving care co-

ordination (15%) or hospital treatment (<1%). Only a small number of participants 

reported being on the waiting list for psychological therapies (n=4).  

Participants’ subjective quality of life, measured by the eight items of the DIALOG 

scale, was on average 3.6 indicating dissatisfaction with life. Specifically in the 

domain of mental health, the average score was 2.5 indicating explicit dissatisfaction 

with this domain.  
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Table 5.2 Sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of participants 

    

  Mean (SD) 
Age  37 (11.8) 
  n (%) 
Gender Women 74 (72) 
Regiona East London 50 (49) 
 Rest of London 30 (29) 
 Rest of England 14 (14) 
 Scotland 2 (2) 
 Wales 2 (2) 
 Northern Ireland 3 (3) 
 Outside of UK 1 (1) 
First language English 84 (82) 
Highest educational qualification None (left prior to GCSE) 4 (4) 

 GCSE 6 (6) 
 Intermediate level 3-5 (A level to 

diploma) 
27 (27) 

 Higher (6-7 degree, postgraduate 
degree) 

65 (63) 

Employment status Working full-time 34 (33) 
 Working part-time 13 (12) 
 Self-employed 7 (7) 
 Unemployed 32 (31) 
 Education full-time 10 (10) 
 Voluntary employment 4 (4) 
 Retired 3 (3) 
  Mean (SD) 
Duration of depression  Years 15.9 (12.2) 
Depression (PHQ-9) Total 16.8 (5.9) 
Subjective quality of life 
(DIALOG) 

Overall score 3.6 (1.0) 

 Mental health score 2.5 (1.3) 
  n (%) 
Current depression treatment Yes 77 (75) 
 Medicationc 57 (74) 
 Therapyd 45 (58) 
 Psychiatristd 25 (33) 
 Care co-ordinatedd 11 (15) 
 Day hospitald 1 (<1) 
Depression severity (PHQ-9) Minimal (0-4) 3 (3) 
 Mild (5-9) 11 (11) 
 Moderate (10-14) 19 (18) 
 Moderately severe (15-19) 39 (38) 
 Severe (20-27) 31 (30) 

Note sample n=103 except where stated 
a n= 102 
b n=101 
c n= 76 
d n=77  
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5.3.3 Feasibility of recruitment and data collection procedures  

Feasibility of eligibility criteria 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the participant flow through the study and indicates that less 

than ten percent of participants screened were ineligible for the study (n=15/160, 9%). 

Participants were excluded because they did not have Internet access (n=8), did not 

endorse either of the Whooley items (n=4), or because they were under 18 (n=1). 

The eligibility criteria appeared feasible for identifying suitable participants as the 

majority of participants (86%, n=89) met the ‘caseness’ threshold of PHQ-9 ≥10 

(Community and Mental Health Team, 2016). This suggests that the Whooley 

screening items were a sensitive screening tool (Bosanquet et al., 2015).  

Feasibility of recruitment 

Online recruitment appeared feasible as only a small number of participants were 

screened as eligible but did not provide consent to the study (n=11). No reports of 

encountering technical difficulties with online consent or data collection were 

received.   

The average time to recruit was 2 days (SD 5), calculated as the time between the 

participant being invited to take part, following their screening call, and their 

consent. A minority of participants required a reminder email or follow-up call after 

one week (n=12, 12%). The recruitment period ran from 22nd August to 2nd December 

2016 a total of 74 working days or 14.8 working weeks, excluding weekends and bank 

holidays. The average recruitment rate was almost 7 participants per working week.  

The majority of participants self-referred to the study (n=93, 90%) and the sources of 

recruitment are summarised in Table 5.3. Most participants were recruited via adverts 

distributed online (n=55), often via newsletters of existing mental health 

organisations (n=24). Around a third of participants were recruited from clinical 

sources, most self-referred having seen an advert (n=17) with a small number of 

participants referred by their clinician (n=10). Around a fifth of participants reported 

hearing about the study from someone else (n=18), and a few participants were not 

sure where they had heard about it (n=3). Despite repeated attempts it was not 

possible to recruit in East London NHS IAPT services.  
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Table 5.3 Sources of participant recruitment 

Source Participants recruited (n) 

Adverts online 55 
Mental health newsletter 24 
General newsletter 6 
Facebook 11 
Gumtree 5 
Trials website (e.g. ISRCTN, UKCTG) 5 
Other (e.g. Google, Twitter) 4 
Adverts in clinical settings 17 
Other provider (e.g. Mind) 8 
Psychological service 5 
GP 2 
Referred by clinician  10 
CMHT and day hospital 7 
GP 2 
Psychological services 1 
Other 21 
Word of mouth 18 
Unknown 3 

 

Due to the nature of advert-based recruitment it is not possible to accurately estimate 

the take-up rate in all settings. However, in the CMHTs and day hospital, because 

clinical study officers were asked to keep records of patients approached, 

participation rate in this setting was 24% (n=7/29 approached participate).  

Study retention and follow-up rates 

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, eighty-nine participants completed the follow up 

questionnaire; a follow-up rate of 86%. The average time taken to collect this data 

was 5 days (SD 7), calculated as the time between the sending of the follow-up 

invitation and the completion of the online survey. Many participants were sent 

reminder emails after one week to complete the follow-up (n=55, 53%). Around a 

third of the sample were contacted again either via phone, SMS, or email for a final 

reminder (n=38, 37%). 

Table 5.4 compares the characteristics of completers and those lost to follow-up. A 

greater proportion of those who were lost to follow-up were unemployed (50% 

compared to 31% of completers). Generally, those who were lost to follow-up (n=14) 

had a higher baseline depression score (M=19.2, SD 6.8) than completers (M=16.4, SD 

5.8), a longer history of depression (M=19.6, SD 12.7 compared to M =15.3, SD 12.0), 

and were less likely to be in treatment (57% compared to 78% of completers). They 

also had lower intervention use both in terms of logins (M=1.4, SD 1.3 compared to 
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M=4.1, SD 4.3) and exercises completed (M=1.4, SD 1.6 compared to M=7.4, SD 9.9). 

Participants that completed and dropped out were similar in terms of age, first 

language, and level of education. 

Table 5.4 Characteristics of study completers and participants lost to follow-up 

 Completers (n=89) Lost to follow-up (n=14) 

Age (mean, SD) 37 (11.5) 37 (13.8) 
Female (%) 71 78 
English first language (%) 86 81 
Average highest educational 
qualification 

4.6 5.2 

Unemployed1 (%) 31 50 
Currently receiving  depression 
treatment (%)  

78 57 

Years of depression treatmenta 15.3 (12.0) 19.6 (12.7) 
PHQ-9 Total score (mean, SD) 16.4 (5.8) 19.2 (6.8) 
DIALOG score (mean, SD) 3.6 (1.0) 3.8 (1.0) 

Total logins (mean, S.D) 4.1 (4.3) 1.4 ( 1.3) 
Total exercises completed 
(mean, SD) 

7.4 (9.9) 1.4 (1.6) 

1 Employed = working full time, part-time, voluntary, self-employed, or studying. Unemployed  = retired 
or unemployed 
a n=87 

Feasibility of study measures assessed by missing data  

The study measures generally proved feasible with very little missing data at baseline 

and follow-up. The baseline demographic measure had missing values on the 

following items: educational qualification (n=1), duration of depression (n=2), current 

medication (n=1), and current care co-ordination (n=1).  

On the depression symptom scale, the PHQ-9, just two participants were missing 

values at baseline (n=1 missing one item, n=1 missing two items). At follow-up three 

participants were missing values (n=2 missing one item, n=1 missing nine items). 

Where participants were missing one or two values mean imputation was used to 

account for these.  

The subjective quality of life scale, DIALOG, had very few missing values at baseline 

(n=1 missing one value, n=2 missing two values) and at follow-up (n=1 missing two 

values, n=1 missing eight values). Where participants had 80% of values complete it 

was not necessary to adjust the mean.  
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Two participants were missing values on overall intervention acceptability (n=1 

missing one item, n=1 missing three items). 

5.3.4 Intervention usage 

Most participants (90%) logged into the intervention at least once. The mean number 

of intervention logins was 3.7 (median 2.0, SD 4.2). Most participants attempted at 

least one component (83%) and participants completed a mean of 2.6 of the 7 

available components (median 2.0, SD 2.0). In total, participants completed a mean of 

6.6 exercises on Uplift (median 3.0, SD 9.4). Participants logged in and completed 

exercises for a mean of 1.9 weeks (median 1, SD 1.6). During the course of the study 

only one participant opted to unsubscribe from the email reminders, as they wished 

to stop using the intervention.  

Establish adherence to the intervention guideline 

The guidance given to participants was to log in once per week for six weeks and 

complete at least one exercise per week. In practice, very few participants adhered to 

this guidance for the six weeks (n=4, 3.9%).  

Explore patterns of intervention use  

Whilst relatively few participants followed the intervention guidance, some patterns 

of intervention use were observed related to the frequency of exercise completion, 

popularity of components, order effects, and the relationship between intervention 

logins and exercise completion. These findings are presented below.  

Patterns of exercise completion 

Three patterns of exercise completion were observed based on the total number of 

weeks that participants completed at least one exercise (this is non-consecutive 

weeks). The patterns are summarised in Table 5.5 which indicates that half of the 

sample had ‘minimal’ exercise completion; they either practiced no exercises or 

practiced for only one week. A third of the sample had ‘moderate’ exercise 

completion and practiced for a total of 2 or 3 weeks (30%). The final fifth of the 

sample had ‘high’ exercise completion and practiced at least one exercise a week for 

≥four weeks (20%).  
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Table 5.5 Patterns of exercise completion  

Pattern of 
exercises 
completion 

Total weeks 
≥1 exercise 
completed 

n % Logins  
(mean, SD) 

Exercise 
completion 
(mean, SD) 

Minimal  52 50 1.7 (1.6) 1.6 (2.0) 

 0a 18 17   

 1 34 33   

Moderate  43 30 3.9 (1.9) 6.7 (5.3) 

 2 23 22   

 3 8 8   

High  18 20 8.9 (6.3) 19.5 (13.3) 

 4 12 12   

 5 4 4   

 6 4 4   

 

The three patterns of exercise completion are depicted in the figures below, which 

display the variability of intervention logins and exercise completion present within 

each pattern. Figure 5.2 displays the participants who had minimal use of the 

intervention. It includes participants who logged in just once and completed no or 

few exercises, as well as those who logged in repeatedly and completed many 

exercises, yet did so for only one week.  
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Figure 5.2 Scatterplot of intervention logins and exercise completion of minimal use 
participants (n=52) 

 
Figure 5.3 Scatterplot of intervention logins and exercise completion of moderate use 
participants (n=43) 
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Figure 5.3 displays the participants who had moderate use of the intervention, i.e. 

completed exercises for two weeks or three weeks. Figure 5.4 displays the fifth of the 

sample who had high intervention use, i.e. completed exercises on Uplift for four, 

five, or six weeks. 

 

Figure 5.4 Scatterplot of intervention logins and exercise completion for high use participants 
(n=18) 
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Popular components 

The data on how participants used intervention components is presented in Table 5.6 

and indicates that some components were more popular than others. Most 

participants attempted the ‘strengths quiz’, although this tended to be practiced 

once, on average, yet few participants subsequently completed their ‘strengths plan’ 

(17%), or ‘sharing strengths’ (16%). Most participants tried the ‘good things’ (57%) at 

least once and on average, this was repeated 2.5 times although the SD suggests there 

was large variation. Many participants attempted the ‘enjoy’ component (40%); again 

this was repeated once although there is some variation in this. Almost a third of 

participants tried the ‘connect’ (28%) and ‘thanks’ (26%) components and these were 

rarely repeated.  

Table 5.6 Participants use of intervention components  

Component Attempted at least once 
(n, %) 

Average number of times 
completed 
(mean, SD) 

Strengths quiz 82 (80) 1.0 (0.8) 
Strengths plan 17 (17) 0.4 (1.0) 
Good things 59 (57) 2.5 (4.0) 
Enjoy 41 (40) 1.3 (2.6) 
Connect 29 (28) 0.7 (2.0) 
Thanks 27 (26) 0.4 (0.8) 
Sharing strengths  16 (16) 0.2 (0.6) 
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Order effects 

The third finding on intervention usage patterns was the order effect. Although 

participants were advised that they could use any component at any time, 

participants seemed to follow the order in which they were presented, i.e. from left to 

right on the website. This meant that the ‘strengths quiz’ was practiced mainly in 

week one, whilst ‘connect and ‘thanks’ were practiced more so in weeks three and 

four. Figure 5.5 displays these patterns. It also highlights that the ‘good things’ and 

‘enjoy’ components were practiced throughout the course of the study although with 

declining frequency. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Number of participants completing Uplift components over time 
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Relationship between intervention logins and exercise completion 

The fourth finding was that although exercise completion was generally higher in 

those who logged in more, this was not always the case. Figure 5.6 plots exercise 

completion against intervention logins for the sample. This graph excludes one 

outlier, a participant with 30 logins, to increase the clarity of the graph. It shows a 

cluster of participants, close to the x-axis, with increasing logins but no 

corresponding increase in exercise completion. A quarter of the total sample (n=25, 

24%) had intervention logins that were higher than the number of exercises 

completed. 

 

Figure 5.6 Scatterplot of intervention logins and exercise completion (n=102) 
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To investigate further, graphs of intervention logins and exercise completion were 

plotted for each of these 25 participants (see Appendix 9) and several patterns were 

observed, summarised in Table 5.7. As expected, one pattern is that those participants 

who disengaged from the intervention did so without completing an exercise (n=8). 

However, another pattern of disengagement was participants who completed an 

exercise and then disengaged, either logging in occasionally without completing 

exercises or not logging in again (n=7). Some participants repeatedly logged in to the 

website and occasionally completed exercises (n=6). A small number repeatedly 

logged in to the intervention and did not complete exercises (n=4). 

Table 5.7 Patterns of engagement for participants with intervention logins higher than exercise 
completion (n=25) 

Pattern  Description n Login 
(median) 

Exercise 
completion 
(median) 

 

Disengagement 
without exercise 
completion 

Participants who logged in once and 
completed no interventions without 
returning to the intervention 

8 1 0  

Disengagement 
following exercise 
completion   

These participants completed the 
exercises, occasionally logged in and 
then subsequently disengaged  

7 3 1  

Repeated 
engagement with 
occasional 
exercise 
completion 

These participants repeatedly logged into 
the intervention and occassionally 
completed exercsies 

6 6.5 3  

Repeated 
engagement 
without exercise 
completion  

These participants initially completed an 
exercise and then repeatedly logged in 
without completing further exercises   

4 4.5 1  

 

5.3.5 Acceptability of and participant response to the intervention 

This section of results is based on those returning the follow-up questionnaire 

(n=89), unless otherwise stated.  

Participant views on exercises and intervention  

Participants’ responses to the questions about Uplift exercises are shown in Table 5.8. 

Nearly half of respondents reported that the exercises on Uplift felt ‘natural’ (n=41, 

46%) with a similar proportion reporting them as ‘enjoyable’ (n=38, 43%). Over a 

third of participants reported that the exercises were ‘difficult’ (n=33, 37%).  
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Participant responses to questions about the website are displayed in Table 5.9. The 

website was rated as helpful by a fifth of participants (n=18, 20%), a minority reported 

negative effects (n=6, 7%). No participants reported extreme negative effects. Overall, 

39% of participants were satisfied with the intervention (n=34). 
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Table 5.8 Participant views on Uplift exercises (n=89) 

 n (%)       

 Strongly disagree Disagree Slightly disagree Neither agree nor 
disagree 

Slightly agree Agree Strongly agree 

Natural 5 (6) 12 (14) 19 (21) 12 (14) 17 (19) 18 (20) 6 (6) 

Enjoyable  2 (2) 14 (17) 12 (14) 22 (25) 16 (18) 19 (21) 3 (3) 

Difficult  12 (14) 15 (17) 13 (15) 16 (18) 20 (23) 7 (7) 6 (6) 

 

Table 5.9 Participant responses to overall intervention (n=89) 

 n (%) 

Helpfulness a Not at all helpful A little helpful Somewhat helpful Moderately helpful Quite a bit helpful Mostly helpful Extremely helpful  

 13 (15) 32 (36) 14 (16) 11 (12) 10 (11) 4 (5) 4 (5) 

Negative effects a No negative effects Minimal negative 
effects 

Some negative 
effects 

Moderate negative 
effects 

Quite a few 
negative effects 

Mostly negative 
effects 

Extreme negative 
effects 

 48 (55) 23 (26) 9 (10) 2 (3) 3 (3) 3 (3) 0 (0) 

Satisfaction b Totally dissatisfied Very dissatisfied Fairly dissatisfied In the middle Fairly satisfied Very satisfied Totally satisfied  

 3 (3) 4 (5) 18 (21) 28 (32) 15 (17) 14 (16) 5 (6) 

a n=88 bn=87 
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Most participants provided at least one comment to the open-ended survey items 

(n=79). Participant comments from the open-ended questions were grouped under 

three categories: intervention effects, person-intervention fit, and practical issues. 

These are displayed in Table 5.10 with example quotes. 

Intervention effects 

Many participants (n=42) commented that the exercises on Uplift improved their 

mood or emotions by helping them to pay attention to, recognise, and become more 

aware of pleasant things. Participants described that the exercises had an impact on 

their thoughts as it helped them to focus more, to put things into perspective, and 

provided a space to reflect. Fewer participants described an improvement in daily 

exercises (n=9), but those that did talked about increased socialising or doing more 

daily activities. A sizeable number of participants (n=29) reported worsening. 

Typically, this was a result of being unable to apply the exercises to their lives; 

perhaps as they felt too isolated to connect with others, or did not feel they had 

strengths or positive exercises to add. Others reported that the exercises reminded 

them about their depression and this was unhelpful. There were also a number for 

whom the intervention appeared not to benefit (n=20), and these participants 

commented that it did not seem to work for them or that they did not notice feeling 

better. Other participants reported no negative effects related to using the Uplift 

website (n=17). 

Person-intervention fit 

A number of participants reported that the intervention structure and content was 

suited to them and fit their needs (n=16). This included liking the positive nature of 

the tasks, finding the structure easy to navigate, and enjoying the amount of 

information and how it was presented.  However, others commented that the content 

was unsuited to their needs (n=18). Participants wanted more personalised pathways 

through the intervention that could offer more personalised content. However, they 

also requested a greater range of content, including links to more external resources, 

or more exercises, such as a physical exercise programme, because they found it too 

simple and superficial and easy to ‘complete’. In contrast, there were a number of 

participants who commented that the content of the intervention was burdensome 

and time-consuming (n=14). They felt that they had to write a lot and it was difficult 

to think of their own points to add to the site.  
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Several participants reported that the format of the intervention was not suited to 

them (n=11). Participants commented that it did not feel natural to use the Internet to 

record their feelings. For others, the design did not fit with them; both in terms of its 

visual appeal but also the unstructured approach left some uncertain how to progress 

through the intervention. Another factor mentioned by several participants (n=10) 

was that the site did not engage them; they wanted interactive exercises including, 

video and more  ‘fun’ content, such as positive quotes.  

Depressive symptoms were mentioned as affecting use of the intervention (n=15). 

People reported that when they felt too down or tired the exercises were too 

challenging. They felt it might be suited to people with less severe depression than 

they were currently experiencing. Another important factor was feeling unmotivated 

to repeatedly log in and practice the exercises (n=18). This was also related to feelings 

of depression, because people reported they were hard to inspire when depressed or 

lacked the willpower to see things through, and this resulted in not feeling 

committed to the intervention.  

A few participants felt the intervention did not fit their needs as it provided content 

that they were already familiar with and this lack of novelty was repetitive and 

unhelpful (n=6). Others were disappointed there was no interaction with a therapist 

or peer support, and they felt the presence of this might have helped them to feel 

more motivated to use the intervention (n=6).  

Practical issues 

A number of participants reported practical issues with the intervention. Participants 

reported that they did not always remember the intervention and so wanted more 

frequent reminders (n=7). Some reported experiencing issues with accessing the 

intervention through their mobile and reported it might be useful if it was available 

as a smartphone app that could be accessed on the go (n=8). A few participants 

reported the benefit of being able to access the intervention whenever they wanted 

but reported that it might be useful to continue beyond six weeks (n=4). For others, 

the barriers to accessing it were to do with life events such as holidays or physical 

illness (n=5). A few people reported experiencing issues with website functionality, 

either in terms of it not working as expected or wanting other functions such as 

tracking progress (n=4).   
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Table 5.10 Categorisation and examples of open-ended feedback (n=79)a 

Category Subcategory Feedback example n 

Intervention 
effects 

Improved 
emotions, 
thoughts 

“It was good to think about things which were positive, as I 
hadn't thought I had any positives in my life” 
“The tips were practical and useful. Good reminders of 
simple things to do to improve mood” 

42 

 Improved 
exercises 

“Tried to go out more to see nice things. Said thank you to 
some people who have really helped me” 

9 

 Worsening “I struggled to identify strengths in myself which left me 
feeling worse than when I started” 
“Made me feel I couldn't achieve what it asked me to do. 
Such as see friends...think positive thoughts about myself 
etc.” 

29 

 No benefit “It just didn't work at all for me” 20 

 No negative 
effects 

“I didn't experience negative effects related to using Uplift” 17 

Person-
intervention fit 

Suitable 
structure and 
content 

“The website has been just perfect, not too much packed 
with information and just enough light and airy to feel 
comfortable” 

16 

 Unsuitable 
content for 
needs, too 
limited, basic 

“I thought that some of the exercises were very basic. This 
might work for someone with mild to moderate depression 
but otherwise they felt a bit lacking in depth” 
“It was a good idea but felt a little superficial at this stage. It 
could have been more comprehensive and linked to further 
resources” 

18 

 Unsuitable form 
and structure 

“I found the site a little confusing in what element of the 
different aspects to do first” 
“It is true you could keep adding to it but I am not naturally 
drawn to write things on a computer” 

11 

 Time-
consuming, 
effortful 

“Entering or planning information into the Uplift website felt 
more like a burden” 

14 

 Depression 
severity 

“It felt forced. Trying to look at the bright side of things is not 
easy when you feel very down” 

15 

 Motivation to 
practice 

“I know everything I should be doing, I struggle to do them, 
the website did not help develop the motivation I needed to 
do them, other than prompt you to do them” 

18 

 Interactivity “I would prefer more interactive exercises, more videos and 
maybe a page with fun content” 

10 

 Familiar content “Uplift was similar to other information I had been provided 
with so I think it maybe more useful if this was the only 
resource you were using” 

6 

 Needs therapist 
or social links 

“I can see this being effective […] if there is some live 
interaction for suggesting new perspectives on exercises and 
attitudes. However, as it currently stands, it feels static, and 
even adds to the sense of isolation within a depressive 
episode” 

6 

Practical 
issues 

Reminders “It could do with a few more prompts” 7 

 Mobile access “I also realize that you are just testing the website but it 
would be much better as an app. It was difficult to load the 
website through a phone browser and I wanted to use it most 
when I was out and about” 

8 
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 Availability “I do feel as though another support tool has gone now the 
trial is over” 

4 

 Life events  “I am so sorry I just did not have the energy, internet 
connection or time to make as much use of the website as I 
would have liked” 

5 

 Functionality “It was not a good thing at all because it often did not log 
what you had written” 

4 

a Response categories were not mutually exclusive therefore n does not add up to 79 

 

5.3.6 Change in outcome data 

The scores at baseline and follow-up for the two outcome measures are shown in 

Table 5.11 

Depression (PHQ-9) 

At follow-up participants reported an average PHQ-9 score of 12.7 (SD 6.8), indicating 

moderate levels of depressive symptoms. On average participants experienced lower 

scores in depression at the end of the intervention compared to the beginning of the 

intervention (mean diff = 3.6, 95% CI: 2.4, 4.8). Of those who started treatment at 

caseness (i.e. PHQ-9 score ≥10) and provided follow-up data (n=75), almost a third 

moved to ‘recovery’ (i.e. PHQ-9 score ≤9) at follow-up (n=24, 32%). 

Subjective quality of life (DIALOG)  

At follow-up participants reported an average DIALOG score of 3.7 (SD 1.1). On 

average, participants experienced higher satisfaction with life scores at the end of the 

intervention compared to the beginning of the intervention (mean diff = 0.2, 95% CI: 

0.2, 0.4). Satisfaction with mental health also increased (mean diff = 0.5, 95% CI: 0.2, 

0.8). 

Table 5.11 Outcomes baseline to follow-up (n=88) 

 Baseline (Mean, SD) Follow-up (Mean, SD) 

PHQ-9 16.3 (5.7) 12.7 (6.8) 
DIALOG overall 3.6 (1.0) 3.7 (1.1) 
DIALOG mental health 2.5 (1.3) 3.0 (1.4) 
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Table 5.12 compares the baseline and follow-up scores of participants with different 

patterns of intervention use. It indicates that those who used the intervention more 

had a slightly higher PHQ-9 score at baseline. The mean difference in depression 

scores in the minimal use group was 4.2 (95% CI: 2.2, 6.1). In the moderate use group 

it was 3.1, (95% CI: 1.1, 5.0) and in the high group it was 3.2 (95% CI: 1.0, 5.8). 

Table 5.12 Comparison of PHQ-9 scores at baseline and follow-up in different patterns of 
intervention use (n=88) 

Pattern of intervention 
use 

n Baseline (M, SD) Follow-up (M, SD) 

Minimal (0-1 weeks) 41 16.4 (5.6) 12.2 (7.0) 
Moderate (2-3 weeks) 27 15.3 (6.4) 12.2 (6.6) 
High (4-6 weeks) 20 17.5 (5.0) 14.2 (6.8) 

 

5.3.7 Association between participant characteristics and intervention use 

Participants were grouped according to intervention usage patterns described in 

section 5.3.4. A descriptive comparison of these three groups of intervention users is 

presented in Table 5.13. 

Table 5.13 Characteristics of participants according to pattern of intervention use 

 Minimal 
(n=52) 

Moderate 
(n=31) 

High 
(n=20) 

Age (mean, SD) 37.5 (11.8) 36.7 (12.8) 37.0 (10.8) 
Female (%) 73 67 75 
English first language (%) 79 90a 84b 
Average highest educational qualification 5.1 4.7 5.9 
Unemployed1 (%) 35 36 30 
Currently receiving depression treatment (%)  78 74 94 
Years of depression 16.1 (12.0)c 15.7 (12.8) 15.9 (12.2) 
Baseline PHQ-9 Total score (mean, SD) 17.1 (6.1) 15.8 (6.3) 17.5 (5.0) 
DIALOG score (mean, SD) 3.5 (1.1) 3.6 (0.9) 3.6 (1.1) 
Total logins (mean, SD) 1.7 (1.6) 3.9 (1.9) 8.9 (6.3) 
Total exercises completed (mean, SD) 1.6 (2.0) 6.7 (5.3) 19.5 (13.3) 
Exercises felt natural (%) 41d 41e 65 
Exercises were enjoyable (%) 33d 44.e 60 
Exercises were difficult (%) 38d 33e 40 
Uplift was helpful (%) 20f 19e 25 
Uplift had negative effects (%) 7f 11e 0 
Satisfaction with Uplift (%) 34f 35g 55 
a n=30 b n=19 c n=50 d n=42 e n=27 f n=41 g n=26 1 Employed = working full time, part-time, voluntary, 
self-employed or studying. Unemployed  = retired or unemployed 
 
Participants were broadly similar in terms of age, gender and employment status in 

each of the three groups of intervention usage. However, some demographic 

characteristics differed. A greater proportion of participants spoke English as their 
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first language in the ‘moderate’ and ‘high’ groups. Participants had slightly higher 

levels of educational qualifications in the ‘high’ usage group compared to the other 

two groups.  

In terms of depression status and treatment, all groups seemed to have broadly 

similar symptom levels at baseline and had experienced depression for a similar 

length of time. However, those who were ‘high’ users of the intervention were much 

more likely to be currently receiving treatment for depression, compared to the 

‘minimal’ and ‘moderate’ users. 

In terms of intervention acceptability, ‘high’ users were more likely to report that 

exercises were ‘natural’ and ‘enjoyable’. All groups were similar in the extent to which 

they perceived the exercises as ‘difficult’. However, those who completed the 

intervention more were slightly more likely to report it as helpful, reported fewer 

negative effects and greater overall satisfaction.  

Regression analysis 

Univariable models were used to explore the relationship between predictor variables 

and intervention usage: intervention logins and exercise completion. There were no 

significant predictors of intervention logins (see Appendix 9). Table 5.14 displays the 

results for each model when the total number of exercises completed on Uplift was 

the outcome. It indicates that there was a difference between men and women in how 

much they completed the exercises on Uplift; male exercise completion M=4.34 (SD 

5.23) (n=29), female mean exercise completion M=7.49 (10.53). This was despite the 

fact the participants did not differ in their intervention logins; male logins (M=3.86, 

SD 5.60), female logins (3.70, SD 3.48). According to the regression model the 

expected total number of exercises that men would complete would be 0.58 (95% CI: 

0.36, 0.93), lower than women. No other variables appeared to predict how many 

exercises participants completed.  
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Table 5.14 Regression (negative binomial) results of predictor variables and exercise 
completion 

Predictor variable Exponential Beta1 95% Cl p value 

Age 0.99 0.97-1.01 0.29 
Gender 0.58 0.36-0.93 0.02 
English first language 0.74 0.43-1.29 0.29 
Educational 
qualification 

0.79 0.51-1.22 0.28 

Employment status 1.01 0.65-1.56 0.98 
Current depression 
treatment 

0.72 0.44-1.17 0.18 

Years of depression 1.00 0.98-1.01 0.99 
Baseline PHQ-9 1.02 0.99-1.06 0.25 
Baseline DIALOG 0.95 0.78-1.15 0.58 
1 Exponential Beta is reported as it represents the expected mean difference 
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5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 Main findings 

The findings indicated that the recruitment and data collection procedures were 

feasible and appropriate. This was evidenced by the recruitment of participants with 

relatively high levels of depression and low subjective quality of life, indicating a 

population that was experiencing distress. The study had relatively complete data and 

a large proportion of participants completing the follow-up.  

In terms of intervention usage, few participants adhered to the intervention guideline 

of completing at least one component per week, yet around one fifth of the sample 

did regularly engage with the intervention. The most popular positive psychology 

components were ‘strengths quiz’, ‘good things’, and ‘enjoy’, whilst few used ‘sharing 

strengths’ and ‘strengths plan’. Most participants completed an intervention 

component when they logged in, however some participants did repeatedly log in 

without completing an intervention component.  

The intervention was perceived as helpful by a fifth of participants and one third 

reported being satisfied with it. However, one third of participants did report that the 

intervention components were difficult. The subgroup of participants who used the 

intervention regularly reported higher acceptability of the components and overall 

intervention compared to those who used it occasionally or rarely. For these 

participants, Uplift was felt to improve their awareness of daily good events and was 

deemed a good fit with their needs. The findings suggest that the positive psychology 

website, Uplift, was acceptable to some people with depression. An important finding 

is that those who dropped-out of the intervention (i.e. did not use it regularly) did 

not report harm. This suggests that while the intervention is not suited to all, it does 

not negatively affect those to whom it is not acceptable. 

The exploratory analyses of participant responses to the intervention indicated the 

potential for change in outcomes as participants experienced lower depressive 

symptoms and small improvements in subjective quality of life following the 

intervention. Further, the findings indicated that the only statistically significant 

predictor of intervention usage was gender, with women completing a higher number 

of exercises (but not logins) on Uplift than men. However, there were no differences 

in levels of depression, current depression treatment, or illness length across 
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subgroups. This is important because although some participants reported that their 

depression affected their ability to use the intervention, it may be that the other 

factors, such as perceived fit of content and structure, are more relevant to 

acceptability than actual symptom levels.  

5.4.2 Strengths and limitations 

There are two key strengths of the present study. Firstly, as the positive psychology 

components were offered flexibly, this study is able to assess their acceptability to 

people with depression in a real-world context. To our knowledge, it is the first of its 

kind to do so. Secondly, the study collected data on intervention acceptability, 

including potential negative effects. These are rarely studied and the findings indicate 

that there were no extreme negative effects and that those who did not find it 

beneficial did not find it harmful. Nevertheless, the study has two limitations. Firstly, 

the nature of the sample may limit the generalisability of the findings to patients in 

routine services, such as IAPT, in which it was not possible to recruit, as the 

participants were predominantly female, highly educated, and were recruited online. 

However, it is important to note that such samples are common in online self-help 

(Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; Schueller & Parks, 2012) and may reflect the 

characteristics of people seeking online self-help. Secondly, there were some 

differences between completers and non-completers of the follow-up questionnaire, 

with non-completers experiencing higher symptoms and longer histories of 

depression, with fewer currently in treatment. It is therefore possible that the 

acceptability and outcome data is favourably skewed. However, the present follow-up 

rate is higher than previous studies into positive psychology online (Bolier, 

Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; Schueller & Parks, 2012) indicating that the present 

study is likely to include a greater range of views than those previously reported. 

5.4.3 Comparison to the literature 

It is possible that the way participants were enrolled in the current study explains its 

higher follow-up rates compared to previous studies, which had 75% follow-up at 

post-test in the Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., (2013) study and 55% in the 

Schueller & Parks (2012) study. In those studies, participants had no contact with a 

researcher and the research process was entirely automated (e.g. participants self-

registered online and completed all study procedures electronically), whereas in the 

present study all participants received a screening telephone call. Previous research 
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has suggested that this can improve participant retention in online studies (Murray et 

al., 2009). However, it has also been argued that this may reduce the external validity 

of a study because it does not represent routine practice; yet it is acknowledged that 

it might be necessary to ensure adequate rates of follow up in studies and minimise 

internal risks of bias (Murray et al., 2016). It will be important for future research 

studies to investigate whether participants feel it is important to have a first contact 

with a person who can briefly explain an intervention such as Uplift, as this would 

have implications for the resources needed to provide the intervention. 

To date, research investigating positive psychology interventions for people with 

depression has provided little data on acceptability. However, it has been assumed 

that positive psychology components will be particularly acceptable to people with 

depression (Layous et al., 2011; Schueller & Parks, 2012; Seligman et al., 2006). The 

current study findings challenge this notion and suggest that, at least in the context 

of delivering intervention as low-intensity online, positive psychology components 

are acceptable to some but not all patients. There are several aspects of acceptability 

to consider.  

The first is regarding the general acceptability of positive psychology amongst people 

with depression. The findings support the literature that suggested that participants 

with depression who dropped out of an online positive psychology website might 

have felt disappointment or an inability to complete the interventions (Bolier et al 

2013). The present research supports this notion as some participants reported that 

the intervention did not fit their needs, either in terms of its content or its structure. 

For some they wanted more in-depth activities, for others they wanted less time 

consuming activities. This contrast in participants’ preferences, and the fact that 

some participants found the intervention acceptable as it was, indicates that there is 

no one size fits all approach. The implications of this will be considered later in this 

section.  

The second aspect of acceptability to consider is the notion that particular positive 

psychology components might be more attractive or acceptable to people with 

depression. A popular intervention component was the ‘strengths quiz’, but very few 

went on to complete the ‘strengths plan’ or to ‘sharing strengths’ (an adaptation of 

the meaning-focused activity, ‘gift of time’.) This suggests the actual use of strengths 

was potentially less acceptable or less appropriate for the participants experiencing 
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depression. It supports other researchers who have suggested that components that 

require deep engrossment, such as ‘using your strengths’ might be difficult for people 

with depression (Parks et al., 2012). The findings indicated that participants most 

often practiced the ‘good things’ component, which was hypothesised as promoting 

engagement but may also promote pleasure, and ‘enjoy’, that promoted pleasure 

through focusing sensory awareness on daily pleasures. In contrast, few participants 

completed the other activities focusing on meaning, e.g. ‘connect’, ‘sharing strengths’ 

or engagement, e.g. ‘thanks’, ‘strengths plan’. Again, this is similar to previous 

research in which participants were more likely to practice positive emotion than 

exercises related to developing positive relationships (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et 

al., 2013).  

There are two possible reasons for this pattern of exercise use. The first is that, when 

facing difficulties, it is easier for participants to attempt activities that are based on 

momentary feelings or experiences, and require minimal time input. All three 

components ‘strengths quiz’, ‘enjoy’, and ‘good things’ had the potential to alter a 

person’s focus towards the good and to improve positive affect and could therefore be 

considered as promoting pleasure. In contrast, those focusing on ‘engagement’ or 

‘meaning’, such as ‘strengths plan’, or ‘sharing strengths’, are more psychologically 

demanding; they relate to patients’ schemas about how they feel about themselves 

and /or other people. Given that depression is a condition affecting self-concept and 

is associated with isolation, it is possible that these are too difficult for patients to 

independently engage in when feeling unwell. Lyubomirsky and Layous (2013) have 

suggested that socially-oriented positive psychology components might be more 

suited to those who are isolated, whilst those who are stressed might prefer pleasure-

focused components. It is possible that the social focused components were 

overwhelming (as described in the findings of section 3.3.4) and may have required 

engrossment and concentration that patients felt less capable of (Parks et al., 2012). 

Future research should consider whether there is benefit in offering a range of 

interventions that promote different aspects and require effortful engagement, as the 

present study did, or whether it is more acceptable to focus on interventions that 

promote momentary pleasure. 

A second possibility for the finding that participants most often practiced the 

‘strengths quiz’, ‘good things’, and ‘enjoy’ is that exercise use was influenced by the 
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design of the website and participants may have found these components easier to 

navigate than the others. Each had a dedicated page with simple navigation (see 

Appendix 7), whereas the ‘connect’, ‘thanks’, and ‘sharing strengths’ components 

appeared in the same website section which may have been off-putting. Similarly, the 

layout of the overall site may have affected how participants navigated through 

activities (as discussed in section 5.3.4), with people reading from left to right and so 

being less likely to try the activities on the connect page. It is possible that a more 

refined approach to usability testing might have uncovered some of these issues. 

However, as discussed in section 4.4.2, the think aloud usability testing sample size 

was purposively small to detect the most significant issues, rather than more nuanced 

ones that are likely to have been detected with a large number of participants 

(Faulkner, 2003). If research indicates that participants would like a positive 

psychology intervention to include a range of activities, i.e. not only focusing on 

promoting pleasure, then future research could test alternative presentation 

strategies, e.g. activities presented in a circular formation to see if this affects how the 

exercises are used.  

Another aspect of acceptability relates to the design of the intervention website. 

Previously researchers proposed that one reason participants might have been 

dissatisfied with or indifferent to the intervention was because participants might 

have desired a more ‘persuasively’ designed intervention, e.g. one that includes 

personalised content or was more interactive (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013). 

The present study had similar rates of dissatisfaction and the research data supports 

the idea that this was due to participants wanting intervention content that was 

better matched to their needs or more ‘fun’. The development of such fun and 

engaging content ought to be addressed in future research, using the person-based 

approach to elicit users preferences and test out new strategies (Yardley et al., 2015). 

This research might benefit from working across disciplines, given that gamification 

strategies are being used in a range of digital health technologies but with little 

targeting and matching to behaviour change techniques (Edwards et al., 2016). The 

present research also indicated that there were some practical issues that may have 

affected engagement with the intervention, such as requiring more frequent 

reminders or needing better mobile access to the intervention. Future research could 

implement these suggestions and monitor the impact on intervention uptake.  
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It is important to consider the patterns of engagement of Uplift. In this study three 

patterns of engagement were identified based on how many weeks participants 

logged in and completed an exercise on Uplift. This resulted in participants being 

classified as minimal, moderate, or high users. The assumption was that greater 

intervention exposure and adherence over time is associated with an improvement in 

outcomes (Hilvert-Bruce et al., 2012). However, researchers have questioned whether 

this is so straightforward, and have argued that greater engagement within each 

exposure to the intervention (e.g. spending more time logged in, completing more 

activities) is a better predictor of benefitting from the intervention, than longer-term 

engagement (Donkin et al., 2013). This would indicate that the patterns observed 

within the present study might not be the best indicator of engagement or 

acceptability. For instance, within the ‘minimal’ use pattern, there were participants 

who repeatedly logged in and completed several exercises, but did this for one week 

only. This might reflect an important pattern of brief, but intense, engagement that 

was sufficient for those participants to gain benefit. Another pattern that was 

observed was participants who repeatedly logged in but did not always complete an 

exercise online. This raises the question of whether spending time engaging with 

content, without completing it, can confer benefits for participants. This should be 

investigated in future research into Uplift.  

There are several issues to consider as a result of the finding that there was a group of 

participants for whom Uplift was acceptable. Firstly, if there is a subgroup it might be 

important to target this intervention towards these people. To do so requires 

knowing who the intervention is most suited to and the present findings indicate 

some potentially relevant person factors that have been discussed in previous 

research but for which there is little consensus (Lyubomirsky & Layous, 2013). 

Research has previously been inconclusive about the role of the depression (Layous, 

2014), with some researchers arguing that those with more severe depression might 

be more likely to seek out these types of interventions (Parks et al., 2012), others 

excluding those with severe depression and /or suicidality (Bolier, Haverman, 

Kramer, et al., 2013), and others still directly targeting those recently expressing 

suicidality (Huffman et al., 2014). However, the present study found no association 

between self-reported depression symptoms and intervention use. This is an 

interesting finding because in the open-ended comments a number of participants 

mentioned that their depressive symptoms affected engagement. Instead, it is 
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possible that other factors or beliefs associated with depression affected the person-

intervention fit. For instance, participants discussed not feeling motivated to engage, 

and that might be a more relevant factor than subjective symptom measures.  

The present study found that gender appeared to predict intervention usage, with 

men completing fewer exercises on Uplift than women, although there was no 

difference in logins. It is possible that this is a reflection of a greater person-

intervention fit between women and positive psychological techniques, as previously 

reported (Thompson, Peura, & Gayton, 2015). Another possibility is that men are 

more likely to drop out of online self-help interventions for depression, as indicated 

in a recent meta analyses (Karyotaki et al., 2015). The authors suggested this might be 

a result of women making a higher effort to cope with depression, or perhaps being 

more conscientious. However, these explanations are not widely supported, indeed 

the authors reference one paper about gender differences in diabetes self-care to 

support their assertions (Babwah et al., 2006). Instead, it might be that both the 

format of the intervention, online, and its content, based on thinking about yourself 

and your experience is more suited to women than men. Researchers have previously 

suggested that men and women have different preferences for coping with changes in 

mood, with men apparently preferring using physical or instrumental activities, 

whilst women prefer cognitive strategies (Piccinelli & Wilkinson, 2000). Indeed, given 

the greater levels of women participating in other positive psychological internet 

based interventions for mental health (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; 

Schueller & Parks, 2012) but also in other online interventions (e.g. Crisp & Griffiths, 

2014) this hypothesis deserves further investigation. Importantly, future research 

should focus on how to increase the acceptability of such interventions amongst men, 

given the higher rates of suicide completion in men that have been attributed, in part, 

to differences in help seeking behaviour (Schrijvers, Bollen, & Sabbe, 2012). Such 

research ought to investigate psychological treatments that are acceptable to men, 

and whether the Internet can play a role in disseminating these treatments. 

Aside from gender, no other characteristics predicted intervention use. This means 

that it remains unclear how to target the intervention. One possibility is the use of a 

screening questionnaire to assess the person-intervention fit (Lyubomirsky & 

Sheldon, 2014). However, previous research indicates that this may not be that useful 

in real-world contexts as participants struggle to understand it (Müller et al., 2014). It 
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is possible that including a questionnaire to assess fit might add another barrier to 

accessing the intervention, as discussed in the previous chapter. It may also be 

harmful to reject people from using an intervention without providing an alternative. 

In the context of online interventions, where patients have the ability to self-refer, it 

may be less possible to restrict access based on preferences, but instead patients 

would drop out if the intervention were not acceptable. The present research suggests 

that this is what happens and this has does not cause harm, instead people report the 

intervention was not for them. This is an important finding as researchers have 

previously called for further research into potential detrimental effects of positive 

psychology components (Parks & Biswas-Diener, 2013). The current findings indicate 

there are unlikely to be harm as a consequence of such interventions. However, it has 

been argued that with online interventions there are potential opportunity-costs as 

patients may develop beliefs that they are not capable of responding to treatments, 

digital or otherwise (Murray et al., 2016). In future, it might be necessary for research 

to investigate whether this is the case; although no evidence was found in the present 

study, it may require a longer follow-up, or more specific questions about future 

likelihood of intervention use. 

One possibility that cannot be excluded about the present study is that the subgroup 

that used the intervention a lot, and reported it was helpful, is not distinct from 

patients that would respond favourably to other digital psychological treatments. 

Indeed, it has been suggested that there might be a subset of people who can reliably 

be identified as having positive perceptions of digital interventions (Knowles et al., 

2014). If this is the case, it might be useful to develop measures of treatment 

expectancy that can be used to identify these patients. However, this will require 

extensive research given the debate and disagreements in how to measure treatment 

expectancy in face-to-face psychological treatment (Constantino, Ametrano, & 

Greenberg, 2012). If it can be established that there is a subgroup of patients for 

whom digital interventions in general are acceptable and beneficial, then future 

research ought to focus on establishing the ‘best’ intervention to disseminate, i.e. the 

one with the most evidence for effectiveness.  

Another possibility is that patients have preferences for the psychological content 

included in these digital interventions, i.e. some prefer interventions informed by 

positive psychology, and others prefer CBT, then the implication is different. In this 
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case, researchers should focus on developing myriad interventions and establishing 

how to target patients towards these. This approach could be fruitful as many 

intervention principles would be common, such as using persuasive design principles 

(Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009), but the actual content would differ. 

Finally, in light of the present findings, the role of future evaluation is important. The 

findings highlighted the potential for the intervention to decrease depression scores. 

The findings indicated that those who used the intervention the least had a slightly 

greater improvement in their depression scores and had a lower level of depression to 

start with than those in the ‘high’ use group. This might indicate that those who used 

it most were most in need of it and benefitted somewhat, whilst those who did not 

use it were possibly already on their way to improving and thus did not use the 

intervention. However, this is based only on participants who completed the follow-

up and there was some evidence that participants who dropped out had higher 

depression scores at baseline. Further, the regression analysis did not indicate that 

depressive symptoms predicted usage. This interpretation is therefore speculative, as 

it is not possible to conclusively state that Uplift reduced patients’ depression, given 

the lack of control group and potential for regression to the mean. Nevertheless, there 

is sufficient data to suggest that it is a promising intervention, which requires further 

evaluation. Further, as overall subjective quality of life did not appear to improve, and 

it improved only a little within the domain of mental health, this could suggest that 

the observed changes were not due to social desirability, or it would be expected that 

outcomes would have changed equally. Instead, the findings suggest the intervention 

is plausible and has potential to improve depression, as has been shown in previous 

RCTs into positive psychology online with people with mild-to-moderate depression 

(Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; Schueller & Parks, 2012).  

Following a successful feasibility study, the MRC framework would recommend 

refining Uplift, and then making it the subject of an RCT to establish effectiveness 

(Craig et al., 2008). However, this approach has two critical issues. Firstly, the long 

timelines involved in trials, in comparison to the fast pace of technology 

development, has been shown to result in interventions that are obsolete by the time 

there is evidence for them (Kumar et al., 2013). The solution to this might be to use 

more flexible research designs that test intervention principles, whilst allowing the 

technology by which they are delivered to evolve (Mohr et al., 2015).  
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The second issue is that RCTs test the effect of offering an intervention and are based 

on the intention to treat principle (Bell, Fiero, Horton, & Hsu, 2014). Thus, when drop 

out is high there is no statistical methodology that can account for this in order to 

demonstrate an effect of the intervention. This does not mean that trials cannot be 

done, but instead, the research should first establish how to identify patients who 

might be suited to Uplift and then trial it with these patients. This might then allow 

the development of a more nuanced evidence base about the potential of digital to 

close the treatment gap. However, the use of alternative evaluation methodologies is 

still subject to debate. Murray et al., (2016) ague that RCTs are the most suitable 

method to test interventions, providing that the intervention is stable, can be 

implemented with high fidelity, and there is good likelihood that benefits are 

clinically meaningful. This position assumes that a substantial proportion of patients 

must clearly benefit from a proposed intervention and it could be argued that the 

small proportion identified in the present study (around a fifth) is too small to 

warrant further research. However, it can be argued that this is comparable to the 

benefit that is found in other treatments for depression in which number needed to 

treat is 7-8 for antidepressants, i.e. selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (Arroll et 

al., 2009) and 8 for low-intensity online CBT (Karyotaki et al., 2017). Secondly, at a 

population level this proportion represents a large number of patients with 

depression. It can therefore be argued that an online positive psychological 

intervention has the potential to address the mental health needs of some patients, 

and in a climate where few intervention are available, this is a useful finding. 

5.4.4 Conclusions 

Overall, the findings provide evidence that for some patients an online positive 

psychological intervention is perceived as acceptable and beneficial. This is 

particularly important given the context in which few systematically developed low-

intensity low-cost interventions are available to supplement the treatment-gap. 

Future research should establish whether the acceptability of the intervention could 

be increased through the employment of a greater number of persuasive design 

features. A critical issue is to identify the target population to assess whether it is 

acceptable to a distinct group of people, or more generally to those who would like 

any digital intervention for depression.   
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6 Feasibility study: qualitative evaluation 

6.1 Rationale 

One objective of the feasibility study was to explore the acceptability of and 

participant response to the intervention. Although quantitative methods are useful in 

addressing this they cannot tell the whole picture of participants’ views. As discussed 

in section 3.2.1, qualitative methods are valuable in exploring in much more depth 

what people think and feel. This method can allow the matter to be explored in the 

way the person wants to talk about it and does not limit answers to pre-defined 

categories. The result is that a richer, more complex understanding can be gained of a 

phenomenon (Yeo et al., 2014). In this case it can help us to answer questions about 

how helpful Uplift was for people and the things about it that helped and hindered. 

This can help to understand more about the acceptability of the intervention, but can 

also allow the development of explanations of acceptability which can then be further 

explored in future research. This is particularly important to know since previous 

evaluations of online positive psychology in mental health have rarely explored 

participant views and there is an absence of qualitative data (as discussed in section 

1.5.5). Taken together with the previous chapter, this mixed methods approach is 

complementary and allows for a more sophisticated picture of the feasibility of this 

intervention to be delivered, than either method could in isolation.  

6.1.1 Objectives 

The present study aimed to explore participants’ views and experiences of using the 

Uplift intervention in order to address the second research question outlined at the 

outset of this thesis in section 1.8.1, ‘What is the acceptability of this online 

intervention using positive psychology for depression?’ The specific objective and 

sub-objectives were as follows: 

 Explore the acceptability of and participant response to the intervention 

o Explore how Uplift is helpful and unhelpful 

o Establish what helped and hindered people in using Uplift 

o Develop an explanation of the acceptability of Uplift  
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6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Design 

In-depth semi-structured interviews were deemed the most appropriate method to 

explore participants’ views, whilst still allowing the interviewee to explore other 

related thoughts and feelings (Yeo et al., 2014). As in the previous qualitative study, 

reported in Chapter 3, the COREQ guidelines develop by Tong and colleagues (2007) 

were used to structure the study reporting. The study team included a second 

independent researcher Paulina Szymczynska (PS) and the candidates’ supervisors 

(SP & ST). The potential influence of each study team member on the study conduct 

and analysis is reported in Table 6.1.  

Table 6.1 Description of study team and influence on research 

 Candidate  PS SP ST 

Professional role 
and credentials 

Health services 
researcher, BSc 
 

Health services 
researcher, 
MA, PGCert 

Psychiatrist, 
psychotherapist, 
researcher, 

Health services 
researcher and 
GP 

Role in the 
research 

Interviewer, 
lead analyst 

Supported data 
analysis 

PhD supervisor PhD supervisor 

Potential 
influence on 
interview conduct 
or analysis  

Established 
relationships with 
interviewees 
 
Led on project 
developing Uplift  
 
Familiarity with 
positive 
psychology and 
eHealth literature 

Familiarity with 
mental health 
services research 
literature 

Familiarity with 
resource-oriented 
treatments and 
existing mental 
health service 
practice and 
literature  

Familiarity with 
eHealth literature 
 

 

6.2.2 Recruitment and sampling 

Participants were recruited from the main sample of Uplift participants reported in 

the previous chapter. During the consent process for the main study participants 

were asked to give assent to be contacted about completing an interview at the end of 

the study, which was optional and most agreed to (n=97, 94%). The selection process 

is outlined below and participants received an invitation, via email or telephone, 

along with a participant information sheet.  

Participants were selected and invited to interview following completion of the 

follow-up measures, according to a stratified purposive sampling strategy based on 

three key factors: age, gender, and number of intervention logins (Ritchie et al., 2014). 
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This approach was chosen to ensure the qualitative sample included participants of 

varying characteristics.  

As the qualitative sampling was occurring concurrently with the data collection in the 

quantitative study, the sampling criteria were developed as the characteristics of the 

main sample emerged. At the outset the candidate was aware of selecting participants 

of varying age and gender. After six interviews the main study sample characteristics 

were calculated; the sample had a median age of 35 and 70% were women. Thus, the 

sampling criterion was based on purposively sampling more women than men and on 

sampling participants that were below and above the average age.  

Similarly, at the outset, the criterion of number of intervention logins was chosen as a 

pragmatic measure of the intervention guideline that participants would log in once 

per week and complete one exercise for six weeks (i.e. it was assumed intervention 

logins were related to intervention completion). Following the first eight interviews 

the intervention logins were calculated for the sample, and the median was 3.5, which 

was rounded to 4. The selection criterion was then to choose participants with a 

number of logins that were average (=4), below average (<4), or above average (>4).  

Figure 6.1 contains the sampling frame used for the study. In addition to sampling on 

the basis of intervention logins, age, and gender, the candidate paid attention to 

baseline symptom severity of depression symptoms measured by the PHQ-9 

(Kroenke et al., 2001) (e.g. mild ≤9, moderate 10-19, severe ≥20) in an attempt to 

ensure different severities were present in the sample.  

 

Age and gender Females aged 

≤35 

Females aged 

≥36 

Males aged 

≤35 

Males aged 

≥36 Intervention logins 

Below average (<4) 2 2 1 1 

Average logins (=4) 2 3 1 1 

Above average (>4) 3 2 1 1 

Figure 6.1 Final sampling frame for sample target (n=20) 
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In addition to the stratified purposive sampling strategy, which aimed to recruit 20 

participants, a constant comparative approach was used towards the end of sampling 

(Ritchie et al., 2014). This consisted of checking the emerging data from the sample 

and selecting the subsequent case accordingly with the view to finding similar or 

different data. This was possible due to participants’ open-ended survey responses 

that indicated opinions that could be explored further. For example, one participant 

was selected on the basis of dropping-out of the intervention (i.e. requesting to 

unsubscribe from intervention reminders and discontinuing the intervention after 

week 3) as it was felt she might have different views to those who had passively 

dropped out (i.e. stopped logging in). This overlap of sampling strategies was 

necessary to ensure that the qualitative data collected covered the widest range of 

possible views, and it is typical for sampling strategies to overlap in this way 

(Marshall, 1996). As data collection occurred concurrently with the main sample, the 

candidate sampled views throughout the period of data collection and slightly 

exceeded the intended number of interviewees until data saturation was reached. 

However, as mentioned in section 3.2.4, in qualitative research saturation is a concept 

that is aimed for, rather than a definitive outcome.  

6.2.3 Study setting 

The study protocol outlined that interviews would take place face-to-face in a private 

space at a convenient location in a private research office, the participants’ home, or 

other appropriate space, with only the interviewee and researcher present. However, 

an amendment was made to allow video-call interviews (i.e. using FaceTime or Skype 

software) following several requests from participants. Interviews were arranged 

based on the participants’ preference for in-person or video-call. Most interviews took 

place in person (n=16), with some completed via video-call (n=7). On two occasions 

interviews were changed from video-call to in person due to practical issues with 

participants’ access to Skype software. Participants completed the interviews within a 

mean of 14 days of finishing the intervention (range 1-44, median 11 days). In order to 

aid participant recall and/or elaborate their viewpoint, several participants were given 

access to the website shortly prior to, or during, the interview (n=15, 65%). All 

interviews were audio-recorded. Interview duration was on average 50 minutes but 

ranged between 34 and 85 minutes. 
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For practical reasons, the nature of consent and reimbursement depended on the 

modality of the interviews; in person participants provided written informed consent 

and received £20 cash, plus local travel expenses, whilst remote interviewees provided 

online consent through clicking a survey and received a £20 Amazon voucher upon 

completion.  

The topic guide was developed in collaboration with the supervisory team and 

colleagues and underwent minor refinements following early interviews (see 

Appendix 10). The guide was semi-structured and included key questions and 

suggested probes based on the following areas:  

 Helpfulness/ unhelpfulness of Uplift website  

 Things that helped / hindered the use of Uplift 

 Suggestions for improvements to Uplift  

 

Local research governance and national ethics approvals were sought as part of the 

Feasibility Study into Uplift (North West - Manchester National Research Ethics 

Committee 16/NW/0447). Full details can be found in Appendix 8.  

6.2.4 Analysis 

Framework Analysis, as outlined by Ritchie & Spencer (1994) was chosen as the most 

appropriate method of analysis. Framework Analysis is part of the family of 

techniques that look for patterns in qualitative data. The approach uses similar steps 

to Thematic Analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006), as described in Chapter 3, as it begins 

with familiarisation, labelling, and sorting data. However, the ‘hallmark’ of 

Framework Analysis is the use of data summary and display in a framework matrix. 

This data management tool allows the researcher to look for patterns across cases and 

linkage within and between cases, thus allowing the researcher to develop 

explanatory accounts, find explanations, or develop new theories (Ritchie & Spencer, 

1994). As the present study was posing research questions that related to appraising 

the acceptability of an intervention and the factors that affect this, Framework 

Analysis was deemed an appropriate way of facilitating the exploration of associations 

between attitudes and behaviours, in order to develop explanations of acceptability.  
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The process of framework analysis is designed to be systematic and involves five 

interlinked stages, including familiarisation, identifying a thematic framework, 

indexing, charting and mapping, and interpretation.  

In the familiarisation stage, following transcription by an external company, all 

transcripts were checked for accuracy and notes were made on emergent issues 

relevant to the research questions. These notes were then used to construct an 

organising framework to be used to sort data into. In order to create this organising 

framework, shown in Table 6.2, the candidate made decisions about the structure and 

hierarchy of issues. For this, as recommended, an inductive and deductive approach 

was used (Gale, Heath, Cameron, Rashid, & Redwood, 2013), whereby some categories 

were based on the emerging data, such as ‘nature of self-help’. Other categories such 

as the ‘person-intervention fit’ category were based on previous qualitative findings, 

reported in Chapter 3. A second independent researcher (PS) checked and refined the 

organising framework to ensure categories were not omitted and that they did not 

overlap.  
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Table 6.2 Organising framework used to index qualitative data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Category Subcategory 

1.Effects of intervention 1.1 Management of thoughts and feelings 
 1.2 Behaviour changes 
 1.3 Seeing progression  
 1.4 Rewards for intervention use 

2. Nature of self-help 2.1 Patient taking action  
 2.2 Understanding the why and how of activities 
 2.3 Feeling valued  

 2.4 Responsiveness to individual needs 

3. Feeling connected 3.1 Direct social networking with other users 
 3.2 Indirect social support 
 3.3 External support services 

4. Practical factors 4.1 Remembering to use the website 
 4.2 Presentation and layout  
 4.3 Length of time /intensity of intervention  
 4.4 Mobile access 
 4.5 Availability  

5. Content 5.1 Amount of suggestions and examples  
 5.2 Amount of content 

 5.3 Novel content 
 5.4 Navigating content 

6. Person-Intervention fit 6.1 Familiarity with depression 

 6.2 Current treatment context 

 6.3 Familiarity with Uplift content 

 6.4 Mental health app/website familiarity 
 6.5 Technical literacy 

 6.6 Perceived usefulness of online writing 
 6.7 Personality 

7. Fit with depression 7.1 Depression affecting intervention access 
 7.2 Depression affecting benefitting from intervention 
 7.3 Activities understand /acknowledge depression 

 7.4 Resources about depression 
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The transcripts were then indexed according to the framework in Table 6.2, using 

NVivo 10 software (QSR International Pty Ltd., 2012). Throughout this process 

analytic notes were kept, particularly where indexing overlapped, to inform later 

analysis. Each transcript was reviewed to ensure all relevant material was indexed. 

Summaries of the indexed data were systematically created, transcript-by-transcript 

using the framework tool in NVivo. This enabled the candidate to chart these in a 

matrix where participants are rows and the columns are the subcategories of the 

initial framework. The process of charting summaries aimed to reduce the data, 

whilst keeping the participants’ voice (Gale et al., 2013).  An example of an indexed 

transcript can be found in Appendix 10. Once charting was complete a second 

researcher (PS) reviewed the charting of a selection of 20% (n=5) transcripts to ensure 

the credibility of the indexing and summaries, as recommended (Morse et al., 2002).  

In the final stage of mapping and interpretation, a number of techniques were used to 

first map the range of phenomenon and then to develop linkages and explanations; 

including reading across the matrices by participant, reading down by theme, 

detecting elements, organising these into dimensions, and combining findings into 

higher level themes. As the authors of this method admit, this process can sound 

mechanical when described, but in fact involves leaps of intuition and interpretation 

resulting in abstraction of the data, whilst moving back and forth between the 

original transcripts, the matrices, and the emerging themes (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). 

Throughout this stage regular meetings and discussions were held with the study 

team to discuss the emerging patterns, linkages, and explanations presented in the 

subsequent section, in order to ensure these were distinct, credible, and trustworthy.  
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Sample 

A total of 23 participants were recruited, from 43 that were approached. Reasons for 

not participating included actively (n=4) or passively declining, i.e. not responding to 

requests for interviews (n=10), or not attending arranged interviews due to mental 

health (n=4), or other practical issues (n=2).  

The sample included nine people with below average intervention logins, two with 

average intervention logins, and 12 with above average intervention logins. 

Participants were on average 37 years of age (range 18-58), 70% were female, and the 

average score on the PHQ-9 at baseline was 16, indicating moderately severe 

depression (range 5-25, indicating mild to severe depression). Table 6.3 shows the 

participants’ characteristics, arranged by intervention login. This indicates that the 

sampling frame target of seven participants with average logins was not achieved. 

However, there was a good representation of participants of the required age and 

gender amongst those with below and above average logins. Further, across the 

sample there were participants with a range of depression severities.  
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Table 6.3 Participant characteristics 

 

  

UPID Gender Age PHQ-9 PHQ-9 severity Intervention 
login n 

Category of 
intervention logins 

179 Female 18 18 Moderate 1 Below average  

253 Female 36 18 Moderate 1 Below average 

258 Male 43 18 Moderate 1 Below average  

170 Female 25 19 Moderate 2 Below average  

177 Female 49 15 Moderate 2 Below average  

217 Male 37 12 Moderate 2 Below average  

255 Female 34 18 Moderate 2 Below average  

105 Female 36 25 Severe 3 Below average  

152 Male 34 12 Moderate 3 Below average 

101 Female 21 10 Moderate 4 Average 

159 Male 45 16 Moderate 4 Average 

115 Female 31 12 Moderate 5 Above average  

260 Female 35 24 Severe 5 Above average  

157 Female 52 22 Severe 6 Above average  

160 Female 37 18 Moderate 6 Above average  

173 Female 59 6 Mild 7 Above average  

188 Male 42 14 Moderate 7 Above average  

198 Male 28 22 Severe 7 Above average  

145 Female 27 7 Mild 8 Above average  

132 Female 54 5 Mild 14 Above average  

102 Female 31 23 Severe 16 Above average  

114 Female 58 18 Moderate 16 Above average  

120 Male 24 22 Severe 30 Above average  
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6.3.2 Overview 

The results are structured as follows. The first section describes two subgroups of 

participants that were constructed in the analysis; those who found ‘some benefit’ 

from Uplift and those who found ‘no benefit’. This broad classification is not black 

and white; there are shades of experience within each that are explained further in 

section 6.3.3. However, the study team deemed these two groupings sufficient to 

distinguish between participants and to explore potential reasons for these 

differences. These reasons why certain people benefited and others did not are 

depicted in Figure 6.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 6.2 Factors explaining the acceptability of Uplift 

It includes the extent to which participants perceived the intervention to be relevant 

to their depression and the extent to which they found the intervention supportive 

and empowering. These are explored in section 6.3.5 and 6.3.6 respectively. Finally, 

the more general findings related to engaging with the structure and content of the 

intervention and suggestions for improvement, as displayed in Table 6.4, are 

presented. 

Some benefit No benefit 

Recognising small 

achievements, pleasures, 

awareness of strengths, new 

activities. Shorter and longer 

term benefits 

Unhelpful and unable to benefit 

from. Highlighted depression 

and low functioning 

Factor 1: Relevance to depression 

Tone of positivity OK, short -

benefits, credible exercises 

Positivity overwhelming and 

disconnected from experiences, 

exercises unrealistic and ‘typical’ 

advice 

Factor 2: Feeling empowered vs. unsupported 

Appreciate invitation to take 

action and gain sense of 

autonomy and value 

Struggle to motivate self to take 

action and have sense of 

isolation  
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Table 6.4 Overview of themes and subthemes 

Theme Subtheme  Brief description  

Improving 

engagement  

Following the 

intervention 

 Flexibility and choice vs. uncertainty and 

overwhelm  

 

 Applying the 

intervention 

 More examples and suggestions within activities 

to better apply and help generate ideas 

 

 Responsiveness: 

tailoring  

 Include tailoring based on personal attributes or 

symptoms 

 

 Responsiveness: 

human support 

 Include option for human support for contact, 

feedback, and counselling and to improve review  

 

 Amount of content  Across subgroups varying preferences for increasing 

content to include meditation and acceptance 

activities 

Creating habitual 

users 

Rewards for using Uplift  Rewards could include gamification 

 Seeing progress  Option to see progression with Uplift and/or mood 

monitoring 

 Reminders  Improving frequency and content of reminders  

Making it friendly 

and fun 

Including social support  Via direct social networking forum, peer stories or in-

person support groups 

 Presenting information 

attractively  

 Improving layout and style of presentation 

Making it easily 

available 

Better mobile access  Improving mobile access via an app 

 Length of time  Increasing length of time or having open-access 

intervention 

 Availability   Making available without referral 

6.3.3 Subgroups 

Some benefit from Uplift 

Participants who experienced some benefit from Uplift described that the exercises 

helped them to recognise and acknowledge small achievements in their day-to-day 

lives or in aspects of their self care that they would have otherwise discounted. 

Participants reported being more aware of daily pleasures and subsequently feeling 

calmer or more joyful. Uplift’s exercises helped to interrupt the downward spiral of 

negative thinking or overthinking typifying depression, and improved their frame of 

mind.  

“It kind of gets you thinking about what’s going on in your experience at that 
point in time, rather than um, just wondering around letting it all go past you 
basically, because you’re caught in your own head with your own thoughts.  
So it was nice to sort of like someone saying like ‘kind of pay attention to this’. 
It kind of brings you to the present really.” (Participant 188, M, above average 
logins) 
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The strengths focus was appreciated by participants, who felt it helped them to 

recognise they did have strengths that they were perhaps already using but were 

unaware of. This provided a confidence boost and made people feel more hopeful. 

“I did like the one a lot about finding a strength and sharing a strength 'cos I 
think when you feel really low you tend to think you haven’t got any 
strengths. So that’s really positive to think about a strength and share it with 
someone.” (Participant 132, F, above average logins) 

Participants in this subgroup varied in how long they felt the intervention benefits 

lasted. One view was that whilst the impact was positive, it was brief.  

“yeah so I’d do the exercise and um, and I’d see some positivity and stuff but 
then 'cos of my mood it fluctuate so much it’s hard to regulate my mood, then 
maybe like even an hour later I could go downhill bit by bit.” (Participant 260, 
F, above average logins) 

Despite the limited impact participants recognised it was useful to have the positive 

experience, even if it lasted a short time. For others, intervention benefits were more 

long-lasting. Participants noticed a change in behaviour during the intervention such 

as doing a greater range of activities or being more social and connecting more, or 

having different conversations with friends or family where they were able to focus 

more on others’ needs.  

R: […] also the fact that I would never think of the aspect of connecting 
or saying thanks to other people that can, er you know, that can feel er, 
somehow making me connect with those people, with some feelings that I 
had, and brought some new feelings into me.  So yeah.  

I: And what kind of feelings did it…? 

R: Um, [0.8] it’s hard to describe right now, but er, it’s not a, you know 
it’s not a daily thing that we say thank you, like er in a very meaningful way.  
Um, so [0.5] it’s kind of touching and making me feel soft inside[laughs]. Um, 
yeah. (Participant 217, M, ‘below average logins’). 

For others, positive changes in behaviour continued beyond the intervention.  

 “I think it made me a bit more active again, because […] like just going for a 
walk round the park and then that…[0.3] in turn kind of made me want to do 
sport again and I have…the sport’s been quite good. So I guess it could have 
been recording that doing, going for a walk was a good thing to see that I had 
done something then made me want to go for another walk, and that made me 
want to do some sport and then doing exercise in itself is a little bit of good 
isn’t it? So [0.5] I guess it opened up a chain.” (Participant 198, M, above 
average logins) 
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Participants who experienced some benefit from Uplift described practicing the 

exercises in a variety of ways. One pattern was to complete the activities online as 

participants felt this offered a useful structure; it helped to see feelings more 

objectively and helped with memory.  

“I liked it that you could go back and see in the diary what you've been 
writing. So I’d go back and have a look.  ‘Cos when it come up and I don’t 
recognise from when I’ve written that, and then I [h] go back to it, and then it 
sort of refreshes my memory that yes, you did do that bit.  So um, that was 
good.” (Participant 114, F, above average logins) 

However, others found the activity of writing on the website to be less useful and 

preferred to record their exercises in a personal notebook, based on their personal 

preference for keeping a hard copy. Others still used the website as fuel for thinking 

and reported practicing interventions ‘in their head’ and not feeling the need to write 

them down.   

“And the ‘good things’ um, I did use that and I kind of, yeah tried to think 
about it even when I didn’t actually go…like write it down. (Participant 101, F, 
average logins) 

Overall, participants in this subgroup experienced a range of benefits from Uplift, 

including short-term to longer lasting effects.  

No benefit from Uplift 

The second subgroup held different views and reported that the intervention was not 

helpful. Participants described how Uplift did not seem to resonate with them.  

“I have been going through quite a bad time the last few months, so um, [0.4] 
I didn’t, agh [sighs] I didn’t really find it particularly helpful. I kind of went on 
it now and again […] Um, but I didn’t really feel [0.3 sighs heavily] sort of 
totally connected to um,…[…] I think a lot’s been going on so it was kind 
of…I’m not seeing a lot of positive thinking really.” (Participant 159, M, 
average logins) 

This idea that this particular intervention was not suitable was not a particular 

concern for some. 

“I had different types of help: like group therapy or one-to-one therapy or 
body therapy – you know, like I had a few things, so it was a bit like it’s not 
the therapy is shit; it’s just like this just didn’t work, like this wasn’t for me” 
(Participant 253, F, below average logins). 

Others found it more concerning that Uplift did not benefit them and participants 

reported that it highlighted their depression and confronted them with it. 
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Participants described already feeling less capable when depressed and that not 

finding the intervention beneficial felt like another failure. 

R: […] there was only one activity that I did, I think twice, which was 
about changing the way, like writing down the positives out of something 
rather than thinking of it in a negative way, and I think that’s what made 
me…like I liked the activity but then it also made me feel as if: um, why am I 
not thinking this way for example – if that makes sense.  

I: Ahah, yeah.  

R: like why…um, if they’re basically suggesting that you should think this 
way why is that everybody else does think that way but not myself.  

(Participant 179, F, below average logins). 

Participants who did not experience a benefit from Uplift had somewhat negative 

responses to the idea of keeping a written record of the exercises online. Participants 

described feeling like they were being asked to write ‘essays’ and that writing down 

was not going to be useful for them as it did not add value.  

“I can write my Strengths on my own piece of paper you know, and throw 
away.  I can write some Good Things on there and throw away.  And the only 
thing you have on there that I couldn’t do on paper is ‘Connect’ you know?  
That’s the only thing.  But I can go to Facebook and connect with people with 
depression on there.  So I don’t know.  It doesn’t appeal to me you know to be 
really honest it’s just a generic website where I type things on there you 
know.” (Participant 258, M, below average logins). 

Overall, participants in this subgroup perceived no sense of benefit from the Uplift 

intervention.  

6.3.4 Factors not explaining subgroup differences 

Participants could not be identified as experiencing ‘some benefit’ or ‘no benefit’ on 

the basis of number of intervention logins, digital literacy, or their depression profile 

(e.g. symptom severity, treatment history, and treatment context), although it might 

be expected that these would explain subgroup membership.  

It might be expected that those who experienced ‘some benefit’ were those who 

logged in frequently. However, there were participants in the ‘some benefit’ subgroup 

that logged in below the average number of times. Equally, there were participants in 

the ‘no benefit’ subgroup with above average intervention logins. 

Further, participants’ digital literacy did not appear to be related to whether they 

perceived a benefit from Uplift. Participants in both subgroups discussed that they 
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had a range of experience with technology both in their day-to-day life, but also for 

managing their health. Participants mentioned use of information websites such as 

NHS Direct, mood monitoring tools, and more structured programmes such as 

MoodGym (Christensen, 2004). Some had found these sites useful and others less so, 

but this did not appear to be related to their perception of Uplift. 

Finally, subgroup membership did not appear to be related to participants’ self-

reported depressive symptoms on the PHQ-9 (Kroenke et al., 2001); participants with 

mild and moderate depression appeared in both subgroups. Nor was it related to 

their familiarity with depression; participants reported short-term and long-term 

experiences of depression in both subgroups. Similarly, the relevance also seemed 

unrelated to their current treatment context; in both subgroups there were 

participants on waiting lists and in therapies and this did not seem to differentiate 

the extent to which the therapy was relevant to them.  

The subsequent section describes factors that did explain subgroup differences. 

6.3.5 Factor 1 explaining acceptability: Relevance to depression 

The first factor that seemed to differ between the subgroups was the extent to which 

they perceived Uplift and its exercises to understand them and be relevant to their 

needs. Secondly, where the intervention content was familiar to participants this 

affected the extent to which participants felt it was credible.  

Extent of feeling understood and relevant to needs 

Those who experienced some benefit from the intervention broadly reported that 

they found the tone of the website accepting of depression and did not feel it was 

ignoring their experiences. They mentioned that although the activities might appear 

difficult in the face of depression, such as finding a good thing when you feel 

negative, they nevertheless found at least one exercise that was relevant to their 

needs.  

“it can actually be quite challenging because you might think nothing good 
has happened, everything in my life is bad or whatever, you know you might 
have that sort of catastrophising feeling, but I think it’s good because you're 
really having to focus and find something um, that was good. And of course 
there are good things that happen. You know, however small it is.” 
(Participant 102, F, above average logins) 

Although participants found some part of Uplift relevant to their needs, that is not to 

say that every exercise was relevant to them. One view was that the ‘strengths plan’ 
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and ‘sharing strengths’ exercises were less relevant than other exercises because they 

required a big change in their thinking.  

“I just felt um, you know 'cos it was asking you to think about the good things 
about yourself, initially when I read that I thought ‘oh shut up, there’s 
noth[ing], I don’t have anything good about myself [laughter]’. So I can’t use 
this site. Er, [0.5] I am quite used to thinking that, so I guess that didn’t affect 
me that much but it wasn’t…[0.8] it was hard to think the opposite to what I 
think about myself” (Participant 177, F, below average logins) 

For others, the strengths aspect was a useful source of ideas and helped participants 

to remind themselves of positive things they were already doing. Others found the 

‘good things’ or ‘enjoy’ exercises more challenging, and expressed a preference for the 

strengths-focused exercises.  

Related to this, participants reported that although there were some relevant 

exercises, the extent of this was somewhat limited by their depression. Participants 

described that when feeling low they had less mental energy to give to the activities, 

but also that as a consequence of not being very active, they did not have many ‘good 

things’ or moments they had enjoyed to add to the site. Consequently, participants 

recognised they might have had more benefit had they been feeling a little better.  

In contrast, the subgroup of participants who found no benefit from Uplift reported 

that the content did not seem at all relevant to their needs and this was an 

insurmountable issue. They described feeling unable to participate in an intervention 

that was too positive when they were trying to manage their depression. For them 

Uplift seemed to try to mask their feelings and was disconnected from their 

experience. 

“I think it just mentioned all the good points and it makes you feel you can’t 
achieve; it’s like, it’s not…to me it’s not acknowledging the depression, it’s just 
saying these are all the positive things, but where is about your illness, so 
maybe more understanding that when you feel down, just linking it rather 
than saying ‘this will make you happy’ – because even happy things don’t get 
rid of the depression – they can help and it’s not…it didn’t feel it was 
acknowledging that kind of thing” (Participant 160, F, above average logins). 
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These participants reported that it was overwhelming to receive suggestions that 

seemed unrealistic for their situation. 

“I guess something I found difficult is that it was…it’s difficult to describe; it 
was all these kind of like positive things, rather than feeling like I was being 
kind of met where I was at, and kind of working from there and moving up? I 
think that was something that kind of overwhelmed me, was like how I 
needed to think of all these ‘Good Things’ and things that I ‘Enjoy’ and it 
didn’t really feel doable.” (Participant 170, F, below average logins) 

Participants in the ‘no benefit’ subgroup described feeling unable to complete the 

exercises. They couldn’t think of a single ‘good thing’ to add, nor were they 

experiencing pleasurable sensations to add to ‘enjoy’. In addition, patients mentioned 

feeling isolated from friends and so didn’t feel able to reach out, and they were not 

seeing themselves in a positive light and so could not identify their strengths.  

Familiarity with exercises  

Whilst participants in both subgroups reported that the content of Uplift was 

somewhat familiar (e.g. they had heard it previously), there did appear to be some 

differences in how people responded to being given familiar advice. In those who 

found some benefit from Uplift, being familiar with the content seemed to foster a 

sense of credibility to the site and reinforced techniques for managing their 

depression.  

“I used to try to do that [‘Enjoy’] as well – try and focus on thing[s] – but this 
is...motivates you more because it’s actually not you doing it; there’s 
somebody else who’s actually thought of this, so it was like oh wow, you 
know, it is a valid thing that I can do and it’s more guided than your own 
thing: so it’s still quite useful.” (Participant 157, F, above average logins) 

Yet, not all participants who experienced benefit were familiar with the ideas in 

Uplift, for some it was new. In contrast, participants in the subgroup who reported no 

benefit from Uplift were all familiar with the ideas and felt it was standard advice. For 

them Uplift did not add to what they already knew and the ideas did not stand out. In 

part, an issue was that these participants had tried and not benefited from the 

activities. 

 “Part of the reason I didn’t use it so much was that it was already similar to 
stuff that I was already doing? Um, and part of it 'cos the stuff that I was 
already doing didn’t seem to be helping anyway [laughs] so I thought not 
much point in doing more of it” (Participant 152, M, below average logins) 
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For others, there was a sense that they had heard it all before and therefore did not 

see Uplift offering anything novel or particularly relevant to them.  

6.3.6 Factor 2 explaining acceptability: Feeling empowered vs. feeling unsupported 

The second factor that appeared to differ between the subgroups was the extent to 

which they felt Uplift was empowering or it was unsupportive. The two subgroups 

had different viewpoints of Uplift’s emphasis on the patient taking action. They also 

had different experiences of feeling valued by the intervention.  

Patient taking action  

The subgroup of participants who benefited from Uplift found comfort and a sense of 

achievement came with being in control of the intervention. They appreciated having 

their own space to document feelings and activities that were not going to be judged 

by others or interfered with. This may have been related to their personality, as 

participants described themselves as quite insular and the kind of people who just 

like to get on with things themselves. Yet, more broadly, participants who 

experienced some benefit from Uplift appreciated that it was ‘self-generating’, i.e. 

based on them taking responsibility for taking action for themselves.  

“That’s definitely one of the um, big advantages of that: that it’s interactive 
and you can have your input and not just reading, receiving or, you know?” 
(Participant 217, M, below average logins) 

This idea of being motivated to take action was clearly contrasting in those that found 

no benefit from Uplift. For them, being invited to take action was difficult as they 

struggled to motivate themselves when left to get on with something and to generate 

answers for the exercises. For some, being asked to take action was perceived as 

though they were to being told what to do, almost like a child being given homework 

activities. They saw themselves as being both the input and output of the 

intervention and being asked to give without receiving a helpful response.  

“I feel it was quite sort of limited – I don’t know really why – but then it’s kind 
of like you're just left on your own; so in a way there’s no real input other than 
what you're putting in and so it’s just like a bit of a one-way process?  So 
you're not…you're still not really getting [0.4] the help.” (Participant 159, M, 
average logins)  
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Feeling valued 

Those who found some benefit from Uplift experienced a sense of value from the 

website. 

“I felt like supported by something – even if it’s not like a person [laughs]. So 
maybe just like a little bit less alone” (Participant 145 F, above average logins) 

The site was described as a ‘friend in the corner’. Some related this sense of 

supportiveness to the reminders they received from the candidate that felt like 

someone was thinking of them, or that indirectly the candidate was ‘there’ in the site 

as it had the appearance of a live site that someone was taking care of, even if their 

activity on the site was not being monitored. 

In contrast, those who did not find a benefit from Uplift discussed how it did not 

seem to value them. They described feeling unable to relate to others in wider society 

and so coming to the website looking for help and to feel less alone, but instead were 

still talking to themselves. In part this was to do with the site being automated. 

“Yeah, like some might feel really comfortable with doing it all remotely and 
not really having a face in front of them and that made them feel safe. But for 
me it’s already quite robotic and quite impersonal and it felt like oh no, it…I 
felt worse. Er, it just kind of accentuated the, the loneliness.” (Participant 253, 
F, below average logins) 

In summary, there are two factors that appear to explain the why some participants 

found some benefit from Uplift, whilst others found none; the extent to which 

participants felt the intervention was relevant to their depression and the extent to 

which participants felt empowered by the intervention.  

The subsequent section describes the more general findings related to how 

participants engaged with Uplift and their suggestions for improvement. These 

findings did not appear to differ by subgroup. 

6.3.7 Engaging with the intervention 

This theme describes how participants experienced the intervention in terms of the 

extent they could follow it, apply it, how responsive they found it, and how they 

experienced the amount of content.  

Following the intervention 

Uplift was designed as a flexible intervention in which all exercises were available 

from the outset for participants to choose from. One view of participants was that 
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this successfully enabled them to choose their preferred activities that were relevant 

to them and their depression and this was the only way to organise an intervention 

such as Uplift. Another view was that being faced with all exercises was overwhelming 

and left participants unsure of where to start or how to progress through the 

intervention. Therefore, these participants wanted a clear start point and route to 

follow that would enable a sense of progression through the activities. Yet, how 

participants felt about following the intervention was not always clear-cut. A 

participant commented: 

“I liked the fact that all the options were open to you. Um, but it was…I have 
to say it was kind of hard to explore and then because all the options were 
there you did tend to forget what options were there. Um, [0.3] but I did like 
it; that you had the freedom to just explore all the options. It sounds a bit 
contradictory but….[tails off]” (Participant 177, F, below average logins) 

This suggests there is perhaps not a straightforward way to organise the intervention. 

One solution, suggested by a participant, would be to release one exercise per day 

during the first week of the intervention and encourage participants to try each one. 

Then, from week two onwards, participants could choose their preferred activities. 

This may minimise overwhelm by giving people one new thing per day, whilst still 

providing autonomy to choose.  

Suggestions and examples 

Participants suggested that they might have been better able to engage with the 

intervention had it provided a greater range of suggestions and examples within the 

exercises. This could help to awaken ideas for new experiences but also a broader 

range might help participants to identify something relevant to them. For the ‘enjoy’ 

component participants felt there could be additional audios, beyond the three 

included, that describe everyday activities, such as taking a moment with your pet or 

at the coffee shop. Similarly, participants felt that the ‘strengths plan’ and ‘sharing 

strengths’ could include broader examples, that do not just focus on social 

relationships but are designed to bring people out of isolation, although not 

necessarily into contact with others. Examples suggested included doing some 

gardening or making use of community spaces, to allow people without close social 

relationships to apply the exercises.  

In the ‘good things’ exercise participants felt it might be easier if the instructions 

prompted you to think of ‘good things’ that you remembered, saw, ate, etc. Having 
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these categories might help people to think of a specific thing, when thinking of a 

‘good thing’ in general might feel too difficult. Others wanted even more guidance 

and would have preferred to select ‘good things’ or moments to ‘enjoy’ from a 

predefined list that included examples, such as ‘coffee’, ‘being in the park’, ‘sun’,  

‘meeting someone’, or ‘other’ (to allow the option to add their own). This was because 

these participants struggled to generate ideas for these sections. However, 

participants identified disadvantages associated with providing a list of ‘good things’, 

or moments to ‘enjoy’ for participants to choose from. Firstly, it has the potential to 

make participants feel worse if they cannot identify a single thing from the list. 

Secondly, it takes away from the purpose of the activities; to encourage self-reflection 

and identification of what that person views as good. One participant talked about 

what might happen if a predefined list of examples was available. 

“And that’s why it works, because the trick is to get people to reflect and 
highlight what was good that happened in that day. Um, so by having an 
option you're kind of breaking that 'cos it…you know in a way they’re not kind 
of…they’re not helping themselves because they’re kind of in the thought 
process and then perhaps something flashes up to say ‘oh, did you see this?’ 
then they’re like oh yeah-yeah, I did see that, and just almost it’s kind of like 
um, er, what’s the word I’m looking for…not er, solving the problem.” 
(Participant 120, M, above average logins) 

Linked to this, some felt that the intervention provided enough suggestions and 

examples to spark off their own ideas of how to apply the exercises and no more were 

needed. 

Responsiveness: tailoring 

Participants felt that their engagement with the intervention could be improved if the 

intervention was more responsive and provided tailored information according to 

their personality, in terms of their interests and abilities, or according to their 

psychological symptoms and needs. This tailoring might then enable them to make 

better use of the intervention content.  

Firstly, in terms of the content being matched to the participants’ personality, 

participants described a lack of fit. This was due to a mismatch between their physical 

abilities and a suggested action, such as listening to music or going for a walk. It was 

also due to differences in personal circumstances that meant they were less close to 

family or friends and so found the content in the ‘connect’ section less relevant. 
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Participants suggested that a solution could be to elicit needs in a questionnaire and 

tailor content based on this.   

“I don’t know if it would be valuable sort of in the first instance finding 
information about people so it feels more kind of for you.  But I don’t know, 
'cos that could then I suppose be experienced as like a huge questionnaire, so 
I’m not sure” (Participant 255, F, below average logins) 

Participants highlighted the importance of asking the right questions, such as 

checking about isolation or employment status to ensure suggestions are appropriate. 

Others felt it was more important to tailor the intervention based on psychological 

symptoms and needs. They felt that as it stands the intervention assumed that one-

size fits all. 

“What I wanted was something that direct[s] me, to treat me differently from 
someone who has different symptoms – symptoms is not the word – different 
needs from me.” (Participant 258, M, below average logins) 

One solution participants came up with was for the website to elicit their current 

feelings, needs, or symptoms and then offer corresponding Uplift exercises.  

“I think that would be helpful and it’s like um, just to tell you that it’s a 
common symptom of like depression; that it’s nothing to like you know worry 
that much about. And then give you…offer a suggestion of an activity that 
would help – exactly that symptom that you're feeling. That would be nice, 
and I think that would be like something that I would think I would go back 
to the website more often to do.” (Participant 179, F, below average logins)  

For others, the solution would be that Uplift would offer different activities to the 

positive psychology ones currently available if they indicated a particular level of 

depression. Participants wanted the option to explore their negative feelings; they 

wanted to see and hear about different types of depression, and different ways to 

manage it as a way to understand their condition. However, participants noted the 

possible issues with linking activities to symptoms. Firstly, participants were not sure 

that the website would be able to tailor properly and wanted the ability to change 

what the website was offering if it was too easy, or too difficult. Secondly, participants 

felt it could be patronising to see information about how depression feels, when 

people experiencing it know best. Thirdly, the description might not capture 

someone’s experience and then might put him or her off engaging with the 

intervention.
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 “Like whereas this one it just accepts that you've got depression, you wanna 
help yourself – so here’s a way of helping you. Rather than, this is what you 
might have, this is some like…and then, and then not feeling like you can 
actually do that bit 'cos you don’t feel like you're quite right for it.” 
(Participant 198, M, above average logins). 

Although tailoring might be important and there are possible solutions to overcome 

this, these must be carefully designed to ensure that people are not put off.  

Responsiveness: therapist support 

Another factor that participants identified as impacting their engagement with the 

intervention was therapist support. Participants described that having someone to 

support them with the intervention might increase their use of it. They suggested that 

Uplift could be linked to their current therapist and be a way for therapists to 

monitor or check their progress prior to in-person sessions. Another option was to 

have an Uplift therapist who could provide remote support by reviewing participants’ 

usage, offering clarifications on things they are finding difficult, and encouraging 

intervention use. 

“if there was some kind of like feedback or, or kind of looking at your mood 
and how you are progressing.  Um, that might then motivate me to kind of 
keep going with it a bit longer” (Participant 170, F, below average logins) 

It is interesting to note that the suggestions to include therapist support were made 

even by those who described Uplift as beneficial and empowering as self-help. 

Participants could see the benefits of Uplift both as self-help and supported: 

“I’m contradicting now what I was saying before about it’d be good for 
therapists to be able to see it. It’s also good though that people are able to use 
it independently, so that they are doing it for themselves; that they’re not 
being forced to do it by some medic or whatever, but they are actually 
wanting – yeah wanting to get better rather than just being told to.   So I think 
that’s important too.” (Participant 102, F, above average logins) 

This highlights that although therapist support has advantages it is not without 

drawbacks. Indeed, other participants mentioned they would have been less likely to 

use an intervention that included even remote therapist support as they might feel 

like a burden and someone who needs to be monitored in order to complete basic 

tasks.  

Amount of content 

Participants had varying opinions about how much content should be in Uplift. One 

view was that Uplift included the right amount of content and the simplicity was an 
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important aspect of it. Another view was that there should be some provision of a 

more neutral activity within the site to allow the expression, or exploration, of things 

that do not fit neatly into the positive activities provided. For some this could just be 

a blank box to write feelings in, for others it could include meditation or relaxation 

exercises. Similarly, others felt that when experiencing negative emotions it might be 

useful to see activities based on acceptance or on distraction. Participants mentioned 

that it might be useful if there was a starting activity to first instil calm and make the 

mood more stable, before introducing a positive activity that might have made them 

better able to make use of the website.  

For some the website totally ignored their more negative experiences, yet participants 

still wanted the option to explore these. They felt a website that did not allow this 

was not empathic and would not be something they wanted to use. Yet others 

cautioned against including ways to explore negative feelings, or even more neutral 

feelings in an intervention like Uplift.  

“If there was a neutral box and it said ‘how do you feel?’ everything would be 
negative on 90% of people’s things, and that won’t work – because they can do 
that anywhere they want: they can go to a public forum and do that; and 
people do do that. It works because it doesn’t say that” (Participant 120, M, 
above average logins) 

There was a feeling that providing these options would detract from the purpose of 

the site, as people would begin to use just these parts and not engage with the 

challenge of trying to find something positive. 

Participants felt that the more activities available the more likely they would be to 

find one that suits their needs. However, it was recognised that this can have an 

unintended consequence of making some people feel too overwhelmed by the 

amount of options available. One possibility participants suggested was to change the 

content periodically, as a way to entice people to return. This might include new 

news items about things that could help with depression. It might include daily 

challenges or tips, or new items each week.  

“Some news would be nice on there – news like research, research and images 
about what, you know discovering new therapies or discovering new approach 
you know: do exercise and you feel better, and eat mangoes and you feel 
happier, or things like that you know? Because that will get our attention 
there also. You know, it’s like oh I’ll go on there, they have some…they give me 
something” (Participant 258, M, below average logins) 
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As indicated this might have the added benefit that participants feel their various 

needs are being met if there is novel content in the intervention.  

6.3.8 Creating habitual users 

Participants discussed that they did not necessarily use Uplift as a matter of habit, yet 

they felt that had they practiced more often they would have gained more from the 

intervention. Participants made various suggestions for how to improve Uplift in 

order to get people to use it more regularly, including rewards, showing progress, and 

improving the reminders.  

Reward for using Uplift  

Participants described a desire to feel rewarded for coming to the intervention and 

felt this might increase their likelihood of returning regularly. Upon exercise 

completion, participants suggested that the site could give a visual reward, such as a 

star flashing up, incurring points, or receive a supportive congratulatory message. 

Participants said this might sound inconsequential but is something that might help 

build the habit. However, others voiced concerned about how useful such a system 

would be.  

“like for me it would seem a bit silly maybe or a bit sort of contrived or 
irrelevant maybe? Because it wouldn’t…your score wouldn’t necessarily 
correlate very closely with the amount of benefit that you are getting from it.” 
(Participant 152, M, below average logins). 

There is also the issue that given participants will not, and are not expected to, use all 

parts of the site equally, seeing lower scores in particular areas may nevertheless 

affect participants negatively.  

Seeing progress  

Participants wanted a better way to see the progress they were making in Uplift and 

had different suggestions of how this could be achieved. One way could be to give 

feedback on how long the participant had engaged with the intervention for. 

“So yeah, but it is quite nice to go oh, you’ve been tracking for 50 days, so even 
if you've got something like that going oh you've been…you know you've been 
taking care of your mind for four sessions” (Participant 105, F, below average 
logins) 

Another way would be to provide a different display of how the exercises within 

Uplift had been used to make participants feel more rewarded. The website could 

make participant progress visible on its homepage. Or, within exercises, how progress 
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is displayed could be altered, so rather than have a list of good things, these could be 

arranged ‘piled up by day’ and could give a better sense of progress.  

The second way to track progress would involve mood tracking to enable people to 

increase their awareness of own mood, when it might be most useful to engage in the 

activities, and to assess how their mood is progressing. Participants suggested it 

might also be useful to rate how difficult it was to do an exercise, to give a sense of 

progress. Despite these possible benefits participants recognised that including a 

mood-monitoring feature might not be the best thing. Participants were unsure if it 

would take away from the focus of Uplift, which is to find and document positives.   

Reminders 

There were a range of opinions on the weekly reminders provided as part of the 

intervention. For some, the reminders appeared to serve their function of helping 

people to remember the intervention and logging in as a consequence of receiving a 

reminder.  

“I found the sort of getting the ‘reminders’ and everything were a really key 
part of it, because it really encouraged you to use it. So yeah, I think that sort 
of, I think it’s very easy that you have these things you here, but actually 
making yourself get on and do them is a different thing, but the reminders was 
sort of a, a way to incorporate into life more.” (Participant 102, F, above 
average logins) 

Others wanted more frequent reminders to increase the likelihood of one arriving at 

the right time to encourage them to log in. Participants felt frequency and timing 

could be something participants could control for themselves through the site, given 

that there were different preferences.  

Another view about the reminders was that it would have been a nice detail had 

content been personalised, for instance if it was a sunny day it could have mentioned 

this. Or, it could have been related to participant’s use of the intervention content, or 

suggested an action such as to try a ‘good thing’, based on what they had already 

recorded in the website. However, others noted that the most important function was 

to be reminded that Uplift was there for use, not to be invited to try a particular part 

of the Uplift site. It was also felt that a computerised reminder suggesting what 

activity to try might feel impersonal, especially if it was received multiple times.  
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6.3.9 Making it friendly and fun 

An important aspect of generating engagement with the Uplift site was the idea that 

Uplift should be as friendly and fun as possible.  

Including social support  

One way participants suggested to introduce friendliness would be to create more 

opportunities for social support within the website. Including some form of social 

support was described as a way to help people to feel less isolated in an intervention 

such as Uplift.  

“And unfortunately when you feel that depressed, it’s acute loneliness as well 
and you just…and that kind of adds to it[laughs] if you're…if…that’s why it 
might be nice to see faces on there and other people’s experiences, and maybe 
you know some kind of meet-up” (Participant 173, F, above average logins). 

As indicated, participants suggested different ways to achieve social support. One way 

would be to enable direct peer-to-peer contact through a forum or chat room. 

Participants felt this would be a useful way of sharing tips and ideas about how to 

make use of Uplift’s exercises, which might make them more likely to try them. 

However, they mentioned that forums can often become ‘negative spaces’ where 

users share problems and so would need to be monitored to ensure it stayed on topic.  

Another possibility would be to give an indication that others are using the site or 

have benefited from it. The inclusion of peers’ stories or testimonials of a range of 

real-life users might help. This would give the option for people to see how Uplift had 

helped others with different types of depression and/or how to literally achieve some 

of the suggestions, and thus may increase the perceived relevance of the advice given. 

Yet, it was acknowledged that being able to see others progress in the intervention 

might lead to a sense of competitiveness that would not be helpful. Or people might 

feel sceptical about seeing others’ progress if they felt that they themselves were not 

progressing.  

Another option would be to provide more options for face-to-face contact with peers 

either in support groups, befriending, or by linking it to existing peer networks. For 

some this would be necessary for feeling part of a community. 

Presenting information attractively  

There were differing views on how attractive the presentation of Uplift was. One view 

was that the presentation was clear, well set out and attractive, and achieved the right 
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balance of credibility, whilst not looking too formal. For others this was less so. 

Participants made some specific recommendations that they felt would improve the 

presentation. Participants recommended relocating the audio clips from the bottom 

of the ‘enjoy’ page to the top to make them easier to find. They also recommended 

changing the layout of the ‘strengths’ page to make it easier to find previous results of 

the quiz. Participants suggested including more alternative forms of presentation 

than text, such as images, videos and audios.  

“but rather than like just text, more pictures and diagrams or maybe videos. 
Maybe someone saying that like…yeah, more audio or videos with someone 
saying this is what you can do. So I’d sort of say it’s too much to read, rather 
than this site.” (Participant 160, Female, above average logins) 

Participants also wanted to input information in different ways than just adding to 

written lists. Although participants could see the benefits of this they felt it would 

have been nice to add their own images, say of a ‘good thing’. Or they wanted to do 

more quiz-based activities and be led through the activities based on clicking 

through. 

In terms of design, some felt the colours and layout were good, whilst others felt that 

it was too large and bright, which drew unwanted attention and so would have 

preferred muted colours. Others still wanted the option to change the colours and 

design based on their preferences.  

6.3.10 Making it easily available 

Better mobile access 

Participants described experiencing some issues with how the website was displayed 

when accessed from a mobile device. Not all the activity options appeared on screen 

and it sometimes was not possible to see what was being typed in. Participants 

wanted to be more easily able to access the site from their mobile phone. This is 

because they described being more likely to have their phone on them and reported 

having an intimate relationship with it, compared to their computer. It was felt it was 

cumbersome to access the intervention via the web link. Further, the activities were 

the kind of things people wanted to try out when they were ‘on the go’. Consequently, 

participants recommended that Uplift might be available as an app.  

“But again, going back, if it was kind of app format it might be more integrate 
able to my day-to-day life than it would be, I don’t know…say I was going out 
for a walk, I’d put me headphones in anyway, I could just push a button on 
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the app and sort of listen to [it] while whatever is going on around me kind 
of.” (Participant 188, M, above average logins) 

Another benefit would be creating a user-friendly layout for the mobile phone and 

better integrating reminders onto smartphone home screens via notifications.  

Length of time 

There were varying views about whether the time of six weeks was sufficient. One 

opinion was that an intervention like Uplift should not have a time limit, as this 

implies progress is linear and gives an unrealistic deadline for feeling ‘better’, when in 

fact these activities should be things that are practiced on an on-going basis. Or they 

are things that someone could return to as and when needed. Others felt there should 

be some kind of time limit, but perhaps ten or twelve weeks to give people longer 

time to get used to the ideas on Uplift and make them part of their life. For some, a 

time limit gives the idea that an intervention is exclusive and this acts as positive 

form of pressure to encourage people to make use of it. There was a middle ground 

between these views; that perhaps the intervention could be offered on a time-limited 

basis, with the option to extend if people feel this would be beneficial. 

Availability  

Participants described the benefit of being able to access Uplift as and when they 

wanted to, unlike other NHS resources that were limited by working hours and 

waiting lists.  

“And I like the concept of, you know, helping yourself through a different, like 
say exercises, or online…because one of the problems I’ve found is um, if you 
want help in this country from the NHS you have to wait a long time. And um, 
you know 'cos in my country it’s not like that, and I’m not used to it [laughs]; 
like when I have a problem I’m used to…you deal with that the second I have a 
problem. And er, I like the idea that I can access as much content as I want, 
whenever I want it. Um, and that’s what appealed to me (Participant 115, F, 
above average logins). 

Participants reported it was good to have a tool that you can access without referral 

from a health professional, as this can be a barrier to getting treatment. However, 

participants recognised the limitations of Uplift as a complementary tool, not a stand-

alone treatment. Indeed, participants described how it complemented courses of 

treatment that they had recently finished, such as CBT and mindfulness based 

therapy. Yet, it was felt the website needed to be more explicit about the treatment 
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options available, and how Uplift complemented those, for cases where people are 

not in treatment. 

“You know like, yeah like more points of contact of what sort of thing you are 
actually looking for. Because you are saying this is not a substitute, but you 
are not giving the options for what’s the other thing that I should be doing. 
‘cos if this is your first time and you don’t really know how to look for a 
therapy or what sort of therapy is there, um, available for you, and things that 
are paid or things that are not paid. Er, I’ve done even like acupuncture and I 
found that great.  you know like some people find this useful bla-bla-bla you 
know? Like I think that yes okay this is only a tool, it’s not the treatment but 
here is a list of treatments.” (Participant 253, F, below average logins). 

Participants felt that the website currently recommends the first step (i.e. GP) and 

last step (i.e. Samaritans if suicidal) of what might be needed when depressed, but it 

does not cover what other services are available. It was suggested by participants that 

the site could include a glossary of the kinds of sources of support that are statutory 

and non-statutory, such as counselling services, charities, and crisis cafes, or other 

online services. This need not be a directory, as that might be overwhelming, but to 

simply give people an idea of what is available. Further, it was suggested that these 

might be more visible and once an exercise is completed a pop up could ask if the 

person still needs more help, and if so direct them to the website section listing 

sources of support.  
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6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 Main findings 

The findings of this study developed an explanation of how Uplift, and its positive 

psychology components, was more acceptable and potentially beneficial to some 

participants than to others. This acceptability and perceived helpfulness appeared to 

depend on two factors: the extent to which the intervention was relevant to 

depression and secondly, the extent to which the intervention was empowering. 

Those who found some benefit described appreciating the tone of positivity relative 

to their depression and found at least some activities relevant to their needs. In 

contrast, those who did not benefit reported that the positive activities seemed 

disconnected from their feelings of depression and activities seemed irrelevant and 

unrealistic. Further, those finding some benefit described a sense of ownership and 

autonomy associated with having a private space to document achievements and 

experienced a sense of value from Uplift. In contrast, those who experienced no 

benefit from Uplift felt unsupported. This subgroup of participants appeared to have 

difficulty with self-motivating in the context of a low-intensity intervention and felt 

this was not responsive to their needs, but was impersonal and reinforced a sense of 

loneliness. It is interesting to note that these differences did not appear to be related 

to measurable factors, such as number of intervention logins, digital literacy, or 

depression profile (e.g. symptom severity, treatment history, and treatment context). 

Instead, these appear to be attitudinal differences between participants, related in 

part to their perception of the relevance of positives and in part to the perceived 

usefulness of a low-intensity intervention in this context.  

The study also reported on how participants across both subgroups more generally 

engaged with Uplift, and their views on what helped, hindered, and might improve 

the experience of Uplift. The findings indicated that the intervention could have been 

more responsive to participants’ preferences and needs, in order to promote greater 

engagement. This could also have been facilitated by the inclusion of a greater 

number of strategies to encourage habitual use, such as more rewards or reminders. 

The findings also mentioned the ways in which the intervention could have appeared 

more friendly and fun, and suggestions for how it could be made more easily available 

in future.   
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6.4.2 Strengths and limitations 

The main strength of the present study is the sampling, which allowed for a diverse 

sample that had a range of experiences and viewpoints on the Uplift intervention. 

This enabled the candidate to develop a plausible explanation of the factors that 

affected acceptability that can be explored in future research.  

The main limitation of the study is that although a range of views and experiences 

were highlighted, in some cases these are contradictory and do not offer a clear path 

for future research. For example, the finding that some people liked the flexibility of 

the intervention whilst others found it overwhelming cannot easily be resolved. It is 

possible that such findings represent actual differences in opinions and may mean 

that there needs to be interventions that are designed differently to suit different 

audiences, or that interventions need to be flexible to allow patients to choose. It may 

be necessary to explore such contradictions and uncertainties in future research using 

focus group methodology, in which it is possible to expose people with different views 

to each other (Krueger & Casey, 2014), and this may generate a more sophisticated 

understanding of the pros and cons of particular design decisions. 

A second limitation is related to the nature of the data collected. Often participants 

had to be reminded of the intervention in order to discuss it and so were provided 

access shortly prior to, or during the interview. This may have led to discussions that 

focused more on the appearance and design of the intervention rather than its 

psychological content. Whilst the former is not unimportant, the candidate felt it was 

more difficult to explore the principles and possible mechanisms of the intervention 

that were helpful or unhelpful. As a consequence, the present study is somewhat 

limited in the extent to which it can address questions about the principles and 

possible mechanisms of the intervention.  

6.4.3 Comparison to literature 

The finding that two factors, the extent to which the intervention was perceived as 

relevant, and as empowering, can explain patient attitudes towards the intervention, 

is interesting. It echoes the findings of a recent meta-synthesis of qualitative studies 

of patient experience of low-intensity digital psychological intervention conducted by 

Knowles et al., (2014). Their findings indicate that the extent to which an intervention 

is sensitive to the needs of the individual and the extent to which it provides 

collaboration and connection are likely to affect how patients engage with such 
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interventions. The findings of the present study support this and each factor is 

considered in turn.  

Firstly, in relation to the sensitivity of the intervention, patients who did not benefit 

reported that their circumstances did not fit with what the intervention was 

requesting, they could not find anything positive, and were unable to engage. This 

was also echoed in the subtheme, section 6.3.7 ‘engaging with the intervention’, 

where participants suggested the intervention could have been more responsive to 

their personal interests and needs. Knowles et al., (2014) argue that a key challenge in 

low-intensity interventions is to incorporate a greater sensitivity to patient identity. 

The authors cite examples where content, based on patient needs, has been 

recommended and this has improved engagement (e.g. Carlbring et al., 2011). 

However, such studies have used a therapist to perform the tailoring. As mentioned 

at the outset of this thesis, it was the aim to generate a low-intensity intervention that 

did not require therapist support. Future research should therefore focus on ways to 

automate this process of providing tailored information to patients. This will 

obviously require knowledge of the factors that will affect this sensitivity, which 

ought to be the subject of future research, since few reliable factors were identified in 

the present project (e.g. fit appeared unrelated to depression profile). Instead, the 

present research indicated it might be relevant to assess level of isolation. Research 

should therefore focus on ways to assess this, on developing appropriate suggestions, 

and then investigating technological solutions for linking this within the 

intervention. Throughout these stages of research there should be continual 

consultation with potential users to assess and ensure acceptability, as recommended 

in the person-based approach (Yardley et al., 2015). 

Participants suggested that to improve the intervention’s relevance to depression it 

could include a more explicit link between positive psychology exercises and 

particular symptoms of depression. In the current study, a rationale was provided for 

why each exercise was relevant to depression, (described in section 4.5.3) but these 

could be made more obvious. The icons for each activity on the homepage could be 

replaced with symptoms phrased as questions, which would then direct a patient to a 

particular activity. The question ‘Feeling lonely?’ could link to the ‘connect’ 

component, whilst ‘Feel like nothing good is happening?’ could link to the ‘good 

things’. Such modifications should be discussed with potential users prior to being 
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implemented, as some participants raised concerns that this still may not provide 

sensitivity to individual needs, as each person’s experience of depression is different. 

Secondly, it is possible that by attempting to redress the positive focus the 

intervention becomes too negative and could be equally off-putting. It might also 

render the intervention less acceptable to those who liked it in its current form. 

Future research should therefore investigate whether these strategies, or indeed 

others, can reasonably address participants concerns about the relevance of positive 

psychology exercises to depression, and in so doing make the intervention more 

sensitive to the needs of the individual.  

The second aspect that Knowles et al., (2014) argue affects engagement with digital 

low-intensity interventions is the extent to which it provides collaboration and 

connection. These factors could be considered on a continuum, where all aspects 

have pros and cons, but the intervention ought to balance these. Collaboration could 

be conceptualised as the level of independence in an intervention, which when high 

(e.g. patients have high autonomy) could be empowering, but can equally be 

perceived as too demanding. This is a likely explanation of the differences between 

those who perceived benefit, and those who did not, in the current intervention. 

However, Knowles et al., (2014) caution going too far the other way, as although a low 

level of autonomy can confer greater perceived support, it could equally render the 

patient more passive, rather than having ownership. This is similar to what was 

discussed previously, in section 3.3.5, where patients recognised the tension between 

providing support and promoting autonomy. Similarly, connection with others in 

terms of level of social contact can be experienced as negative or positive, because a 

greater level of personal contact can provide interpersonal connection, yet also be 

seen as threatening. Whilst a low level of contact allows privacy and safety, it could 

feel isolating. Again, this is a useful model for considering the present findings, where 

patients who did not like the intervention found it difficult to be asked to take action 

and experienced isolation with the intervention. 

It is interesting to note that those who perceived Uplift to be acceptable reported 

some sense of support from the candidate as they perceived that the candidate was 

‘part of’ the intervention, they felt someone was thinking of them, and they received 

reminders from the candidate. This feeling of being valued existed despite the fact 

that participants were aware their input to Uplift was not being monitored. Previous 
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research suggests that supported interventions have greater adherence and 

effectiveness than unsupported interventions, perhaps because some form of contact 

promotes accountability (Richards & Richardson, 2012). However, it is not always 

clear what is meant by support as this can include therapist support, in which patient 

sees a qualified therapist, and also administrative support, which varies from having 

someone who provides guidance on the content participants should access, to a 

person, such as a researcher, to contact with technical queries (Richards & 

Richardson, 2012). The latter definition would indicate that the processes in the 

current study, in which the participant received a verbal introduction to the 

intervention via telephone, and automated reminders from the candidate, may have 

inadvertently conferred support to participants. This raises question about the utility 

of the intervention in the real world, if it is to be delivered without any human 

contact. As mentioned in the previous section, future research should consider the 

importance of this and its resource implications.  

More generally, patients also requested more social contact, either via social 

networking within the intervention, via peer stories, or being linked to social events. 

In light of this, and the findings that Uplift did not sufficiently balance collaboration 

and connection for all users, it is important to consider what changes could be made 

in future to redress this. Unfortunately, Knowles et al., (2014) have no clear 

recommendations for research; instead they argue that it is a delicate art to balance 

these factors. However, interestingly, they suggest that if researchers consider 

collaboration and connection, this can address the previously mentioned issue of 

sensitivity to the individual. It is easy to see how if connection with others was 

included, e.g. through a chat room, a patient has greater potential to be exposed to an 

idea, or tip, that is relevant to their needs and preferences. Future research into Uplift 

should consider how to improve the collaboration and connection, and specific 

recommendations are below.  

Although a chat room might confer benefits by providing social contact with others 

(Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009) it might be unhelpful for two reasons (as 

mentioned in section 4.3.7). One, it is conceptually a different intervention, which is 

subject to its own literature (Naslund et al., 2016). Secondly, there are resource 

implications involved with monitoring, in order to minimise potential risks. However, 

asynchronous communication may be possible, as suggested by participants, where 
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current users can post which tips help them the most. However, this too introduces 

resource implications. Firstly, for participants who must agree to share this 

information (which raises issues in itself in terms of privacy and competitiveness), but 

secondly, for a moderator who must approve what can be shared. A simpler solution 

might be to generate some real-life user testimonies, perhaps in collaboration with an 

advisory panel or group that could offer an insight into the ways that Uplift could 

help. Future research could then test whether this is sufficient to foster a sense of 

connectedness in a future version of the intervention. 

The present findings offered some support for the conceptual model of this 

intervention (reported in section 4.3.2). It also lends credibility to how the outcomes 

are achieved, as patients described increased positive affect, noticed differences in 

attention / awareness, as well as increased confidence, and some changes in daily 

behaviours, all of which were conceptualised as mechanisms of the interventions. 

This suggests that these are useful processes for future researchers to consider when 

designing evaluations of how positive psychology exercises might affect outcomes. 

However, the findings also indicate that, even for those who reported benefiting from 

the intervention, improvements were sometimes short-lived and did not always lead 

to the hypothesised outcome of reduced depression and improved subjective quality 

of life. This warrants further investigation, as it suggests that there are other factors 

that might mediate the process of change. It could be that patients with labile mood 

struggle to reap the same benefits. Alternatively, it might be that the outcome takes 

longer to achieve and requires more habitual practice, potentially over a longer time 

period. Indeed, participants did suggest improving the intervention to create more 

habitual users, and potentially making it available for longer than six weeks. The 

intervention guideline was based on previous systematic review that indicated that 

this length of time and intensity was appropriate and potentially effective (Bolier, 

Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013). However, this review did acknowledge that this 

was based on a limited number of studies, and potentially greater effects might be 

observed when interventions were supported. However, as the aim of this thesis was 

to investigate a low-intensity intervention to address the treatment gap, future 

research ought to investigate a more appropriate intensity and intervention length, 

that might allow these outcomes to be experienced by participants, even within the 

context of a low-intensity intervention.  
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In the previous chapter it was discussed that patients with depression were 

potentially more likely to use positive psychology exercises that promoted pleasure, 

than those promoting engagement and meaning (see section 5.4.3). However, this 

qualitative study did not find support for this. In fact, participants reported a range of 

views on the usefulness of the different positive psychology components, rather than 

a universal acceptance of one type over another. This implication lends support to the 

approach taken in this intervention, of testing a range of components promoting 

different principles of positive psychology, rather than focusing on one type (e.g. 

pleasure). This is because different patients are likely to find different ones acceptable 

and potentially helpful.  

6.4.4 Conclusions 

Overall, the findings suggest that there are reasons why certain people found Uplift, 

and its positive psychology exercises, more acceptable and potentially useful 

compared to others. Future research is needed to establish whether it is possible to 

improve the acceptability of Uplift; by increasing how sensitive it is to patient needs, 

and improving collaboration between the intervention and users, as well as 

connection to other users. However, as mentioned in the previous chapter, it remains 

a priority to investigate the population that liked, and appeared to benefit from 

Uplift, and whether they are a distinct group, or whether they are in fact those who 

would be amenable to other therapeutically oriented digital low-intensity 

interventions.  
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7 Discussion 

7.1 Overview 

This chapter provides an overall discussion of the thesis. It aims to draw together the 

collective significance of the preceding chapters, and discuss these with reference to 

the initial research questions and existing literature. The chapter also considers the 

strengths and limitations of the overall thesis. This is followed by a discussion of the 

implications of the findings for research and clinical practice.  

7.2 Summary of context and problem 

This thesis aimed to systematically develop a theoretically sound online intervention 

using positive psychology for depression, and investigate the acceptability of this. The 

rationale was that a low-intensity online intervention, using components of positive 

psychology, might usefully address the treatment gap, whereby large numbers of 

patients are experiencing depression and associated distress, but have limited access 

to appropriate psychological treatments. A low-intensity treatment was deemed 

suitable, given its potential to address the mental health needs of large numbers of 

patients, without being used up as a resource. Positive psychology was used as the 

theoretical basis, as there was some evidence that it could be effective for depression, 

and researchers suggested it might be more acceptable to some than deficit-oriented 

interventions. However, the existing evidence base for positive psychology 

components was limited by poor quality evidence that failed to accurately specify 

mechanisms of action and rarely investigated its acceptability. 

7.3 Summary of approach and methods 

This thesis was guided by two frameworks for intervention development: The Medical 

Research Council (MRC) Framework for Developing and Evaluating Complex 

Interventions (Craig et al., 2008) and the Person-Based Approach to Digital Health-

Related Behaviour Change Interventions (Yardley et al., 2015). The MRC framework 

places an emphasis on developing the theoretical basis of an intervention, prior to 

testing its feasibility. The pers0n-based approach recommends eliciting and 

addressing the views of the people that will use the intervention, in order to address 

contextual challenges with its delivery. This thesis employed several methods 

recommended by the two frameworks to systematically develop and test the 

feasibility of the intervention.  
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In the first stage of intervention development, the candidate completed a literature 

review to synthesise existing systematic reviews of the effectiveness of positive 

psychology (Chapter 1). This identified that the field disagrees on the definition of a 

positive psychology component and led to the selection of positive psychotherapy to 

inform the intervention development, because it is a relatively well defined and 

described package of components. However, it was unclear which components are 

required to achieve outcomes, which can be changed, and how this differed across 

contexts. The candidate therefore conducted a systematic review to investigate how 

the positive psychology components used in positive psychotherapy are applied and 

modified (Chapter 2). This identified that some components were applied frequently 

(e.g. ‘blessings journal’ and ‘using strengths’) whilst others were not applied at all (e.g. 

‘satisficing plan’ or ‘family strengths tree’), suggesting that some components might 

be more acceptable and feasible than others. However, as studies rarely described 

their rationale for applying or modifying components, this study contributed little to 

developing the theory of the intervention. 

To supplement theory development and identify challenges with delivering the 

intervention, a qualitative study investigated patient and clinician views on the 

acceptability of the proposed intervention (Chapter 3). This identified that 

acceptability was influenced by the extent to which patients perceived a fit between 

positivity and context, whether the social elements of the intervention were balanced, 

whether they felt supported, and whether the intervention was persuasively designed.  

The evidence from the aforementioned studies was synthesised with stakeholder 

views, elicited from a patient advisory panel, in order to inform the conceptual model 

of the intervention this was then operationalised into a website (Chapter 4). The 

conceptual model described how the positive psychology components (‘savouring’, 

‘using your strengths’, ‘blessings journal’, ‘gratitude letter’, ‘active constructive 

responding’, and ‘gift of time’) promoted the principles of pleasure, engagement, and 

meaning, the mechanisms by which these were hypothesised to influence change, 

and affect the outcomes of reducing depression and increasing subjective quality of 

life. The model also described how design objectives were created to address 

contextual factors likely to affect acceptability. For example, to address the issue that 

the intervention needs to fit with participants’ context it was designed to persuade 

participants of the relevance of the advice. These design objectives were addressed by 
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key features of the intervention, such as adapting intervention names and 

descriptions to be suitable to the UK context, when the model was operationalised 

into a website with the help of a software design company. 

In the second stage of the thesis, the developed intervention, Uplift, was tested in a 

feasibility study. This included a quantitative, pre-post study, to address the 

uncertainty on the usage of the intervention and its acceptability (Chapter 5). This 

established that despite few participants adhering to the intervention guideline, 

around a fifth of the sample regularly engaged and perceived benefit from the 

intervention. Importantly, those who did not perceive it to be acceptable or beneficial 

did not feel the intervention was harmful. A qualitative study was designed to explore 

in more depth the acceptability of and response to the intervention, and participants 

were purposively selected according to their age, gender, and intervention logins, to 

ensure a range of views were elicited (Chapter 6). This identified that the 

acceptability of the intervention was affected by whether it was perceived as relevant 

to depression and the extent to which it was empowering. Those who perceived a 

benefit found at least some components relevant to their needs, and reported a sense 

of autonomy and value associated with independently completing the intervention. In 

contrast, those who did not benefit reported that the components were disconnected, 

unrealistic, and irrelevant to their depression, and they felt unsupported and unable 

to self-motivate.  

7.4 Answers to research questions 

7.4.1 1) Which positive psychology components can be applied to an online 

intervention for depression? 

In order to answer this research question it was necessary to define a positive 

psychology component. However, it was evident that this is subject to debate. Some 

view positive psychology components as exercises or therapies developed in the 

theoretical tradition of positive psychology that primarily aim to raise positive 

feelings, cognitions, or behaviours, as opposed to those that primarily aim to reduce 

symptoms, problems, or disorders (Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013). Others 

suggest that the definition is wider and can include interventions developed outside 

the field of positive psychology, as long as the interventions goal is to promote 

positive emotions, behaviours, or thoughts to improve wellbeing, and do so through a 

known mechanism (Schueller et al., 2014). Yet, both of these definitions appear 
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flawed. The issue with the first definition is that it is not clear what has been 

developed within the theoretical tradition of positive psychology, since Seligman et 

al., (2005) describe identifying and testing interventions from a range of disciplines, 

including Buddhism and the human potential movement. Similarly, the second 

definition allows a range of interventions to be defined as components of positive 

psychology, such as mindfulness and acceptance based therapy (Schueller et al., 

2014). It then becomes impossible to differentiate positive psychology components 

from other therapeutic interventions and this could serve to obscure the development 

of intervention theory, and limit the ability to identify intervention effects.  

Consequently, this thesis focused on positive psychology components in positive 

psychotherapy, as these were relatively well defined and described by Seligman et al., 

(2006). This research identified that of the 12 positive psychology components 

described by Seligman, six of these can be applied to an online intervention for 

depression, because they were supported by evidence or theory, were consistent with 

the principles of pleasure, engagement, and meaning, had previously been applied, 

and were potentially acceptable in the context of a low-intensity online intervention 

(e.g. had few barriers, or could be appropriately modified). The components that can 

be, and were applied, to the online intervention include: ‘savouring’, ‘using your 

strengths’, ‘blessings journal’, ‘gratitude letter’, ‘active constructive responding’, and 

‘gift of time’. It was hypothesised that ‘savouring’ promoted pleasure and could re-

educate participants’ attention and memory towards the positive and increase 

positive affect. ‘Using your strengths’, ‘blessings journal’, and ‘gratitude letter’ were 

thought to promote engagement and increase self-efficacy, activity, and social 

engagement. The ‘active constructive responding’ and ‘gift of time’ components were 

hypothesised to promote meaning and also could increase activity and social 

engagement. Together these mechanisms of change were thought to influence the 

outcomes of reduced depression and increased subjective quality of life.  

The other aspect of the answer to this research question is that it was determined 

that there are some positive psychology components that did not appear suitable for 

applying in the context of an unsupported online intervention for depression. This 

included ‘positive introduction’, ‘writing memories’, ‘forgiveness letter’, ‘one door 

closes’, ‘satisficing plan’, and ‘family strengths tree’. The decision not to include these 

was because they appeared not to be based on adequate theory or evidence, did not 
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appear aligned with the principles of pleasure, engagement, and meaning, had rarely 

been applied in other studies, and were likely to be unacceptable, or even harmful, in 

the proposed context. The evidence synthesis suggested that some components had 

the potential to generate negative feelings that might be harmful to elicit in the 

context of an unsupported intervention. This included the ‘writing memories’ and 

‘forgiveness letter’ components, that encourage patients to explore difficult memories 

and events, and also the ‘positive introduction’ which encourages a focus on when 

things were going well, which was thought might be overwhelming. Other 

components, including ‘one door closes’ and ‘satisficing plan’ were thought to be 

more suitable, acceptable, and potentially effective if facilitated by therapeutic 

support. Finally, the complexity with involving family in the ‘family strengths tree’ led 

to this component being excluded. 

Although this research question has been answered in terms of which positive 

psychology components from positive psychotherapy were most suitable to apply 

online, it remains unclear which components from the wider positive psychology 

movement could also have been used. In the systematic review described in Chapter 

2, several conceptually similar components to those used in positive psychotherapy 

were identified. The ‘acts of kindness’ component, in which people complete small 

pro-social tasks for others, was conceptualised as promoting meaning and was seen as 

very similar to the ‘gift of time’ exercise, which involved using personal strengths, 

rather than generic pro-social tasks to help others. However, as this thesis focused on 

the components described within positive psychotherapy, it was not possible to 

identify whether such components can be applied to online interventions for 

depression. 

7.4.2 2) What is the acceptability of this online intervention using positive psychology 

for depression? 

The findings indicate that an online intervention using positive psychology is not 

acceptable to all. Instead, around a fifth of participants indicated that the 

intervention was acceptable and perceived as useful, according to the feasibility study 

findings (Chapter 5). The remainder of participants did not find it acceptable and 

disengaged with the intervention, although they did not report it was harmful. The 

findings show that it is not a one size fits all approach.  
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In order to investigate whether acceptability was related to patient characteristics, 

exploratory analyses investigated whether any demographic characteristics predicted 

intervention use. Intervention logins and exercise completion were used as a proxy 

measure of intervention acceptability, as it was assumed that those who found the 

intervention acceptable would use it more frequently. However, intervention use did 

not appear to be related to age, depression severity, education, employment status, 

depression treatment, length of illness, or subjective quality of life. The only 

significant predictor was gender, as women completed more exercises than men. 

However, there was no difference in logins between the genders.  

Although depression, measured on the PHQ-9, did not predict intervention usage, it 

did appear to play a role in the acceptability of the intervention. In the qualitative 

aspect of the feasibility study (Chapter 6), an important factor affecting acceptability 

was the extent to which the intervention was perceived as relevant to depression, and 

this appeared to differ in patients. Some found at least one positive psychology 

component relevant to them and therefore felt the intervention was acceptable. 

Others did not feel that the intervention was at all relevant to their needs and found 

the intervention components too demanding. These findings were similar to what 

patients and clinicians articulated in the qualitative study that informed the 

development of the intervention (Chapter 3), where an important theme was the fit 

between the participants’ context and their depression. Specifically, participants felt 

that the extent to which the patient could identify positives would influence 

intervention acceptability. Further, this also identified that positive psychology had 

the potential to be interpreted as misunderstanding depression. It therefore appears 

that a positive psychology intervention is more appealing to some than others. 

The second factor identified in the qualitative study that appeared to affect 

acceptability of the intervention was the extent to which patients felt empowered by a 

low-intensity intervention, or whether they felt unable to self-motivate to complete it. 

This was linked to what participants said in the qualitative study (Chapter 3) where 

they mentioned balancing the tension between providing an unsupported 

intervention that could promote autonomy for patients developing strategies, but 

might not be sufficiently motivating for patients to engage. These findings could 

indicate that some people find low-intensity interventions more acceptable and 

appealing in general. 
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7.4.3 3) What are the potential outcomes for individuals with depression of this online 

intervention using positive psychology? 

The conceptual model of the intervention (reported in Chapter 4) proposed that the 

positive psychology components included in the intervention would reduce 

symptoms of depression and improve subjective quality of life. These outcomes were 

measured in the feasibility study (Chapter 5) by the PHQ-9 and DIALOG scale 

respectively. Participants’ depression reduced, however, overall subjective quality of 

life did not appear to improve, and it improved only a little within the domain of 

mental health. The findings indicate the potential for this intervention to improve 

depression. Yet, this evidence should be interpreted cautiously, given the lack of 

control group and potential for regression to the mean. However, it could be argued 

that the observed changes were not due to social desirability, or it would be expected 

that both the depression and subjective quality of life outcomes would have changed 

equally. Furthermore, the feasibility study collected open-ended survey data that 

supports the hypothesised mechanisms of the intervention that might lead to 

improvement in outcomes. Participants reported experienced benefits such as 

improved emotions and thoughts, and completing increased daily activities. This is 

further supported by the findings of the qualitative study (Chapter 6), as participants 

reported both short-term and longer-term improvements, such as brief boosts to 

mood and returning to exercise routines. 

It must be noted that many patients reported no benefit from Uplift. As 

aforementioned, they also did not report harm, but felt that the intervention did not 

help in any way and was not for them. This further supports the interpretation that a 

positive psychology intervention is not a one size fits all approach, but will be 

acceptable and beneficial for a few. However, the findings indicate that the developed 

intervention is a potentially promising treatment option for depression.  

Within this thesis, the intervention was conceptualised as complementary to existing 

treatments. This was because participants in the qualitative study (Chapter 3) 

indicated that an online positive psychology intervention would not be suitable as a 

stand-alone intervention, as it was not perceived to directly address symptoms of 

depression. The conceptual model of the intervention, described in Chapter 4, 

outlined proposed mechanisms, such as re-educating attention and memory towards 

the positive, that were hypothesised to lead to a reduction in depression. However, as 
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this study was the first to test the feasibility of the intervention, it was appropriate to 

conceptualise it as complementary and allow study participants to continue existing 

treatments.  

7.5 Comparison to the literature 

7.5.1 Comparison to literature on components of positive psychology  

When compared to the previously hypothesised model of how positive psychotherapy 

operates, depicted in Figure 7.1, the current thesis has vastly improved the proposed 

model, as depicted in Figure 7.2.  
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Figure 7.1 Conceptual model of positive psychotherapy 
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Figure 7.2 Conceptual model of the developed intervention  

The new model depicts how particular positive psychology components relate to 

principles of pleasure, engagement, and meaning, and to particular hypothesised 

mechanisms of the intervention. This was absent from the original model depicted in 

Figure 7.1. This was problematic because researchers suggested that the components 

could be delivered flexibly (Rashid, 2008; Rashid & Seligman, 2014), but it was not 

possible to make an informed decision about which components were necessary for 

outcomes, and which could be adapted. This has been addressed by the present 

research, because it is clear from the conceptual model in Figure 7.2 how components 

are hypothesised to link to principles and mechanisms, which in theory could allow 
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remains hypothetical as it depicts proposed mechanisms that should be the subject of 

further research. 

Further, the new model acknowledges the contextual challenges hypothesised as 

affecting the acceptability of the low-intensity intervention, as depicted in Figure 7.3. 

Previously, despite describing two different contexts of therapy provision, individual 

and group, Seligman et al., (2006) failed to account for how these contexts might 

affect intervention delivery. Again, this was problematic because it was unclear how 

to adapt the intervention to other contexts. As a result, as demonstrated in the 

systematic review, interventions that adapted positive psychotherapy employed a 

range of different components in different contexts (e.g. in an app reported in Roepke 

et al., (2015) where just two components were used). However, studies rarely specified 

whether factors related to the context of delivery affected which components were 

delivered. In contrast, the conceptual model developed in this thesis allows other 

researchers and clinicians to clearly see the features of the context that are 

hypothesised as influencing acceptability, and how the intervention was designed, 

and components were selected, to address these. This provides a theoretically sound 

model that other researchers can consider when designing future interventions.  

 

Figure 7.3 Guiding principles of the developed intervention 
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Although this thesis has systematically developed the theory of positive psychology 

components from positive psychotherapy beyond what was previously discussed in 

the literature, it remains unclear how other components of positive psychology fit in. 

As aforementioned, in previous systematic reviews, components such as ‘three funny 

things’, which is similar to three good things but the participants documents amusing 

events (Gander, Proyer, Ruch, & Wyss, 2012), ‘best possible selves’ (King, 2001), in 

which participants repeatedly write about their imagined future, and ‘acts of 

kindness’ (Otake et al., 2006), in which the participant documents pro-social tasks 

completed for others, have been considered part of positive psychology (Bolier, 

Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013). However, as these are not described within 

positive psychotherapy, they were not investigated within this thesis. Yet, it remains 

plausible that such components could usefully contribute to an online intervention 

for depression, as well as positive psychology delivered in other contexts. However, 

this will only be possible if it is clear how these components operate, in terms of 

which principles they promote, and the associated mechanisms. Some researchers 

have provided a rationale for their modifications of ‘good things’ into ‘funny things’, 

as humour is conceptualised as an important aspect of positive emotion, and this 

would therefore promote the principle of pleasure (Gander et al., 2012). Other 

modifications or variants of positive psychology components will need to be clearly 

described in order for the field to move forward.   

It should be noted that the field of positive psychology has begun to investigate 

components that promote two further principles; relationships and achievement. This 

is now known as the ‘PERMA’ model (pleasure, engagement, relationships, meaning, 

and achievement) (Seligman, 2011). To the candidate’s knowledge, this has not been 

discussed with reference to people with depression, but is being investigated as the 

target of positive psychology components tested with the general population. Future 

research may wish to consider whether these principles are useful targets for 

interventions for people with depression. 

7.5.2 Comparison to literature on acceptability of positive psychology online  

The present thesis provides a challenge to the existing literature, which suggests that 

because the components of positive psychology focus on pleasure, engagement, and 

meaning, this will foster greater acceptability than other traditional deficit-oriented 

approaches (Layous et al., 2011; Schueller & Parks, 2012; Seligman et al., 2006). 
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Previously, researchers have suggested that interventions informed by positive 

psychology may have fewer barriers to entry for people lacking motivation, energy, or 

enthusiasm, when compared to accessing traditional forms of therapy (Layous et al., 

2011). However, the current study finding that positive psychology was not 

conceptualised as an alternative intervention to deficit-oriented treatments evidenced 

the first challenge to these ideas. Instead, the evidence from this thesis indicated that 

an online positive psychology approach was not sufficient to address symptoms and 

problems, and therefore should be offered alongside treatments that tackle these. 

The second challenge to the notion of acceptability among patients with depression is 

that, even within a self-selected sample, only a fifth of patients in the feasibility study 

reported it was acceptable. This is not an all-out challenge to researchers that suggest 

positive psychology is valuable; merely it provides some evidence that it is not a one-

size fits all approach. A key reason for disengaging was that the intervention 

components were not perceived as relevant to participants’ experiences of depression. 

This finding can help to shed light on why patients might have been indifferent to or 

dissatisfied with previous online interventions using positive psychology (Bolier, 

Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013). Previously, researchers have hypothesised that 

patients might have felt incapable of completing the intervention or disappointed by 

its content. The present research suggests this might be the case. This raises the 

question of whether it is necessary to make the intervention more acceptable, so that 

more patients might benefit. However, there is a possibility that in doing so this 

might make it less acceptable to those who benefited from it in its current form.  

If future studies want to amend the intervention to improve its acceptability, then 

they might focus on addressing the issue that the psychological content of the 

intervention did not sufficiently acknowledge participants’ symptoms. This is a 

criticism that positive psychologists have previously faced (Coyne & Tennen, 2010). In 

response positive psychologists have argued that they do not ignore peoples’ distress 

but that they attend to this sensitively, with a focus on bringing out the positives 

(Rashid, 2015). However, the finding of the current research suggest that in the 

context of a low-intensity online intervention, which presents the same set of positive 

psychology components to all users, patients feel unsupported and that their 

emotions are unvalidated. There are several options for improving the perceived 

relevance of the intervention content to people with depression. 
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The first option would be to explicitly incorporate positive psychology with deficit-

oriented treatments such as CBT, and some researchers have begun to investigate this 

in the context of individual and group therapies (Bannink, 2014; Carr & Finnegan, 

2014). This would require systematic development, with a similar approach evidenced 

in this thesis, which addressed how theoretical aspects of the deficit oriented 

treatment address contextual challenges, and the hypothesised mechanisms that 

could influence outcomes. This would be necessary to ensure the developed 

intervention was conceptually distinct from existing interventions and would be used 

to inform evaluations. A further challenge with this approach is that care needs to be 

taken to ensure that it does not overwhelm participants, as research indicates that 

there might be a curvilinear relationship, whereby additional content does not benefit 

patients (Donkin et al., 2013; Schueller & Parks, 2012).  

A second option would be to refine positive psychology exercises so that they more 

explicitly address patients’ symptoms and concerns. For instance, rather than just 

include a brief sentence about how components are relevant to symptoms, instead 

the intervention would be structured around symptoms for patients to select and 

then be offered a relevant positive psychology component. This would be a 

theoretically more pure intervention than the first option, which might be easier to 

evaluate.  

A third option would be to include positive mood induction techniques to get people 

‘in the mood’ for receiving instructions (Layous & Lyubomirsky, 2014). For instance, 

music, pictures, or videos could be used to induce positive or relaxed mood states. 

Similarly, this might address the concern that the intervention remains ‘pure’ positive 

psychology. However, it is possible that encouraging more positivity would not 

sufficiently address patient concerns and might lead to the criticisms evidenced in 

this thesis that, for some, the intervention appears to misunderstand depression. This 

could be checked in future research.   

Nevertheless, implementing the above-described options to refine Uplift might result 

in losing the appealing simplicity of the intervention, which has a clear focus and is 

distinct from other interventions. It might also be that this intervention is simply 

acceptable to a small number, and that rather than be a problem that should be 

addressed, research should instead focus on reliably identifying these people, so that 

the intervention can be appropriately targeted.  
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The current research provides support for the suggestion of previous positive 

psychology researchers, who indicated that more persuasively designed positive 

psychology interventions might be more acceptable to participants (Bolier, 

Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013). Both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the 

feasibility study generated data indicating that patients had hoped for more 

interactive exercises (e.g. quizzes, video clips) and content that was tailored to their 

needs. Indeed, the presence of such aspects has also facilitated acceptability, as 

measured by adherence, with other digital interventions (Kelders et al., 2012). Ways 

to incorporate such persuasive design features ought to be addressed in future 

research. However, this would incur further expense. 

7.5.3 Comparison to literature on low-intensity online interventions 

It is important to compare the findings of the present thesis in light of the existing 

literature on low-intensity online interventions. The present research potentially 

supports the findings of a recent meta-synthesis into cCBT, which suggested that 

patient engagement with online psychological interventions is influenced by the 

extent to which the intervention is sensitive to their needs, and how much 

collaboration and connection it provides (Knowles et al., 2014). 

The findings of the present thesis indicated that a key factor in disengaging with the 

intervention was that the content did not seem relevant to participants’ depression. 

In the previous section, some ways to overcome this were outlined alongside the 

potential limitations of changing the intervention. However, the suggestion from the 

Knowles et al., (2014) study is that the interventions that are most sensitive to patient 

needs are those that recommend personalised content, on the basis of patient 

circumstances or symptoms. In their review, Knowles et al., (2014) provide examples 

of when this has been achieved by therapists who recommend suitable intervention 

content to users. However, this presents a challenge for research into low-intensity 

interventions that aim to be non-consumable (Muñoz, 2010), and therefore would not 

use therapists to recommend content to patients. Research may therefore focus on 

investigating how the process of recommending suitable content can be automated. 

This will require knowledge of how to assess and match patient needs to 

psychological content, as well as technological solutions to automate this process. 

The second aspect of Knowles et al.,’s (2014) paper is that engagement with digital 

interventions can be influenced by how much collaboration and connection is 
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provided. The developed intervention was low-intensity, and the social aspects of the 

persuasive design framework, such as social learning (e.g. providing ways to see how 

other users had benefited from positive psychology components) (Oinas-Kukkonen & 

Harjumaa, 2009), were not included based on privacy, ethical, and scalability 

concerns. However, the tension, acknowledged by Knowles et al., (2014) is that an 

intervention that promotes such autonomy can suit some, whilst being too 

challenging for others. This was the case in the current study. However, it was 

apparent that some participants perceived support from the telephone introduction 

and reminders from the candidate. Previously, researchers have suggested that this 

administrative support can be beneficial, as it creates a sense of accountability within 

an intervention (Richards & Richardson, 2012). Future research may investigate how 

important it is to have a human point of contact to provide administrative support 

within an intervention such as Uplift, and investigate the resource implications of 

this.  

Knowles et al., (2014) raise the possibility that there is a subset of people that can 

reliably be identified as having positive or negative perceptions of online 

interventions. One possibility is that those who did not like Uplift and perceived it to 

be isolating rather than empowering, would consistently experience any low-intensity 

online intervention in the same way. This could mean that improving Uplift to make 

it more collaborative and more sensitive to user needs would not improve the 

experience of the intervention for those people, as they will not gain benefit from 

these changes. Further, making these changes would mean that those who did like it 

in its current form might no longer perceive it to be acceptable and beneficial. 

Alternatively, even if people can be reliably identified as being suited to online 

interventions, these people might still have different preferences for these 

interventions. Some might prefer a private experience with little contact, whilst 

others might like and want to exchange communication with people experiencing a 

similar condition.  

This idea that there might be people who can reliably be identified as having a 

favourable response to digital interventions raises another possible interpretation of 

the Uplift findings. It is not clear whether those that perceived it to be acceptable 

would have had a favourable opinion of another digital intervention, such as cCBT. In 

other words, is Uplift uniquely appealing? Research has rarely investigated patient 
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preferences for digital interventions, with the exception of a questionnaire study by 

Musiat, Goldstone, and Tarrier (2014) which suggested that people had unfavourable 

expectations of digital interventions. However, future studies may need to employ a 

more nuanced approach to eliciting patient preferences. Musiat and colleagues asked 

participants to rank treatment options, including online and traditional face-to-face 

therapy, if they were to ‘seek help right now’. The study authors acknowledge that 

this might have led participants to perceive traditional therapy as a ‘benchmark’. 

Further, it cannot be assumed that people know about different digital treatments 

and their advantages, such as greater privacy and control (Knowles et al., 2014), or the 

context in which they might seek them (e.g. whilst on a waiting list). Previously, 

research has provided information about digital interventions and found that this can 

positively influence attitudes; for instance because information address concerns 

about privacy (Ebert et al., 2015). Future studies should investigate patient 

preferences for online interventions more thoroughly, to determine patient 

preferences for these interventions overall, but also preferences for particular 

elements, such as connectivity and collaboration, or psychological content. This 

could help to inform the development of future interventions that are suited to needs, 

and also to reliably identify patients with favourable preference so that interventions 

can be targeted towards patients.  

7.5.4 Comparison to literature on designing and evaluating online interventions 

To date the majority of online interventions in the UK have been developed 

commercially, and few have a sound theoretical basis or evidence to substantiate their 

claims (Bennion et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2017; Leigh & Flatt, 2015). In order to address 

this limitation and to inform the development of a theoretically sound intervention, 

two intervention development frameworks were selected; the MRC framework (Craig 

et al., 2008) and the person-based approach (Yardley et al., 2015). These frameworks 

were successfully applied in this thesis and generally helped to inform the selected 

research methods and activities. However, there were some recommended activities 

that could not be undertaken. For example, the MRC framework generally 

recommends that a systematic review is conducted to identify the evidence base of an 

intervention. However, as several recent reviews had been conducted that indicated 

potential effectiveness (Bolier, Haverman, Westerhof, et al., 2013; Hone et al., 2015), it 

was not deemed necessary to conduct another. Instead, a systematic review was 

conducted on how intervention components had been applied in previous studies, in 
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order to understand potentially acceptable and theoretically important components. 

However, this review was only moderately robust, due to the poor quality of study 

intervention reporting, and did not establish sufficient data to contribute to the 

theory of the intervention. However, new data was collected in the qualitative study, 

to supplement the development of the theory of the intervention.  

In terms of the person-based approach, there were two recommended methods that 

were not possible to implement. The first was the suggestion to synthesise user 

experiences of similar interventions, ideally through synthesis of qualitative data to 

identify barriers and facilitators (Yardley et al., 2015). However, as few studies had 

actually investigated the acceptability of positive psychology this was not possible. 

The approach also recommends repeatedly testing and refining the intervention, 

through usability studies in real-world contexts. This would have required an 

extended phase of think aloud usability testing, as well as longitudinal mixed method 

case studies of how people used the intervention independently in real life. These 

processes would have led to further refinements prior to a feasibility study. However, 

due to practical resource and time constraints, these optimisation methods were not 

feasible. Overall, the two frameworks complemented one another well. As neither are 

overly prescriptive, but instead, suggest methods and activities that might be used 

depending on available resources, they fitted well in the context of an independent 

researcher, with a limited time and budget to complete the development. The 

frameworks therefore made an important contribution and enabled the development 

of a theoretically sound intervention.  

Future evaluations of the Uplift intervention ought to be considered, particularly as 

the MRC framework would suggest that there are two stages remaining; ‘evaluation’ 

and ‘implementation’. One important aspect for future evaluations would be how to 

measure acceptability, defined in the present study as whether the intervention was 

suitable, appropriate, satisfying, and attractive (Bowen et al., 2009). In the present 

study, a proxy measure of acceptability was adherence and it was assumed that a 

higher number of logins and completion was associated with greater acceptability of 

the intervention, and that in turn this might lead to better outcomes (which would 

then be the subject of a future evaluation). However, this assumption of a linear 

relationship between acceptability, adherence, and dose and response in online 

psychological interventions is subject to debate (Donkin et al., 2013). It has been 
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suggested that the greater level of engagement within each exposure to the 

intervention (e.g. spending more time logged in, completing more activities) is a 

better predictor of benefitting from the intervention, than longer-term engagement 

(Donkin et al., 2013). However, others argue that engagement is multidimensional; 

there is engagement at the micro level, e.g. logging into an intervention, and macro 

level, e.g. making a behaviour change (Michie, Yardley, West, Patrick, & Greaves, 

2017). Further, they argue this is likely to vary by intervention depending on the 

target behaviour, and recommend that each digital behaviour change intervention 

defines what is important. In some contexts, one in-depth period of engagement 

might be sufficient to teach new skills, whilst for other interventions, brief but timely 

context-triggered prompts might be needed over a longer term to achieve change. 

Future research into Uplift should more carefully consider what level of engagement 

might be required to achieve behaviour change. As it was, the intervention guideline 

recommended logging in once per week and trying one intervention. However, few 

adhered to this, and it is unclear whether a more intensive or longer period of the 

intervention would be required to sustain behaviour change. This should be the 

subject of future research. 

Engagement must also be considered in light of how people use technology; if it is the 

case that people use technology in frequent but short bursts of time (Mohr, 

Tomasino, et al., 2017), how do researchers generate sustained engagement? The 

current study findings suggested that there was ‘offline’ practice of the intervention 

components, with patients in the qualitative study reporting practicing the 

components in notebooks. This demonstrates the importance of using multiple 

methods to evaluate acceptability and usage, rather than relying on technology usage. 

It has been suggested that researchers ought to develop more complex measures of 

intervention use, such as time spent, number of pages visited (i.e. clicked on), 

exercises started but not completed, to create a composite measure of engagement 

(Couper et al., 2010). If this had been used in the current study, it might have allowed 

exploration of the ‘breadth’ of engagement, e.g. how many activities accessed and 

‘depth’ of engagement, e.g. length of time spent. However, this was not possible as it 

would have required further programming of the website that was not compatible 

with the resources available. Nevertheless, future research may investigate 

technological processes involved in measuring engagement, alongside the research 
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into establishing what engagement means in relation to the behaviour change 

outcomes expected in Uplift. 

The second methodological aspect relates to how future evaluations would be 

designed. The guiding frameworks for this thesis would both recommend iteratively 

refining Uplift before testing it in an RCT (Craig et al., 2008; Yardley et al., 2015). 

Some argue that it is not sufficient to rely on formative studies (e.g. non-randomised 

or observational studies), because trials often contradict such study findings and 

overturn assumptions of effectiveness (Murray et al., 2016). It is therefore proposed 

that online interventions should be subject to the same level of evidence as required 

by other interventions, as they are not without costs or potential for harm. One such 

cost is the opportunity cost, whereby individual patients or healthcare systems invest 

time, effort, and money into an ineffective resource, thus rendering these resources 

unavailable for effective interventions (Murray et al., 2016). The recommendation is 

therefore to develop and refine an intervention until it is stable, can be implemented 

with high fidelity, and has evidence that benefits are clinically meaningful (Murray et 

al., 2016). 

There are a number of problems however with these conditions. Firstly, although 

intervention stability might be desirable, it should be recognised that pace of 

technological development is at odds with this. Some argue that given how much 

technology changes and how quickly this happens, in comparison to slow cycles of 

intervention development and evaluation, that interventions are obsolete by the time 

we have evidence for them (Kumar et al., 2013). A solution for this is to use more 

flexible evaluation designs that test the theoretical principles of an intervention, i.e. 

its conceptual model that can be stable, whilst allowing the technological aspects that 

might be less stable and subject to external changes, to evolve alongside testing 

(Mohr et al., 2015).  

Secondly, if one assumes, as Murray et al. (2016) suggest, that interventions ought to 

have ‘high fidelity’ prior to testing, this requires researchers to address the problem of 

high drop out. As evidenced in the present study, and in the literature reviewed at the 

outset in section 1.6.3, few participants adhere to online interventions. As a result, 

when RCTs are analysed using the intention to treat principle (which analyses people 

as they were randomised), it is not statistically possible to account for these rates of 

drop out and demonstrate an effect. The focus of researchers therefore must be on 
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carefully identifying patients that might be suited to interventions, and targeting 

these participants in a trial. 

7.6 Strengths and limitations 

7.6.1 Theoretically driven approach 

A key strength of this thesis is the theoretically driven approach to intervention 

development, which has allowed the clarification of how components of positive 

psychology link to particular principles and mechanisms. To date this had not 

accurately been specified, thus this research has made an important and novel 

contribution to the literature on positive psychology. Whilst this is a key strength, 

that allows others to build on the conceptual model, there is nevertheless an 

associated weakness with the focus on just one model of positive psychology; that of 

positive psychotherapy. As aforementioned, it is possible that this limited the 

inclusion of other conceptually similar interventions, such as ‘acts of kindness’, as an 

alternative to ‘gift of time.’ However, the choice of positive psychotherapy was 

nevertheless a useful starting point, given the lack of clarity in the literature over 

what constitutes a positive psychology component. The current study provides a 

platform for other researchers to investigate the principles of pleasure, engagement, 

and meaning. It is likely that without this choice to restrict the intervention to using 

those from positive psychotherapy, it would have been more difficult to generate the 

conceptual model. Further, there is no evidence, to the candidate’s knowledge that a 

particularly crucial or effective positive psychology component was omitted. For 

instance, the evidence for ‘acts of kindness’, is subject to the same flaws described in 

section 1.5.4, e.g. use of student samples (Otake et al., 2006). 

7.6.2 Systematic approach to intervention development 

Another key strength of the approach to intervention development is that a 

systematic process was documented, using the most relevant research methods as 

recommended by the guiding frameworks (Craig et al., 2008; Yardley et al., 2015). The 

benefit of this is that the process is transparent, clear, and a useful starting point for 

other researchers developing online interventions using positive psychology, or other 

theoretical frameworks. At all stages good methodological rigour was ensured, by 

following guidelines, such as PRISMA for the systematic review (Moher et al., 2009), 

and COREQ for reporting the qualitative chapters (Tong et al., 2007). Further, where 

methods required it, a second independent researcher was used. In the systematic 
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review, this ensured the consistency of paper screening, inclusion, and data 

extraction, thus improving the methodological quality. Similarly, in the qualitative 

studies, the candidate ensured that independent researchers checked the coherence, 

credibility, and distinctness of the data analysis. These processes ensure that the 

intervention was based on good quality evidence and can increase the validity of the 

overall findings.  

The candidate has evidenced that is it possible, within the confines of a PhD budget 

and timeline, to deliver a systematically developed theoretically sound intervention. 

Further, the developed intervention is not out-of-date, as has been suggested when 

traditional research methods are used (Kumar et al., 2013). However, participants 

expressed that the intervention might have been more useful as an app, which might 

reflect the expectations people have of smartphones, given their ubiquity (Prescott, 

2017). Nevertheless, as the current research provides a conceptual model, including 

guiding principles that articulate how design objectives could address contextual 

challenges and related key technology features, in future it would be relatively easy to 

translate the intervention into other forms of technology, such as an app.  

Although the approach taken to intervention development has strengths, there is 

nevertheless a possibility that incorporating agile processes, such as showing the 

paper-based prototype to potential users and iteratively refining it (Boardwell & 

Roberson, 2014), might have led to a more acceptable and engaging digital 

intervention. Using software experts earlier, and dedicating more resources to further 

rounds of think-aloud usability testing and refinement, could have identified issues 

with mobile access etc., which could have improved intervention acceptability in the 

feasibility study. However, one of the guiding frameworks of the thesis recognises 

that the context can dictate the extent to which all recommended activities can be 

achieved (Yardley et al., 2015). In this case, there were clear time, budget, and ethical 

constraints that limited the ability of the candidate to use iterative methods to 

optimise the intervention delivery 

7.6.3 Development with the population of interest 

Another important strength of this thesis was that the intervention was developed 

with the population of interest in mind. This is a key limitation of commercially 

available websites and apps, such as Happify that promotes positive psychology 

(“Happify,” 2017) and is designed for a general population, and may therefore fail to 
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meet the needs of patients experiencing depression. It is also an important limitation 

of previous research has targeted a more general population of the so-called ‘worried 

well’, resulting in a sub-clinical sample (Schueller & Parks, 2012). Instead, the 

approach to intervention development has involved patient perspectives of people 

experiencing depression and related conditions throughout, both as advisors to the 

research process, and as participants shaping the developing intervention. Again, the 

literature indicates that this is critical to ensuring the success of digital interventions 

(Doherty, Coyle, & Matthews, 2010; Kujala, 2003; Maguire, 2001). It is therefore 

assumed that using patient perspectives in this way has resulted in an intervention 

that is more aligned with patient needs than previous research.  

A further strength is that this thesis conceptualised depression in its broadest sense, 

rather than restricting to a particular population. Previous researchers have excluded 

patients with severe depression or suicidality (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013), 

or specifically have targeted this population (Huffman et al., 2014). However, the 

present research did not use any such restrictions. Indeed, a range of settings and 

samples were used throughout the study. For instance, the systematic review 

included studies of patients with a range of mental health conditions in various 

settings, in order to understand broadly how positive psychology components were 

applied. Similarly, the qualitative study investigated patients with depression and 

anxiety, given the evidence of co-morbidity (Kessler et al., 2003). Finally, the 

feasibility study recruited participants self-identifying as depressed, according to the 

Whooley screen (Whooley et al., 1997). The advantage of this was that a range of 

patients, from a range of settings, were recruited. In the feasibility study participants 

with relatively high levels of distress were recruited. Such approaches to the sampling 

are likely to have resulted in research findings that are more generalisable. Evidence 

shows that where various exclusion criteria are used in research, the findings cannot 

then easily be applied to the more ‘messy’ real-world, where patients experience a 

range of physical and mental co-morbidities (Halvorson & Humphreys, 2015). 

One limitation of the sample, which should be acknowledged, is that in the 

qualitative (Chapter 3) and feasibility studies (Chapters 5 & 6), participants were 

recruited by adverts and so were self-selecting. This was deemed appropriate given 

the nature of the intervention, which would be used by people who opt for it, and 

indeed may find it online. However, the limitation is that this approach, and the 
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resulting sample, might not represent the people who are most in need of a low-

intensity treatment. For instance, in the feasibility study, the sample was mainly 

female, well-educated, and had English as a first language. There is some evidence 

that such participants are typical in online intervention studies, and could reflect the 

higher proportion of women with depression, or the higher proportion of women who 

seek help online (Bolier, Haverman, Kramer, et al., 2013; Crisp & Griffiths, 2014; 

Schueller & Parks, 2012). However, critics argue that developing interventions for 

well-educated women does not address gaps in health inequalities. In fact, some 

argue that this can contribute further to health inequalities, as patients from 

socioeconomically disadvantaged backgrounds are overlooked in the development of 

interventions and become further marginalised (Showell, Cummings, & Turner, 2017). 

Indeed, previous research suggested that those with lower educational levels were at 

greater risk of dropping out of digital interventions (Karyotaki et al., 2015). The 

second risk factor identified in that meta-analysis was male gender (Karyotaki et al., 

2015). This is a problem because the rates of completed suicides in men far exceed 

those of women, in part, to differences in help seeking behaviour (Schrijvers et al., 

2012). It could therefore be argued that rather than choose a self-selected sample, the 

present research could have more consciously targeted a particular demographic, in 

order to better address the issue with the treatment gap that was outlined at the start 

of this thesis. Obviously, this was not the aim and would have required a different 

approach and research questions. Nevertheless, it is important to recognise that this 

research and its findings might apply to a particular demographic.  

7.6.4 Challenge of low-intensity interventions 

A central aim of the thesis was to develop a low-intensity intervention that was 

accessible to patients without support. However, the findings indicated that some 

participants perceived a sense of support from the candidate as a result of contact 

related to the research procedures (e.g. brief phonecall to explain research 

participation that included a summary of the intervention). This highlights the 

difficulties with evaluating low-intensity interventions as research procedures may 

inadvertently confer administrative support to participants that would not be present 

if implemented in routine services. This is problematic because the evidence suggests 

that where participants receive some form of support, including administrative 

support, these interventions have greater adherence and effectiveness than 

unsupported interventions (Richards & Richardson, 2012). A limitation of this study is 
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therefore that the intervention evaluated included administrative support, rather 

than no support as intended. 

A secondary limitation is that even with this level of administrative support many 

participants still did not try the intervention. This calls into question how useful such 

a low level of support actually is. Indeed, a recent large scale RCT of cCBT in primary 

care concluded that unsupported interventions should not routinely be offered as 

patients do not adhere or engage (Gilbody et al., 2015). Instead, it is suggested that 

patients are offered professional support, e.g. through phone calls, to augment 

computerised interventions. However, it could be argued that low intensity 

interventions still have a place and deserve further research for two reasons. Firstly, 

some people engage with them, as demonstrated by a fifth of the sample in this study. 

If this was scaled up this has the potential to help large numbers of patients. 

Secondly, developments in technology may allow for patients to feel ‘supported’ 

without the presence of a therapist and these have yet to be fully explored. Indeed, 

the Gilbody et al., (2015) study was of an out-dated modular intervention, which may 

be one reason for disengagement.    

7.7 Implications for research 

7.7.1 Defining positive psychology components and their mechanisms 

To further develop the field of positive psychology, researchers must now focus on 

agreeing on a definition of a positive psychology component, clarifying how 

components target particular principles of pleasure, engagement, and meaning, and 

the hypothesised mechanisms of these interventions. The field will remain of limited 

use if it is not clear how the components operate, nor clear how they are distinct from 

other theoretical approaches. A useful starting point would be for researchers to 

collate all components, and their instructions. This would allow the identification of 

which components are conceptually similar, or indeed are the same intervention by a 

different name. Such an exercise might encourage positive psychology researchers to 

see that they have sufficiently distinct components from other therapies, thus 

resulting in a consensus that it is unnecessary to include mindfulness or acceptance 

based therapies in their definition. Instead, the focus could be on increasing the 

transparency of positive psychology components, aligning these with relevant 

principles and mechanisms, which can then be rigorously tested. This would allow 
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researchers and therapists to select appropriate components from a good body of 

evidence.  

7.7.2 Investigating patient preferences for low-intensity online interventions 

The present research has raised the possibility that there are certain people for whom 

online interventions are more acceptable. The question for future research is to 

establish whether such patients would like and use any online intervention, or 

whether patients have particular preferences. These have different implications for 

research. If patients would like and use any online intervention, for instance those 

who liked Uplift would as happily have used cCBT, research should focus on reliably 

identifying these people and then developing the best evidenced intervention to 

target those patients. This would be a deductive approach, in which the best available 

evidence for treatment for a particular mental health concern is translated into an 

online treatment. Alternatively, if patients have different preferences for intervention 

content, format etc., researchers should focus on eliciting the different needs of 

patients and developing a range of interventions that address these needs. This is 

more of an inductive approach, in which patient preferences will drive the 

development of interventions. The implication is that future researchers must 

establish which of these explanations is more plausible.  

7.7.3 Developing and evaluating online interventions 

The implication of the present research is that, despite what the guiding frameworks 

would suggest, refining the intervention to test it in an RCT might not be the most 

suitable next step. Further research is needed to establish whether Uplift is uniquely 

beneficial to patients, or if patients would also benefit from an online intervention 

with a different therapeutic focus. If it is established that patients have preferences 

for a range of online treatments, this has implications for how these treatments 

should be developed and evaluated. One approach would be for researchers to 

develop and investigate the acceptability of their particular intervention, which 

would include testing the effectiveness of the psychological content, as well as the 

technological aspects of the design. However, it might be that these latter aspects are 

more generic, e.g. acceptable interventions are those that include autonomy-

supportive, patient-centred language. The implication would therefore be that 

researchers from different institutions or groups could collaborate to identify and 

develop more generically acceptable design principles for online interventions, e.g. to 
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understand how to promote connectedness, or practically how to achieve sensitivity 

to patient needs. Concurrently, researchers would independently investigate ways to 

optimise theoretical principles for their particular interventions. For instance, the 

focus of positive psychology researchers might be to investigate how to increase the 

relevance of positive psychology to depression. 

This approach would lead to more theoretically driven online interventions and 

might allow for interventions to be evaluated using principle-based trials (Mohr et al., 

2015). These studies would investigate the effectiveness of the theoretical principles, 

both in terms of psychological principles, such as CBT or positive psychology, as well 

as the design principles, such as the use of autonomy-supportive language. However, 

crucially the technology by which such interventions are delivered would not be 

static. The trials could test a website; however, this could be updated throughout a 

study to allow for changes in technology. The advantage of this approach is that it can 

increase knowledge about the underlying principles or mechanisms of action of an 

intervention, which can then be applied to the changing technological environment, 

thus increasing the value of research studies in this field (Mohr et al., 2015). 

The implications of this approach would be that there would be several varying 

interventions available, and patients or services might be uncertain about which to 

choose. This might require quality guidelines to be applied, so that patients know 

they are accessing evidence-based intervention. Such guidelines would need to be 

effective in checking the rigour of an intervention, whilst not being so restrictive that 

they stifle innovation in the field (Torous, Levin, Ahern, & Oser, 2017). 

7.8 Implications for clinical practice 

7.8.1 Delivery and maintenance costs 

This research began with an assumption that low-intensity interventions are cost-

effective, as, once developed, they do not require much further costs, compared to 

interventions requiring staff support or infrastructure to deliver (Muñoz, 2010). 

However, the findings indicate that there are cost implications in hosting 

interventions, ensuring they stay up-to-date, and secure, as technology develops. For 

instance, if Uplift is developed into an app, the costs of updating this as manufactures 

release new and updated operating systems must be met to ensure that developed 

intervention does not become obsolete. However, it is unclear how such costs would 
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be met in clinical practice. Research shows that already there is great variety in which 

online interventions clinical commissioning groups pay for, meaning that patients 

have access to varying interventions (Bennion et al., 2017). This should be discussed 

further in future research, to understand resource implications and ensure cost-

effectiveness, whilst maintaining patient choice. 

A second aspect of this is that the research indicated that while intended as a low-

intensity unsupported intervention, some study participants perceived support and 

value from the administrative support associated with study procedures. If this is 

necessary for successful delivery in services, there are clear cost implications for 

clinical practice. 

7.8.2 Positive psychology online as a complementary treatment 

The implication for clinical practice is that positive psychology online may be 

acceptable for a subset of patients. In this study it was tested as a complementary 

approach, but in future it would need to be clarified exactly how it could complement 

treatments. For instance, whether it could successfully be used for patients on the 

waiting list for therapies, or to maintain gains following therapy. The potential 

complications of this are that clinicians must ensure that positive psychology fits with 

patient’s overall treatment plan when offered, and is conceptually aligned to ensure 

that patients are not overburdened by different treatments. 

7.9 Conclusion 

This thesis has made several contributions to the literature on the use of online 

positive psychology components for depression. It described the systematic 

development of a theoretically sound intervention that proved acceptable to some 

participants. This was necessary, given the context in which few low-intensity, low-

cost interventions are available to support the vast numbers of patients with 

depression.  

Future research should establish whether it is possible to refine the intervention, to 

include other positive psychology exercises that promote similar principles, and to 

include a greater number of persuasive design features to increase the acceptability of 

the intervention. A critical issue is to establish whether the intervention is attractive 

to a distinct population of participants, in which case it should be refined with their 

interests in mind; or, whether there are people who would generally prefer an online 
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approach to depression, in which case research should focus on developing the best-

evidenced approach. 
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Appendix 4. Qualitative study analysis supporting documents 
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Appendix 5. Intervention development method documents 

Patient advisory panel meeting agendas 
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Appendix 6. Intervention development supporting documents 

 Paper based prototype mock up intervention screens 

 Intervention specification 

 Strengths database 

 Permission from Fiona Trembath and worksheet 

 Audio script enjoy 

Paper based prototype mock up intervention screens 
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Intervention specification 
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Strengths permission to use worksheet 
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Strengths database 
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Savouring audio instructions 
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Appendix 7. Uplift intervention 

External homepage screen 1 of 3 

 

External homepage screen 2 of 3 
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External homepage screen 3 of 3 

 

External about page 
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External contact page 

 

External login page 
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Internal homepage screen 1 of 3 

 

Internal homepage screen 2 of 3 
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Internal homepage screen 3 of 3 

 

Strengths quiz 
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Strengths quiz with statements selected 

 

Strengths quiz results 
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Strengths quiz example 

 

Strengths plan screen 
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Good things 

 

 

Adding a good thing 
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Enjoy 

 

 

Audio instructions for shower 
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Audio for eating a meal 

 

Audio instruction for being outside 
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Connect homepage 
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Add a connection 

 

Saying thanks 
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Sharing strengths 

 

Sharing strength example 
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Help homepage 

 

 

Depression support page 
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Website support page 
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Appendix 8. Feasibility study supporting documents 

Study measures 
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Study approvals - NRES favourable ethical opinion and HRA approval  
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Appendix 9. Feasibility study quantitative analysis supporting documents 

Graphs of patterns of engagement for participants with intervention logins higher 

than exercise completion 
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Regression (negative binomial) results of predictor variables and exercise logins 

 

1 Exponential Beta is reported as it represents the expected mean difference 
  

Predictor variable Exponential Beta1 95% Confidence 
Interval 

p value 

Age 1.00 0.99-1.02 0.71 
Gender 1.04 0.65-1.7 0.85 
English first language 1.09 0.60-1.97 0.77 
Educational 
qualification 

0.86 0.55-1.36 0.52 

Employment status 0.83 0.53-1.32 0.43 
Current depression 
treatment 

1.03 0.63-1.71 0.88 

Years of depression 1.00 0.99-1.02 0.50 
Baseline PHQ-9 1.01 0.98-1.05 0.49 
Baseline DIALOG 0.89 0.71-1.10 0.28 
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Appendix 10. Feasibility study qualitative analysis supporting documents 

Topic guide 

Opening questions (to be used as a warm up) 

 Before taking part in the Uplift study had you used other websites or apps for 
mental health? 

o What kinds of things did those do? 
o How did you use those? 
o How did you hear about those? 

 And how did you come across the Uplift website? 
o How did you hear about it? 

 
1. Barriers / facilitators  

 When and how did you use the Uplift website? 
o Probe about location used, time spent, activities practiced offline, 

what helped 
o Probe about how this fitted in with other things for depression 

including whether discussed with healthcare professional  

 Were there difficulties, or problems with using the Uplift website? 
o Probe about what affected this  

 
2. Helpfulness / unhelpfulness 

 What did you find helpful, if anything, about the Uplift website? 
o Probe about positive impact  
o Probe about what would like to use again 
o Probe about recommend to a friend 

 What did you find unhelpful, if anything, about the Uplift website? 
o Probe about negative impact 
o What would have liked to see less of  

 
3. Suggestions for improvement 

 Was there anything that wasn’t in the Uplift website that you would have 
liked to see? 

o Probe about expectations of what might have been in there (activities) 
o Probe about previously mentioned helpful / unhelpful features 
o Probe about helpful features of other websites/ apps used 

 
Closing questions 
So as we come to end of the interview, I’d like to check 

 Is there something that we haven’t touched upon yet that you would like to 
share? 

N.B. This interview intended to cover the three main areas and probes and follow up 
questions will be used as appropriate throughout.  
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Application of theme one of framework to several transcripts  
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